
Financing' of education,in Nigeria

Educational expenditure and the budgets

The budget. accounts taken, as reference in this paragraph are those which are
shown in Tables 5 and 6 of, Appendix A. In these tables an attempt has been made
to reconstruct from a number of different docunients an economic analysis of the
government budgets over the period 1955-62. Recurrent expenditure shown.here,
therefure, excludes all appropriations of funds to other budget accounts and
capital expenditure excludes loans and financial investments. The figures given
represent, very-approximately only, actual expenditure for the purchase of goods
and services and grant transfers made to persons and institutions including local
governments.

In Table 2, educational expenditure is given as a percentage of total expenditure
for the three regions and for -the consolidated expenditure account of the whole
Federation.

The marked differences town in the percentages of educational expenditure as
compared with total government expenditure in each region andin the Federation
as a whole need an explanation.

After October 1954, when the regional governments became autonomous, they
had to meet their financial obligations towards the educational systeth, consisting
mainly of the grants-in-aid allocations, from their own internal sources of financing.
The education grant they had received between 1951 and 1954, and which was
proportionate to their grants-in-aid cojnmitments, -was discontinued and the

TABLE 2. Education as a percentage of government expenditure in the regional accounts and in
the consolidated account for the Federation during the period 1955-62

Region 1933 1936 1937 1938 1,39 8f69 ' 1961

a Northern
Eastern
Western

'' Federation

Northern
Eastern
Western

Federation.

-

a

titI

..,

fi

R e c u r r e n t expenditure
20.1 25.4 '24.0 24.5
37.6 42.5 49.0 43.4
40.7 36.5 42.8 41.3

24.4
45.2
40.8

23.0
i14.9

43.9
I

22.4
41.5
44.6

16.4 18.7 22,0 21.2

Capital expenditure
21.1 10.0E 12.5 11.7

6.6 40.9 , 0.9 5.7 ,
34.2 40.9 41.9 17.1

21.4

13.6
4.6 .
9.7

'.p.6

22.2
6.9

110.1

21.3

25.9
3.4
5.6!

12.1 13.5 :11.7' 80.2

lecurrent-andcapital-expenditare-
20.5 19.5 19.5 19.7
28.4 42.3 43.0 34.0
38.7 37.5 42.6 ' 33.7

5.5 5.8 5.8

23.6
28.2
29.1;

Northern
Eastern
Western

Federation

20.7
34.8
28.1

23.9
36.7
30.5

.
18.7 17.3 18.7 17.0 15.2 16.1--...--,..-----_
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',' A general analysis of educational expenditure

federalenue wag* reallocated on different criteria which did not give
consideration to such comMitments.

Especially at the beginning of the new financial regime, the regions' own internal
revenue, particularly in the two southern regions, where an effective system of
internal taxation was still to' be established, was almost non-existent. For these two
regions, therefore, the federal grant allocation represented almost their entire
revenue. With the suppression of the education grant, the financial obligations of
the federal government towards education were restricted to The school system
operating in Lagos, the University of Ibadan, and the Nigerian College of Arts,
Science and Technology.

This partly explains why, since the beginning of the period under review, the
Eastern and Western Regionswhere the bulk of the national.educational system
was concentratedalready had 37.6 per cent and 40,7 per cent respectively of
their recurrent budgets committed to edlational expenditure. In these two regions,

0
in fact, grants-in-aid covered 78.7 per cent and 82.2 per cent respectively of the
totarexpenditure for education.

In addition, the Western Region, in 1955, and the Eastern Region, in 19$7,
introdVd free primary education schemes, thus increasing further the drain on
their finances. It is difficult to explain in a brief comment what the., reasons were
that persuaded the respective governments of the financial feasibility of such
sehenies. There were, obyiously, some miscalculations and a certain overdose of
optimism, but prObably the decisive factor will be found in the commitment
that the newly appointed governments felt towards the population, as the free

o

primary education schemes had been a major issue in the campaign for auton-
qmy.

Viewed as a whole, expenditure for educational purposes,ihough high, remains
within the linlits generally observed in other developing countries, ranging between
18.7 percent and 15.2 Per cent of total goVernment expenditure, but if we consider
the three regions separately, we find that in the East and West the percentages
exceed by far what normally expected. In the North, education absorbed
between 19.5 per cent and 23.9 per cent of the total; in the East, betycen 26.9 per
cent and 43.0 per edit; in the West, between 28.1 per cent aid 42.6 perlent.

/ythough the regions did not contribute out of their own budgets to services
such as foreign affairs, defence and railway, which were the responsibility of the
&Alai government, all other services* were provided directly, including justice,
regional police, radio and television networks, etc, Within,this broad autonomy,
the-h igh-level-of-ed ucational-expendi t ure -mIty-Oerhaps -have-li mi ted-t he -capacity
of the regional governments to intervene effectively in other, also vital, sectors of
social and economic development such as agriculture and health.

d

In fact, evert educational investment as A whole appearso have been more the
result of pressures ;brought about by circumstances than the result of the imple-
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mentation of a co-ordinated economic plan for the best use of available financial
resources. This becomes evident if the percentages of rec urrent and capital expen-
ditures are examined separately.

For the over-all Federation, recurrent expenditure, after having risen from
16.4 per cent to 22:0 per cent in the first three years, remained around thatlevel
throughout the subsequent period, while capital expenditure, which in 1957 was
still at the level of 11.7 pet cent, declined sharply to 5.5per cent in 1959 and remained
at that low level afterwards. This contrast is not only apparent but reflects a real'
decrease in over-all government capital investment in education which took place
in'a period of general expansion of the whole educational system.

If we look at the regional analysis we can see that the situation.presented by the
national figures reflects, however, only the trends which can be observed in the two
southein regions. As for the Northern Region; the share of capital expenditure
devoted teducation shows a fairly constant trend between 1956 and 1959 and a
definite increase in theefollowing'years.

Economic analysis of government expenditure

In the analysis of government expenditures we have considered two main types oft
iransactions: (a)purchases of goods and services, represented by the money spent
directly by the ministries of education for their own administrative and educational
establishments and for their dependent units, and (b) transfers, represented.by
grants-in-aid to local authorities and voluntary agencies, scholarships to students
at home and abroad, and subventions and subsidies to universities and othet
organizations operating in the field of formal education.

Loans and interests were not taken into consideration because in the records,
such transactions could not be properly analysed in order to separate, or estimate,
the phrt attributable to the educational sector:

As regards recurrent expincliture, the economic analysis of the consolidated
budgets shown in Appendix A is comparableowith the above aggregates, but for
capital expenditure different criteria have been followed and sums disbursed as
grants or subventions have been considered as direct investments.

It is, however, interesting to examine the importance of direct expenditure and
transfers for education -as compated with total direct expenditure and transfers for
the recurrentitems only, as shown in Table 3.,

As the table shows, direct expenditure for education represented between-5.8 per
cent and 6.9 per cent of total direct expenditure, showing a trend of increase in the
first and last ;three years of the period under review; and ofdecrease between 1957
and 1959. The percentage of transfers, on the other hand, increased constantly,
except for a slight decrease in 1960. In 1955, transfers represented 47.G per cent of
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MOLE 3. Educational expenditure as a percentage of total aggregates in the economic analysis of
confined federal, and regional government budgets (recurrent only) in the-period
1955/56 to 1961/62

Yeic

Total budpt (in £ million)

Direct
expenditure Tntrufen

E ducation u a Prangs,*

1955
-1956
-1957.

.1958
1959
1960
1961 .

31.7 16.5 ..

- 33.6 . 23.3 '
36.0 22.7

- 41.4 20.0
52.3
58.9

4.12)..

64.2 27.7 ,

Of direct
expenditure Of transfers-

5.8 47.0
6.6 47.7
6.9 554
6.7 63.9
6.0, 70.3
6.5 69.0
6.9 72.8

the total aggregate, but in 196f almost three-quarters-72.8 per cent-of such
disbursements were allocated for education.

As most of the transfer aggregate represents the central government contriblition
towards the cost of institutional services to be borne by local governments, such as
education, health, public utilities, housing, rural and urban development, and
police, the large amount devoted to education certainly affected development in
other sectors. There is no doubt that this situation disturbed some local authorities
and there were cases of grants destined for education being diverted to other pur-

l* poses. This is illustrated in special reports, of recent years, on local government
f inances.

Trends in government expenditure for education

Govteriment expenditure for education increased at a very fast rate over the period
under review: from £6.2 million in 1952/53 to £31.1 million in 1962/63. This trend,
which shows an average increase of £2.5 million a year, is the result of three main
factors: (a) the expansion of the school system; (b) increasing unit costs? especially
for the component referring to teachers' salaries and new school buildings; and
(c) increasing financial commitments towards 'the assisted sector of the school
system owing to changes introduced in the grants-in-aid familia.

Recurrent costs were responsible for most of the increasing trend. Capital
expenditure, although on the average it compared with recurrent expenditure in the
retie of L4.5, changed_noticeably_alang_the _whole periOdfra_m_a_rnaxi Rum of
1:2.6 in 1953/54 to a minimurrof 1:6.25 in 1961/62. Perhaps thedifferent trends in
capital and recurrent expenditure are best shown by Figure 1, where the lines of
best fit have been calculated for the two series separately, with the origin (X.= 0)
in the year 1957/58.

r 9
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FIGURE 1. Lines of but fit for rota! government capital andrecurrent expenditure for education,.

1952153 to 1962163

Government funds allocated to the ministries of education were redistributed
among the follOwing users: (a) adminisi five and controlling bodies, including the
ministries of education and their dope ent uftits; (b) the formal school system with
its three principal levels of educitti --primary, secondary, and higher; (c) the
non-formal school system, in this case represented mainly by adult education; and
(d) students abroad, represented ejelusivety by government scholprs.

The proportions in which the vari9us users shared the funds available changed
over-the period under review, as shown in Table 4.

As can 'be seen, in the first half of the period, primary and adult education
increased their share at the expense of all other users, passing from 50.2' per cent
and 0.3 per cent in 1952/53 to 57.2 per cent and 1.3 per cent respectively, while
secondary education decreased from 29.8 per cent to 24,5 per cent and higher
education from 9.1 per cent to 7.6 per cent. ,

In the second half of the Period the trend. is reversed with primary education
decreasing to 47.0 per cent, a percentage even lower than in 1952/53, and ride
education to 0.7 pc cent, while secondary education returned to its original share
with 29.5 per cent and higher education increased to 12.1 per cent. The same trend
can be observed for government scholars, who in the overwhelming majority were
universityltudents.

Capital expenditure was almost totally absorbed by the formal school system.
Very little went to adult education, and government administrative units were
usually housed in already existing government buildings, or together with other.
departments.
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TAW! 4. Total government recurrent expenditure on education, by users of funds, in the financial
years 1952/53, 1957/58 and 1962/63

195/53 1957/58 1962/63

\ .
Total expenditure (in E thousand) 4 885.0 15 557.9 26 350.9

Users of funds (percentage)
Administrative and controlling bodies 5.8 4.9 5.0
Rural school system 89.1 89.5 88.6

itimary education 50.2 57.2 47.0
Secondary education 29.8 24.5 29.5
Higher education 9.1 7.6 12.1

Non-formal school system 0.3 1.' 0.7
Students abroad 4.8 \ 5.7

Figure 2 (see page 110) shows the general trend of capital expenditure for the
three levels of formal education, including both direct expenditure and transfers.

A proper comparison of the trend is possible only for education at the first and
second levels. The data collected from the accounts of the various governments for
these two levels show the disbursements by the treasuries, a series of data which
can be assumed as corresponding to the value of fixed assets added in each financial
year. The situation is different for the universities which received subventions for
the implementation of development projects usually still to be carried out.

At the beginning of the period under review, primary education did not receive
special goyernment assistance for capital expenditure except for some building
grants allocated within the general regulations. It was only after autonomy was
achieved that the regions sooner or later established development policies including
the building of primary schools with government assistance. The investment rate
in this sector, therefore, rose sharply in 1954 to almost £1.8 million and thereafter,
though generally declining, remained always above £1 million.

Secondary education, after a period of gradually growing ,investment which
raised the amount from £0.64 million in 1952/53 to £1.6 million in 1959/60,
increased sharp131 after Independence, to £2.3 million in 1960/61 and £2.6 million
in 1961/62, dropping to £2.0 million in the following year.

Higher pAucation shows three periods of government allocation, one in 1953/54;
another in 1956/57 to 4958/59; and a third, which was just at its beginning in 1962,
when the governments began. financing the new universities.
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A genaal analysis of educational expenditure

A general view of txpenditure fOr education in 1962

In Table 5, an attempt ha's baen made to reconstruct the likely distribution of all
educational expenditure hi the year '1962; by sources and uses. Some items dre
roughly estimated, but we believe that the table gives an approximate idea of tie
order of magnitude of the most important ,aggregates forming the expenditure,
pattern, and that this could be a usefut guide for the figure.

In the table, uses4'of finance have been distinguished into five aggregates:
(a) formal education, (b) non-formal education, (c) universities, (d) students abroad
and (c) common services.

Formal education includes all institutions 'which are part of the formal school
system at the primary and secondary levels. We have shown the universities
separately because of their autonomous status which made it difficult.in the table
to classify them either as government or private institutions. Formal education
absorbed £29.4 million for recurrent expenditure, of which £20.15 million came
from government sources; £2.0 million from local authorities; an estimated
£6.85 million from private sources, mainly fron4 fees and a small amount from
services rendered without compensation, and £0.4 million from external aid,
representing the estimated salaries of teachers and volunteers in service in that
year.

Non-formal education includes adult education at all levels offered by the
ministries of education and other government agencies, as well as by private
institutions. 'The ,over-all expenditure of £1.5 million for non-formal education,

TABLE 5. Educational expenditure by sources of financing and uses, in 1962 (in £.

0
Sources of financing

Mgt.!
Local

Government authorities Prifate
External

aid

0

, .
Recurrent expeaditure

Formal education 20.15 2.00 6.85 0.40 ' 29.40
Non-formal education . 145 . i' 0.15 0.10 . 1.50
Universities 3.60--

,
. 0.35 " 0.35 420

Students abroad 1.50 0.05 0.75 , 0.95 3.25
Common services 1.35 I 0.25 0.05 0.70 2.35

Total 27.85 2.30 8.15 2.50 40.80
. , .s,

Fodnal education
Capital expenditure

3.10 0.25 0.25 0.40 4.00
---7-yolf-TtirlifarefitcatiOn .

Universities 2.50 0.55 3.05
Students abroad
Common services,

Total

o

s.

5.60 0.25 0.25 0.95 7.05

I.0
.8
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Financing of education in Nigeria

and the cbntributions made to it from the various sources, have been roughly
estimated.

The expenditure by universities has been derived from their own accounts. This
does not necessarily coincide with the amounts Allocated by the governments in the
same year. The total expenditure of slightly over £4 million has been integrated
with the ate' co university staff on the pay-roll of external aid agencies.
EX iture financed from 'vate sources includes fees and other internal income,

ch as rents, interest, eta., from' h has been deducted the amount paid by the
governments in schclarships. No estimate has been made of internal scholarships
granted by local authorities and by private concerns. -

For students abroad, the governments of Nigeria spent about £1.5 million and
it has been estimated that another £0.95 million has been paid by external aid
agencies. Private expenditure estimated at L0.75million is merely a guess.

Common services include administration and other services such as examina-
tidns, school libraries, health services, etc. It has been estimated that the contribu-
tion of externaltid, excluding research and studies, amounted to £0.7 million.

Capital expenditure for the non-formal schoOl system has been considered as
nil or appreciable. The contribution of external agencies to capital expenditure

tthe formal school System refers mainly to the comprehensive schools and to the
gos Advanced Teachers' College. The private capital expenditure is .another'

guess.

In Table 6, the 'distribution of recurrent expenditure within the various sectors
of the formal school system is shown. Even in this case the, apportionment of
external.aid has beeestimated.

As Table 6 shows, most government financing went to private education which

TAlLE Recurrent educational expenditure for the formal school system, by.sources of financing
arid recirderit5 of-pi-Ids,- in1962-(in £ million)

Recipients of funds

Government schools
.Primary
Other

Local authority schools
Primary
Other 4

Private schools
Primary
Other

All schools

Sources of financing

Local External
Government authority Private aid Total

tr="

3.55 1 0,25
0.15 . 0.15

.0.30 , 4.10

3.40 0.25 0.30. 3.95

3.15 2.00 0.55 0.05 5.75 -'1
2.90 , 1.70 0.15 . . 4.75
0.25 n 30 040 005- 1,06

13.45 , 6.05 0.05 19.55
9.30 2.90 12.20
4.15 3.15 0.05. , 7.35

4

20.15 2.00 6.85 _0A, 29.40
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forms the bulk of the assisted sector. This absorbed L13.45 million; or 66.7 per cent
of total government Outlay, and 68.8 per cent of total expenditUre in the private
sector.

Direct financing of private schools.by local authorities has been omitted, as there
was no-liasis for even approximate estimation. We believe, however, that such
financing did not occur freqUently in 1962.

Government and ldcal authority financing has beenzdjusted by subtracting fees
paid into the respective revenues and by adding the amounts paid for scholarships
at the secondary level.

Finally, we have assumed that the great, majority of external aidpersonnel serves
in government schob1S.

O



2 Primary education

Changes in the organization of prima education
. .1

The different historical development of the Southeirn and Northern Regions': of
Nigeria before their unification in 1914 accounts for variance

44
in their sch81school

systems, particularly at primary level. At the beginni g of, the period under review,
the Northern Region school system was based o a four-year primary course
followed by a four- to five-year middle school. F om 1952, the primary course
became the junior primary; and most of the middle schools were e hanged to a =

three-year senior primary course, while some were ypgraded to secondaq schools.
This system Was continued throughout the period f as the old, middle school dis-
appeared.appeared. Due to their origin, junior and senior primary schools were, kn most
cases, established as separate, institutions, but later the unification of the primary
courses brought with it the extension of many jynior primary schools into a _full
seven-year course and the merging of junior and senior primary schools where
possi0e. The.,frz.f,Antry.ip.r^vinusty at k.plii% '4,vas . rlre...uced_t0 7Tplus.and finally.
t6 6-plus.

I
In the South, the primary course 'initially lasted eight years and generally -7.

consisted of two years' preparatory 'training, c lied infant classes, followed,by six
standards. The primary institutions varied from the fulLeight -year course to a four- -

year course consisting of the two infant classe and the first.iwo standards called
junior primary; and it some cases were limited to the two-year infant course only.
The age of entry to the infant Classes was set of 5-plus. ,.

When in October 1954 the second Macpherson constitution gave the regions
611.1 autonomy in the field of education, the Western Region abolished the infant
classes, brought the age of entry to 6-plus aid reduced the primary course to 'six
years' duration. The inevitable contractions in the length of training caused'by such
changes were matched by the introduction o a large scale of the secondary modern
school, a threeleat course considered.as ju for secondary level.

t .0
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Primary. education

In the East and in Lagos (Which at that time was severed from the Western
Region and constituted a separate territory for the seat of the federal government),
the old structure of the primary chool system was maintained. In the East, however,
the regional government in 196! adopted a scheme for the reduction of the primary
course to six years and gradually began to abolish the infant classes. In that year
the age of entry was raised to plus and no fresh intake was admitted, and in 1963
the two top classes were merg

All these changes obviously render the comparison of enrolments very difficult
and are reflected in the comparison of expenditures as well, since often economic
considerations influenced-the policy decision's..

Changes in the system of financing

At the beginning of the period under review, the whole school systetn'was organ-
ized into (a) a government sector administered and financed directly by the
federal or regional governments, (b) an assisted sector including schools ,operated
by locaLputhorities and by voluntary agencies eligible to benefit from,government
grants-hi-aid on 'the basis of existing regulations, and (c) a non-assisted (private)
sector including all other schools which were financially self-supporting. Usually
schools in the non-assisted sector -expected to become assisted as soon as they
could meet the minimum requirements laid down by tjie central authorities.

The passage from the non-assisted to the assisted, sector was a sort of mass
phenomenon between the years 1949 and 1954, and the non-assisted sector, which
in 1952 still included 17;2 per cent of all primary schools, disappeared almost
entirely in the following years. The government sector had already thinned out
before World War II when the central government.. because of administrative
difficulties, decided to hand, over most of its schools to vofuntary agencies and
local authorities. During the period studied, no new govenffielit primary
schools were added, with the exception of the specially, built ,Kaduna Capital
School in-the North and the Lagos Demonstration School which was practically a
part of the federal government teacher-training college to .whicb it was attached.

In )954, therefore, most of the priinary schools were supported by government
assistance through the grants-in-aid regulations which (as explained earlier) charged
on the government budgets thefull salary bill and a per-pupil capitation sum for
other expenses, less the assumed local-tontributions. This system_paved the way
for the introduction Hof the free primary education schemes, which abolished the,
collection of fees and transferred the financing responsibility entirely to public
funds.

The new system of financing remained practically, the same grants-in-aid
system but extended to'almost all existingschools. The adthinistrative and financial

'1C3 115
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6

control 'at the schools, including the recruitment of teachers, was left to the school
prorietors. Obviously the governments did not. have the field administrative
machinery necessary for A coinplete take-over of the school administration and, in
addition, such a move would have encountered strong opposition from the more
powerful of the missionary organizations which were in control of the greater part
of theassisted sector.

The free primary education schemes

First lo introduce free primary education was the Western Region where the scheme
was adopted as from 1 January 1955. The regional government also tried to enlarge
the public sphere of control by establishing some local education authorities and
by transterring the financial administration of the grants to the local authorities.
The system, hoWever, did not work as expected and in 1959 the direct payment of
grants was resumed. Local authorities, in the preparatory stage, were asked, to
collect education rates which were intended to cover' between 30per cent and 45 per
cent of the recurrent costs, but the majority made it clear that they were unable to
impose a new taxation, whatever its name and purpose. The regional government
then dec:Jed to limit the contribution of the local authorities to the 'maintenance'
of the primary school system in their areas of jurisdibtion, but this vague formula-
tion °I.'!" left them free to contribute whatever they could:---in most cases very
Rifle or next to nothing.

,

n the Eastern Region, where the free primary school scheme- was also preceded
by 'the experiment of education rating, this was in fact enforced on the population,,
especially in the years intnediately following the regionalization of edUcation. The
reaction, however, was so negative that in the face of spreading turmoil the regional.

'government had to discontinue education rating by law in April 1956. Despite this
set-baCk and the prospect that the regional government would have to foot the
bill in its entirety, the free primary education scheme was introduced as from
I Jinuary 1957. The roverninent bill rose to such proportions, however, that before
the end of that yea /fees had to be reintroduced' for almost all classes.

In Eastern Vigeria, theTree primary education experiment was accompaniedby
an attempt to form a competing nucleus of primary schools controlled by local.
gvvernment and established-under the name of universal primary education (UPE)
schools. 't'hese schools, built in a hurry in 1956, in number exceeding 1,700, insuffi-
ciently filionced from government funds and still unfinished at the end of 1957, did,
however, survive the difficult time of their beginnings and have remained a sizeable
contingen'. of public schools within the large majority of voluntaryagency schools.
Fees reintroduced at the end of 1957 were in the following years gradually with-
drawn and at the end, of the period under .review were charged only for the last
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three standards, up to a maximum of £5 for standard IV and £8 for standards V
and VI. , .

in Lagos, the free primary education system was introduced as from 1 January,
1957. and continued throughout the period under review. The federal government
administered the primary school funds`directly through the Lagos Education Office,
a, subordinate ranch of .the ministry of education, while the Lagos Town Council\lc
was asked to con ibute at a rate finally agreed upon as 30 per cent of total recurrent
expenditure..In 1962, responsibility for administering primary education was
completely transferred to the Lagoi Town Council acting through its education
department and the government grant was paid into the council treasury.

In the North, primary education was still at the ibitial stage of development and,
considering the vastness of the region and its large pOpulation, a scheme of uni-
versal Primary education was unthinkable. The Northern Region governMent
followed a policy of limiting the exparision of the voluntary agency school system
in order to preserve as much as possible the existing religious character of the region
(which represented astrong political factor). The grants-in-aid system was, there-
fore, continued unchanged while the native authorities and local emirates endeav-
oured to expand the public school system in their areas where the penetration of
voluntary agency schools was usually controlled or strictly prohibited. This policy
explains the more balanced development of the two sectors (schools administered
by local authorities and those by voluntary agencies) in the North.

The Northern Region government was primarily concerned with the. develop-
ment of education in rural areas and primary schools there were almost entirely
financed from public funiis, firstly because most rural schools were operated by
natk e authorities, and secondly because from 1958 voluntary agency schools in rural
areas also became fully financed from the regional government.

The development of primary education
. a .

Table 7 shows the most salient quantitative aspects of the development of primary
.

education in Nigeria in the period under review.
In 1962, the 15,586 schools existing throughout the Federation were attended

by over 2.8 million pupils who were taught by almost 100,000 teachers. The distri-
bution among the regions presented wide differences, as compared to their total
areas and populations. In the Northern Region, with less than one primary school
per 10Q, square miles of territorY, enrolments represented 17.8 per 1,000 population
according to 1962 population estimates, or 12.1 according to the results of the
1963 census,

In the East, there were twenty-two schools per 100 square miles of territory for
an enrolment Of 148,2 (or 102.2) per thousand population.,

1' O .
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"DALE 7. Main characteristics of primary-school development /
Northern

Region
Eastern
Region

Western
Region

Nuiiiber of schoo.ls, 1962 2 568 6 478 6420
Nuniber of pupils, 1962 (thousand) 359.9 1 266.6 1 109.0
Number of teachers;1962 (thousand) ' 11.6 44.6. 40.1
Teachers' qualifications, 1962 (percentage)

Grade II and,better , 14.8 16.8. 8.5
Grade III ,.

.
1 .4,37.2 3d.9 ' 24.8

Average number of pupils, 1962 . 0
Per school 140 196 173
Per teacher

A
31 29 28

Number of schools per 100 square
miles of territory, 1962 ' 0.9 22.0 14.1

Number of pupils per 1,000 population as is

compared with .

1962populatjon estimates 17.8 148.2 152.7
1963 population census . 12.1 102.2 86.6

Increase in the period 1952-62
In number of pupils (thousand) 237.9 747.6 709.02
1p number of schools2 1,000 2 500 2 400
In number of elassrooms2 5 400 , 21 560 22 000 '

Annual rate of increase in the number
of pupils, 1952.62 (percentage) 19Z

. ,
14.4 17.7

0.1;iumber of schools per square mile
2. Estimated

. All of
Lagos Nigeria

120 15 586

98.5 2 834.0

3.0 99.3

29.0 13:6
31.9 29.2

a821 182
33 29

4.41 4.4

.
400.0 77.7 .

148.1 50.9

110.53 1 793
5 940

650 49 550

23.74 17.2

3. Increase over the period 15562
Annualrile of increase: 195-62

In tte West, 0_ were 14.1 schools per 100 square miles of territory and 172.7
(pr 86.6) primary school pupils per 1,000 population.

The national average, strongly influenced by the low rates of the Northern
Region,yas 4.4 schools per 100 square miles of territory and 77.7 (or 50.9) primary
school enrolments per 1,000 population.

'These figures reveal a situation far from encouraging. Yet, during the years
covered by the present report, the pace of development was remarkably rapid.
EnrolmentsIhroughout the Federation increased at the annual rate of 17.2,per cent,
with regional rates showing increases of 19.5 per cent in the North, 17.7 per cent
in the West a.:d 14.4 per cent in the East. Ithe fedbral capital, the annual rate of

. increase from 1955, the year of its constitution,,was 23.7 per cent. In absolute terms
the total number of pupils at school increased by about -1.° million and an esti-,
mated 6;000 schools and 50,000 class-rooms were added to the existing stock.

The scarcity of adequately qualified teachers was obviously one of the main
problems although thjs did not prevent the regional governments from making
bold plans. Still in 1942, only 13.6 per cent of the over-all teaching staff possessed
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the Grade y teachers',certificate (requiring a minimum of four to five years' post-
Kima* education in a teacher-training institution) and 29.2 per cent had the
Grade III teachers' certificate (obtained after only two or:three years' post-prima)),
education). The remaining teachers, in the great majority, had barely completed the
primary course or had failed to complete teacher - training education.

In the regions, the situation presented some differences. In the North, Grade II
and -Grade III teachers constituted respectively 14.8 per cent and 37.2 per cent of
the total, in the East, 16.8 per cent and 30.9 per cent; and in the West, only 8.5 per
cent and 24.8 per cent. The low percentages for the Western Region are explained
by the existence of the secondary-modern-school system which absorbed a good
matiy of the trained teachers. Those qualified as primary school teachers, however,
were employed in secondary schools almost everywhere. The situation was obvi-

. ously much better in the Federal Territory where Grade II teachers represented
29.0 per cent and Grade HI teachers 31.9 per cent of the total teaching staff,

The sources of financing

The different policies adopted by the various governments, influenced the financing
of primary education. Generally, total expenditures increased at a higher rate than
over-all enrolments due to increases in unit costs, particularly from rises in
teachers' salaries.' If we compare the annual rate of increase in over-all recurrent
expenditure with the increase in enrolments, we have 31.7 per cent as against
17.2 per cent in the whole Federation, 39.0 per cent as against 19.5 per cent in the
North, 25.9 per cent as against 14.4 per cent in the East and 33.0 per cent as against
17.7 per cent in the West. In Lagos, where the calculation refers to the period
1955-62, expenditure increased at the annual rate of 30.2 per cent while enrolments
increased at the annual rate of 23.7 per cent. The main characteristics of recurrent
expenditure for primary schools analysed by source of financing is given in
Table 8.

The analysis distinguishes the three main sources of financing namely govern-
ment, local authorities, and private, 'sources, and the three main aggregates:
(a) government sources, (b) public sources, including government and local authority
financing, and (c) local sources, including local authority and private financing.

As Table 8 shows, in 1962 gotvernment sources represented 76.2 percent of tot.tl
expenditure in the country as a whole and 94.6 per cent in the West, where the free
primary-school system was almpst completely at the charge of the regional govern-
,rnent. In the Federal Territory, the government contributed 51.7 per cent and local

tti

CDurini AC period under review, salary increases were effected in all of the Federation in 1956
and 1959/60.

.
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TANI 8. Recurrent expenditure for primary schools analysed
by sources of financing

Northern
-Region

Eastern
Region

Western
Region Lagos

All of
Nigeria

Aotal recurrent expenditure, 1962.
(£ thousand) -.,

2 671.7 6 244.5 6 359.9 971.5 1620.6
Sources of financing

Government
1.717.7 4 151.7 .,6 014.6 502.7 12 386.7Local autnorities 651.8 756.0. 345.3 393.6 2 152.7Private

291.2 1 336.8 .. 75.21 1 708.2
. .As percentage of total expenditure

, .
Government . 64.3 66.5 94.6 51.7 76.2Local authorities 24.6 12.1 5.4 39.5 13.3Private

21.1 21.4 7.81 '10.5
Annual rate a increase, 1952-622

,/ in percentage ="
Total expenditure I 39.0 25.9 33.0 30.2 31.7Government sources , . . 40.2 29.3 52.0 33.8 40.9Public sources3 46.9 35.6 53.9 68.1 46.9Local sources4

37.1 20.5 ( -)4.7 . 37.0 16.4
Percentage of private expenditure of total
local resources -.\'

1952
63.0 97.2 95.0 100.0 91.81962
31.0 63.9 0.0 16.0 44.2

1. Cost for the operation of private schoolsnot included in the free primary education schemef 2. For Lagos,she rate refers to the period 1955.62
3. Aggregate of government and local authoritysources
4. Aggregate of local authority and private sources

authorities 39.5 per cent. The local authority contribution exceeded the agreed
share of 30 per cent only because the government was late in its payments, and the
situation was later rectified. In the Northern and Eastern Regions, the regional
governments contributed respectively 6. per cent and 66;5 per cent of total
expenditure.

Except in Lagos, fife contribution of local authorities depended greatly on the
number of schools which were operated directly; in the North, therefore, this
contribution is the highest with 24.6 per cent, while 12.1 per cent was contributed
in the East and only 5.4 per Cent in the West. Private contributions were highest in
the East where the highest fees where charged.

The analysis of expenditure by government, public, and local sources shows that
the participation by public sources increased at the highest rate. In fact, over a total
rate of increase of 31.7 per cent, government sources showed an increase of 44.9 per
cent, public sources an increase of 46.9 pet cent, and local sources of only 16.4 per
cent; and the same trend; more or less pronounced, is shown in the analysis by
region.

120
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6ne of the most important consequences of the introduction of the free primary-
.educ:ation system and of the control exercised over the imposition of fees in
primary education is the decrease in the percentage of private sources over the
total local financing. These in 1952 represented 91.8 per cent and by 1962 were
down to only 44.2 per cent.

The financing of school building

Before and during World War H, primary-school building,was entirely the respon-
sibility of school proprietors and the necessary funds were mostly raised locally by
the missionary societies or by the commun;ties (which in many cases also provided
unpaid local labour for the construction work). It was only in 1946 that the central
government began to finance in part some school buildings through a 'special
purposes' grant, which was continued under the Phillipson system. With the intro-
duction of the free-primary-education schemes, the regional goyernments assumed
a much larger responsibility and,in the Western Region and the Federal Territory,
they practically financed new constructions at 100 per cent of cost under pre-
established building programmes.

During the period under review, government financing of primary-school build-
ings was distributed among tho regions as shown in Table 9.

TAM 9. Government building grants for primary schools, 1952.62

Region In £ thousand Reiion In £ thousand

Northern 2 600.6 Western 7 572.3
Eastern 491.9 Lagos 2 505.8

#cderation 13 170.6

The federal government undertook in Lagos an eight-year school-building
progran.me, 1955-62, which provided for the financing of buildigg and equipment
and the acquisition of sites for schools and site works. Under this developtient
programme, all schools, including primary, were financed at 100 per cent of their
cost after approval of the projects. The Western Region, from 1955, also undertook
a primary - school- building programme based on fixed grants at the rate of £200 per
class-room. In the North, primary-school-building grants covered the total cost of
some native authority schools operating in poor and under- developed areas, and
of almost all rural primary schools, while partial financing was provided for the
remaining ones. The Eastern Region government did not finance the construction
of primary schools and funds had to be raised from local sources. In 1956, however,
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TABLE 10: Total capital expenditure for primary s}c obis from internal sources
of financing, 1952-62

Northern
Region

Eastern
Region

Western
Region Lagos

All of
Nigeria

.

Total expenditure (in £million)
i

By sources of financing (in percentage)
Government
Local authorities
Private

3.4

76.5
12.5
11.0

'

4.5

11.0
12.0
77.0

7.6

100.0
, .

2.5

100.0

,..

18.0

73.5
s
5.0

21.5

a grant of £ 500000 was provided for the building of the local authorities'
UPE schools already mentioned, which were financed at the somewhat inadequate
rate of £300 per sc ool. Public local sources provided about another £500,000 in
the following year an the remaining costs were financed from private and
community funds.

A rough estimate; of total capital expenditure by sources of financing during the
period 1952-62 is gien in Table 10.

As stated earlier, no new government primary schools were built during the
period under review except for the Kaduna Capital School, which cost over
E180,000, and the L gos Demonstration School, whose building costs could not
be separated from th se of the teacher-training college to which the school, is
attached. In the East, Lthe regional government spent £62,600 for the building of
handicraft and domestic science centres serving as training institutions for primary -\school'pupils.

Unit costs and co t analysis

Primary education recurr nt costs showed marked differences among the regions
and notable changes over he period under review.

As staff salaries are estimated to absorb as much as 80 per cent to 95 per cent of
total recurrent costs, obvi usly thmost important variables are represented by
factors such as changes in t e salary scales, in the teachers' qualifications, and in
the pupil/teacher ratio. Tab e 11 shows the recurrent unit costs in the years 1952
and 1962 together with the changes that affected some correlated factors.

There were two nation-wide salary revisions during the period under review, the
first between 1955 and 1957 and flit second in 1959/60. These revisions were effected
by each region independently and resulted in differing salary scales, the lowest being
that of the Eastern Region and the highest in Lagos. In the North, at the beginning
of the period, different salary sales were applied for native authority and voluntaiy
agency teachers, but these were unified after 1956. Although it is not possible to
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TABU 1 t. Recurrent unit costs for primary education and correlated factors

Primary education

Northern
Region

Eastern
Region

Western
Region Lagos

All of
Nigeria

c,

Cost per pupil (in pounds)
1952 ,

'4.46 4. -3.36 3.70. 5.801
31, 1962 7.42 4.93 . 5.73 .9.86 5.73.73

Annual rate of increase, 195'2-622
(percentage) ,,

In Unit costs 6.6 4.7 5.5 7.0 5.3
In total expenditure 39.0' 25.9 33.0 30.2 .31.7
In tOtal enrolment 19.5 14.4 17.7 23.1 17.2

1 Grade III'and III teachers as comparedwith
total teaching staff (percentage) .

1956 27.4 28.6 16.9 45.4,3 23.6
1962', 52.0 .' 47.7 33.3 60.9 42.8

Pupils per teacher
1956 . -26.6 31.1 28.8 28.56 29.5
1962, 31.1 28.4 0 27.6 32.7 28.5

1. In 195$
2. For Lagoi, annual rite of Increase 1955-12
3. In 1931.

0

give an average increase for the over-all salary bill, generally the scales were
increased by between 12 per cent and 18 per cent on both occasions and the over-all
increase was slightly higher in 1959/60.

The cost per pupil increased in the period under review from £3. 74 to £5. 73,
at the annual rate of 5 3 per cent. In Lagos, where teachers' salaries were higher
than in the regions, the cost per pupil was £9.86 in 1962 and the annua) rate of
increase over the. period 1955/62 of 7,0 per cent. In the North, the cost per pupil
increased at the annual rate of 6.6 per cent up to £1.42, while in the West and
East both unit costs and annual rate of increase were lower.

Teachers' 'qualification's were everywhere a factor which worked towards increas-
ing the unit costs, but were a larger factor in the North and in the Federal Territory
than in the southern regions.

The pupil/tedcher ratio worked, towards increasing unit costs in the East and
West and towards decreasing unit costs' in the North and Lagos.

A detailed analysis of unit recurrent costs per pupil is not available for the whole
Federation:nor for the regions separately. In Lagos, recurrent unit Costs in 1962
were composed as in Table 12. ,,

Though we are unable to supply the same analysis for the regions, there is no
doubt that especially in the south the percentage of teachers' salaries on total costs
is even higher and in certain.rural areas ca ill reach 95 per cent. .

There is no adequate information which can be used for the calculation of
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TABLE 12, Analysil of recurrent unit costs in Lagos primaryschools, 1962

Itemot expenditure Coit per pupil iNrc,;Itase

Staff salaries

Other eicpenses

s. d.
7190 80.6

Wages and idtninistration 0 1 10 0.9
Equipment and furniture 0.10 2. 5.7
Upkeep andmaintenance
Books.

4-0 4
0 19

7
3 9.e

Stationery 0 2 5 1.2

1 18 3 19.4

Total 9 17 3 . 100.0

capital unit costs or costs of providing new school places. Capital expenditure, as
seen before, depended largely on the fuuds made available .by the federal and
regional governments. A rough estimate relating to the year 1962 shows great
differences in the regional averages,'but it is iMpoasible to establish how mty-.-of
such differences is due to pure costs and how much to quality of buildings. The
system of financing was certainly an element which influenced both the level Of
costs and the quality of buildings, as the governments in many cases established a
flat rate for the financing of school buildings which was sometimes kept unchanged
over the whole period under review. The estimates of the cost of a new class-room
in 1962, shown in Table 13, give an idea of the differences existing among the
various regions,,

Unfortunately, no analysis of these costs is possible. What can be said is that
in the Western and Eastern Regions, locally produced material and local labour
are largely used. In Lagos, acquisition of sites and she works usually account for
over 20 per cent of the total cost:In the Northern Region, the cost of building
material, 'which is not produced locally, is usually higher, and other costs, such as
transpOrt and professional fees, take a good share of the total.

TABLE 13. Average cost per class-room in primary schools, 1962 (in pounds)

Region Cost per class-room Region Cost per classroom

Northern 550 Western 250
Eastern 0200 Lagos 1700
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3. Secondary education

O

The organization of secondary education

At the beginning of the pefiod under review, Nigeria had practically only one type
of secondary general education, represented by the relatively few secondaryseconda
grammar schools conducting a six-year course similar to those in the United
Kingdom and leading to the Cambridge school ,ertificate. Pupils were, admitted
after completion of the primary courseafter Oldie class H ihthe North ,-on,
the basis of an entrance examination. This type ofieducation was a prerequisite for
enter;ng the Nigerian civil service and the Unkversity C011ege, Ibadan, or the
Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology CAST), then just established.

In order to meet the standards required for un versity. entrance, an increasing
number of grammar schools Added a sixth form consisting of two years' post-
school certificate work and leading to the Camhri ge higher certificate. With the
constitution of the West African examinations co ncil, of which Nigeria was a
member, the Cambridge school certificate became, t e West African school certifi- ,

cateand gradually the six-year course was reduced t five.

Although this type. qf school remains the basic forth of secondary general
Ineducation in Nigeria, with the expansion or the-pri rya schoasfiteni A number

of other types of institutions were established7 m inly to satisfy the increasing
demand for further education from thos who did,not have the opportunity or the
means to enter the secondary grammar schools. We have already mentioned the
secondary modern schools in :the West, initiated in .1955 following' the reorganiza-
tion and expansion of the primary school system,while in the North some middle
schools were developing into full- fledged secondary schools. The fewer opporuni-
ties offered to girls for a full secondary education gave origin in the East and Lagos
to the girls' modern schools, where a two-year post-primary education is given in
domestic science and home economics subjects. This type .9f school gradually
replaced the so-called modern chases attached to some urban primary schools.
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.

The rapid economic development which took place, especially in the larger
population centres, prompted the creation of another. type of secondary education
which is generally designated as secondary commercial though such schools adopt
various names such as commercial institutes, schools for secretaryship and account,
ancy. 'These schooii,give courses varying fibrri two to Ave, sears' duration. and
prepare pupils-for a number of certificates ,of the RoyalSociety of Arts, for ,the
Pitman's and other commercial examinations.

When,,with the attainment of independence, theNigerian authorities began to
consider the problem of manpower needs and the desirability of having a secondary
school' system more closely related to such needs, a nation-wide review of the
secondary school system was undertakenarising from both direct initiative and
external advice. Sixth form work ih science subjects,was given top pnorny together
with the introduction of technical streams at the school-certificate level. The
governments, with external assistance, established comprehensive secondary
schools (Aiyetoro and Port Harcourt) and one full secondary technical school.
(Port Harcourt). At'the end of the period, under,review, however, these initiatives
had just begun, but there is no doubt that in the future they will multiply and
perhaps change considerably the secondary school.system as it appears today.

Public and private sectors

Secondary education is divided into a governmentsector, an assisted sector, and a
non-assisted sector. TIT' government sector, unlike the situation Obtaining in
primary education, constituted an important part of the whole system and after
independence was considerably. enlarged. It included a number of secondary
grammar schools and those schools, already mentioned, which were established as
experiments.. The assisted sector comprised that part of the local government and
private sectors receiving assistance,through the grants-in-aid system. The remaining
schools constituted the non-assisted sector.

The assisted sector inchided grammar schools, which were in the majority, some
'coriimercial scho%)Is in the West and Lagos, and the girls' modern schools in the
East and Lagos.

The non-assisted sector included allmodern schools in the West, a good number
of grammar schools and almost all commercial schools.1 The case of the secondary
modern schools in the West deservesan explanation. These schools were established

1

1. Apart from the secondary modern schools in the West, this sector largely owes its existence and
relative prosperitylo the number of external private examinations which have been introduced
in'the country and have received government recognition, the most prominent being the general
certificate of education examination held by the West African examinations council.

,
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by government decision and .recognized as part of the-formal school systemjith
government-established programmes and government- controlled final examina,
tions. At their inception, the regional government gave an encouraging assistance
in the form of giants for equipment and other expenses, and advised the local
authorities to do the same in respect of the schools:in their areas, most of which
were operated by voluntary agencies. From 1959, the regional government assis-
tance ceased c6pletely- and the schools mostly depended on revenue from fees,
but the teaching staff continued to be paid according to the approved salary
scales established for voluntary,agency teachers and the schools remaia1/41 subject

I
to government control:

The ,system of financing
. .

.GoVernment schools were under the various ministries of education which were
. responsible for their operation and maintenance. The teaching staff was on govern-

ment salary scales!" and fees were paid into government revenue. Government
schools established as external aid projects were operated on the basis of special
agreements and the expenditure charged to the government was included in the
regular 'budget estimates.

The assisted sector was partly tnanced through the grants-in-aid system, while
the remaining expenditure w- as financed by private sources represented almost.
exclusiVely by fees. Schools operated by local government, however, were adminis-
tered in the same way as government schools and fees were paid into revenue,,,but
teachers received their salary according to the scales established by the government
for voluntary agency teachers. Some .schdols owned by the local government
authorities -but operated by voluntary agencies under an agreement were adminis-
tered in. the same way as assisted voluntary agency schools.

Non-assisted schools were completely financed through fees and teachers were
.

paid, on contract, salaries which wereffked by the school managers.
.The system. of grants-in-aid proposed by Sir Sydney. Phillipson in 194 was

adopted by the central government-,as from'l January 1949 and continued in force
:throughout the country until 1954 when the regions attained autonomy in.education
matters. The grants established in, the Phillipson system covered payment of the
teaching-staff salaries and allowances, plus a sum.for other expenses at the rate of
£3 per enrolled pupil, less an assumed local contribution of £6 multiplied by
twenty-five. for each class. Although the basic principles of the grants-in-aid
regulations remained,the same after the regions assumed responsibility for educa-
tion, the governments often reviscdthe system of assessing the grants by altering
the capitation sum quota for other expenses and the rate of assumed local contri-
butions.
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In the West, for instan e, the assumed local contribution rate was raised to £9
in 1954, and,to £15 for i t ys and Z 10 for girls in 1957, while the capitationsum for
:tither expenses was raise to a maximum of £6.In the East, by 1962, the assumed

a local contribution rate ad gone up to £18but only £6 for sixth form clasSes
and the capitation swill fot other expenses was kept unchanged except for .an
additional £1.5s. which was paid hi respect of technical streams. The Ittorthern
Nigerian government' did not change the Phillipson assessments for the voluntary
agenq scliools but 'practically removed the native authority schools from ,the
system. These werl not assessed for local contributions and the sum for other
expenses waS paid at the rate of £10 per day pupil and £32 per boarder. The
governments thud used the 'grants-in-aid regulations both for the realization of
economies and for fostering their particular policies.

The two naiion-wide salary revisions for teachers in assisted schools already,
mentioned in/respect of primary-school teachers applied to secondary-school
.teachers as

The d velopment of secondary education

The lainstream of development in secondary education in Nige ria continues.to
be tiie'expansion of secondary grammar schools. Although this type of institutionhai often been criticized for not corresponding to the needs of Nigeria's future
Modernized economy, experiments to supplement or to replace it have been limited
by financial and other res- 'aces and have not yet provided any 4ubstitute. In the

/meantime, modifications have been introduced to adapt the secondary .grammar/ school to the changing scene:
Table 14 gives the main characteristics of secondary grammar school develop-

ment in Nigeria, during, the period under eview.
Total enrolment in 1962 came to 76,600 pupils, including those in the sixth form'

classes. This figure was reached by an annual rate of increase of 25.5 peivent over
the period 1955-62. The highest rate of increase was achieved by the Western

-Region with 30.7 per cent, followed by the Northern Region with 28.5 per centand the Eastern Region with 23.0 percent;
The government sector in 1962 still was limited to 4.6 per 'cent and 3.1 per cent'in the East and West respectively where most of the-expansion took place in the

assisted and non- assisted sectors. In the North, the government sector, represented
13.9 per cent.of total enrolment, but the assisted sector included all the provincial .,
secondary schools which, though listed as local governmeneschools, were practi-
cally financed and- controlled by the regional authorities. If we include these
schools, the public sector represents 54.3 per cent of total enrolments. The non-
assisted sector was mainly situated in,the larger population centres,as has already
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TAat.I 14, Main characteristics of the development of secondary
grarnmar schools, 1955-62

fi Northern
Region

Eastern
Aiflon

Western
Region

All of
Lagos . Nigeria

Total enrolments, 1962 (thousand)

Annual rateof increase, 1955-62 (percentage)

8.0'

28.5

27.6

23.0

34.5

30.7

6.5

11.11

76.6

25.52
Enrolments, by sectors, 1962 (percentage)

Government sector . 13.9 4.6 3.1 16.5 5.9
Assisted sector . 84.6 75.6 82.3 55.4 77.8
Non-assisted sector 1.5 19.8 14.6 28.1 16.3

Teaching staff, 1962 484 1 -780 . 1 80 431 4 560
Pupils per teacher, 1962 16.5 13.5 18.5 15.2 16.8
Percentage of graduate teachers

In 1956 39.5 30.7 31.9 34.13 32.61
In 1962 66.5 44:8 43.2 45.7 46.5

Percentage of expatriate teachers, 1962 61.0 28.4 22.2 24.1' / 28.9
V

1. Government gad assisted salon only
2. Eschleling 1.14101
3. la 1958

been mentioned, and this explains.the high percentage found'in Lagos township of
almost one-third (28:1 per cent) of total enrolments.

Usually secondary grammar. school streams began with an intake of thirty to
thirty-five pupils, which in thiligher classes fell to twenty-five to thirty and in he
sixth form to fifteen to twenty. The.low teacher/pupil ratio, which for the Federi,t
tion wa§ 1:16:8, was flue mainly to the sniall size of the schools, usually haying one
stream only, resulting in an under-utilization Of the teaching staff.

The'number of teachers, in, secondary .grammar schools who were university
.graduates .increased markedly between 1956 and 1962 from 32.6 per''cent to 46.5 per
cent of the over-all teaching staff on a nIitiOnal scale. As all expatriateteachers were

1)

TABLE 15. Secondary school enrotnients, by type of institution,
1962 (in thousadds) . .

I" ym of institution i1936 1962 Type of institution 1936 1962

' Secoridary.grammar1 .
"...Secondary modern2

26.8
12.8

76.6
110.3

Girls' secondary modern3
Secondary commercials

Total `

....
',,2.94

9.6
7.0

42.5 195.5

I. The figures for the Western Region include secondary commercial scholia
2. In Western Region
3. In Eastern Region and Lagos
4. In 1918
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graduates, thtre is a close correlation' between the percentage of such - teachers and
,the percentage of all graduate staff.

In order to give an idea of the quantitative imporiance of secondary grammar
- schools within secondary education as a whole, Table 15 shows the over-all

enrolments by type of institution.
0

Recurrent expenditure

As seated in the previous section, most ofthe government-owned secondary schools
were secondaryigammar schools- with the sixth form rAtension. Most schools
offered boarding facilities, though day pupils, especially in thr; South, were also.
admitted. In the South, fees were charged but a good- aumber,of the students were'
on government scholars' and fee remission was a ...:Ommon practice. The
teaching staff qualifications were usually of a good or very good standard as the
poits were coveted for the higher salaries of civil service scales. These schools, in
addition, employed a high number of expatriate staff. The regional and federal
governments generally Maintained their schools as a show-case of the regions'
achieVements, and high standard buildings and facilities, such as halls, libraries,
laboratories, playgrounds, were usually provided. Obviously the operation and
maintenance costs were high. ;4

The assisted sector presented widely:varying standards. Muck depended on the
circumstances of the establishment of theschools and on the ability and possibilities
of their proprietors. Institutions that could compare favourably with their govern-
tient counterparts were few, but some of those run by the richest voluntary agen-
cies were kept at a competing standard. The cost of these schools was lower than
that9of 'government institutions, and their revenue was limited by the fees they
could' charge according to standards offered and the; recognition attained.

The nun- assisted sector on.average was of very-poOr standard. Usually more
pupils than the school could possibly handle were accepted and the drop-out rates
were appallinglykigh.

Table 16 shows the main characteristics of the financing of secondary 'schools
(with the exclusion of the Western Region secondary modern schools).

in-1962, the over-all expenditure had reached the level of slightly over £6 million.
This represented an annual increase of 31.0 per cent between 1955 and 1962, with
regional rates varying from 26.1 per cent in the North to 315 per cent in Lagos.

The public contribution, mainly represented by government sources, did not
change significantly in percentage in the Federation as a whole, passing from
53.2 per cent in 1955 to 54.4 per cent in 1962. In the North, however, where the
regional government gave almost total napcial support to the provincial schools,
this percentage rose'from 69.0 per cent to 79.1 per cent over the same period.
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taitat 16. Recurrent expenditure for secondary schools, 1955-62, and main characteristics

Northern
Region

Eastern,
Region

Western
Region

Lao All of

Total recurrent expenditure, 1962 .

(£thousand) 1-118.9 1 719.5 2400.3 785.6 6024.3
From public sourcespercentalie) .

In 1955 4. ' 69.0 44.8 53.3 45.8 . 53.2
In 1962

.
_

79.1 46.9 50.4 48.2 54.4
_Government recurrent grants (£ thousand) ,

In 1955 97.1 181.2 241.2' 46.8 566.3
In 1962 459.0 543.4 938.3 209,9 ° 2 150.6

Annual rate of increase, 1955-62 (percentage) .
In total expenditure 26.1 729.9 3.2 - 35.5 , 31.0
In government grants 53:2 28.6 41.3 :0.9 40.0

. In total enrolment 28.5 23,0 30.7 11.11 25.5

1. Government and assisted ssctors only

Government grants to the assisted sector increased at a higher rate than total
expenditure. in the North, the annual rate of increase between 1955 and 1962,was
53.2 per cent, the highest inthe Federation; in Lagos the increase was of 49.9 per
cent, due to higher salaries received by voluntary agency teachers; in the West
41.3 per dint; and in the East, where salaries were the lowest Ind the assumed local
contribution quota the highest, the increase was only 28.6 per cent.

.Capital expenditure
0

All governments financed secondary school building not, only through the grants-
in-aid system-the already mentioned 'special purposes' grants-but also and
mainly trough building grants from the deve;lp enr funds. From 1952 to 1956,
however, the main financing of both government nd voluntary agency secondary
schools came from the grants given tinder the Co nial Development and Welfare
Scheme., Though not many new government secondary schools were built during
the period under review, almoit all the existing ones were enlarged or transferred
from temporary to Rermanent accommodation.

Table 17 gives the total amount of government capital expenditure and financing
between 1952 and 1962.

Government grant's to the assisted sector did nut cover the full cost of new
buildings, except for the provincial schools in the Noah and for some secondary
schools in Lag" Any estimate, however, of the contribution of the voluntary
agencies toward's building costs would be too hazardous. Usually an;nitial capital

4
IL41-
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TABLE 17. Government directexpenditure and building grants for secondary
education,'1952 -62 (in Cmillion)

Itagloo Mat eipenditure Building gran. ta Total

Northern 1 629.21 572.7 2 201.9 -
Eastern '.. 422.4 - 672.2 1094.6
Westersi .395.2 1 564.2 1 959.4
4110$ 420.8 726.9 1147.7

All of Nigeria ' . 2 867.6 3 536.0 6 403.6 '
0 -

I. Including 'ha provincial ascoodarT achoda

was hastily collected in order to begin a secondary course. This was invariably
- spent to arrange or hire a temporary accommodation of a sort and immediately after
the government approval, a request for a grant was put forth. This sometimes came
fairlypon, as was' the case generally in Lagos, or it was delayed for years and given
in instalments, a's was the usual practice in the:regions._

To establish a relationship between grants-and numlwg of new schools would
havtsnO meaning 'and the only estimate that can be advanced is that certainly
government grants were the major source of financing of school buildings con:
structed and completedduring the period under review.

Unit Costs and cost analysis

All gO'vernment grammar schools were boarding institutions, though day pupils
were.also admitted. Assisted grammar schools usually offered boarding places for
a good-part of the student body, but those which were co- educational,accepted as.,
boarders only one of the sexes. A minority were day schools only. Non-assisted
schools admitted only day pupil and boarding facilities were the exception.

The' average cost per pupil was influenced considerably by the proportion of
boarders. as boarding fees ranged between £22 and £30 per pupil and were rarely
remitted.

Table 18 gives the main characteristics of the average cost petpupil in secondary
graminar schools and some corkelated factors.

Theaverage cost per pupil, as can be seen, was much higher in government
schools ihan in assisted schools. As explained, the government schools all had the
sixth form extension; the majority of their teachers were graduates; and the whole
staff 'was on government salary scales which were not only higher but included a
'number of allOwances not granted to voluntaly agency teachers, the most impor-
twit being the basic automobile allowance.

The average government, grant per assisted school pupiwas highest in the
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TABLE 18. Average cost per pupil in secondary grammar schools, and related factors

Nortbsrn Eastern Western AU of
Region Region Rohr Lagos Nige:ia

Average vist per pupil, 1962
Government schools 4)
Assisted schools (£)

AN;erage government grant per assisted pupil
pupil (£) 0

1601

115

172

60
216

70
185

113

173

74

In 1957 64 26, 25 40 31

101962 68 26 33 58 , 37

Pupils per teacher, 1962
Government schools " 16:81 13.5 14.3 12.62 15.3
Assisted schools 16.3 15.4 15.8 14.1 15.6

Graduate teachers, 1962 (percentage)
Government schools i 62.9 87.1 ...
Assisted schools 71.4 45.8 ,

1. Government and Kovincial secondary schools
2. *King's and Queen's Colleges only

North, being £68 in 1962, followed by Lagos with £58, the West with £33 and the
East with £26. Even here the relationship bdtween teaching staff qualifications and
salaries and government grants is evident. -

The main items of recurrent cost for secondary education in government
institutions are represented by (a) teachers salaries, (b) maintenance, equipment
and stores, and (c) subsistence of students, incinding boarding. These three;:cms
in 1962 amounted to percentages on total expenditure indicated in Table 19.

Personal-emoluments represent 54.1 per cent of total expenditure in the West
and 58.9 per cent in the East and Lagos, but in the North they reach a much higher
percentage: 79.1. The other three items present wide differences which are not easy
to explain. A number of different factors could be responsible for these differences,
including no doubt the non-comparability of some of the items shown in the
budgets.

TABLE 19. Percentage cost analysis of recurrent expenditure in government
' secondary schools, 1962

Item of expenditure
Northern

Region
Eastern
Region

Western
Region,

Lagos
Nigeria

Personal emoluments 79.1 58.9 54.1 58.9 65.9
Subsistence of students 9.8 14.0 22.9 26.8 16.6
Maintenance, equipmeht and stores 3.5 17.6 6.3 10.8 8.3
Other 7.6 9.5 16.7 3.5 9.2

Total 190.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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TABU 20. ReVenue and expenditure of assistedsecondary schools in Lagos, 1963

In £ thoUsand TsrosatafA

Source of revenue
Government grant 195.0 . 50.4Fees: tuition 129.1 33.4'oak. 57.3 14.8Other 5.6 1.4

Total
387.0 . 100.0

Item of expenditure
Teachers' salaries 204.8 . 52.9
Administrative expenses 57.9 15.0 ,
Instructional expenses 13.1 .., a 5;"''
Other recurrent costs 56.2 .' 14.5
Capital expenditure 39.6 10.2 A -(Surplus/deficit) (+)15.4 X-H3.9

Total 387.0 100.0

It is not pOisible to give the same breakdown of the assisted sector for the
Federation as a whole. However, information relating to the school year 1963 is
available for nineteen assisted grammar schools in Lagos, which represented all
but two orthe assisted schools. Revenue and expenditure in these schools were -
distributed as shown in Table 20.

Government grants represented almost the entire amount paid for teachers'.
salaries and covered 50.4 per cent of total receipts, while 48.2 per cent was repre-
sented by fees and 1.4 per cent by other receipts, namely mission grants and other
extraordinary income. Teachers' salaries amounted to 52.9 per cent of total expen-
diture and another 15.0 per cent was spent for administration, while instructional
expenses amounted in only 3.5 per cent, and other recurrent payments mainly; for
students' maintenance, covered 14.5 per cent.

If we compare this latter percentage with the 26.8 per cent of government
schools, as noted in Table 19, the higher cost of students' subsistence in government,
schools is apparent.

It is interesting to observe that the cost per pupil in Lagos assisted schools
ranged from as low as £65 to as high as £145. -

.

.Capital expenditure, as o1erved, was mainly financed from government
sources, though at different rates in flip various regions". Because of the reasons
already mentioned; an average cost of secondary-school building or of
place cannot be calculated or even roughly estimated..
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4 Teacher training

The organization of teacher training

Teacher-training institutions in Nigeria were first established by the individual
Missionary societies to serve the growing number of primary schools under their
management. Only in 1926 did the colonial government introduce a register of
teachers and teachers' standards.

The required standards for teaching in primary schools in 1952 were as follows:
1. Senior primary schools: higher elementary teachers' certificate or Grade II. This

required (a) two-year course after Cambridge school certificate, or (b) two-year
course after elementary teachers' certificate, or (c) four-year course alter
standard VI.

2. Junior primary schools: elementary teachers' bertificate or Grade III. This
required a two-year course after standard VI.

Secondary-school teachers were expected to possess a degree, but lOwer certificates
such as the Yaba diploma and equivalent qualifications were accepted.

In order to maintain as far as possible certain standards, regulations were also
introduced as to the proportion of fully qualified teachers for assisted schools. For
instance, secondary schools were ;egqired to have one graduate teacher for every
ninety pupils; senior primary, one-third to one-half of teachers with higher teachers'
certificate; and junior primary, one-fifth to one-fourth with elementary teachers'
certificate. These regulations, however, could rarely be met and were never applied
as a pre-condition for granting assistance.

In the South, teacher-training institutions conformed to the above scheme and
offered the two-year course leading to the elementary certificate, or both the two-
year and four-year courses up to the higher certificate, or only the latter. Some
colleges offered also one-year Reliminary .training for qualification to enter the
lower two-year course for those who had failed to Pass the entrance test.

In the North, there was in addition a lower qualification than-the elementary
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\certificate, called Grade IV or vernacular, Which was obtained in a two- to four-
year course after completion of junior prim school; also, the elementary certifi-
cate required a three-year course instead of o.

During the period under review, the regiors established a one-year course in
rural education to be entered after achievement of the higher elementary certifi-
cates. The rural education. diploma, together with a number of good reports as
teacher, entitled the holder'to receive the Grade I teachers' certificate. There was
one rural education centre in each region, and towards the end of the period under
review a second was established'in the North.

In the East and in Lagos, the organization, of the teacher-training system
continued unchanged until 1962. In theWest (when the secondary modem.schools
began to turn out large numbers who had finish d the course), a pilot scheme
based on a three-year course for higher elemen certificate was introduced, to
be entered after completion of secondary modern schooling and to replace the
four-year course: In the North, the Grade IV certificate was discontinued in
1958/59.

At the end of the period under review, following a recommendation contained
in the Ashby report,i four advanced teacher-training colleges were established, one
in each region and one in the Federal Territory, offering a three-year course to
prospective secondary school teachers of the two lowest, forms. Grade II teachers
and secondary school graduates were admitted as .trainees. Two of these insti-
tutions, in he North and the Federafterritory, were opened in 1962. ,

Though the 'figures shown in this analysis are not affeOted, it is relevant to an
appraisal of the contemporary scene that, starting. from 1964, the elementary
teachers' certificate courses were discontinued and all teacher- training. colleges
which provided preparation only for this certificate were closed or merged with the
higher segment.

,,

The gOvernment and assisted sectors

As the administration'of the priinlary-schodl system was Broadly divided among the
main voluntary agencies which controlled the schools, necessarily the teacher-

,' training institutions followed the same pattern and, rather than as part ofa national
system, were established as compartmental supply lines of the volyntary agencies'
needs. At the beginning of the period under review, most of the teacher-training
institutions in the SoUth belonged to the larger missions and only a fewthree in

I. Investment In Education, a report prepared by the Commission on Post-School Certificateand Higher Education in Nigeria, 1960, of which Sir Eric Ashby was the chairman. Lagos,Federal Government Printer, 1960.
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the West and two in the East out of about seventy-five centreswere government-
owned. In the North, obviously the situation was different and eleven institutions
out of twenty-two were government colleges. Local authorities had none except
the one at Okene in the North which in 1956 was taken over by the regional govern-
ment.

The first teacher-training institutions operated by local authorities were started
in the Western Region between 1953 and 1954 with the imminent introduction of
free primary education. With government help, sixteen centres were established in
the various provinces, all for the lower certificate.,The same occurred in the East
between 1956 and 1957. In the North, the regional government chose to.take full
responsibility for t4 supply of teachers in native authority schools and all public
teacher-training institutions were government-operated, though situated in the
various provinces.

Towards the end of the period, the situation had developed as follows: (a) in the
North, the government and the assisted sectors were almost balanced and the non-
assisted sector was represented by one institution only; (b) in the South, the
government sector had developed modestly as compared with the assisted sector,
a sizeable contingent of loctil authority schools formed part of the assisted sector,
and all institutions were grant.-aided except for a small number of preliminary
courses ,in the East.

The systed of financing

Though the training of teachers was mainly carried out by the /oluntary agencies
in the southern regions and about half of the teacher-training institutions in the
North were operated by them, the governments nonetheless assumed a large
financial responsibility. Except for the one non-assisted institution in the North,
established in 1961, mentioned above, and the few preliminary centres in the East,
all institutions were suppotted by government grants. The staff salaries were paid
in full and no assumed local contribution was deducted. In addition, the govern -
ments'paid for each trainee a sum corresponding to the tuition fees and another
sum for. books.

In the Phillipson grants-in-aid regulations which were in force at the beginning
of the period under review, the quota for each trainee was established at E18 for
tuition expenses and £2 for books. This rate remained unchanged in the East; but
in the West the tuition expenses quotawas raised to £22. in the North, the rate for
tuition was brought to £30 and for books to £3 and trainees in Grade H maintained
their previous salaries.' In Lagos, the federal government supported the three
assisted training colleges and their trainees at 100 per cent of their expe.nses.

Teachers who were already in service when they entered a training institution
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in 00cl. to upgrade their qualification usually retained part of their salaries in a
proportion measured tO,their immediate family responsibilities. The federal and
regional.goveinments also paid the voluntary agencies the cost of training second-
ary school teachers for their own needs' in Nigerian institutions.or abroad.

As a norm, fees were not to be charged in teachc training institutions. However,
the school managers, especially in the East and West, charged fees for boarding and
other expenscs, but the total amount of fees paid was much lower than in secondary,
schools and, actually in many, cases such fees were refunded ,or prepaid by the

. government in the form of 'students' personal allowances'.
There were two ways, thus, by which costs were borne directly or indirettly by

government sources -v one through the grants-in:aid system and ,the,other through
the provisions for teachers-in-training.

The development of teacher training

The great expansion of teacher-training enrolments took place, between 1954 and
1958 in the.East And West. During this period, enrolments rosein round figures
from 5,000 to 11,000 in the West and from 3,500 to 11,000 in the East. In the
foll9wing years there was no further increase worthy of mention. In Pe North,
enrolments grew sieadily after 1955 with a mounting rate of increase between 1959
and 1962. In 1955, the,re were about 2,000 trainees, and this figure increased to
3,200 in.1959:and:to over 6,000 in 1962.

In Lagoi, the federal government established the first teacher-training college
in 1954 as a federal institution and then financed the building of three other colleges;,
one for each denominationRoman Catholic, joint - Protestant, and Moslem
between 1956 and 1959. Table 21, gives the main characteristics of teacher-training
expansion in Ate petiod under review.

Table 21 show's clearly the balance between government and'assisted sectors in
the North, while in the South the assisted sector represented almost the total.

Enrolment, in lower and higher qualifications (grades) does not seem to show
significant improvement in the North between 1956 and 1962, but during that time
all Grade IV colleges were closed or replaced by Grade III ones. More visible is the
progress made in the southern regions where the percentage of Grade II and higher
enrolments rose in the East froM 255.3 per cent in 1956 to 40.6 per cent in 1962, and
in the West. from 34.5 per cent t%42.2 pet' tent.

The pupil/teacher ratio presents marked differences between government and
assisted sectors in the southern regions put less in the North. The assisted sector
shows more favourable ratios4xcept in Lagos where the opposite is true.

Graduate teachers are relatively more where the number, of expatriate staff is
higher, as in the North and Lagos. In the Federation as a whole between 1956 and
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TA1112 21. Main eiisti,4. of teachAtraining development

'Northern Eastern ilea:ern ,

Reston 'lesion Reston Lagoa 'Mamie'

..., .- . . ,
Total enrolMents, 1%2 (thousand) 6.1 11.1 12.0. , 0.6 30.7

Enrolments, byfeector, 19,62 (percentage) -, . , : .

GoVernmetit.'sectOr, - . 48.1 - 4.1
.

3.6 29.9 . 13.2
Assisted sector ' ' 50.1 95.9. 96.4 . 70.1- 86.4

Ehrolments, by grade (perceutate) 0,

In 1956; Grade III, nd lower, .80.5 74.7 ' 65.5 - 1 71.1
: . Grade ,11 and higher , j9.5 25.3 34:5 . 1 28.9

In 1962: Glade III and lo4er' ,,, , 80.2 59.4 , 5738 70.1 63.1
: Grade II and higher :I .' '19.8 40.6 42.2 29.9 c 36.9 ,

r, Pupils) per`teaCh er, 1962 ,, ,
.

GoveMmentector , 14.4 , 10.2 '' 10.1 12.6 13.1
. Assisted sector - 15.1- 14.8 1'6.9 9.9 15.6,

'percentage of graduate teachers
In 1956 32.8 18i .0 15:5 28.63 19.33

, In 1962 35.3 , 22.7 16.3 32.4.. 23.3.

Percentage of expatriate teachers, 1962 34.2 9.8 8,6 22.5 15.0

1 el: onijoas government Waters' college enrolment &Ores not available",.,24 109311
3. pcluding Lagos

190.-the percentage of graduate teachers *proved only by 4per cent, rising from
19.3 per cent to 23.3 per cent.'

Total recurrent expenditure and sources
,of financing

!From what has been said above, it is clear that most of the financing of teacher
training came from government sources, through the grants-in-aid system , or
otherivise.

Tabte 22 shows The main characteristics of the expenditure trend and related
Actors,

Total expenditure by 1962 had reached nearly £3.5 million, of which 93.0 per cent
'tvas financed from public sources. Public financingwas total in Lagos and nearly...
tOtitinihe North (98;9 per cent), while .in the East and West it was respectively
88'.6 per cent and 96.1 per cent. Changes in the rate of public financing between
1955 and 1962 were inost niarked- in the North--froni,68.5 per cent to 98.9 per cent
-and less in the West, from '80.5. per cent to 90.4 per cent; while in the East the
change was insignificant:

Government grants werelhe main source. of financing Of the assisted sector and
rose; from £1.64 million- in 1955.to £2.24-million in 1962.
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TAM a 22. Total recurrent expenditure and some related factors, 1955-62

Northern
Region

Eastern
Region

Western
Region , Lagos

All of
Nigeria

.

Total expenditure, 1962 (£ thousand) 1 151.8., 912.5 1222.7 138.5 3 425.5

Finaneing from public sources (percentage)
Id 195$ 68.5 e. ,88.11 80.5 100.0 83.8
Iri 1962 98.9 88.6 f: 90.1 100.0 93.0

Government recurrent grants (£ thousand)
In 1955
In 1962

81.0
595.3

231.2.
699.3

330.1
926.4

, .

52.2
642.3

2 243.2

Annual rate of increase 1955-62 (percentage)
In total expenditure 35.6 '26.6 .. 20.0 i 27.8
In government grants . 90.7 27.1 : 25.8 1 35.5
In total enrolments 31.1 21.12 12.8' i 18.1

I. Not calculated for lack of a significant base.
2. Estimated

The comparison between the annual rate of increase of total txpenditure,
government grahts and enrolments shows that government grants rose at a higher
rate than the two other indicators, mainly because of the impact on such expendi-
ture of staff salary increases, but also of increased assistance to trainees, especially
in the North.

Capital expenditure

Generally, buildings for teacher-training institutions were smaller than those
housing secondary schools, especially in the assisted sector. In the Federation, the
average number of pupils per teacher-training college in 1962 was 109, as compared
with 169 for secondary schools. In the East, the average was as low as eighty-four
trainees for each teachers' college.

The practice by the governments of making building grants was not dissimilar
to that already destribed for secondary schools. The federal government paid all
costs of the three assisted teacher - training colleges in Lagos while the regions
limited their contribiition to grants towards building costs.

As far as government.buitding is,coneerned, the Northern regional government
was the most active and practically the only one to erect new colleges- -about
eighteen in number; existing colleges were also expanded. The federal government
built one college in Lagos between 1956 and 1957 and in 1961 began .the construc-
tion of the Advanced, eacher Training College. The Eastern and Western govern-
ments did not build new institutions but, especially in the West, those already
existing were improvedand extended,
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nista 23. Government direct expenditure ,sind building grants for teacher-training institutions
forthe period 1952-62(in thoussidt

46004' expenditure Vials
Ibundini

Region expenditure grants

,` Northern 2646.2 564.2. Neitera 325.8. 1.051.6.
Eastern $2.0 755.4 Lagos 482:4 157:4

All of Nigeria 3 536.4. 2528.6

a

Tible 23 gives the governments' direct expenditure and building grants in the
period under review. , .

Over £2.6 million was spent in the North for government schools, while the
other regional goVernMents distributed a larger part of their capital expenditure
for teacher-training institutions by means of grants. The federal government spent
£35,846 for the government college in Surulere and £446,478 was spent for the
Advanced Teacher Training College at the close of the financial year 1962/63.

Regional government grants, which were higher inAlle North and West than in
the East, benefited almost all new institutions and a number of,the existing ones.
The federal government granted over £65,000 foi the construction of the Rural
Education Centre in Asaba, Western Nigeria,' before the regionalization of
education administration in 1954, £30,000 for the construction of the Muslim
Teachers' College, and another £35,000 for the two other voluntary, agency
institutions which were still in semi-permanent buildings.

'Unit costs and cost analysis

Teacher-training unit costs, in addition to the usual components, included students'
personal allowances which were charged on the government budgets and were
usually part of the transfers by way of gants. The unit cost, therefore, does not
represent only the cost of training but also the additional costs involVed in the
upgrading of teachers. Governments al,:o made paiMents to students not already
in the *teaching profession but coming directly from school. For the advanced
colleges, for example, this rate was established at £50 per annum because ilower
rate Might have discouraged the entry of secondary school graduates and govern-
menti were keen to have them. Unfortunately, we do,not possess sufficient,infor-
mation to distinguish The amount paid as personal allowances from the total grant
and it is not possible, therefore, to give unit costs limited to pure operation costs.

Table 24 shows the average grant per trainee paid by the regional and federal
governments in 1957 and 1962.

1. Now in Midwestern Nigeria.
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TABLE 24. Average grant per trainee in assisted schools, 1957 and 1962 (in pounds)

Region 1957 1962. Region 1957 1962

. .
Northern 158 192 Western 50 ' 75Eastern 48 63 .. Lagos' 126

Federatioit 561 . 85
Excluding Lagoa

If we comtAre the 1962 figures with those relating to the average cost per pupil
in the same/year in assisted secondary schools, as given. in Table 18 (pago131),we
notice that/the pure 'grant in teacher-training institutions is in all regions higher
than 'total unit cost in secondary schools. As secondary school .had higher
qualified teaching staff than teacher-training institutions, it is clear thakthe govern-
ment grant to the latter did not cover pure operational costs alone. Thisonoreover,
is evidenced by Table 25 showing the expenditure breakdown in the three assisted
training colleges in Lagos for 1963. 2. .

As can be seen, .students' maintenance including personal allowancesaccounted
for 46.7 per cent'of total expenditure and waS higher than the total salary bill
(35.0 per cent). This situation wa.. similar in all regions, but less pronounced in the
South where proportionately more trainees were coming directly from school, such
as from inodern schools in the West and 'straight from primary schools in the East.

Government institutions were operated at a much higher cost than;the assisted
schools, except in the North herethe eosts were more or'less on the).saiite level.

It is not possible to give 'significant figures for the government institutions in the
'Soilth. From the budgets it appeals that costs were very high and not consistently
related to the number of polls.

In 1962, there were five government-owned teacher-training colleges in each of.
the southern regions and two in Lagos including the Advanced Teacher ;Trainin
College. In the East, the running costs ot these institutions varied between £15,000
and £20,000; while in the West the cost was highei because of the existence.'of two -

TABLE 25. Expenditure in Lagos-assisted teacher:training -colleges, 1963 (in percentagt)

tram Of tspedditura collese41 Colkse 2 College 3 All colhips

Teachers% salaries '''... 38.2 35.6 10.3 35.0
Administrative expenses 6.0 8.4 10.7 , 8.2Instructional expenses . 13.1 .5 ' 5.0 8.3Students' maintenance' 41.1 47.9 52.8 46.7
Capital expenditure 1.6 2.6 1.2 4.8

Total 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0

1. Including personal allowances
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advanced collegesQ1unloyo and Ransonr-Kuti Colleges of Education. The
Grade II government college in Lagos was operating at al:6st of £21;000, and the
Advanced Teacher Training College in its first five months, with only two Nigerit(ris
on the teaching staff and 145Arainees, recorded am expenditure of Over £23,000

", from. the government budget
To the pure operational costs of the existing institutions the lovernment budgets

show additional direct expenditure chargeable to teacher training and directly
related to the educational establishments. For instance, the federal gov,ernment in
1962 hiciszaid over £26,000 for such items as the United Kingdom-assisted vacation
courses, rehobursement for teachers' courses, contribution to the International
Labour Organ zation (ILO) pilot scheme for vocational teacher training. These
expenditurec alone would raise unit costs by over £100 per student and therefore thr
figure resulting by simple division cannot be takenns a workable indication.,

Or.

_a
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t

v The organization

7

Techhical and vocational education began as an organized sector of the educational
°' system only in the late forties with the implementatl.... of the programme outlined

in the Ten-Year Development Plan, 1946-1955. Financed mainly frinn funds made
'available by the United Kingdom government under the Colonial Development
and Welfare Scheme, this programme established varied institutions under govern-
ment control. Three main types werq created: technical institutes,, trade centres,
and handicraft centres.

Technical institutes offered courses of different lengths-at the.professional and
sub-professional levels for full-time, part-time, and evening students. These courses
were organized into departments and covered both technical and commercial
subjects. Entry'qualifications varied according to the nature and level of the courses,
but for professional courses, con pletion of secondary education at the ordinary
level was a minimum requisite. Someinstitutions, however, offered plain secondary
courses divided into technical and commercial streams and' therefore covered the Q
full range of post-primary education.

Trade centres offend only full-time residential courses in a nuini)er of trades and
skills required by the main existing, industries such as construction, furniture-

'. making; metal-work and Machine work, electricity, transport, and communica-
tions. The length of training varied from three to four years, according to the type

1 of course, and the entry qualification required was the completion of primary\ school.
Handicraft centres provided manual training in metal-work and woodwork to

primary school pupils who were attending the two top classes in the areaeserved
by the centres. There was a rotation of pupils in each centre according to a schedule

\ established at the beginningof the school year.
Training for wdmen was provided at the level of handicraft and trade centres

144
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Technical and vocational education

by parallel institutions: domestic science centres and women's occupatiiiMal
training centres. In domestic science centres, girls attending the two top classes of
primary schools were given training in cooking and other house-keeping tech
niques; while in women's oe.,upational training centres, residential courses were
offered in house-keeping, r..edlework and embroidery, as well as secretaryship
and copy-typing. -

.

Ther,above system remained substantially unchanged during all, of the period
under review, with-the exception that in the North craft schools were introduced
around 1957. These schools were established on the pattern of the trade centres and

° until 1962 offered more or less the same type of training but at a lower level, with
'the purpose of supplying skilled artisans to the rural communities. From 1962, the
curriculum was modified and the craft schools became. a sort of post-primary
intermediate course from which pupils entering the trade centres were recruited,

t.while the trade centres became known as technical training. schools.
Recently, a move to change the name and function of the existing trade centres

and technical, institutes has started throughout the country. Under the new policy,
all trade centres will becOmetechnical,schools and the technical institutes will by
converted into technical colleges. It is not yet clear what the future development
will bring in changes in the curricula and functions of the new institutions, but
probably the technical colleges will limit their work to the professional ordinary
and higher ceraficates, while the technical schools may absorb some of the func-
tions now performed by the 'technical instittites at the sub - professional ;eke and
retain those already entrusted to them for the training of skilled workers. The
entrance requirements for technical schools will likely be higher than the primary
school certificate and will probably require a three-year secondary education.

The system of financing

As mentioned earlier, all technical anti vocational education institutions were
government establishments from their beginning. Only in the late 1950s did some
industrial and commercial firms with extensive economic interests in the country
open a few technical and trade schools, partly to produce skilled manpower for
their own needs and partly to respond to the expectation that they would partici-
pate concretely in the general development effort. They continued, however, to
send sponsored students to government institutions and in many cases preferred
to make grants for the expansion of the government system rather than be involved
directly in educational activities: The assisted sector included one school only and
the non-assisted sector had set up very few institutions, inadequately staffed and
equipped, hardly deservinst the self attributed names of technical schools an.:
colleges.
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As with other institutions, the governments financed technical and 'vocational
schools under their control for both capital and recurrent expenditure. Income
from fees was limited to a very few students sponsored by private firms or self-
financing, and were mainly for part-time and evening courses. Most of the trade
centres, including the craft schools in the North, were fee-free, and only in a few
of them was a flat charge for boarding expenses imposed. Generally, students
received not only free education but also reimbursement of travelling expenses,
tool'kits, uniforms and pocket money.

All technical and vocational institutions werebuilt according to pre-established
programmes and therefore the governments provided for the acquisition or release
bf sites; building. anti equipment of educational facilities including class-rooms,
laboratories, and workshops; building and equipment of auxiliary facilities such
as students' halls, teachers' quarters, recreation and sport facilities. On the recur-
rent side, the governments provided the expatriate and local staff, administrative
expenses, students' maintenance allowances, and building maintenance.

Apart from the financing of the first nucleus of institutions built under the
ten-year development plan, which was met from the Colonial Development and
Welfare Scheme funds at the rate of 70 per cent of total capital and recurrent
costs, most of the succeeding development was borne by the regional governments.
External aid did contribute partly with the supply of expatriate teaching staff and
topping up of their salaries. Some financial help towards the expansion of existing
facilities has recently come from the major industrial and commercial firms oper-
ating in the country, but this does not affect the period under consideration.

The development

The Ten-Year Development Plan, 1946-1955, provided for.the establishment of one
technical institute in Lagos, and three trade centres, one in each region. The
technical institutethe first in Nigeriaopened in Lagos in 1947, followed by the
construction .of the three regional trade centres. In 1951, the plan was revised and
the trade centres in tht North and in the East were enlarged into compined institu-
tions, each including a technical institute.

In"addition, two women's occupational training centres were built, one, each
in the two southern regions, while a programme was ,started for the building of
handicraft and domestic science centres.

With the regionalization in 1954, the regions carried out programmes of expan-
sion independently. In the North, twelve craft schools were built between 1956 and
1961. In the East, the technical institute and trade centre in Enugu were separated
into tw4. o distinct institutions and the number of handicraft and domestic science
centres was brought up to nine and seven respectively. In the West, which had lost
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the Lagos technical institute and trade centre with the constitution of the federal
territory, a programme was carried out between 1954 and 1962 for the construction
of six trade centres and one technical college. The two womea's occupational
training centres in the South were transformed into women's teacher-training
colleges 'but occupational training sections were maintained.

In 1962, the following institutions were in operation:

North
One technical
institute
Three trade centres
Twelve craft
schools

East
One technical '
institute
One trade centre
Nine handicraft
centres with
twenty-eight
workshops
Six domestic
science centres

Wm;
One technical
college
Six trade centres

Lagqs
One.technical
institute
One trade centre
Twc handicraft
centres
Two domestic
science centres

In addition, there were vocational sections still operating in the two former
women's occupational training centres in the East and West.

Table 26 gives the situation of enrolments and teaching staff for each type of
institution in 1962.

TABLE 26. Enrolments and teachers in technical and vocational institutions, 1962

Typo of institution
Northern Eastern

Region Region
Western
Region Lagos

All of
Nigeria

Technical institutes
Enrolmena

246 337 187 418 1 188
Part-time 350 1 042 1 402

Trade centres /04 185 773 538 2 200
Craft schools 1 568 . 1 508
WOTC'si 34 115
Handicraft centres 5 762 850 6 612
Domestic science centres 2 499 4CO2 2 899

Total 2 518 9 IV 1 041 3 248 15 948

Teaching staff
Technical institutes3 24 21 20 36 101
Trade centres 54 14 57 43 168
Craft schools.----/ 134 134
WOTC1s1 .a 2 2 4
Handicraft centres 28 3 31
Domestic science centres 14 2 16

Total 212 79 79 84 454

I. Women occupational training centres
t Estimated

j".:IItime only
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The capital costs

Technical institutes and trade centres required high initial outlays for buildings,
equipment and expensive machinery for the workshops and laboratories which

ere indispensable for t:achifig and practical work. The building and expansion
of l}tree technical institutes, of one non residential technical college, of eleven
trade centres and twelve craft schools involved an expenditure over the period
under re iew of over £4 million, a breakdown for which is given in Table 27.

TABLE 27. Capi 1 expenditure for technical institutes, trade centres and craft schools, 1952-62
(in £ th usand)

Northern
Region

Eastern
Region

Western
Region Lagos Nigeria

MI of

Ten-Year Development Pia 1946-1955 ( 1952-55 period)
Technical institutes and trad centres .

Building 244.2 91.3 21.81 138.6 495.9
Machinery and equipment 95.6 - 32.2 ., . . 96.4 224.2
Total \ 339.8 123:5 21.8 235.0 72b.1

Expansion, alteration and additions (1956-62)
Technical institutes 156.4 53.3 206.52 426.8 843.0
Trade centres , 676.1 17.0 1 022.7 93.2 1 809.0
Craft schools \ 723.9 '' . 723.9

Total 1\556.4 70.3 1 229.2 520.0 3 375.9

I. Initial experditurt for trade centre, Sapek
2. Technical Cane, Madan (193742)

Table 27 does not show capital costs incurred Rm.. technical and vocational
institutions since their beginning, as the expenditure in the previous period of the
ten-year plan is not included. A rounded estimate of the cost of the various
institutions up to 1962, including expansion and major alterations, shows that in
the Northern Region the Technical Institute, Kaduna, involved an over-all capital
cost of about £450,000, the three trade centres (Kano, Bukuru an\d Ilorin) about

.£250,000 each, and the twelve craft schools about £60,000 each. In ,the East, the
combined institution formed of a technical institute and.a trade centre involved a
capital expenditure of about £250,000, including the cost of their separationcarricd
out in 1959/60. In the West, the non-residential technical college built in IbEdan,
which began in 1957,,,,had cost £206,000 by the end of 1962, while the six trade
centres, opened in 1954, had cost an average sum of £170,000 each, of which
£35,000 was for machinery and equipment. In Lagos, the Yaba Technical Institute
involved a capital expenditure of over £700,000 (including £320,000 spent,for the
college of technology) and the trade centre of about £230,000.A
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The recurrent costs '

As shown in Table 21 of Appendix D, total recurrent expenditure for technical and
ti

vocational education amounted to 1.26 million in 1962, thus showing an annual;
rate of increase of 30.7 per cent over the period under 0 w.
- The different systems of recording government &pen iture among the regions

and the frequent changes introduced dujing the period under review make it
-difficult to analyse'the expenditure trend in either time or space or its breakdown
by type of institution. However, by comparing the data available through time and
between regions, it has been possible to build up Table 28 which, though largely
based on reasoned estimates, gives a rough idea of the prevailing trends in the
recurrent expenditure of the most important institutions in this type of education
-technical institutes, trade centres, and craft schools.

The figures shown in Table 28 do not lend themselves to comments of a general
nature, as they include in many cases expenses relating to institutions which had
just started their activity and were obviously working below their full .capacity,
with the result that, the cost per student was abnormally high. What can be clearly
observed is that technical and vocational education as compared with other types
of education at the secondary level involves higher unit cost*. There are a number

TAIILE 28. Recurrent expenditure in major technical and vocational institutions
in Nigeria, 1952-62.

1952 1951 '1957 1959 1962

Recurrent expenditure (£ thousand)1 ? ,

North (technical institutes and trade centres) 51.7 119.5 ... 250.5 265.4
North (craft schools) . 17.9 97.2 167.3
East (teihnical institutes and trade centres) 43.0 46.0 ... 70.1 145.8
West (trade centres) 27.5 65.7 123.9 .225.8
Lagos (technical institutions and trade centres) 82.2 111.9 ... 195.0 240.G

Personal emoluments2 as percentage of total
expenditure
North (technical institutes and trade centres) 67.1 53.2 ... 67.9 69.7
North (craft schools) 47.9 43.2 38.9
East (technical institutes and tilde centres) 70.2 47.8 ... . 61.3 58.3
West (trade centres) 46.5 68.3 58.1 67.6
Lagos (technical institutes and trade centres) 63.1 58.0 ... 69.2 69.6

Average cosi per student (£)
North (technical institutes and trade centres) 377 186 ... 366 279
North (craft schools) . 180 155 101

East (technical institutes and trade centres) 265 ,.... ... 230 280
West (trade centres) 300 500 290
Lagos (technical institutes and trade centres) 205 185 ... 235 250

1. Excluding expenditure fin machinery and equipment even if recorded as recurrent items
2. Including loisl transport and travelling but excluding labour

I 4"
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of contributing factors to this effect. It, the first place, the fact that the schools are
government-operated contributes to increasing thecost of the teaching staff which
is paid on the. higher salary scales of the civil service.t Secondly, expatriates
represented a strong contingent in the teaching staff. To give an example extracted
from the statistics of 1962, technical institutes and trade centres emAloyed sixty-
seven expatriates out of a total teaching staff of seventy-eight in the Nodh, twenty-
three out of thirty-fiVe in the East, twenty-three out of thirty-four in the West, and
twenty-eight out of forty-six in Lagos. A third element is the upkeep and mainte-
nance costs which in these institutions are much higher than for primary or secon-
dary schools. All of these factors, combined in some cases with enrolments at less
than full capacity, can drive the average annual cost per pupil to as high as £500.

t. The general decline in the percentage of staffcosts in 1955 is due to the departure of a number
of expati-iate teachers engaged under the United IGngdom-supported development programme
who had completed their krms and were not replaced immediately with new expatriate recruits.
In the following years the percentage increased and exceeded the level of 1952.

1,13
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6 Higher education
a

The development of a national university system

The national university systetn in Nigeria is far too young to be the subject of an,
historical outline. Out of the five existing universities, two were established only
in 1962, one in 1961, and one in 1960. The oldest, the University of Ibadan, was
created in 1948 and until 1960 was the only university in the country. Nigeria has
always been heavily dependent on overseas training to meet her pressing needs for
high-level manpower, and,even now almost one-third of the total student popula-
tiotrin higher education is studying abroad.

.

The University of Ibadan, which was one of the two institutions recommended
in 1945 by the ElliOt Commission on Higher Education in West Afridi, did not
have independent university status but was, until 1962, in a formal sense a consti-1
tuent college of the University of London, by which it was sponsored and on whose
behalf degrees were granted.

Under the ten-year development plan the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and
Technology.(NCAST) was established in Nigeria in 1952. This college,, however,
did not have university status and courses in arts and science were therefore
conducted.at the intermediate level only. In addition, however, the dollege,carried

-diplomacoursesin architecture, surveying, accountancy, and pharmacyson behalf
of the corresponding United Kingdom prOfessional institutes. NCAST was
established on a regional basis with branches at Zaria (North), Enugu (East) and
Ibadan (West).

Moves to establish full national universities began immediately after the 1954
constitution was granted, but the first project materialized only in 1964 with the
creation in the East of the University of Nigeria at Nsukka as the first university
granting its own degrees.

A plan for the constitution of a national university system, however, matured
only in 19u0 as a result of the recommendations presented by the Ashby commis-

'y
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sion.' The commission's report called for the establishment of three more univer-
sities, 'one at Ife (West), another in Zaria (North), and the third in Lagos.

The first to open, in October 1961, was the University of Ife, followed in 1962 by
the University of Lagos' and by Ahmadu Bello University in the,North. Asa result
of this development, NCAST was dissolved and its premises were transferred, to-
the new regional universities.

All the new universities had autonomous status and were empowered to grant
their own degrees which would be recognized throughout the country. In 1963,
With a new constitutive Act, the University, of Ibadan was given the same status and
a system of two federal and three regional universities was thus begun.

In order to ensure, especially at the slart, that they would not lack the necessary
experience and guidance, each university has established some links with one-off
more overseas institutions which are providing advisory and teaching staff fcr
their immediate needs. The University ofIbadan, whichs already a well- established
institution, still maintains links with the University of London; the University of
'Nigeria has co-operation with Michigan State University and a relationship also
with the University of London; the Univeisity of Ife is on the way to establishing
links with the University of Wisconsin; Ahmadu Bello University has its Institute
of Administration in special relationship with the ilniversity of Pittsburgh, and
also has contacts with the Ugiversity of Manchester; and finally, the Universityo
of Lagos has its faculty of business and social studies sponsored by New York.

University and the faculty of engineering.by.Unesco.
A national universities commission proposed by the Ashby report,2 having.the

task of `securing and distributing funds for the universities, co-ordinating their
activities and providing cohesion for the whole system of higher education' was
established in 1962.

The system of financing

Nigerian universities are autonomous institutions set-up by a parliamentary Act of
the federal or regional legislatures. In the constituting Act, provisions are made for
the financing of both capital and recurrent costs from government funds. In addi-
tion,, being a itonoinons, thesuniversities have the power to raise other funds by
way of fees, to invest deposits and endowments, negotiate loans, receive grants,
and conduct activities falling within the scope of their institutional objectives.

The main responsibility for financing recurrent and capital costs lies, in any

t1. 8mmission on Post-School Certificate and Higher Education in Nigeria, 1960, of which
Sir Eric Ashby was the chairman.

2. Investment In Education, op. cit.
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case, with the governments. Normally they provide the capital outlay from the
development funds in the fonn of subventions and 'contribute to the recurrent
costs with annual grants covering that part of expenditure which is'not offset by the
universities' ordinary internal revenue or by other sources. Because at the start it is
not possible to estimate within a convenient range the universities' .expenditure,
subventions and grants are paid in advance in the tom of account payments. For
the,Univeisity of,Ibadan, the federal government, undertook also the constitution
of an endowment fund, part of which was expendable.

In addition to government recurrent grants, the maintitems in the universities'
ordinary revenues are represented by students' fees, income from investments, and
staff quarters' rents. These items, however, added together hardly cover between
one - fourth and one-third of total recurrent expenditure.

Other revenue, botli of a recurrent and capital nature, may result from arrange-
ments which the universities directly or the governments on their behalf enter into
with internal or external agencies. By far the most important internal sources of
extraordinary revenue so far have been the Marketing Boards, and in particular
the Eastern NigLria Marketing Board, which set aside the sum of £3.5 million for
the University of Nigeria, and the Nigerian Cocoa Marketing Board>which con-
tributed considerably tote creation of the faculty of agriculture of the University
of Ibadan.

External sources are also contributing to the universities' finance, and thenited
Kingdom contributed substantially to the capital costs of the University of Ibadan
and NCAST through the Colonial Development and Welfare Schemes. The new
universities are still in the negotiating phase and though many projects have already
been defined and contracted, at the end of the academic year 1963/64 only a small,
part of the commitments had been actually met. The nature of the external aid
is both capital and recurrent, but the recurrent part is given in the form of services
teaching and advisory staffand of supplies. Capital contribution assumes the
form of grants for building and for furnishing specialized equipment.

The University of Ibadan

By the end of the academic session 1963/64, the University of Ibadan hal completed
fifteen years of operation, reaching a student populatiod of over 2,k0 with an
academie staff of forty professors and 200 lecturers. 'During the perwd under,;,
review, the university expanded gradually under two five-year development pro-
grammes and entered into its third quinquennium of development with the acade-
mic session 1962/63. .

Between 1952/53 and 1963/64, student enrolment rose at an annual rate of
40.1 per cent and at the end of the period there were ten students to each lecturer,
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including assistant lecturers, and, fifty students to each professor, excluding asso-
, ciate and visiting professors.

. 4

Since its foundation, tbe University of Madan enjoyed a regular income flow in
respect of all sections of its budget: recurrent, capitil, and research. The recurrent
budget 'was financed from internal sources, the capital' budget partly from internal
and partly from ,external sources, and the research budget mainly frorn external
sources.

Recurrent expenditure, which rose from £388,000 in 1952/53 to over £2 million
in 1963/64, at an annual rate of 39.9 per cent, was well,matched by the inflow of,
current revenue. This was provided mainly by the federal government ordinary and
special annual subventions, and by the,expendable endowment fund of f 1.5 million
which was paid in ten annual instalments between 1952 jnd 1961. Other recurrent
revenue consisted mainly of fees, interest on endowment and investment,,and rents.
The federal government participation increased from 54.2 per cent in 1952/53 to
76.1 per cent in 1963/64, with a peak of 78.2 per cent in the previous year. Students'
fees also rose, from 10.2 per cent to 16.8 per cent in the same period, while interest
and rent decreased.

Since its foundation, the university received capital grants totalling £8.33 million,
of which f 1.17 million was spent before the 1952/53 financial year and £2.0 million
was still available at the end of 1963/64. Internal sources provided 64.7 percent of
total grants, while the remaining part came from the Colonial Development and
Welfare Scheme funds £2.20 million, or 26.7 percent and other external sources
(8.6 per cent). Colonial funds virtually ceased with Independence (although
some payments were still being made after 1960) and were replaced by external
aid.

For research projects, the university received from the time of its inception
grants totalling £1.24 million, of which £198,700 was still unspent at the end of the
academic session 1963/64. Grants from external sources covered 84.4 per cent of
the total, while the remainder came from the federal government.

Table 29 shows the distribution of expenditure by sources of financing in the
biennium July 1962 to June 1964.

Th6 federal government carried the major burden of recurrent and capital
expenditure with 76.9 per cent and 11.4 per cent of the respective totals. In actual
fact, the governments' share of recurrent expenditure was slightly higher, as some
students were on government scholarship.

External sources financed 27.5 per cent of capital and 84.1 per cent of research
costs. The figures exclude the external aid contributions in-the form of salary to
some expatriate professors, which, .however, was not a signifiCant part of total
`recurrent costs.

Table 30 gives the breakdown of recurrent costs among the various items of
expenditure at the beginning,and at the end of the period under review.
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TABLE 29. University of lbadan: sources of financing of expenditure incurred in the biennium
July 1962 to June 1964

Recurrent
expenditure

Capital
expenditure

Research
.scbernes Total

Expenditure (£ thousand) 1. 3 892.8 1 394.2 607.6 5 894.6

Sources o'Anancing (percentage) ,
Intenial 140 72.5 , 15.9 85.0

Federal government 76.9 71.4 15.9 69.5
Other 23.1 1.1' . 15.5

External 4 . N 27.5 84.1 15.0
Colonial grants' 2.2 0.5 0.6
Foreign aid . " ,,,

Total sources

25.3 83.6 14.4

10Q.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1: From the Colonial Development and Welfare Scheme

TABLE 30. University of lbadan: recurrent expenditure in the financial years 1952/53 and 1963/64

in £ thousand Percentiim

1tam of expenditure 0
1952153 1963/64 1932153 1963164

... .
Administration 35.1 139.0 9.0 617
Gefieial maintenance 56.2' 310.0 14.5 14.8
Departments 173.2 862.0' 44.6 41.2
Library 12.5 69.0 '3.2 3.3
Other educational expenditure 4,9 94.4 1.3 4.5
Passages and other personal allowances 47.6 281.3 12.3 12.5
Student maintenance 29.7 212.8 7.7 10.2
Other expenses' 28.8 141:3 1.4 6.8

Total 388.0 2089.0 100.0 100.0

1. Including capital equipment and special expenditure

As Table 30 shows, there was a decrease in the proportion of *expenditure
incurred for administration (from 9.0 per cent to 6.7 per cent), for the various
departments ,(from 44.6 per cent to 41.2 per cent), and for other expenses (from
7.4 per cent to 6.8 per cent). All other items of expenditure increased in percentage,
but the only significant increases were for maintenance of students (from 7.7 per
cent to 10.2 pet cent) and other educational expenditure, (from 1.3 per cent to
4.5 per cent). ,

The infrease in the number of students did'not bring, as expected, a monetary
decrease in recurrent unit costs as this was offset by the increase in prices which
certainly occurred during the period under review. The cost per student was £1,054
in 1952/53 when enrolments numbered 368, £1,072 in 1959/60 when the one
thousand enrolment target was reached, and £1,037 in 1963/64 when the number
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of Students rose to 2,016. If we suppose, as done on other occasions in the course
of the present study, that over-all prices were affected at the rate of 2 per cent a year
during the whole period, if would appear'that a( 1952/53 c,onstanprices the cost
per student was of the order of £922 in 1959/60 and of £809 in 1963/64, a level
still much higher than the £500 unit cost mentioned as a possible target in the
Ashby report.'

In Table 31, the unit costs in the three financial years mentioned above are
analysed by item of expenditure.

TAILS 31 University of Ibadan. recurrent unit costs in the.financial years 1952/53, 1959/60 and
1963/64 (£ per student)

Item of expenditure 1952153 .1959160 1963164

Administration '95 ' 75 69
General maintenance 153 187 , 154
Departments 471 425 428
Library 34 38 34
Otbeveducational expenditure 13 ' 20 46
Passages and other personal allowances 129 160 130
Students maintenance 81 112 106
Other expensest 78 55 70

Total
1 054 1 072 1 037

I. 1*Iuding capital equipment and special expenditure

O

As can be seen, only administratiye expenses seem to show a definite down-
ward trend with the increase of the number of students, but generally it appears
that the expeCted economies of scale have been offset by increasing costs in all other
Items of expenditure.

T"tal capital expenditure incurred by the University.of Ibadan up to June 1964
was £6.34 million, of which £5.7 million was spent for buildings, strictly,pertainni
to the university, excluding such additions,as the rest-house and its annexes, the
primary school, the international secondary school, etc., which, however, were sited
in 'the university campus and were financed from the university's capital budget.
Table 32 illustrates the distribution of the £5.7 million among the yarious items.

As shown in Table 32,, auxiliary buildings, whiCh include students' residence
halls, staff housing, kitchens, dining halls', sports facilitie§, cafeterias, etc., took.
59.2 per cent of total Capital costs. In the academic session 1963/64, the university
offered accommodation to about 2,000 residential students, and probably as many
staff members if intermediate and junior administrative staff members are included.

1. Investment in Education, op. cit. VAS
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TABLE 32. University of lbdan: capital expenditure incurred tp June 1964

*awn of expenditure In L thousand percentage Item or expenditure In £ thousand percentage

Professional fees 138.3 2.4 fr., Equipment and furniture:
General worksl 807.0 14.2 educational 4. 206.1 3.6
Buildings: auxiliary 53.1

educational 1 072.6 18.g 'Unallocated 52.6 09
auxiliary

it
. 3 374.3 59.2

7penditure

Total ' 5 704.0 100.0

I. Including £ 150 000 of working capital (repaid)

A

The University of Nigeria, Nsukka

The University of Nigeria, Nsukka, began its first regular academic session in
provisional headquarters on 12 October 1960, with 2159 students. In 1963/64, their
number had increased to 1,828, of which 334 were'resident in the Enugu campus
of the university.

The university had a total staff of 1,600, of which 195 formed the academic body
and thirty-nine the senior administrative staff. Included in this figure but noton the
university's pay-roll were thirty academic and administrative advisers from,
Michigan State University, nine from other countries, and twenty7two Peace Corps
volunteers.

The university began with £2.5 million accumulated funds set aside from annual
subventions of the Eastern, Nigeria Marketing Board (ENMB) wig, in the fouryears
following received another £3 million from public sources£ I Aillion additional
from the ENMB, £1.8 million from the Ept,:rn Nigerian government, and £200,000
from the federal government. Other grants and gifts were provided from both
internal and external sources to a total of £190,000 and, in addition, the university
tool over the fixed assets of the Enugu branch of the former Nigerian College of
Arts, S5fence and Technology, Which were entered'in the balance sheet at a value
of.over 1 million.

Recurrent revenue, which included the evaluation at internal costs of services
rendered by unpaid expatriate staff, rose from £52,100 in 1960/61 to £603,500 in
1963/64. Students' fees represented the highest item of recurrent revenue and
increased from £32;000 in 1960/61 to £300,200 in 1943164.

The distribution of recurrent and other revenue in the biennium July 1962 to
June 1964 is given in Table 33.

Current revenue.scpresented 36.7 per cent of total revenue, while the remaining
part consisted of grants and donations. Government sources supplied 57.1 per cent
of total income, while 12.3 per cent came from external sources, 22.1 per cerit from
fees, 3.2 per cent from shdry income and other unspecified sources.
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I Aux 33. University of Nigeria, Nsukka: revenuetcluring the periiid July 1962 to June 1964

In £ thousali'd Percentage

Grants and,clonationsl 1451.5 s 0 63.3
Easierl Nigerian government '1 116.0 48.4
Federal government 200.0 8,7
External sources 60.8 2.7
'Other, not specified 80.7 " 3.5

Current revenue! 1141:9 36.7
Fees 506.8 22.1
Nominal salaries (unpaid staff) e220.7 9.6

S. Rints and interests 72.9 3.2
Sundry income 41.5 1.8

Total revenue 2 293:4 100.0

1. Excluding the value of the NCAST assets but including the value of other giftsin kind
2. Excluding reimbursements

?lent r? 34 University of Nigeria, Nsukka. recurrent4expenditure in the financial years, 1962/63
Anc1)1963/64

In £ thousand Percentage
Item of expendrture 1962/63 1963/64 1962/63 ' 1963/64

V Personal emolumehts ancianowancest 569.5 732.9 58.0 63.9
Administrative expenses 183.0 181.0 18.7 15.8
Maintenance ..106.,5 101.0 10.9 8.8
Students' section Ind' hostel `120.8 i 130.6 12.3' 11.4,
Other expenses, ' ' 1.1 1.2 0.1.. 0.1

Total recurrent expenditure2 980.9 1 146.7 100.0 100.0

1. Including nominal salaries of unpaid staff
2, Excluding depreciation and insurance sinking fund

Recurrent expenditure obviously exceeded by far the income, provided by
current revenue and the difference was met from the government grants fund;
Table 34 gives the distribution of recurrent expenditure in the financial years
.1962/63 and 1963/64.

Personal emoluments and allowances absorbed 58.0 per cent ofitotal expenditure
in 1962/63 and 63.9 per cent in the followingyear. This figure, however, does not
include staff passages and travelling and the niaintenance costs of the Michigan
State Uniyersity and Peace Corps groups serving at the University. These are con-
sidered in the university's accounts as administrative charges, but if included in
personal emohiments would raise the percentage to 69.9 percent and 73.1 per cent
resiiectiyely. '

Total capital,ewestment/since tt.e university's foundation amounted, at the end
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Usti 35. University of Nigeria, Nsukka: capital expenditure incurred Ao 30 June 1964

Item of expenditure In £ thousand .Peroentatis

Compensation and leasehold
Roads, foot paths and land taping
Buildings: residential

31.6
109.3

2 787:9

0.6
2.1

53.3
non-residential I 320.4 25.2

Playings fields 108.9 2r.I

, Plants and machinery ') ' 97.5 1.9
Furniture, and equipment . 670.6 12.8
Books 70.9 1.3
Motor vehicles 37.5 0.7

Total 5 236.6 . 100.0

of the financial yea; 1963A4, to £5.24 million. This figure represents the value of
fixed assets as shown in the, audited' accounts excluding depreciation, butincluding

.;
the asses value of gifts and donations and of the incorporited Enugu branch of
NCAST. Table 35 giv' the qistributign by items of expenditure. .

As observed for the ,versity of Ibadan, residential buildings absorbed the
greatest part of capital investment and though the university had not yet started its
first six-year. development .programme, it is believed that these will have to be
expanded considerably.

The recurrent cost per student was in 1962/63 £854 and in.1963/64 £627, far less
tban.,for the University of Ibadan. There are a number of reasons for the lower
figure, such as the more favourable student/teacher ratiotwelve students to every
lecturer as compared with ten in the University of Ibadan, the low incidence of
maimenance costs-8.8 per cent as compared with 14.8 per cent in the University
of Ibadan, and of ,the additional expenses in respect of expatriate staff, especially
passages and travel--9.2 percent as compared with 12.5 per cent in'the University
of lbadan.

The UhiversitY of Lagos

The University of Lagos accepted its first students in October 1962. It began with
the faculty of business and social studies, the faculty of law, and the medical school,
the last, being "established as a completely autonomous unit within the university.

The institution was almost totally financed by the federal government for both
capital and recurrent expenditure, While the university was on the ministry of
education's budget, the medical schOol was financtid through the ministry of...health.

,Table 36 gives the university's revenue (excluding the medical school) in the
' first two years (Operation, 1962/63 and 1963/64. .

'As Table 36 shows, the federal governmek was supporting the university at a
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'NILE 36. University of Lagos: sources of financing in the years 1962/63 and 1963/64

Sources of financing
In £ thouund Percentage

1962/63 1963/64 1962/63 1963/64

Federal government 650.0 930.0 92.3. 95.2Capital 250.0 500.0 35.5 -51.2Recurrent .. 400.0 430.0 56:8 44.0Students' fees 8.9 19.8 1.3 '2.0Interests 3.9- 9.4 0.5 1.0Donations . 22.6 2.2 3.2 0.2Special funds 17.1 . 9.8 2.4 1.0Other income 1.9 5.7 0.3 0.6
Total 704.4 976.9 100.0 0 100.0.

rate of well over 90 per cent. The table, however, does not show the amount of
external aid represented by salaries paid to the New York University personnel
staffing the faculty of business and social studes, which amounted tol 81,400.

the university started its first academic year with an enrolment of seventy-two
students, which.grew -to 219 in 1963/64. The academic staff/student ratio in 1963/64
was fifteen students to each professor and 8.5 to each lecturer; about half of the
academic staff was non-Nigerian. Recurrent expenditure amounted to £128,000 irr
1962/63, and £218,400 'in 1963/64, of which 47. per cent and 58.2 per cent
represented respectively salaries and wages includinvxperannuation and provident
funds. Academic staff salaries paid' directly by the university repreonted 11,8 per
cent in 1962/63 and 14.6 per cent in 1963164 of total expenditure.

Table 37 gives the cost of the various services in the two academic years under
consideration,

The high got of the administration department-59.8 per cent in 1962/63 and
60.8 per cent in 1963/64-is mostly charged to the registrar's office, but the bulk of
these costs is shown in the budget as sundry expenses which are not given in detail.

The recurrent cost per gludent in the first year of operation amounted to £1,780,
but in 1963/64, with the increase in the number of enrolments, it decreased to
£1,000. This is still high, however, if we consider that the cost attributpd to unpaid
expatriate staff is not added.

In thefirst two years the University of Lagos functioned in temporary premises,
but work was in progress on the permanent site which-thelederal government had
acquired near Lagos for this purpose. At the end of the financial year 1963/64
total of £ 1,157,000 had already been spent on buildings and equipment, distributed
as shown in. Table 38.,

As building continues with a certain order of priority, the table's percentages
have no great significance in showing the relative importance of the various items
of Capital investment.
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TABLE 37. University of Lagos: recurrent expenditure in the years 1962/63 and 1963/64

Item of expenditure

In £ thousand Percentage

1%3163 )963164 1962161 1963164

Provisional Council 6.0 4.6 . 4 7 2.1
Administration 76.5 132.7 59.8'7 60.8
Faculties and departments 15.5, 32.3 :12.1 14.8
Library 6.4 14.8 5.0 6.8
Catering and hostels 18.0 22.8 14.J 10.4
Maintenance 3.1 . 6.8 2.4 3,1
Other expenses 2.5 4.4 1.9 2.0

Total 128.0 218:4 100.0 100.0
,

TABLE 38. University of Lagos: capital expenditure to 30 June 1964

Item of expenditure In £ thousand Percentage
0

Land acquisition compensation 385.1 33.3
Buildings: residential ' 330.0 28.5

non-residential 280.0 24.2
'Furniture and equipment: residential 43.6 3.8

non-residential 29.3 2.5
`Library books'

0 72.9 6.3
Motor 'vehicles 16.1 1.4

Total 1157.0 , 100.0

1. 'Capitalized

The University of He

The, n tyniversi aficially opened in, 1961 with an initial grant.of £250,000 from the
government of Western Nigeria. In the year 1962/63, the regional government grant
amounted tc,£621,000and in 1963/64 this and other grants amounted to £354,800.
Most of the revenue came from fublic sources, while fees and interests yielded
£84,300 in 1962/63, or. 16.9 per cent of the total.

The University of Ife at the end of the academic year 1963/64 was still in the
premises of the. Ibadan branch of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and
Technology which were donated by the federal government and valued at about
£1.5 millionThe site of the University at Ife had been chosen but work was still
to begin because of lack of financial resources.

In-19.62/3, the university had an enrolment of 244 students, which rose to 475
in 1963/64. In that year, the-academic-staff consisted of five professors and fifty-
three lecturers, giving a ratio of ninety-five students 'to each prOfessor.and nine

r.-

e
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TAIII4 39. University of Ire: recurrent expenditure for nine months
ended 30 June 1964

Dent of expenditure In £ thousand 1Percentatic Item of expenditure In thortnd tereentese,

Personal emoluments Establishments and
and allowancei 200.1 59.6 general services 51.2 15.3
Travelling and passages 24.b 7.3 Studentemaintenance 17.5 ,. 5.2
Administration 27.9 8.3 Miscellaneous 14.3 4.3

Total 335.6 103.0

students to each lecturer. Four professors and twenty-seven lecturers were non-
Nigerian.

The breakdown of recurrent expenditure is available for only nine months of the
.

academic session 1963/64, and isshown in Table 39.
The recurrent costs per student were slightly higher than £700 which, extended

to 0.41112year, would probably be in the region of £900.

Ahmadu Bello University

This university began in October 1962 on the main campus of the former Nigerian
College of Arts, Science and Technology at Zaria with building and equipment
valued at over £2.6 million. In addition, the university took over as special institutes
the Abdullahi Bayero College of Arabic Studies,valued at £250,000, the Institute
of Administration, valued at 4.390,000 and the Institute of Agricultural Research,

.valued at £315,000, Making a total asset of over £3.5 million.
The Northern Region government made a grant of £25,000 at the start and

financed the university's recurrent expenditure at the rate of £40,000 a month. The
special institutes, however, continued to be financed from the budgets of the
Ministries which had been charged with themsbefore the establishment of the
University.

The construction of new buildings had not yet commenced at the end of the
financial yeqr 1963/64, although £2.1 million had already been earmarked for this
,purpose from' external assistance.

Enrolments numbered 426 in 1962/63 and 558 in 1963/64, with a total academic
staff of sixteen professors and, eighty-six lecturers, giving a ratio of thirty-five
students to each professor and 6.5 students to each lecturer. We were unable
obtain the statements of accounts ,of.the university, but estimates of.the over -all,
recurrent expenditure run to £680,000 in 1962/63 and £840,000 in 1963/64, showing
a cost per student of over £1,500.
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As stated at the beginning of this chapter, Nigeria is still heavily dependent on the
training of student aibroadin many specialiied fields -of education and in some
fields for which the facilities offered in the country are Scarce or inadequate. Unfor-
tunately, reliable statistics oh the number of Nigerian students abroad, the level of
their studies, and the sources of financial support are riot-available.

Attempts have been made to determine approximately the number of these
students, and probably the most recent and complete of such attempts is that made
by Ladislav Cerych in one of his contributions to the present series.of studies.' For
the number of students overseas, the broad estimateis given as between 14,200 and
17,200 in 1963/64. Taking as a basis the more conservative of the two figures, and
Using the fragmentary information available, we may venture a guess about the
distribUtion of these students by place of studies. It appears that about 62 per cent
were in the United Kingdom, 10 per cent in the United States of America, and the
remaining 28 per cent in other countries.

The total number of Nigerian students abroad in 1952 is estimated at.1,500 and
'the increase along the eleven-year period would appear to be tenfold.

As for the level of studies followed by Nigerian students abroad, Mr. Cerych
calculates that not more than, 20 per cent of the total in 1963/64 were attending
courses at the university level, while the remaining 80 per cent were either in tech-
nical or teacher-training institutions, or in practical training and private colleges
and institutions below university level. It is difficult from the statistics available to
give more detailed global information about the Jevel and nature of the studies

..pursued abroad.
We can distinguish the sources of financial support between internal (public and

private) and external sources. Public internal sources are represented by govern-
ment scholarships and scholarships awarded by public corporations and institu-
tions. Internal private sources are represented by self-supporting students or
Students whose schooling is financed by theirparents, other private persons, or ethnic

7 unions. External sources are represented by all schemes financed by internation-
al organizations, foreign governments, and foreign public and private institutions.

At the university level he two dominant sources of financial support were the
federal and regional governments and tl.s governments of the receiving countries.
Both sources act through scholarship schemes of differing natures and importance.
It is believed that private financing at the university level is very limited, as with
today's multiplicity of scholarship schemes, both internal and external, almost

0 o

1. L Cerych, The Integration o/ External Assistance with Educational Planning in Nigeria,
chapter 3, p. 265 of this volume.

t.*
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.

every Nigerian who has reached the necessary qualifications for proceeding to the
higher level of studies can reasonably expect to find a source of financing.

If we put the total figure of university students abroad in 1963/64 at 3,000, it can
be.estimated that 65 per cent were sponsored by the and regional govern-,
ments pr other public agencies in Nigeria, 30 per cent by governments pr institu, .

lions orthe'receiving countries, and only 5 per cent were privately supported.
Government expenditure on scholarships abroad began in 1938/39 when the .

first government scholarghip was awarded: Ten years later the number had reached
the figure of forty-one. Greatly increased provisions were made following thp report
of the CoMmission on Nigerianisation of the Civil Service in 1948, and by 1952 a
total of over 250 scholarship recipients were studying overseas. During the period
under review, federal and regional government allocations for scholarships abroad
increased constantly from £235,800 in 1952/53 to £963,100 in 1960/61. In this year
provisions were further increased as the scholarship policy was integrated into the
educational development plan. In 1961/62, the total. amount spent for scholarships
abroad was £135 million, reachifig £1.5 million in 1962/63 and is estimated to be
£1.6 million in the following year.

Table 40 shows the relevant characteristics of government expenditure on
scholarships abroad during the 'period under review as compared with other
related expenditure aggregates...

TABLE 40. Government expenditure on scholarships abroad in selected years
during the period 1952/5310 1962/63

195M3 1955/56 1959/60 1962/63

Total government expenditure on scholarships abroad
(£thousand) 235.8 526.1 820.9 1496.0
As percentage of total government expenditure on
scholarships 86.7 81.2 74.3 72.3
As percentage of total government recurrent
expenditure on edudation 4.8 55 4.4 5.7
As percentage of total government recurrent
expenditure on higher education . 34.6 34.3 39.1 31.8
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7 External aid

The external aid, agencies

In the years before Independence, the United Kingdom government was by far
the main source of financial assistant to Nigeria's development projects. We have
already mentioned the Colonial Development and Welfare Scheme and the part
which it played in the development of secondary and higher education. Other forms
of technical assistance given to the country by the 'United Kingdom government
included the supply of teachers and senior administrative staff and the training of
Nigerians in the United Kingdom. In those years, the activities of agencies other
than the United Kingdom government were confined to the International Co-
operation Administration (ICA), the United Nations, and some voluntary organi-
zations. The amount of aid coming from these sources was very limited, at least as
compaied with the levels it reached after Independence.

Prior to 1960, the Colonial Development and Welfare Scheme and the ICA grants
were appropriated into the Nigerian budget and, therefore, have already been
shown as part of public expenditure. After Independence, external agencies acted
autonomously on the basis of agreements which they entered into with the Nigerian
government and the sums allocated or expanded by these agencies were not shown
in the government accounts.

In the present study we consider Nigeria as a recipient of external aid from thedate
of independence and under the external aid aggregate we include only expenditure
financed through officially established external aid agencies. In this group we include
those agencies which were operating in the country as extensions of the activities of
the accredited diplomatic representations, or as separate institutions which had esta-
blished similar formal relationships with the Nigerian government to this purpose.

This is obviously a definition of convenience suggested by the necessity to
avoid duplication in the expenditure:account and it is not intended as a concept of
external aid to 'be used for general plorposes.
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The tables included in this chapter refer only to the major external aid agencies
operating in,Nigeria-for which it has beenpossible to gather sufficient information,
and to, some others only for the part which they played in specific and important
Projects in the field of education.

The agencies whose complete activity is reviewed are the United Nations,
the United States Agency for International Development (US-AID), the United
Kingdom government, and the Ford Foundation (USA). The agencies participat-
ing in important projects are the R,Ockefeller Foundation (USA), Carnegie Corpo-
rationration (USA), International Business Machines, Inc. (USA), Nuffield Foundation ,

(UK), and the governments of the Federal Republic of 'Germany and the
Netherlands.

,.

Major forms of external aid

External aid usually takes two main forms: the, extension of loans or grants for
specific purposes, and 'technical assistance' which includes the supply of personnel
and equipment and the trainini"of Nigerians abroad, inainly in the donor countries.
During,the periOd under review, Nigeria did not receive loans ';or Sp...-r-ific educa-
tional projects, as the first International Development A.;uciation (IDA)`t.redit of
this kind was still under negotiation with the Inter-..4uonal Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development (IBRD) at the encrof 1964.1

The external aid received by Nigeria can be classified as follows: (a) capital
grants for building and equipment of educational establishments; (b) supply of
school equipment; (c) supply of teaching and administrative staff; (d) services
rendered under general technical assistance programmes, such as (i) administration
and educational planning, (ii) educational research, (iii) organization of training
courses for teachers, school administrators and supervisors, and (iv) organization
of conferences and seminars: (e) award of scholarships, fellowships,, buriaries and
visitorships tenable abroad.

Most agencies sponsored specific educational projects through agreements with
the Nigerian government in which the contribution of:both sides was fixed in
advance in accordance with a plan of operation. In some cases, more than one
Agency participated in a single project.

Scholarships were awarded under a single national scheme or under separate
schemes sponsored by different national.organizationi and the number available
foi each scheme was sayear by Year.

I. A credit from IDA worth U.S. $20 million was approved for secondary education and signed
on 1March 1965.
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A certain co-ordination of thee aid given by the,most important aiencies.oper-
ating in Nigeria was undertaken by the Bureau for External Aid for Education,'a
unit sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation and attached to the federal ministry
of education.

Major external aid projects for the operation
of educational institutions

From Independence,, the sum of over £20 million was committed by external
agencies for the establishMe,nt, expansiOn and operation of educational institutions
in Nigeria and, at the end of "1964, £7.7 million, or 38.2 per cent of commitments,
had already been expended or disbursed. Most of the projects were begun at the
end of 1962 as part or the six-year development programme which began in 1962,
and this explains the great difference between commitments and disbursements.

Table 41 gives the breakdown by region and type of institution.

i',412 41. MajOr external aid projects related to educational institutions
in the period 1960.64

Aid committod
(£ thousand)

Aicidisbursed "Distribution of total "I(Y.)

Of iOtal
(£ thousand) conunittede/J Committed Disbursed

Bireglon
Northern 5116.0 1017.7 19.9 25.4 13.2
Eastern, 5.470.9 2 351.7 43.0 27.2 u 30.6
Western ' 6 779.8 3 227.1 47.6 33.6 41.9
Lagos 2228.8 815.2 36.6' 11.1 16.6
Country-wide 552.1 284.7 51.6 2.7 3.7

All of Nigeria 20 147.6 , 4 7 696.4 38.2 - 100.0 100.0

By type of education
Primary . .

Secondary 1'558.1 718.6 46.1 7.7 9.4
,Teacher training 5 998.8 , 2149.0 35.8 29.8 27.9
Technical and vocational 2 716.3 564.2 20.8 13.5 7.3
Higher 9 874.4 4 264.6 43.2 49.0 55.4

Total 20147.6 7 696.4 38.2 100.0 106.0

As Table 41 shows, the allocation by region of commitments gives to the
Northern Region 25.4 per cent of the total and slightly more to the East (27.2 per
cent) and West ,(33.6 per cent), while the Federal Territory was allotted 11.1 per
cent. Disbursements show that the Eastern and Western Regions-where projects,
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especially those Concerning the Universities of Ibadan and Nsuklca, were started
earlierrrhad received 30.6 per cent and 41.9 per cent respectively of the total
amount, while the Northern Region had received only 13.2 per cent. This .is
reflected in the percentages of disbursements over commitments.

The distribution by type of education shows that there were no projects involv-
ing priinary schools, while higher education and teacher training absorbed most of
the funds-49.0 per cent and 29.8 per,cent respectively. Of the remaining part,
13.5 per cent went to technical and vocational education and 7.7 per cent to
`secondary education. Technical and vocational education has the lowest percent-
age of disbursements (20.8: per cent).

The differences noted are mainly attributable to changes in the policies of the
donors and recipient governments-as to the priorities to be assigned to the various
fields of education. In the first instance higher education attracted most of the aid
available. Then teacher training at the secondary level was considered as &priority.
area of investment, and more recently particular consideration has been given to
the development of technical and vocational education.

Major external aid projects related to general
educational matters

The improvement of the educational machinery and its efficiency has received
particular attention from the major donors since the beginning. A total of almost
£2 million was committed during the period under consideration for this purpose,
of which 60.5 per cent had been disbursed by the end of 1964. Table 42 shows the
analysis of these figures.

Most of the amount committed was allocated to the federal government
(38.1 per cent) or devoted to country-wide projects (55.5per cent), while only very
little (6.4 per cent) was assigned to regional projects.

Educational planning and modern teaching aids (including broadcasting)
absorbed respectively 34.5 per cent and 34.2 per cent of commitments and 52.7 per
cent and 31.2 perscent respectively, of disbursements. Examinations and testing
accounted for 14.2 per cent, subject teaching 14.4 percent, while small amounts
went to school health and nutrition and sundry research.

The figures 'show that thp introduction of modern techniques in the administra-
tion and operation of the school system were the main concern of the external aid
agencies, though the amounts committed and expended seem to be inadequate for
a country such as Nigeria with a school population of over 3 million and with
17,000 educational institutions spread over a large area.
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't
TABLE 42. Major external aid projects related to general educational matters in the penod1960-64

Aid Committed
(E thousand)

Aid disbursed' Distribution of total

of total
(E thousand) committed (X) Committed Disbursed

By retion
Northern 8:7 8.7 100.0 0.5 0.8
'Eastern 62.2. 59.9 06.3 3:4 5.3
Western 47.3 . 47.3 100.0 2.5 4.2
Federal 708.3 370.2 52.3 38.1 32.9,
Unspecified 1031.3 637.8 61.8 55.5 56.8

All of Nigeria 4 1 857.3 1 123.9 , 60.5 100.0 1po.o.

By subject 0-

Educational planning and
administration 641.1 592.4 92.4 34.5 '52.7
Examinations and testing 263.4 69.4 26.3 ' , 14.2 6.2
Modern aids and broadcasting 635.3 351.2 55.3 34.2 31.2
Subject teaching 261.6 90.1 33.7 , , 14.4 8.0
School health and nutrition 29.6 , 0.0 1.6 ..

`Sundry research ; 20.8 20. 100.0 1.1 1.9

Total 1 857.3 1 123.9 ,60.5 100.0 100.0

r

-

Voluntary teachers' schemes

Some foreign governments established as part of their aid programmes to develop-
ing countries a form of voluntary service in these countries which was mainly
directed to the field of education. The most important of such schemes operatitig
in Nigeria were the Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) and the Graduate Voluntary",

Service Overseas (GVSO) sponsored by the United Kingdom go,vernment and
organized through the British Council, the Peace Corps Volunteers (PCV) spon-
sored by the United States government, and the Canadian University Service Over-,
seas (CUSO) sporisored by the Canadian government in co-operation with
Canadian universities. The VSO and GVSO services started in 1961 and 1963
respectively. The first group of PCVs arrived in Nigeria in 1961 and the CUSO
'group in 1963.

-The ,sponsoring governments' costs for the volunteers covered mainly prelimi-
nary training, maintenance and supply during the recruitment and discharge
periods, and transport to and from Nigeria. Living costs in the form'of salary for
the PCVs were paid by the United States government, while United Kingdom and
Canadian volunteers were paid by the Nigerian government according to pre-
established salary scales. in addition, the Nigerian government provided free
housing and transportation within Nigeria.

.11 4", 1)
.1
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TAall 43. Cost to donor of Peace Corps volunteer teachers during the period 1961, to 1964
(in £ thousand)

.

Yaw
North ern 'Sestina Western Mitherseerit. TiMeral Ali ofRegion Region Region - Region government Nigeria

1961 42.4 122.6 73.1 18.9 257.01962 - 58.9 223.9 150.9, . 21.2 454.9
1963 235.7 306.4 259.3 ' 23.6 825.0
1964 310.7 310.7 207.1 207.1. 39.4 1075.0

Total 647:7 963.6 690.4 207.1 103.1 2461.9

There, are no published accounts of the costs sustained by the external agencies
for such schemes; therefore, only estimates are possible on the basis of the average
unit cost per volunteer and the 'Cumulative number of years of service rendered.

Graduate and non-graduate United Kingdom volunteers at the end of 1964
had rendered approximately 109 year of service at the average con' to the donor
country of £350 each for a total of £38,000.

a
e

CUSO had rendered approximately twenty-one years orservice at the average
cost of 620 per volunteer, for a total of f 13,000.

Only-for the PCVs is it possible to give the breakdown by yearand region of
their cost, which is calculated at the average rate of £2,360 from 1961 through 1963
andI2,070 in 1964, as indicated in the third annual Peace Corps report and shown
in Table 43.

External aid scholarship schemes .
r

Almost all countries included in the list of externalaid donors and enjoying diplo-
matic relations with Nigeria had their own schemes for scholarships and.training,
but unfortunately no reports are available on the number of scholarships awarded
and-their'cost to the d6nor country.

The schemes for which it has been possible to collect some reliable estimates are
the United Nations fellowship scheme, the United Kingdom Special ,Common-
wealth African Assistance Plan (SCAAP), the US-AID Participant Training Pro-
gram, and the Afro-American Institute's African Scholarship Program of American
Universities (ASPAU). Although these schemes are the most important as far as
the number of awards granted yearly is concerned, they may represent as than
50 per cent of the total aid received by Nigeria in this form.

During the period under consideration, the cost of the schemes mentioned
above to the donors amounted to £2,716,800, distributed as indicated in Table 44.

The average cost per student for one year's training varied from country to
country according to the cost oMravel, the cost of living in the receiving country,
and the financial treatment accorded to the students by the donor. In addition, a
great number of awards did not specify the cost of educational services provided
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TABU 44. Cost to donors of scholarship schemes during the period 1960-64 (estimated)
Re.

Proaramma
Number of Total cost Merlin cost

students (L thousand) Orstudent (L)

United Nations Expanded Programme of.
Technical Assistance (UN-EPTA)

United NaciOns regular prognunme
United States Agency for International

Development (US-AID)-participants.
AfricanScholarship Prograrn.of,,

Americi Universities fASPAU),
SpecialCommoriwealth African Assistance '

Plan (SCAAP)

Total

'

96
132

682

376

233.

154.6.
208.9

14252.7

'Ilt:2
.

227.4

1 610
1 580

1 840
r

2 320

.
975

1 519 '2716.8 1790 .

-

....- ..

free of charge in government-owned universities, stating only,that the scholarship
holder would enjoy a fee -free education. . g ,

Table 44 does not,reflecf this cost because the number of student, is not cal.
culated in student -years but in number of awaidz..while the total cost refers t.:.) the...-.
sum actually disbursed at.theend 011964. . . .

$
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8 Conclusions

t

Rapid educational, expansion and rising
financial commitments

ti

This study presents a statistical- and historical interpretation of the financing of
Nigeria's system of formal educ&Jion during the most crucial period of its expan- .

ti sion. Thebroad lines of more than a decade of educational development are thus
considered frem the viewpoint of their financial implications. Elucidation of such
past experience, and the analytical obseriiation of it, is the study's sole purpose and
justification. As such, it is 'a first, but essential, step in providing the detailed
,knowledge-and the perspective needed Py educational' policy-makers who must
fit futule educational requiremepts more firmly within a framework of national
economic resource use.

Throughout the eleven-year period covered, governments,placed major empha-
sis on expanding formal education at all levels. They achieved outstanding results
in creating educatiorial facilities and in boosting enrolments. SchooLbuildings rose
in rural area% where before'there had been no formal education. University cam-
puses were built. Enrolments trebled: that is, the total numbers attending all
institutions orfonnal education rose from somewhat over one million in 1952 to

.'nearly three million in 1962.
Enrolments in primary schools, which alitady in 1952 had reached one million,"rose fiver the period at an annual rate of 17 per cent. This was made possible by

the construction of 6,000 more schools and about 50,000 new class-rooms. By 1962,
over 7 8 million pupils were bail taught by almost 100,000 teachers in the 15,500
primary schools of the Fderation. The distribution of these facilities,and enrol-
ments among the regions, however, showed wide differences in relation to their
total areas and populatIons. Enrolments in secondary schools, combined with
those'of teacher 'training and of technical and vocational education, increased at
an annual rate of 2'5 per cent. The number, of students in the nation's universities

V
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increased tenfold, from the 1952/53 total of less than 400 attending one university
to the 1962/63 total of nearly 4,000 students in five universities. (Because of
insufficiently detailed, and comparable, census data, no realistic. assessments can
be made of the changing proportions of school-age populations reflected by these
enrolments.)1

In financial terms, these enrolments were matched by continuously rising total
expenditures on formal education, from all internal sources, which grew from
£9.7 million in 1952 to £41.7 million in 1962. Expressed as a proportion of
national resources in use during the period, the share of gross national product
devoted to education was enlarged from 1.58 per cent to 3.54 per

thesubstantial increase especially when account is taken of the fact that the 4cti-
vities of part of the population (possibly around 30 per cent) were still very little
touched. by,the money economy.

At the, same time as total expenditures were increasing, governmentscentral
and regionalwere making- a rising proportionate contribution to the financing
of education. This trend had become evident immediately after World War II, but
it was only in 1949 with the adoption of the Phillipson system of grants-in-aid that
the central government took a Significant financial responsibility for education.
During the mid-1950s, regional governments further increased their financial
participation when facilities for primary education'were considerably extended and
made free of direct fees to about 50 per cent of the parents of primary-school
pupils in the Federation. During the period reviewed, the contribution from public
funds to the over-all educational effort rose from 55 per cent of total educational
expenditure to above 80 per cent.

Variations among regions

Regional go3,ernments, which were making the chief decisions on the directions
and pace of the expansion of Nigeria's education during this period, did not
co-ordinate their programmes as part of a design for national educational invest-
wilt. Rather, indeed, the reverse: each region pressed ahead independently.

In large measure, this can be explained by the lack of a true national economic
plan. Thus, the Ten Year Plan of Development and Welfare 1946-55 was followed
in 1951 by a revised plan covering the period 1951-56. In turn, the report of the
mission to Nigeria of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
published in 1955, became the basis for the drafting of the federal and regional

1. The most recent census, that of 1963, gives the population of Nigeria as 55.6 million. Northern
Nigeria, 29.8 million, Eastern Nigeria, 12.4 million, Western Nigeria, 10.3 million, Midwestern
Nigeria (newly created), 2.5 million, and the Federal Territory of Lagos, 04 million.
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economic progranimes covering more or less the period 1955760. These plans and
their revisions, tpg2ther with the policy statements which accompanied them, were
Concernecimainly with a collection of projects which the various governments were
undertaking. They had no clearly expressed set of priorities within the lines of a
general plan for national economic development. The main reason fOi: this lack
of integration was the then existing Nigerian political set-up, in which the regions
were not prepared to accept formulations which would limit their autonomy of

l'deelsion and thus infringe their constitutional rights.
Despite' this, among the regions a certain unity of objectives, &not of policies,

did emerge. For instance, the provisiOn of further facilitiesfor primary education
and teacher training ranked highin all regions, with somewhat less emphasis on
other types and levels of education. Towards the end of the period, particularly in .

Eastern and Western Nigeria, these policies changed and secondary and higher
education received more attention. Confirmation of these trends is clearly expressed
in the analysis of government financing in thisstudy, and also portrayed in Table 4,
Figure 2; and in' the various tables of Appendix. D. A

For historical reasons, each region had different administrative arrangements
which markedly influenced educational planning and related procedures for
financing. In Eastern and Western Nigeria, the various Christian (and for the
West, also Moslem) missions retained more or less an educational monopoly, a
fact which persuaded each of the governments of these regions to integrate their
Schools into public systems in which the missionsunder the name of voluntary
agencieswere guaranteed their rights of proprietorship, while at the same time
subjected to government control. In Northern Nigeria, the situation was quite
different. In the early 1950s the relatively limited number of mission schools in the
North, plus the fact that they were operating maiily in the southern provinces of
the region and among the immigrant populations of the sabon garis (strangers'
quarters) of the largeecities, led the government to introduce a distinction between
mistion schools and native )rity schools for purposes of governmental assist-
ance in their development, This policy was later modified, however, and the
missions' rights, if not their powers, became comparable with those in Eastern
and Western Nigeria.

Various reports have indicated that a striking difference existed between
Northern Nigeria, on the one hand, and Eastern and Western Nigeria, on the other,
with respect to educational planning. These reports take the view that the Nor*
had much clearer objectives and great farsightednessin its, programmes of educa-
tional 'development, while those of the East and West were distorted by political
interference. These judgements, based on impressions, are not supported by the
evidence. As it happened, each region had notable, and orderly, achievements.
More to the point is to say that in each region there were setbacks, due to,lack of
suitable organization and of personnel, including field staff; and in each region
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there weke errors in decisions, inevitable under the circumstances and often brought
about by lack of the right kind of information and by unpredictable financial
constraints. .

Problems in financing widespread primary,
education "

During this period of rapid expansion, certain issues in educational planning
became highlighted. Foremost amonit these is the questiiin of how extensive
primary education should be and the methods for its financing. Programmes that
were tzinchea in answer to considerable popular demand for free and universal
primary education led to unexpectedly heavy expenditures.

The regional governments, which became autonomous in 1954, carried by far
the greatest share of this increasing expenditure for education, even though their
combined recurrent revenue as a proportion of the total recurrent revenue of the
Federation actually fellfrom 72 per cent in 1952/53, to slightly over 56 per cent
in 1962163. The ,governments of Eastern and Western ,Nigeria,baving introduced
free primary education programmes, were confronted, with abruptly increasing
financial 4ommittnents without a proportion* rise in internal revenues. These
governments faced serious financial trouble. In 1957, for instance, over-all educa-
tional expenditures absorbed, respectively 43 per cent and 42.6 per, cent of their
total budgets, while recurrent educational expenditure alone took about half
(49 per cent) of the total recurrent budget in the East.

In meeting this prqblem, the options open to these governments were few. In
the event, thesgovernrhent of Western Nigeria was able to obtain help through the
resvrces of the Marketing Boards. The government of Eastern Nigeria, on the
Other hand, had to retreat temporarily from the full application of the free primary,
education'scheme; and, when re-introduced a few years later, the scheme remained
limited to the beginning classes of the schools..Both governments sharply reduced
the propottion of their educational expenditures assigned as capital outlays. The
percentige of total government expenditure represented b9recurrent expenditure
for education continued to groW, however, and at the end of the period covered in
this study was still 47.3 per cent for the West and 38.2 per cent for the East, the
latter region having reduced the number of pupils by raising the age of school entry
to 6-plus, and thus shortening the primary schmil course from eight to seven
years. (In 1963 the two top primary classes were merged, thereby further reducing
the length of the primary-school course to six years.)

At the efid of the period, the total recurrent expenditures for prinpry schooling
were shared by' egional governments and local sources (1001 governments, and
direct payments of 'fees by househqlds) in the ratio of 75:25. This represents a
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considerable swing from earlier times when local sources contributed the greater
proportion "of these costs. At the same time, recurrent expenditures.for primary
education compared with these for other kinds of formal education (secondary,
teacher training, technical and vocational, university) at the regional level, were in
the approximate proportion of 60:40; with some variation by region and for the
Federal Territory of Lagos. By and large, therefore, the rising expenses of primary
schools hive been met increasingly by regional governments' funds, with conse-
quent reduction ih the funds available for otlt purposes.

Certainly there is a strong case for devoting a higher proportion of regional
.expenditures towards meeting the recurrent costs, and paying for the expansion,
of Other levels of formal education (including courses for upgrading the qualifica-

'tions of primary-school teachers) and for different types of non-formal education.,
There is, too, the urgent requirement that more finds be available for moving:
ahead with meaningful regional programmes of general economic development
that can raise more productize work opportunities, ind training on. the job, for,
the school le.avers the overwhelming,majoritywho cannot proceed with formal
educatiokr

n beyond the primary stage.
What share of national and regional resources should be used to promote

primary education? The answer 'to this question is very largely a matter of how
these expenditures are, borpe. Additional revenue must be found without at the
same time destroyingincentives to work and earn, A guiding principle, well tested
in many areas in Nigeria in past years, is that families and communities are more
willing to contribute towards some purpose which they value highly and which
they can intimately appreciate because it is close at hand.

One lesson deriving from this study, therefore, is the need to re-examine the
'working of the grants-in-aid system as it formerly operated and of its related
'assumed local contribution'. Reviving his iYsiein does not necessarily mean
re-introduCing school fees payable by parents. The method of collection will, vary
according to local acceptability and practice. the imposition may be on families
whose children attend schools, or on the entire community in the form of a specific
tax, or partoea gent -al levy embracing other local needs. Discriminatory procedures
would help some areas of particularly low money circulation, as well as encourage
demand in areas which have little tradition of modern eduCation. On the capital
side, thousands of class-rooms, following earlier tradition, can be built and main-
tained by local contributions in money and, labour (under the guidance of local and
native 'authorities, with government standards observed and survey services pro-
vided).

Widespread primary education is'an'acknowledged objective of all governments
in Nigeria. Each new year is expected to bring to the labour force recruitsyoung
men and young women with better general education.and training in skills. At
present, however, distribution of facilities for primary schooling (by city, town-

(
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ship, and village, and by sections of the Federation) is sharply uneven in relation to
population settlement. Thus, taking the Federation as a whole, less than 30 per cent
of school-age children complete the full primary-school course. Accordingly, if
primary education is to be expandedeven, indeed, by holding to present propor-
tions of school-age children attending schools (with Populations rising in recent
years at an annual netincrease of between 2.5 and 3 per cent)while not retarding
other .essential development -expenditures, drastic policy action on its financing
Is inevitable. AlthOugh the term has wide currency and an understandable appeal,
primary schooling can of course never be 'free': the problem is to judge correctly
the most acceptable and desirable procedures for meeting its rising expenditures.

Given these expected increased expenditures for primary,education, decentraliz-
ing its administration and its financing by strengthening local organization appears
to be a prerequisite for expansion of other types and levels of education.

Other issues irk, educational planning

An economy can develop only in step with a transforming society. A principal
means for achieving these co-ordiriate changes lies in a many-sided, balanced
programme of education, in which both formal and other types of education play
their parts. The mapping of a strategy for educational development, in fact,
should begin with a broad vision of education as an instrument for releasing
people from traditional inhibitions and for turning their creative energies towards
continuous self-improvement. Seen in this wider context, education would then be
advocated not solely as an affair of year-by-year class-room instruction, however
vital this is, but rather as a medium for introducing educational disciplines to the

'minds of people everywherenot only of children and youth, but of adults as wells
In Nigeria, a number of government departments, private firms, and voluntary

agencies contribute to these other processes of education through extension serv-
ices,' in-service training with small and large economic enterprises, health ed uca-
tion, and the like. It is important, then, when planning the amounts and quality of
formal education, and related financing, to see the links between it and these other,
forms ofte whichmay either substitute for, or extend, class-room experience.

The proportion of the nation's resources that can reasonably be spent on
education relative to other competing needs (the building of infrastructure, direct
help for farms and industries) depends what is meant by education, and what
such education is designed to accomplish, as well as on the nation's determination
to mobilize the resources to ,pay for it. Educational objectives widely accepted in
Nigta:a are: first, that the necessary high- and middle-level skills be evolved to
meet the specific requirements Of the growing economy for the years ahead; second,
that as soon as possible all children be given equal opportunities for attending
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schools at the primary level; third, that education be widely disseminated among
receptive adult populations.

This study reveals the very low expenditures of public funds for non-formal
education as undertaken through the ministries of education in Nigeria. The chief
component of this category, adult education (including both literacy or 'public
enlightenment' programmes), received very little attention. Iii 1962, only £1.5 mil-
lion was spent for the entire Federation. The role of adult aducation in the devel-
oping society should be re-assessed, bearing in mind the methods for its financing,
its likely effects on raising }economic productivity, and the recognition of citizen-
ship rights and opportunities.

Allied to this is another issue: the necessity to merge the skills derived from
class-room experience with the realities of the economy. For instance, what is the
relation between technical and vocational education (the recurrent expenditures
of which in 1962 were, 1.2 million) and on-the-job training given by public and
private establishments? A step-up in technical aud vocational education is undoub-
tedly needed and also better-directed and planned pre-vocational training. Educa-
tional needs of the market-place, the farm, and the workshopwhen more closely
understoodwill help to modify costly formal education that may prove to be too
class-roora oriented.

A further issue raised by this study is-the need to search for economies in the
running of the existing system of education. Close inquiries should be made into
the wide differences among the regions in recurrent costs for the different levels and
types of education. To some extent, these causes are referred to in the text of the
study. But further detailed investigations need to be undertaken to extend these
analyses as a basis for future:policy decisions,

Staff salaries account for between 80 and 95 per cent of total recurrent costs of
primary education. These costs are affected not only by the number of teachers, but
also by changes in their salary scales, in their qualifications, and in pupil/teacher
ratios. A central element in the search for economies, therefore, is how to make
the best use of teachers' training and abilities. Such an economy drive may lead
to the merging of schools: for instance, as a result of interdenominational rivalries
orthe past some communities are found to have several schools with less than full
classes. Again, schools almost everywhere are desperately short of modern equip-
ment for teachers and pupils to work with. Because the cost of upgrading the
system is considerable both in teacher-training expenses and the consequent nigher
cost of improved qualifications, it is vital that full value be obtained by seeing that
primary classes are kept as close as possible to maximum size and that teachers be
given a chance for expression by using improved media (books, audio-visual aids,
basic science materials) suitable for the Nigerian environment.

At the secondary level, an evaluation might suggest that the expensive science
laboratories and specialized teaching of one grammar school be effectively shared
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by other schools in the same community. Equipment costs of secondary schools,
different from the comparatively modest costs of.Dtmary schools, are very high.

Another issue of secondary education has to do with equality of opportunity
for school attendance. Because fees charged in secondary gramrnar schools are
beyond the means of most families, well-off parents have an extra advantage.
Because they are able te 'afford the fees for their children, they thereby benefit from
counterpart government contributions fot secondary education. (For the Federation
as dwhole, 50 per cent of the average recurrent cost per pupil in assisted secondary
grammar schools is met by goyernment grant-in-aid.) It is apparent, therefore, that
families of low'incomes are, to some extent, supporting the educational progress of
sbildren' of higher-income families. Careful and urgent attention might be given to
'greater scholarship aid basedon merit.

A closer study of financing in the five universities would undoubtedly reveal ways
in which economies can be made by concentrating certain faculties at particular
universities and thus saving duplications of expensive facilities and teaching staff.

The major economic issues of educational planning are determining the total
of the nation's resources to be used for education, defining their sources (domestic
and foreign), distributing this total among the various levels and types of education,
and finding the most efficient ways of achieving the highest quality of educational
performance This study provides background documentation for helping to solve
these problems. Continuing analyses, however, could best be undertaken within a
national, educational planning centre.

,A 1.4411",
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THE MAIN DEFINMONS

For tilt- purpose of tais study the following main definitions have been adopted:
Education ceiers all activities carried out by the ministries of education or other

mu.:strieslor,.he pv..pose of ensuring, the operation and expansion,of the school system
and the-3471:: of additional educational services; all activities carried out by other
educational authorities for the same purposes with the recognition or approval of the
ministries of education; and,all activities carried out by the educational institutions form-
ing the school system.

The school system is constituted by the aggregate of all institutions giving education
and/or training in the form and according to the schemes laid down by the government
educational authorities or by those autonomous institutions-(universities) to which such
power is delegated by statute.

Education costs are all expenditures incurred by the above-mentioned authorities and
institutions for the, purpose already stated.

External aid for education is represented by the activities carried out by international
and foreign agencies which have established a formal relationship with, the government
authorities with the purpose of assisting the country in the development of education, as
defined abOve.

These definitions are partly determined by the nature andlthe extent of the statistical
information at our disposal, partly derived-from generally accepted concepts and adapted
to the Nigerian situation.

The definition of education, for instance, includes-activities which arc not purely
instructional, such as residential faCilities, catering, recreational services, healtn services,
transport, etc., but these are considered only when performed by educational authorities
or institutions, and similar services othe..wise rendered to students and staff members are
not considered as educational'activities.

The limits Of the definition of education, which has a dirt bearing on the definitions
of schoof system and education costs, go even further. In fact, such purely educational
activities are excluded as those performed by the ministry of health (training of nurses and
teaching hospitals), ministry of agriculture (agriculture and veterinary schools), ministry
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of transport ancrcommunications (training of technical personnel), etc., and those perform-ed by private organizations and individuals not having the status of educational authori-
ties, which include in-service. and on4he-job training down to self- and home-teaching.

The definition of school system includes what is generally known as the formal-school
system, as well as other institutions properly belonging to the non-formal school system
but controlled or assisted by 'the education authorities. In our case, these institutions are
represented by adult education and special schools for handicapped children.

The definition of education costs follows from the definitions of education and school
system. The identification of costs with expenditure is also a limitation. In fact, no account
is taken of financial costs sucltas interests, rents and depreciation. Education costs exclude
also the economic benefits deriving from external aid activities. The information-at our
disposal was insufficient ,to estimate the financial implication of these services in terms of
monetary value in the receiving country. In any case, we had serious doubts about the
rigorous economic significance of such calculatiOn, which is based on the assumption that
external aid represents a measurable saving or internal resources which may be redistri-
buted and its withdrawal has to be compensated by a new redistribution of such resources.As a matter °Met, the receiving country, even when it participates in the decisions con-
cerning the form and the extent of external aid; does not regard this as part of its own
national resources, but often as an additional investment of a transitory nature. Its replace-
ment will depend-on-the financial policies which the country, will be able to follow at the
time that such aid will cease. In addition, not-all external aid needs to be.replaced or a
corresponding investment continued in`the same field.

The definition of external aid is also a limited one. We have considered under this
concept only the contributions of officially recognized external aid agencies, excluding,
therefore, the-activities of religious; cultural and philanthropic organizations whose institu-

,tional aims are not those of external aid agencies, though they might rendersimilar sery
ices financed abroad. Also excluded are the 'coniributions of the United Kingdom
government under the colonial development schemes. In addition, external, aid in our
definition does not include loans, which are-regarded only as a form of income, even if they
are contracted under privileged conditions. ,

THE FINANCE FLOW

A scherhatic view of the flow of finance to education is shown in the chart on the opposite
page.

We have distinguished sources of income from sources of financingthough the dis-
tinction might appear irrelevantin order to maintain the terminology in use which
'indicates the sources of financing as governmentcentral or localand private. Sources
of income indicate, therefore, the income flow to the sources of financing.

The sources of financing are also the allocators of finance and the recipients of finance
are the public authorities and private agencies or individuals engaged in educational
activities. The distinction between sources of financing and recipients of finance, however,
does not opply in the case of private agenciessand individuals.

The recipients of finance are also the Spending bodies, and the users of finance the
final consumers.
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Income flows to the financing bodies through the usual channels which are representedby (a) the ..ollection of taxes and other forms of internal revenue, and by loans and othertransfers received from abroad, by central and local governments, and (b) fees and otherincome paid to public 'educational authorities and private agencies and individuals. Theamount devoted to education from aggregate (a) has been regarded as financing frominternal public sources and the amount of aggregate (b) as internal private sources. Inpractice, from total disbursements for educational purposes made by public authoritiesthe amount of educational fees paid to them has bten subttacted and added to the expen-diture aggregate of private educational agencies and individuals. The part of externalincome disbursed through aid agencies has been considered as the aggregate of externalsources of financing.
In order to understand theexact content of these aggregates, the following remarks arenecessary:. (a) internal public sources include the part redistributed to education of(i) loans and grants received from abroad (i.e., colonial grants), (ii) funds raised fromMarketing Boards, and (iii) funds raised from education rates by local government autho-rities; (b) internal private sources include funds received by private agencies and individu-als from abtad directly and not through' an external aid agency; (c) external sourcesinclude only isbursements ofexternal funds made through external aid agencies.A furth4 distinction has been made between government and local sources. Govern-ment sources are the aggregate of the disbursements for educational purposes made byfederal and regional government authorities. Local sources are the disbursements made

for educational purposes by local authorities and private agencies and individuals.
As regards the use of educational finance, this has been distinguished between formal-and non-formal school system, students abroad'and common services, this latter including

administration, examinations, school libraries, health services, etc., but excluding that .partof such services directly carried out by educational institutions.

THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW

The statistical informationon which the present study is mainly based extends overat periodof eleven years which includes the financial years 1952/53 to 1962/63. This is an extremely
A. significant period from the point of view of educational development and of relatedfinancial policies.

During this period educational plans were formulated and canied_ °tit all over thecountry, at both the federal and regional levels, and government authorities played themajor role in attempts to unify and rationalize tare whole school system.In 1952, the main lines of educational development, -which involved an increasingfinancial participation by governments, were already defined, and important decisions
were taken at dates quite close to the starting point of our analysis. The acceptance by thecentral government of the4recommendations of the Phillipson report, which wereincluded in 'the 1948 Education Ordinance and the 1949 Education Regulations, 'wasundoubtedly the most consequential of these decisions for .financing. Grants-in-aid as abasic tool of.educatirinal development have been reviewed fully in this report. In theyearsthat followed grants-in-aid became an increasingly 'significant item in governments' expen-c,ditures.
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Other important decisions, however, were taken at the turn of the decade which also
increased the size of government financial participation, such as (a) the policies introduced
with sessional paper no 6 of 1951, which gave the start to a number of government proj-
ects in the field of secondary.and technical education and teacher training, absorbing a
large part of government direct expenditure, both recurrent and capital; (b) the decisions
concerning the financing of the newly established University of Ibadan (1949) and the
Nigerian College of Arts, Science and 'technology (1953); and (c) the starting of a
nigerianization programme (1950) which booted the number of scholarships awarded at
the federal and regignal levels.;

A further, and commanding, reason for the significance of this ,period in giving
perspective to present-day educational planning is to be found in the introduction of
regionalization in October 1954. Under this new regime, the bulk of financial commitments
was shifted to the regional governments and therefore all the problems of financing had to
be re-dimensioned at the regional level. As education was and remained a field of major
government investment, much of im-Progress and setbacks may be viewed as a reflexion
oft te-probleTriscreated by regionalization.

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

The accountant-generals' reports, which include the closed accounts of government
expenditure for each financial year ending 31 March, were the main documents from
which the data concerning this aggregate have been processed. All items of expenditure
were classified by means of a simple three-digit code according to the following aspects.
1. By type of investment: (a) recurrent expenditure, including all payments of a recurrent

nature according to thz Unesco definition;? (b) capital expenditure, including all
expenditure considered as capital outlay according to the Unesco definition.2

2. By mode of payment: (a) direct expenditure, including all transactions for the acqui-
sition of,goods and services, namely all expenditure incurred for (1) the ministries of
education and their dependent units, and (ii) government educational institutions,
(b) grants-in-aid, including all payments made to voluntary agencies or local and native
authorities under this head, and other payments which, though not specifically men -
tioned in the accounts as grants-in-ail, were manifestly made for educational institu-
tions operathd by them"; (c) scholarships, including all payments made under this head
and, in addition, those payments which constituted a direct aid given by government
to students. For higher education, a further distinction was made for scholarships
tenable in Nigeria and West Africa and those tenable abroad, (d) subventions and
subsidies, including all payments made under this head and all other contributions by
the ministries of education to autonomous organizations active in the field of education.

3. By type of education: (a) primary education, (b) secondary education, (c) teacher train-
ing, (d) technical and vocational education, (e) higher education, and (f) adult educa-
tion. Only expenditure relating to educational institutions was classified by type of

,education.

I. Unesco, Manual of Education Statistics, Paris, 1961, pp. 212.3.
2. Ibid.
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a

EXPENDITURE BY LOCAL AND NATIVE AUTHORITIES

The-basic documents utilized for this aggregate were the accounts on local finance
published by the ministries of local government in the various regions and by the city
councilin 'Lagos. These documents were not complete in all regions, especially for the
first few years of the period under review, and the final series had to be integrated with
estimates.

The basic tables derived from these documentsone for each region and one for
Lagos townshipincluded the following information, for each 'financial year ended
31 March:

Revenge
r. Federal or regional government 2. Fees

(a)Itecurrent grants
(b) Csipital grants

B. Total expenditure
1. Recurrent

(a) General expenses
(b) Primary education
(c) Secondary education
(d) Teacher training

a

(e) Technical and vocational education
(f) Higher education
(g) Adult education

2. Capital'

The series of data obtained by subtracting the revenue aggregate from total expenditure
was called 'net total expenditure' and represented the direct contribution by local and
native authorities. Transfer payments between native authorities in the Northern Region
were not included in ()icier to avoid duplications. For the Eastern Regi*Ori, the revenue
collected from education rates was also .processed, but not used for determining net
expenditure. Education rates were, in fact, treated as ordinary revenue of alocal govern-
ment and not as a private source of &lancing. ,

The expenditure items shown in the local government accounts were classified accord-
ing to the specifications contained in the budgets.

PRIVATE EXPENDIl URE

There were no statistics showing expenditure by private educational institutions and this
aggregate had, therefore, to be estimated for the 'whole period under review. Capital
expenditure, however, was e.,cludedifrom the estimates as there was no firm point on
which to rely. The exercise was "amed-wt for recurrent expenditure only, as incurred by
the three types of educationalinstittn;.ons forming the assisted and non-assisted private
sectors, i.e., primary schools, secondary schools, and teacher- training colleges. The expen-
diture of the private assisted sector and private non-assisted sector were estimated
separately,

Recurrent expenditure of the private assisted sector was assumed to be equal to the
amount of recurrent bi ...nts received from public sources plus fees paid by private indivi-
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= du.ls, and no account was taken of individual expenses other than fees. Total recurrent
expknditure froin private sources was assumed to be equal to'the total amount of fees paid
less grants received by students hi the form of scholars4s.

The-procedure followed for estimating the amount of fees paid -to private institutiofis
of the assisted sector was based on the following considerations. (a) Government grants
were supposed to cover the cost pf teachers' salaries less a deduction represented by the
net balance between assumed local contributions and capitation grants; (h) All other
expenses covering instructional costs other than teachers' salaries, non-ihstructional costs
sue) as administrative and maintenance costs, students! subsistence and that part of
teachers' salaries not met ,by goVeniment grants were supposed to be covered by fees:

The series of government grants to private educational -institutions of the assisted
sector was obtained by subtracting grants paid to local authoritiesrfrom the total amount

its..rts paid by government authorities. The figures obtained were, apportioned-to each
type of school, 'taking into account the size of their enrolments and the average grant
paid per pupil or student in each type,of school in the whole assisted sector.

A positive correlation was assumed to existbetween: (a) total recurrent expenditure of
the private assisted sector, and (b) net deduction for assumed local contribUtions.

A negative correlation was assumed to exist between: (a) totaf recurrent expenditure of
the private assisted sector, and`(b) government grants to the Private assistedsector.

This meant that (i) rt rise in the amount of goverr,..ient grants per pupil or student
would came a decline in the amount of average fees paid, and vice versa; (ii) a rise in the
amount of net deduction for assumed local contribution would cause a rise in the amount
of. average fees paid and vice versa.

In addition, average fees paid wereossumed to rise by 2 per. cent a-year as a can-
sequence of increasing costs other than teachers' salaries. The ratio between boarding and
non-boarding students in secondary schooli and teacher- training colleges, which would
also have aff,cted the level of average fees paid, was rssumed to have remained constant.

Startingrom the average fees paid in 1963 in secondary schools and teacher-training
colkges.as reconstructed from inquiries and reports available in the regions, the ideal
series of total expenditure in -the private assisted sector. were reconstructed backwards.
'For primary education, it was assumed that fees paid to educational institutions equalled
the' net deduction for assumed local- contributions and consequently that. in the regions
where a free primary education system existed, no contributions were required from
private sources and, he total cost was equal to governnient grants plus net expenditure by ,
local authorities. , - -

The ideal series thus obtained were then checked and analysed for their consistency in
reelecting changesin financial policies and the contributions of the various sources of
'financing. When inconsistencies ivere found, the series were subjected to reasoned. act:
lustments, utilizing the information available in the reports dealing- with the pert6ds
concerned.

Therewas another problem represented by the fact that government and local expen-
diture referred, to the financial year while private expenditure was incurred during the
sehoOl year which coincided withthe calendar year. In this case no adjustments were made
and it was only assumed that grants paid in each financial year were expended in she calen-
dar year in whkh the financial' year began. For instance, grants paid in 1952/53. were
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assumed to have been cxpended in the calendar. year 1952, and lo on. The advance
payments usually made at the end of the preceding financial year were assumed to be corn-
paisateibi,

Expenditure for the non-assisted private sector was roughly calculated by multiplying
the average fee paid in the assisted sector by the number of enrolments.

o
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 1 Gross domestic product and gross capital formation in Nigeria, 1952-62 (in £ thousand)

Year ,

Gross domestic product (at factor cost) Gross capital formation

at current
at 1957 pricei prices at 1957 prices at current prices

NNA FOS cNNA) NNA' FOS NlvA FOS

1952 4793.5 614.5 75.0 (65.9) 54.0 (47.5)
1953 811.6 665.0 79.9 (70.2) 58.8 (51.7)
1954 872.1 774.2 92.9 (81.6) 71.5 (62.8)
1955 895.2 827.5 102.6 (90.2) 85.7

1956 873.7 , 870.6 ',. .)08.0 (94.9) . 101.2

.(75.3)

(88.9)
1957 910.0 . 910.0 '113.0 99.3 113.0 09.3
1958 . 900.0 .108.5 109.2
1959 938.5 . 127.3 122.8

1960 981.3 126:9 129.1
1961 1 014.0 140.1 152.5
1962 1 072.3 137.1 59.8
wins
NNA The Nigerian National Accounts. 1950-57.

by P.N.C. Okigbo, Lngos, 1962
FOS Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos

Figures in brackets have been derived through chain
indices linked to 1957 figures

TAKE ;ducation as compared with consumers' expenditure (in £

Consun1ers' expenditure (NMI.) Gross donssiic product '"
at 1957 prkes at current retail prices (at factor cost) at 1957 prices (PR)

Year Total Education :A Total FI4ucation % Total Education %

1952 695.9 8.6 1.24 536.5 4.0 0.75
1953 717.3 8.9 , 1.24 580.3 5.5 0.95
1954 774.6 10.1 1.30 673.3 4 6.8 1.01
1955 86.5 13.7 1.70 743.1 12:0 1.61

1956 798.9 15.4 1.93 792.7 15.2 1.92 .
1957 815.5 19.8 2,43 815.5 19.8 2.43 . .
1958 . 900.0 19.8 2:20
1959 938.5 23.1 2.46

, ...
1960 981.3 25,0 2.55
1961

t
. 1014.0 27.0 2.66

1962 . 1072.3 30.0 2.80

NOTU
NNA, (See note to Table 1.).
PR. National Development Plan - Progress

Report, 1964
ro

Reliability of estimates given as 'fair' or subject to
errors ranging between ID per cent and 20 per cent ,
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TABLE 3. Federal and regiol al governments' revenue, 1952/53 to 1962/63 (in £ million)

Financialyear

Current revenue Grants Loans

of which
Feder'. Regionalt Total externals Federals Regional4 Federal Resions1

1952/53 50$ 2.1 53.0 2.9
1953/54 59.3 .4.2 63.5 3.0
1954/55- ''' 62.5 8.1 70.6 ?.7
1955/56 60.0 9.6 . 69.6 3.7 2.0 .
1956/57 70.6 q 14.8 - 85.4 1.9 . , 23.3 9.3 13.5
1957/58 70.9 ' 14.2 85.1 1.9 0 1.1 3.3 2.5
1958/59 77.3 15.9 93.2 0.9 48 2.4 3.8 n 2.0
1959/40 88.8 15.2 104.0 0.5- 4.2 6.7 32"
1960/61. 111.9 14:7 126.6 0 1.0 14.4 21.1 9.6
1961/62 114.5 20.6 135.1 04 0.3 16.2. . 5.8

-1962/63 115.3 24.8 140.1 0.5 0.4 21.4 3.6

NOTES SOURat
I., Excluding federal sources Annual*Abstractof:Starlsacs,1964,
2. Grants from the Colonial Development and Lagos, Federal Office of statistics

Welfare Scheme and the International Co- operation Administration
Gr3. External only

4. From.both external and internal sources
Not applicable
Data not available

x.

TABLE 4 Federal and regional government!' expenditure, 1952/53 (in 4 million)

Recurrent Capital development fund
Financial yea.,. Federal Regiona lt Total Federal Regional Total

.Z
1952/53 25.9 14.0 39.9
1953/54 36.9 17.3 54.2
1954/55 31.1 26.8 57.9

os.1955/56 29.2 34.4 63.6'

1956/57 26.0 39.6 65.6 12.7 f5.6 28.3
1957/58 30.5 39.1 69.6 17.1 10.2 27.3
1958/59 35.0 38.4 73.4 28.1 12.6 40.7
1959/60 Q 40.3 49.6 89.9 35.8 21.0 56.8
1960/61 40.7 54.8 95.5 48.1 25.1 73.2
1961/62 54.2 62.8 117.0 32.0 31.1 63.1
1962/63 60.3 67.6 127.9 40.7 31.11 72.5

NOTE
i Including payments into the capital devel'opment fund from the

current accounts

So We
Annual Abstract of Staltstics,1944
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TABLE 5. Economic analysis of com ined federal and regional governments' budgets, 1955156
to 1961/62 (in £ million)

a. Revenue

Item 1955/ i 1956/57 1957/58 1958/59 1959/60 1960/61 1961/62

Current account
Incomefrom tam
Incbme from property
Transfers frbm overseas
Other transfers
Other revenue

Total
,

lTotal

Capital account
Surplus on current account
Appropriations
Loans
External *rants
Special grants
'at h4 capital receipts

Total

5,1,
4.4
3.8
2.8 . .

4.1
;---0.2---:'181.7

63.7
6.2 4

1.9
.4.2
Si

:) '

,

64.5
7.9 .
...
3:1 ,

5.3.

.70.7
8.1

2:7'
4.9

77.3
9.9
...
3;4'
5.3

89.6
16.8
0.1
2.1
7.7

96.1
18.7
...
4.2
7.0

80.8 86.4 95.9 116.3 126.0

t

11.7
9.4.
2.0

0.4

,
10.5
13.0
21.8
0.2

10.3
0.5

.12:6
7.2

2.5
3.0

0.6

24.0

5.8
3.0

2.0

18.6

10.7
3.4
1.6
0.5

25.6

29.0
2.2

13.3
2.2

',

'

0

28.2

24.6
. 0.3

2.5
Imdre

23.5 56.3 25.9 34.8 34.8 72.3 55.6

b. Expenditure

Item 1955/56 1956/57 1957/58 1958/59 1959/60 1960/61 1961162

Recurrent-,
Direct expenditure 31.7 33.6 36.0 41.4 52.3 58.9 64.2
Grant transfers 14.6 20.7 19.4 17.6 20.8 27.1 26.7
Other transfers 1.9 2.6 3.3 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.0
Interest 1.0 1.2 2.3 2.0 2.8 3.8 5.2
Appropriations 9.3 13.1 7.2 11.0 10.3 11.7 16.5

Total 58.5 71.2 68.2 73.4 87,6 102:4 113.6

Capital
Direct expenditure' i
(GFCF)1 16.5 22.0 24.0 . 32.4 43.3 45.8 45.4
Grant transfers . . , 4.1 4.3 1.6 1.9 3.0
,Loans 4.0 3.1 2.0 9.0 '11.1 15.9 15.8
Other payments

0
0.3 0.3 1.8 0.4 0.6 1.4 2.9

Total
-

20:8 25.4 31.9 46.1 56.6 65.0 67.1

NOTES SOURCE

. Not applicable Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1964

. Data not available (Table: 'An economic analysis of government accounts, 1957-58, including corn-
1. Gross fixed capital formation parlson over the period 1955-56 to 1958.59')
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TAIIE 6. Expenditure of regional governments 1955/56 to 1962/63 (in £ million)

Financial year

RecuiTenti Capitals

Northern
Region

Eaitern Western
Region Region

Northern
Regioit

Eastern
Region

Western
Region

o
1955/56 8.3 5.7 10.4 3.6 1.1 4.6
1956/57 9.5 10.8 12.8 5.9 , 1.8 3.6
1957/58 10.6 11.3. 12.0 6.8 2.1 4.1
1958/39 11.6 10.3 14.0 6.9 % 3.4 6.4
1959/60 13.3 12.8 17.3 7.1 4.4 11.8
i960/61 16.9 15.1 20.8 5.9 4.2 13.7
1961162 18.5 16.8 20.1 9.0 -9.0 13.3
19,62/63 20.9 17.7 20.5 7.4 9.9 14.4

NOTES SOURCE
1 Excluding appropriatiOns to Reconciliation of data from the following publications: 1. Annual Abstract 01

funds Statistics. 1964 (Federal); 2. Annual. Abstract of Statlstks, 1964 (Northern
2 Excluding loans and financial Nigeria), 3, 'An Economic An4sis of Government Accounts, l937.35' a cyclo-

ktvestments styled document of the Federal Office of Statistics. Lagos; 4. International
Development Aasociatiuin, 'Rek,ort on Proposed Development Credit to Federal
Republic of Nigeria', 1964, an unpublished document
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APPENDIX 11

TABLE 7. Enrolments in primary schools, 195763 (in thousands)

Year Northern Region Eastern Ragioa Western Region Lagos All of Nigeria

.11952 122.1 518.9 400.01 2 1041.0
1953 142.5 572.7 428.5 , 3 1 144.7
1954 153.7 664.7 456.6, 2' 1 275.0.
1955 168.5 142.6 811.4 ' 37.0 <, 1759.5
1956 185.5 904.2 908,0 38.6 2 036.3
1957 205.8 ' 1 209.2 982.7 50.2 2 447.9

.1958 229.1 1 221.5 1 031.4. 56.7 2 544.7
1959 250.9', 1 378.4 1 080.3 66.3 3 775.9
1960 282.8 1 430.5 1 124.8 74.5, 2 912.6,
1961 316.2 1 274.4 1 131.4 81.8 2 803.8
1962 359.9 1 266.6 1 109.0 98.5 2 834.0
1963 410.7 1 278.7 1099:4 107.6 2'896.4

C.

worn SOURCES
1. Estimated Federal and regional annual reports tl:1 statistical
2. Lagos was part of the,WestemRegion abitracts

4 s
TABLE 8. Enrolments in secondary schools, 1952-63 (iii thousands)

Yeti
Northern

Region
Eastern
Regiont

'Westerrangtoo
Lagost

All Of
Nigeria

,Grammars Modern

1952 6 1.9 8.6 6.53 0.33 17.3
1953 2,1 9.2 7.3 0.33 18.9
1954 2.4 9.5 9.3 033 21.5
1955' 2.1' 10.6 10.9 i 4:4. 2.6 31.2
1956 3.3 11.0 12.6 12.8 2.83 42.5
1957 3,7 12.2 16.2 30.6 2.93 65.6
1958 4.1 14.0. ' '18.9 43.5 3.1 83.6
1959 4.7 15.8 22.7 64.2 '1.33 110.7

1960 6.3 18.3 26.1 75.1 3.6 12914
1961 6.5 21.3 29.8 98.9 4.7 161.2
1962 8.0 27.6 34.5 110.3 5.5 '185.9
196,3 9.9 34.7" . 39.9 110.8 5.7 201.0

=111111
MSS SOURCES
1,, Excluding cdnunercial and modern schools Federal ano regional annual reports and statistical
2. including commercial schools abstracts
3. ritimated
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TAME 9. Enrolments' in teacher-training ,colleges, 1952-63

Year Northern Region Eastern Region Western Region AU of Nigeria

1952 1 794 2 509 ...
1953 1 942 ... .
1954 1 924 . 4 991
1955 1 946 . 6 752 43

1956 2 314 ' 8 356 9 140 ...
1957 2 562 ... 10 446 129 .
1958 3 047 11 067 10 737 207 25 058
1959 3 254 11 772 10 992 434 26 452
1960 4 112 12 013 11 265 . 476 27 866
1961 4 668 11 987 12 218 563 29 436
1962 6 183 11,158 12 779 591 30 711
1963 7 773 10 685. 12 818. 780 32 056

NOTE SOURCES
. Not applicable Federal and regional annual reports and statistical

... Data not available abstracts

9

TABLE 10. Enrolments in government technical and vocational institutions, 1952-631

Year Northern Region Eastern Region Wr to Region Lagos All of Nigeria,

1952 137 162 402 701
1953 309 . .

1954 535 ...
1955 643 ... 605

1956 737 . . .
1957 872 . ... . ...
1958 965 ... 795
1959 1 309 283 148 830 2 570
1960 2 012 381 194 999 3 586
1961 2 401 470 454 962 4 287
1962 2 608 522 736 956 4.822
1963 2 658 659 7702 1 142 4? 5 229

('
NOTES SOURCES
I. FulMime students only Federal and regional annual reports and statistical
2. Excluding Midwestern Region abstracts

. Not applicable
.. Data not available
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TABLE 11. Enrolments in universities and higher institutions, academic years 1952153 to 1963/64

Academic year

University
College.
Ibadan NCASTI

University
of Nigeria,

Nsukka

Ahmadu
Bello

University
University University

of Ife of Lagos Total

1952/53
1953154

1954/55
1955/56

368

407
476
523

...
...

...

...

...

1956/57 563 ... ...
1957/58 754 701 1 455
1958/59 940 866

-
1 806

1959/60 1 024 1 088 2 112

1960/61 1.136 1 050 259
0

2 445
1961/62 1 504 722 905 . . . 3 128

'1962/63 1'688 1 148 426 244 100 3 606
1963/64

/ 2 016 ,1 828 558 475 . 271 5 148

NOTES SOURCES
1. Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology (with branches in University reports and federal

lbadan. Enugu and Zaria), including the faculty of engineering spon- statistical abstracts
-Scrod by University College, Ibadan

Not applicable
.-. , Data not available

O

I ar
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APTENDDC C 120
TAM 12. Estimated total recurrent expenditure for education from internal sources, 1952-62 (in £ thousand)

a. Federation of Nigeria

Yetis' Primary Secondary Teaches training
Technical

and vocatidnal Higher Administration Other

,

1952 3 895.4 1 174.4 746.9 308.2 674.0 2(35.1 13.2
1953 4 525.7 1390.4 844.2 299.3 874.7 332.0 92.5
1954 0 5 970.8 1541.0 994.9 ,.(- 319.6 1 173.5 450.1 122.9
1955 6 901.4 1974.6 . 1 164.0 368.4 I 592.4 557.2 164.5

1956 8 978.5 2 400.4 1600.3 467.2 1 88943 650.8 181.8
1957 10 241.5 2 800.5 1 863.1 557.5 2 090.5 .739.8 193.7
1958 11 145.4 3 330.2 1 987.5 654.4 2 332.7 833.6 194.2
1959 13 378.9 3'907.4 2 345.1 840.0 2 644.5 916.1 197.7

1960 16 363.8 5191.6' 2 715.4 1055.2 3 095.2 1 117.4 192:7
1961 15951.2 .3 5961.0 3056.3 1145.5 3921.3 1142.0 175.8'
1962 16 247.6' 7/233.2 3 425.5 1 255,0 5 305.8 1 304.7 192.8

b. 'Northern Nigeria

1952 545.0 161.8 250.6 98.6 26.7 71.4 .
1953 867.8 230.7 255.5 96.6 29.7 97.3 64.9
1954 925.3 300.5 281.7,, 117 2.,. 53.3 126.8 85.5
1955 1 080.9 395.5 329.6

,

130.6' 71.0 171.7 108.5

1956 1 434.1 545.7 457.7 190.2 71.8 173.8 107.5
1957 1502.1 582.5 468.0 217.4 77.0 177.9 116.9,1
1958 1612.7 628.0 545.5 274.5 85.2 197.5 92.6
1959 1 837.6 705.3 608.2 347.7 107.9 199.3 92.1 .

t...'
OW 2 150.1 894.7 771.0 425,1 124.8 250.7 98.6
961 2 314.5 929.5 878.6 430.6 173.4 216.5 48.3
1962 2 671.7 r 1 118.9 1 151.8 440.4 825.0 287.1 77.6

Total

7 097.2
8 358.8

10 572.8
12 722.5

16168.8
18486.6
20 478.0
24 229.7

29 731.3
31 353 1
34 964.6

1154.1
1 642.5
1890.3
2 287

980.8
3 141.8
3 436.0
3 898.1

4 715.0
4 991.4
6 572.5



TAILS 12 (continued)

c. Eastern Nigeria

a

Year Primary Secondary' Teacher traininst
Technical

and vocational Higher Administration Tout,
6

1932 1 741.4 468.1 222.5 64.1 32.0 72.0 2600.1
1953 1925.9 502.9 241.1 76.0 65.1 , 74.3 2 885.9
1954 2243.5 535.4 369.0 74.8 62.8 75.7 3301.2
1955, 2 516.6 556.4 .318.5 69.2 124.5 67.9 3 653.1
1956 3 862.6 683.2 a 493.4 68.2 134.9 108.3 5 350.6
1957 4 621.5 722.4 603.3 91.3 0, 146.4 137.0 , 6 321.9
1958 4 827.2 829.5 619.8 93.1 157.3' 1 58.% 6 685.5
1959 5 713.4 951.3 , 792.6 104.4 172.0 176.9 7 910.6
1960 6 373.8 1260.6 882.0 158.6 115.9 197.6 9188.5
1961 6 277.8 1376.5 976.6 214.5 98.2 248.4 9 192.0
1962 6 244.5 1719.5 912.5 2724 80.8 291.8 9 521.2e

ko'

d. Western Nigeria

.
.11

1
ra.
N'
a

Year Primary

.Socon47:

Teacher training
Technical

and vocational Higher Administration Tots'Modem Grammar

1952
1953
1954
1955

1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962

1478.6
1587.8
2 610.7
3 089.4

3 383.3
3 702.9
4 251.8
5 313.4

6 887:4
6 564.7
6 359.9

.

5.1

78.9

166.0
295.2
421.5
622.0

777.5
1 051.5
1208.9

393.0
488.6
508.4
722.8

763.5
872.6

1 082.0
1 209.8

1 742.4
1 922.4
2 400.3

273.8
347.0
404.2
5104

623.2
759.7
774.8
883.2

994:4
1 106.9
1 222.7

.,

143.3
118.4

69.2
44.2

77.6
102.1
116.2
172.8

230.4
256.4
294.7 Tt,

6.1
51.3
93.3

148.1

213.5
200.0
147.3
153.6

124.5
125.0
113.4

'

99.3
124.4
195.5
271.4

314.2
334.6
353.9
395.6

495.2
489.0
524.5

2394.1
2717.5
3 886.4
4 864.9

5 541.3
6 267.1
7 147.5
8 750.4

11 251:8
11515.9
12124.4



a 4t
TABU 12 (..ifitinued)

tg. e. Lagos on el/

"Year Primary Secondary Teacher training and vocational 'Higher Administration Other Total
Technical

1952 130.4
1953 144.2
1954 191.3
1955 214.5'

.,
1956 298.5
1957 415.0
1958 453.7
1959 514.5 '
1960 752.5
1961 7^A:2
1962 s ,971.5

151.5
168.2
191.6
221.0

.

242.0
327,8
369.2
419.0

516:4
681.1'
785.6

., .

.

5.8

26.0
32.1
47.4
61.1

68.0
94.2

138.5

2.2 169.2
8.3 154.7

58.4 188.4
124.4 182.5

131.2 175.1
146.7 222.6
170.6 349.1
215.1 387.4

241.1 599.9
244.0 949,7
247.8 1076.E

42.4
36.0
52.1

, 46.2

54.5
90.3

123.6
144.3

173.9
188.1
201.3

13.2 0

27.6
37.4
56.0

74.3
76.8

101.6
105.6

94.1
127.5
115.2

508.9
339.0
719.2
850.4

1 001.6
1 311.3
1 g15/'
1847.0

2 445.9
3 078.8
3 536.7

f. Universities and his.1.-ze institutions

Univers.4Yam of lbadan NCAST1

University
of Nigeria.

Nsukka

Aiunadu
a Bello
University

University
of lfe,,

Univeisity
of Lagos Total

1952 370.0
1953; 403.9
19511 468.2
1955 568.8

1956 704.5
11937 829.5

11958 926.3
1959 1 039.8

1960 .. ° . 1 214.2
1961 1 4314°
1962 1 668.1

70.0
170.0
307.5
497.5

590.0
615.0
667.5
727.5

775.0
797.5

t
5

56.3.

1409
345.7 ')
751.5

,

, .
572.5

.
'e

1'75.0 42.7

'440 .

573.9
775.1

1 066.3

1 294.5
1 444.5
1 593.8
1 823.6

2130.1
2 575.0
3 209.8

NCY111

1. Mead= College of Arts, Science and Technology



TAau 13. Estimated recurrent expenditure for education lInanced from public sources, 195242 (in E thousand)

a. Federation of Nigeria

You

1952
1955
1954'
1955 ,

1956 ,.
.1957

1958
1959

.1960 '
1961
19p .

, b. Northern Nigeria

1952
1953
1954
1955

1956
1937
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962

Technical
Primary SmOnd,ry Teacher training and vocational Maher

,

2553.8 , 576.4' 594.9 . 308.2 680.8
3 089.1 776.1

922.9
693.9 299.3 833.5;

4 514.8 837.7 319.6' 1 186.4
6 076.8 1 123.0 973.6 368.4 1 535.0

8 259.9 1448.3 1 417.3 467.2
557:3

1603.3,
10005.E / 1 567.8 1 657.4

54.4
1507.9

9414.7 1 680 5 1 711.9 6.'

12 316.4 , 1957.9 2 054.3 840.0 2099.3
2 001.9

15 354.1 .2 500.0 2 432.2 . 1055.2
14 945,6 2907.7 2697.4 , sl 145.5

2 554.5 .
3 263.2 ,

4 698.914 330.4 ,.5 376.7 3 187.1 1 255.0

Administration . , Total
.

285.1, 13.2 3012.45 012.4
3320 . 92.5 , \ 6116.5
450.1 122.9 8 364.4
557.2 164.6 10 800.5

,650.8 181.8 14 029.1
739.8 193.7 16229.9

" 916.1
. 833.6 . 194.2, 16 991.2

197.7 20 381.7

152.7 , 25 206.11 117.4
1 142.0 17.8 26 276.6

28 554.61 304.7 192.8

417.4 135.5 191.1 98.6 34.5 71.4 948.5
585.0 199.3 ' 192.9 , 96.6 43.6 . 97.3 P 44.9 \ 1279.6?

. 708.0 295.1 225.8 117.2 -9,1.2 126.8 85.5' , 1649.6
842.9 346.5 278.3 130.6 116.1 171.7 ...10:5 .....1 994.4

1 249.8 . 477.8 450.9 190.2 I 127.0 173.8 107:5 2 77.70
1352.8 : 485.2 460.9 217.4 1 122,4 177.9 116.9 \ 2 933.5
1 490.0 '546.8 545.5 274.5' I . '151.4 197.5 92.6 , 3 298.3
1 751.5 596.1 601.5 '347.1 196.4 199.3 . 1 92.1 3 784.6

2,013.6 761.0 761.9 '425.1 211.5 250.7 98.6 . 4\522.4
2113.2 757.3 86613 430.6 258.4 216.5 1, 48.3 4 690.6

,.
2 375.5 884.7 1 138.7 440.4 317.3' 287.1 477.6 5 52.1.1

C.



r#41.

c:)
ts) .TAIILE 13. (continued)
t.)

c. Eastern' Nigeria

Year

1.2

tl

Primary Seconder; Teacher training " and vTocatk.i:aall' Maher' Administration Total

1952 1075.8 185.7
1953 1 328.9 ,2091
1954 1 549.5 234.3
1955 2 029.7 24%2

1956 3 438.1 373.9
1957 ; 4 556.7 411.8
1958 */ 3 736.8 324.7
1959 4 749.5 440.9

1960 5 721.7 547.6
1961/ ' 5 541.4 e 773.5.
1962 4 907.7 806.3

d. Western Nigeria

Year Primary Modern

1952 g

.
.

995.6 .

f953 1 104.4 ''' .

1954. 2168.0 /5.1
,1915 . 3 089.4 41.1

1956 3 3813 76.4
1957 3 702.9 65.2

.519584 21.8 73.4
1959 5 313.4

1960 . 6 887.4

76.2 .

101.3
1961 6 564.7 111.5
1962 6 359.9 98.6

209.7- .

228.4
, 289.0

280.7

451.8
558.5
502.1

694.4

774.0
853.6
'808.3

64.1 '
76.0
74.8
69.2

68.2
91.3
93.1

104.4

158.6
214.5

o

272.1

42.4
83.3
80.4

155.1

166.2
178.7
186.9
200.3

195.3
188.5
424.3

. 72.0
743'
75.7

, 67.9'

108.3
137.0
158.6
476.9

197.6
248.4
291.8

1 649.5
2 000.7
2 303.7
2 851.8

4 606.5
5 934.0
5 002.2
6 366.4

7 594.8
7 819.9
7 510.5

'

Secondary e
Technical

and vocational Weber

4

Administration TotalGraminar 'isacher training..

210.8 194.1
305.7 272.6
309.3 322.9
384.9 410.8

416.1 488.6
46.8 605.9
5542.6'4 616.9
629.1 697.3

855.5 828.3

1208.1
919.7 883.3

1 101.6

143.3
118.4
69.2
44.2

77.6
102.1
116.2
172.8

230.4
256.4
294.7

''' 17.4
63.9

120.3'
177.4

2242225.7

196.2
; 481.1

188.0
207.9
543.6

'99.3
124.4
195.5
271.4

314.2
334.6
353.9
395.6,

494.2,
489.0,
524.5

1 660.5
1 989.4
3 190.3

,4419.2

5 001.4
5496.2
6163:0'
7463.5

9 586.1
9 432.5

10131.7



4

TANI 13. (continued)

e. Federal government

ti

Year Primary Secondary 'teacher training and vocaTdotal Mew Administration Other Total

1952 65.2 , 44.4 2,2 586.5 42.4 13.2 . 753.9
1953 70.9 61.3 8.3 642.7 36.0- 27.6 846.8
1954 99.3 79.1 . 58.4 .894.5 52.1 37.4 1 220.8
1955

P
114.8 101.3 5.8 124.4 ' 1 086.4 46.2 56.0 1 534.9

1956 188.7 104.1 26.0 131.2 1 065.4 54.5 74.3 1 644.i
1957 / 393.4 142.8 32.1 14%7 984.1 90.3 76.8 1 866.2
1958 436.1 181.0 47.4 170.6 1 467.4 12-3.6 101.6 2 527.7
1959 502.0 215.6 61.1 215.1 1 521.5 144.3 105.6 2 765.2

1960 731.4 234.6 68.0 241.1 -. t 959.7 173.9 94.1 3 502.8
19o1 725?7 345.1 94.2 244.0 2 608.4 188.1 127.5 4 333.6
1962 896:3 378.3 138.5 247.8 3 413.7 t 201.3 115.2 5 391.1

/11 orN r-

.`



Appendixes

TAILS 14. Estimated total recurrent expenditure from internal sources, 1952.62 (int thousand)

a. Primary schools

Year Northern Winn Ea:taiss lesion Western lesion 1.ajtos 'AU or Mork

Public sector
1952 237.3 46.7 . 123.6 407.61933 450.3 50.4 '134.5 . 639.21954 s

454.5 56.0 271.5 0.9 712.91955 546.1 64.3 402.2 3.5 1016.1
1956 675.7 76..k 547.4 5.7' 1305.41957 774.1 367W 709.3 6.8 . 1 857.61958 801.3 599.1 851.1 2 264.01959 885.7 720.0 1 103.8 '16.4

. 2725.9
1960 1065.9 967.4 1 481.0 26.5 3 540.81961 1434.4 1 018.2 1432.1 40.1 3 62431962 1'455.1 1033x1 1 399.1 52.7 3 940.0

Privalit sector I1952 307.7 1694.7 1 355.0 130.9 _ 3 488;31953 417.3 1 875.5 1 449.3 144.2 3 816.31954 470.8 2187.5 2 339.2 190.4 5187.91955 534.8 2 452.3 2687.2 211.0 5 885.3
1956 758.4 3 786.0 2 835.9 292.8 7 673.11957 728.0 4 254.1 2 993.6 488.2 8 383.91958 811.4 4 228.1 3 400.7 441.2 8 881.41959 925.5 4 993.4 4209.6_ 498.1 10 626.6.
1960 1084.1 5 606.4 5 406.4 726.0 12 822.9Oil 1 180.1 5 259.6 5132.6 754.1 12 326.444962 1216.6 5211.4 4960.8 918/8 12307.6
HOTS

1. Assisted and nonaasisted

204



1
Appariclixes

14.(continued)

b:Secondary schobls

Norlboro Region &Om Region

Wonans legion

Lagos All Of NigsriaModern Gramm:

tatblk sector
1952 115.0 66.6 i 55.9 28.5 367.0
1953 171.8 84.4-- . 207.8 32.1 496.1
1954 245.3 88.5 5.1 204.2 43.1 586.2
1955 307:6 71.0 16.6 281.9 64.9 742.0

1956 405.8 114.1 54.8 362.1 65.1 941.9
1957 446.3 , 154.9. 114.1 318.1 67.3 1100.7
1958 .464.5 167.0 118.0 339.7 111.9 .1201.1
1959 . 494.0 194.5 155.5 398.6 129.9 1 372.5

1960 614.3 264:0 194.4. 503.6 143.7 1.720.0
1961 379.4 315.2 231.3 512.5 180.8 1 819.2
1962 692.8 367.5 241.E 573.5 198.5 2 074.1

Privatel sector

1952 46.8 401.5 235.1 123.0 809.4
1953 58.9 418.5 273.6 136.1 887.1
1954 55.2 446.9 . 304.2 148.5 954.8
1955 87.9 485.4 62.3 440.9 156.1 1 232.6

1956 139.9 569.1 111.3 4 461 .4 176.9 1458.5
1957 136.2 567.5 181.1 554.5 260.5 1 699.8
1958 163.5' 662.5 303.5 742.3 257.3 , r 2 129.1
1959 211.3 756.8 466.5 811.2 289.1 2 534.9

1960 280.4 996.6- 583.1 1238.8 372.7 '3471.6
1961 350.1 1061.3 820.2 1409.9 500.3 4141.8
1962 426.1 1 352.0 967.1 1826.8 587.1 5 159.1

Non
I. Assisted and oon-assisted

I

205,



Appendixes

Muni 14. (continued)

c. Teacher training.

Year Northern Region Eastern gegion Wu* "neon Imps AU of Nitwits

Public sector \
1952 ,' 135,6 46.9 46 265:11953 134.7 ,58.5 105.4 298.61954 156.1 59.4 133.7 ,. . 349.21955 197.3 55.5 ' 183.2 5.8 441.81956 244.1 74.4 288.6 13.3 620.E1957 260.3 99.8 340.8 16.2 717.11958 294.7 107.0 362.2 \ 25.5 789.41959

1960

322.8

405.6

130.6

139.4

387.8

445.0

33.'7

38.2
d

874.9

1 028.21961 434.1 159.1 475.5 45.7 1 114.41962

Private' sector

543.4 188.1 540.7, 86.3 1 358.5

1952 115.0 175.6 191.2 . 481.81953 120.8 183.2 241.6 . , 545.61954 125.6 249.6 270.5, . % : 645.71955 .., 132.3 263.0 326.9 : 122.2,1956
1957

. 213.6
207.7

419.0
503.5

334.6
418.9

12.7
15.9

979.9
1 146.01958 250.8 512.8 , 412.6 21.9 1198.1'1959 285.4 ... 663.0 495.4 27.4 1 470.21960 365.4 742.6 549.4 29.8 1 687,21961 444.5 817.5 ,' 631.4 4 &5 1 941.91962 608.4 724A 682.0 522 2 067.0

NOTE

I. Assisted and non-assisted"

206
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APPENDIX D .

Una 15. Government total expenditure for education1952-62 (in £ thousand)

YOU

_ Northern Region Eastern Region Wesiern Region Federal governmen: Mi or Nipecia

Recurrent Caphal. Recurrent Capital Recurrent, Capital Recurrent GplW Recurrent Capital

1952
1953
1954

1955

1956
1957 ,.

1958

1959

1960
1961

1962

%

860.3.
1 096.6
132.6
1 674.9

2 409.2
2 544.2
2 838.41'
3 249.0

3 895.2
4 151.5'
4 863.5

471.1

627.6
525.9
760.2

589.0
M9.3
866.6
964.4

1 307.0
2 328.3
1 227.7

1 639,2
I 905.9 .

2051.3
2 142.7

4 587.9
5 532.4
4468.9
5 786.3

6,786.4-7--
6 965.0
6 766.9

189.8
181.1
167.3

72.6

735.7
229.6
195.4
202.8

-287.7
309.7
644.3

1705:1
2 035.2
3141.1
4 2291

'4 676.7
5 140.8
5 782.7
7 061.2

9 130.8
8 971.9

.9 690.0

''

". ,

109.5
241.1

2026.9
1 571.7

1 473.7

1717.8
1096.4 ,
I 147.4

1 381.7
741.7
5924

#

, '

680.4
754,7

1162.7
1 549.9

1 641.4
1 804.3
2 467.9
2 661.3

3 343.6
4120.2
5 030.5 ...

531.6
i 303.6

133.4
106.4

633.3
929.2

.2 621,6
789.2

10;22.7

492.1
2 286.5

'

4 885.0
5 792.4
7667.7
9 596.6

13 315.2
15 021.7
15 557:9

.18 757,8

23 156.0
24 208.6
26 350.9

I 020
2 353,4
2853.5
2 510.9

3 431.7
3 725,9
4720.0
3 103.8 4

3199,1
3 871.8
4750.9

bye



O ort
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ts.) TABLE 16. Government direct expendaure and transfer payment; for education 1952-62 (in £ thousand)0
oo

a. Northern Nigeria r 6

Year

Direct expenditure °mutt-it...ad

Scholarships

Subvejtions and subsidies Total

Recurrent Capitpl Recuirent .Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital
t,

1952 404.8 266:6 420.5 204.5 29.3 5.7 860.3 471.1
1953 510.8 385.8 541.9" 241.8 38.6 5.3%, 1 096.6 627.6
1954. 595.9 -. 215.8 625.1 310.1 77.0 14.6 1 312.6 525.9
1955 741.1 533.8 817.0 a 226.4 108.8 8.0 1 674.9 760.2

1956 C83.5 422.1 1378.9 166.9 113.3 33.5 2 409.2 5810.
1957 950.4 627.2 1453.5 222.1 122.4 17.9 2 544,2 849.3
1958 1084.0 580.3 1586.4 226.3 135.9 32.1 2 838.4" 806.6
1959 1 195.3 677.2 1 847.7 287.2 , 18:-8 17.2 . 3 249.0 964.4
1960. 1 492.5 956.3 2.1814 350,7 204.0 ° 16.9 895.2 1 307.0
1961 i 460.6 . 1498.5 2 431.2 642.4 258.4 1.3 187.4 4 151.5 2,328.3
1962 ,1766.1 .351.0 2 777.3 859.1. 306.8 13.3 17.6 4 863.5 1 227.7

b. Eastern Nigeria
4

1952 ,. 1 273.8 52.0 1319.2 137.8 42.9 3.3 1 639.2 ' 189.8
1953 319.0 52.7 1495.8 123.4 87.1' 4.0' 1905.9 a 181.1
1954 323.6 49.7 1639.8 117.6 83.9 4.0 2 051.3 167.3
1955 285.7, 20.7 1 686.7 51.9 166.0 4,3 2 142.7 72.6
1956

o
376.7 9.9 4 027.2 726.0 '179.0 5.0 4 587.9 735;9

1957 445.2 55.0 4 867.6 174.6 197.7 2;.9 5 $32.4 229.6
1958 477.8 63.8 3 765.3 131.6 214.7 11.1 4 468.9 195.4
1959 522.4 130.3 5 008.2 72.5 240.6 15.1 '5 786.3 202.8
1960 623.9 63.4 5 899.6 199.8 242.0 20.9 24.5 0 6 786.4 287.7
1961 756.9 134.1 5 911.0 175.6 267.5 29.6 6 965.0 309,7
1962 921.2/ 144.2 5 297.5 , .1 293.4 254.8 " 500.0 6766.9 644.3

tl
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Tou 16. (continued)

c. Western Nigeria

Year

Direct expenditure Grants-in-aid

Scholarships

Subventions and subsidies Total

'

,,

a

44

8
.o.p
a

Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital

1952
1953

1954
1955.

II 1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961

1962

410.3
470.5
465
5G7.7

680.6'
749.1
784.7
907.0

1 116.0
1 157.2
1 254.5

109.5
136.8
145.7

72.6

108.9
49.0

165.3
P.12.7

316.6
316.9
296.6

1277.0
1 490.1
2 540.1
3 474.9

3 725.9
'4 125.0
4 751.4
5 922.5

7 780.2
7 565.7
7 340.9

.

104:3
1881.2
1 499.1

1 364.8
1 668.8

931.1
964.7

1053.5
424.8
295.8

11.4
68.3

125.7
172.0

253.3
260.8
219.4
213.3

211.0
242.9

, 236.0

I

,

6:4
6.3
9.7

14.5

16.9
5.9

27.2
'18.4

23.6
, 6.1
358.6

- ,;

11.6

1 705.1
2 035.2
3 141.1
4 229:1

4 676.7
5140.8
5 782.7
7 061.2

9 130.8
8 971.9
9 690.0 ,

, .

109.5
. 241.1
2 026.9
1 571.7

1473.7
1 717.8
1 096.4
1 147.4

1 381.7
741:1
592.4

d. ,Federal government

1952
1953
1954
1955

1956
1957
1958
1959

1960

1961
1962

73.1
76.4

154.5
244.8

269.8
327.3
438.9.
532.6

607.6
671.5
746:5

.2
42.6
70.4
10.6

9.2
92.7

112.6
77.9

149.5
59.2

825.0

3.4.
3. 11

72.0
158.1

228.8
414.2
459.0
498.9

679.4
711.0
752.2

22.6
30.0
63.0
95.8

249.1
332.5
509.0
711.3

613.2
405.9
357.7

188.4
172.2
205.4
201.0

191.0

2514412.492.7

, 461.7

714.9
1083.3
1 232.6

415.5
50311

730.8
946.0

803.11573:1

1 168.1

1 341.7
1 654.6
2 299.2

,,,

1

508.8
1 231.0

375.0
504.0

2000.0

60.0
27.0

1 11)3.8,,

.
;,,

680.4
754.7

1162.7
1 549.8

1 6414
1 804.3
2 467.9
2 6613

3 343.6
4120.4
5 030.5

.

'

531.6
1 303.6

133.4
106.4

633.3
929.2

2621.6
789.2

822.7
492.1

2'286.5



TAILE 16. (continued)
0

e. All governments

-ir+e)
lc/ 1.0

Year

'Direct expenditure Grants-la-aid Subvention. attt subaidies Total
Item-mt. Capital, Recurteit Capital Scholarships Recurtant Capital Unarm Capital

1952 I 162.0 428.3 ' 3 020.1 . '364.9 - 272.0 430.9 508.8 4 885.0 1 302.0
1953 1 376.7 617.9 3 530.8 ' 504.5 366.2 51)8.7 1 231.0 , 5 792.4 2 353,4
1954 , 1'539.6 481.6 4 817,0 2 371.9 492.0 759.1' 7 667.7 2 853.5
1955 . 1 839.2 637.7 6 136.7 1 873.2 647.8 972.8 9 596.5 2 510.9
1956 :., ° 2 216.6 550.1 9 360.8 2 506.8 736.6 1007.2 375.0 13 315.2 3 431.7,
1957 '. 2472.0 823.9 10860.3 2398.0 840,6 848.8 504.0 15021.7 3 725.9
1958 2 785.4 922.0 '10 562.1 1/98.0 982.4 1228.0 2 000.0 15 5574 4 720.6
1959 3 157.3 1068.1 13 277.3 2035.7 1104.4 1 218.8 . 18,757.8 -3 103.8
1960 ' 3 840.0 1485:8 16 541:0 2 217.2 1 371.9 ' 1403.1 96.1 23.156.0 3 799.1
1961 4 046.2 2008.7 16 618.9 1 648.7 1 852.1 1691.6 214.4 p 208.8 3 871.8

;1962 4 688,3 1 616.8 ; 16 667.9 1'512.7 2 068.8 2 925.9 1621.4 26.350.9 4 750.9



Musts 17. Government expenditurt'for education, by type and level (in

a. Recurrent

thousand)

Year Printery Secondary Teacher training an
Technical

vocational Higbee Other Administration Total

1952 2 450.3 579.6 5671.8 308.2 680.8 13.2 285.1 4 885.6

1953 '2 770.7 770.5 693.9 299.3 833.5 92.5 332.0 5.792.4

1954 3 933.1 817.9 837.7 319.6 1 186.4 122.9 450.1 7 667.7

1955 4 939.4 1058.3 973.8 368.4 1535.0 164.5 557.2 9 596.6

1956 7 611.8 1386.0 1413.8 467.2 1 603.8 181.8 650.8 13 315.2

1957 8 962.9 1 494.2 1 56517 557.5 1 507.9 193.7 739.8 15 021.7

1958 8 588.5 1 582.6 1 702.7 654.4 2 001.9 194.2 833.6 15 557.9

1959 , 10816.4 1849.1 2039.2 `140.0 2099.3 197.7 916.1 18 757.8

1960 13 508.3' 2 313.9 2414.0 .10554 2 554.5 192.7 1 117.4 23 156.0

1961 12 953.5 2 852.7 2 675.9 '1 145.5, 3 263 2 175.8 1 142.0 24 208,6

1962 12 386.7 3 347.7 3 165.1 1 2155.(!' 4 698.9 192.8 1 304.7 26 350.9

b. Capital

1952 138.6 201.6 262.8 176.7 508.8 . 13.5 . 1 302.0

1953 223.0 249.1 330.2 252.8 1 231.0 22.6 44.7 2 353.4

1954 1 765.5 539.1 417.8 122.3 4.7 4.1 2 853.5

1955 1 442.9 359.3 585.1 99:2 1.9 22.5 2510.9

1956 1 793.5 403.5 576.0 257.5 375.0 26.2 3 431.7

1957 ,1697.5 479.3 647.9 397.2 504.0 3 725.9

1958 1 274.6 434.7 498.6 512.1 2 000.0 . 4 720.0

1959 1 464.6 763.2 432.8 435.6 7.6 3 103.8

1960 1 436.6 989.0 628.4 642.8 11.6 60.0 30.7 3 799.1

1961 1078.1 1 113.0 1091.2 363.9, 187.4 38.0 .2 3 871.8

1962 ,1 106 5 868.2 694.2 443.7 167.1.4 16.9 4 750.9 01
A
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ts4 TAILI 17. (continued)
es)

c. Recurrent and capital

Ysar Prhnid Secondary Teacher training
Technical

and vocational Higher Oasts Administration Total

1952 2 588.9 781.2 830.6 484.9 1 189.6 13.2 298.6 6.187.0
1953 2 995.7 1 009.6 1024.1 552.1 2 064.5 115.1 376.7 8 145.8
1954 5 08:6 1357.0 I 255.5 441.9 1 186.4 127.6 454.2 10 521.2
1955 6 382.2 1 4174 1 556.9 467.6 1535.0 166.4 579.7 12 107.5

1956 9 351.3 1 789.5 1 989.8 724.7 1 978.8 181.8 677.0 16 746.9
1957 10 660.4 1 9 73.5 2 163.6 954.7 2011.9 .3

#4.2
747.4 18 747.6

1958 9 863.1 2 011.3 2 201.3 1 166.5 4 001.9 864.3 20 277.9
1959 12 281.0 2 612.3 2 472.0 1 275.6 2099.3 197.7 916.1 21 861.6

1960 14 944.9. 3 302.9- 3 042.4 1 698.0 2 554.5 252.7 ' 1 117.4 26 955.1
1961 12 953.5 3 965.7 3 767.1 1509.4 3 263.2 213.8 1 142.2 28 080.4
1962 13 493.2 4 215.9 3 859.3 1 698.7 5 802.7 192.8 1321.6 31 101.8
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'Lim 18., Crovairtent expenditu're for primary education;1952-62 (in £ thousand)

tear
. ; 14ord4;n Region Eastern Brine WIN1411 Region Federal government All Of Nigeria

Nathureat Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent , Capital Reeerent .Capital

.,1952 356.3 135.6 1056.2 3.0 1034.4 . 3.4 :, 2 450.3 138.6

1953 402.0 152.3 , 1;223.1 2,1 1 142.6 68.6 3.0 . 2 770.7 : ' 223.0

1954. 468.7 179.1 1280.3 2.7 2134:0 1 533.6 50.1 50.1 3933.1 1765,5
1955.. 596.1 174.4 1304.5 2 923.3 1 172.7 114.8 , 95.8 4 939.4 1442.9

1456 t 9274 121.6 3406.2 486.7 3 106.9 975.2 170.9 210.0 7611.8 11793.5

1957 1016.4 160.2 4 233.7 17.5 3 397.9 1 231.8 314.9 288.0, 8 962.9 1 697.5

1V8 1.106 :2 158.4 3191.9 9.1 3 933.6 678.1, 356.8 429.0 1 59'0.5 1 274.6

1959 1 300,6 20i9 . 4161,0 16.0 4 983.2 692.8 371.6. , 551,9 10 816.4 , 1464.6

1960 1515.5 245,5 4 911.6 .' .6 6,538.6 742.7 542.6 447.8 1.3.508.3 1 436.6

1961 ,1'574.1 479.1 4 682.9 .8 6215.2 291.3 481.3 . 306.9 12 953.5 '1078.1
1962 1 717.7 778.7 4151.7, 16.0 6 f314.6 185.5 502.3 r 126.5 1,2 386.7 ,1 106.5

'14aut 111. Government expenditure for secondary education, 1952-62 (in £ thousand)

1

.

Year

'14ortioam1tesion Eastern Regido %stem Region Federal government All of Nigeria .

Recurrent ' `Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent a Capital a Recurrent Capiul ReMirrent Capital

1952
19,53

1954
1955

1956
1957
1958 #
1959

1960*
1961
1962

.

-

135.5
199.3
197.4
272.9

432.0
432.3
470.7

. 511.4

631.9
;-.75713

, 884.7

120.5
1324

. 126.8
225.2

57.2
39.4
65.1

333.1

343.3
578.3
180.6

'

,

194.8
220.8

'251.1
267.1

390.7
424.9
345.5
464.4

567.5
798.6

-, . 840.7

'

60.5'`
60.2
39.1-

5.3

70.7
72.8
91.5

110.8

218.6
281.9

79.6

216.6
313.3
299.2

.402.0

444.2
477.6
565.9
631.2

'''1150.3
920.1

1 211.0

c

- .

20.6
22.7

303.4
118.2

254.4
262.9
136.6
179.1

240.2
151.6
269.7

32:7 .
37.1
70.2

116.3

119.1 .
159.4
200.5 :
242.1

264.2
376.1
411.3

.
33.8

'69.8
10.6

21.2
104.2
141.5
140.2

186,9
101.2

... 338.3

579..
, 770.5'

817.9
1058.3

1 386.0
1494.2
i 582.6
1.845,1,,

2 313.9
2 852,1
3 347.7

' 201.6
249.1

,539.1
359.3

403.5
479.3
434:7
763.2'

989.0
1 113..0

868.2
L.+

Kr
ritys r-



TAILl 20. Government expenditure for teacher training, 1952-62 (in £ thousand)
41. '

Year

Northern Region kaslitn Region !'Yeatern Ration Federal iosycninon1 All or N:lorist

Recurrent Capital Ricurr ent Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital Recurrent Capital

1952
1953

.1934
1955

1936
1957

. 1958.
1259

1960
,1961

1562

144:0
192.9
225.8

1\2478.3

. 50,9
4.60.9`,,
545.5,
601.5

761.9
866.3

1 138:7

143.1
169.6
152.6
309.2

173.3
277.
254.8
209.8

426.0
995.4
199.5

;

-

,

.

`

269.7
228.4
289.0
278.9

448.3
466.8
492.9.
679.3

755.8
832.1
786.3 ; '

80.9
79.5
98.6
48.8

170.2
138.1
91.4 I
59.9

23.3.
14.7
32.0 1

194.1
272.6
322.9
410.8

488.6
605.9
616.9
697.3828.3
883.3
101.6

16.2
51.1

153.7
227.1

.205.4
199.7
150.1

128.5 ..,
, 4".

152.3
47.6
45.7

.

5.8.

26.0
32.1
47.4
61.1

68.0
94.2

138.5

0 ,,,.

22,6
r30.0.
12:9

.

27.1
33.0

2.3
34.6,

26.8
33.5

417.0

567.8
. 693.9

837.7
973.8

-I 413.8
1 565.7
1 702.7
2 039.2

2 414.0
2 675.9
3 165.1

,

1

262.8
330.2
417.8
565.1

576,0
647.9
498.6

462382.48

091.2
694.2

TAaLE 21. Government expenditure for technical and vocational education, 1952-62 ( in £ thousand)

,

Year

Northern RegiOis Eastern Region Western Region Federal government All of Nigeria

Recurrent Capital ReCurrent 'Capital Recurrent Capital 'Recurrent. , Capital Recurrent Capital

1952 .98.6 71.9. 64.1 43.4 143.3 61.4 2.2 . 308.2 176.7
1953
1954

`96.6
117.2

143.3
62.0 '

76.0
74.8

38.8
26.9

118:4
69.2

70.$
32.8

' 8.3
58.4

.2

.6
.

299.3
319.6

252.8
122:3'

195$ 130.6 36.1 ' 69.2 9.9 44.2 53.2 124.4 368:4 99.2

1956 190.2 229.9 61,2 . 77.6 27.6 131.2 - . 467.2 257.5
1957 217.4 372.6 .91.3 1.2 102.1 23.4 146.7 . 557.5 397.2
1958 274.5

1

328.3 ' 93:1 3.4 116.2 131.6 170.6 48.8 654.4 512.1 '
1959 347.7 217.4' 104.4 16.1 172.g 139.6 215.1 62.5 840.0 435.6

.1960 425.1 286.3 158.6 20.1 230.4 : 234.6 241.1 101.2 ,, 1055.2 642.8
1961 430.6 77.1 214.5 123 256.4 251.2 244.6 . 23.3 1 145.5 363.9
1962 440.4 51.3 272.1 16.7 , 294.7 . 91.5 247.8 ' . 284.2 1 255.0 443.7

t);



Descriptive bibliography

I

The objective of this descriptive bibliography is to give the reader brief, summaries of
published and other documents which have been of benefit in providing informition
and in shaping opinion durjng the course of this study of the financing of education in
Nigeria. The documents have to do with the development of Nigeria's formal education
system; most deal occasionally, some specifically, with matters and problems of the
financing of education.

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

Accountant-generals' reports
Estimates
Accounts, estimates,-,and reports on local finance
Anrival reports of the department (ministries) of education
'Statistical reports
Education ordinanceiand laws
Statements educational policies
Educational development plans
External aid reports
'Statistics and:reports' on Nigerians studying abroad,
Publications on the establishment and financing of Nigeria's universities

REPORTS, STUDIES, AND ARTICLES

Reports For Nigeria armhole
For the regions
Special topics
In the context of Africa

Studies Education and manpower

Articles' Resource.nse within education
Education and the economy

r-"gro,
irvi a

21.5

4:,
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OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

.4,

Accountant-generals' reports

Published several months after the end of each financiaLyear (31 March), these reports give the
actual expenditures of the various departmentsin recent years known as ministriesof the
governments in Nigeria. Forrhe departmem of education these expenditures ate itemized under
broad headings which separate payments oVa recurrent from those of a capital nature.

Because the administration, including the ppblic financing, of education was centralized
during the three earlier years qf the period under review, the accountanNteneral's reports for
that time refer to thz whole of Nigeria. For theilnancial years beginning with 1955156 the reports
are available for the federal government and for each of the governments of the Northern, Eastern,
and Western Regions.

Lagos was designated a federal territory on 1 October 1954, an event which coincided with
the regionalization of the administration and financing of the formal :duration system in Nigeria.
Thus the schools in Lagos, formerly part of the school system of the western provinces, from thin
date came under the immediate aaministration of the federal government, their public financing
being shown in the accountant-general's reports of the federal government.

Estimates

Budget estimates representing the planned expenditures of the various departments of government.
are completed sonic time before the commencement of the financial year (I April) to which they
refer, ready for subrhission to the legislative assembly for approval. For some years a separate,
smaller volume (or volumes) of supplementary estimates may be required, and these in turn are
submitted for approval.

The volumes of estimates for Any one year normally also carry details of the approved esti-
mates of the previous year, and of the actual expenditures of the year before that. The estimates
provide considerably more detail of the projected (and approved) expenditures through sub-
headings than is available of actual expenditures in the accountant-generaii' reports.

Volumes of estimates are available for the years, and the governments, corresponding to the
accountant-generals' reports mentioned above.

Accounts, estimates, and reports on local finance

For the years since regionalization of Nigeria's administration, the yearly accounts of the local ,
(and native) authoritiesof actual revenues and expenditures, and of estimatesare available (for
most years, in printed form) from the ministries of local government for each of the Northern,.
Eastern, and Western Regions. in the case of the Northern Region, for example, these are repre-
sented in: Accounts -of native treasuries and estimates; also, Memorandum on native authority
estimates, which provides background explanations and commentary.

,These accounts and estimates, prepared by the segional governments, contain under separate
headings the Mails of expenditures on education, and indicate, for instance, the receipt of grants-
in-aid from the regional governments.

For earlier years, when 'the administration of Nigeria was centralized, similar accounts,
prepared by the department of native administration in Lagos, give the revenues and expenditures
of the native authorities for the Northern, Eastern, and Western provinces, as they were then
known.

The Lagos 'City Council issues yearly its Fihancial statements, and Budget estimates, which
hiclude itemized revenues and expenditurd for education.

Parallel withlhese account and estimates are the Annuatrtports_ofihe_dePartment of native
administration (for earlier yeafs) and of the ministries of local goverment of the regional govern-
ments (for later years). Included in these yearly reports is a record of the accomplishments of
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the local (or native) authorities in the field of education, some indication of administrative prob-
lems met, and financial summaries.

Other official publications provide information and perspectives on local finance. For instance.
the Northern Region ministry of local government's Local government in Northern Nigeria,
Kaduna, 1962. This handbook is brought up to date and extended by the department of local
governmenOnstitute of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Lana, in Northern Nigeria
local government: yearbook 1963 which has a section containing summarized information en local
finance of education. A further source is the official publication/by G. Oka Orewa. Report on
the problems of local government finance in Wes(ern Nigeria. lbadan, 1964.

Annual reports of the department (ministries) of education

For the years when the administration in Nigeria was centrahzed in Lagos, the annual reports
of the department of education refer to the whole of Nigeria, and are usually divided into two
principal parts. The first part, or preface, contains a record of the more recent developments in
education in various parts of Nigeria, together with an explanation of existing policy. This record
is brought up to date each yew. Occalionally as, for instance, the exceptional annual report of
1926, which reviews the expansion of education facilities in Nigeria from 1882 to 1925 this his-
torical perspective covers a longer period. The second part is customarily divided into several
chapters dealing separately with legislation, administration and control, finance, followed by
chapters devoted to primary, secondary, technical, teacher training, and other categories of edu-
cation. An appendix summarizes statistical data on enrolments, and on finance, including direct
payments and grants-in-aid to the school system, and items of revenue such as fees.

Much the same tradition for the annual report is being continued by the ministries of edu-
cation of the Northern, Eastern, and Western Regions, except of course that the focus is on
regional developments in education, regional policies, and regional statistical (including financial)
summaries.

Because the federal ministry of education is responsible for all education within the Federal
Territory of Lagos, a separate section of its annual report has to-do-with-the yearly experience of
the Lagos Education Office. (In respect of primary schooling, the ministry's responsibility is
exercised,through-the Lagos City Council, - which functions as a local education authority.)

In addition to the annual reports, several overview reports are available that., bridge longer
periods, One such is the federal ministry of education's Triennial survey of the world of the federal
department of education for the years 1953 -.57. Another is the Western Region's Triennial report
on education 1935 to 1958. For the Northern Region an official publication of the ministry of
education reviews the development of education services from early times. D. H. Williams.
A short history of education in Northern Nigeria.Kaduna, 1959.

Statistical rep' orts

The federal ministry of education's Statistics of education in Nigeria, vol. III (earlier volumes
being known as Digest of education statistics), is the authoritative, over-all presentation of statis-
tics of Nigeria's formal education system. Its first part contains summarized, retrospective data
for the years 1959 to 1963; its second part provides statistics of educational institutions, including
universities, for ,the year 1963, for the regions, for the Federal Territory of Lagos, and for the
Federation as a whole; its third part relates to examination candidates and results. (Two tables
give, for the year 1963, the public expenditures on education of the federal and regional govern-
ments, by purpose and type of education.) Appendix A has a listing of secondary grammar schools
according to their recognition for the award of the West African school certificate, of secondary
commercial schools, technical and vocational institutions, and teacher-training colleges. Appen-
dix 13 is a new feature giving data on primary schools in Lagos for 1963. Following this are graphs
depicting the structure of the education system of Nigeria, and historical data on enrolments in
primary and post-primary-educational institutions.

Statistio of education in the territory of Lagos 1964, vol. I, 1966, apart from being an unusu-
ally comprehensive statistical picture of Lagos schools, gives data in two tables of actual (public)
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expenditures, 'by purpose and by school ownership, for 1962-63, and by purpose only for the
previous year, and estimated expenditures for the two subsequent years.

Regional governments have made a practice, especially in recent years, of makig available
special statistical reports on their school systems. For the Northern Regicn, the ministry of
education has provided the following: School statistics of Northern Nigeria (1961, 1962, 1963);,
Characteristics of leachers in the primary schools of Northern Nigeria, 1963; Classes, enrolment;
and teachers in the schools of Northern Nigeria (1964, 1965); The 1963 directory of primary schools;
School directory for Northern Nigeria (1964, 1965); School directory for the northern provinces
of Nigeria, 1966.

The Eastern Region's ministry of education has produced cDirectory of secondary schools,
commercial schools, trade and technical schools, 1963; and, though appearing also as supplements
to recent annual reports, has published separately a series of Education graphs and statistics.

For the Western Region, the ministry of economic planning and community development,
statistics divisionF has a much 'longer tradition than the other regions of presenting detailed
statistics of school enrolments, teachers' numbers and qualifications, and other facts of the school
system, by province and division. These are contained in the Abstract of education statistics
(1961; 1962-63, 1964; and, for a span of years, 1953-58, and 1955-60).

Apart from these sources which have to do only with education statistics, several other, more
general, official publications give summarized data on education. In particular, the Federal
Office of Statistics' Annual abstract of statistics; the Northern Region, ministry of economic
planning, Statistical yearbook 1964. First issue, Kaduna, 1965; the Eastern Region, ministry of
economic planning, statistics division, Statistical digest of Eastern Nigeria. Edition!. Enugu, 1965;
and the Western Region, ministry of economic planning and community development, statistics
division. Statistical bulletin: Ibadan, half-yearly.

The West African examinations council gives examination statistics in its Annual report for
the year ended 31 March. These annual reports have been issued regularly since 1955, and may
be interpreted against tie background of Regulations and syllabuses for the West African school
certificate examination for 1962 and 1963, both by the Oxford University Press, 1964.

Other statistical sources have been of direct benefit to this study. Foremost among these is
the professional work by RN. C. Okigbo. The Nigerian national accounts 1950-57. Lagos, Federal
ministry of economic development, 1962. Also the Federal Office of Statistics publication,
Population census 1952.53, census reports and tables for Eastern, Northern, and Western Regions.
Lagos, 1954. In addition to these, there are two duplicated docutnents.of the Federal Office of
Statistics: E.A. Adewole. 'The Nigerian national accounts. their development, sources and
methods of compilation', 1964; and 'An economic analysis of government accounts 1957 -58', 1959.

Education ordinances and laws

An education ordinance or education law sets out the necessary legal provisions empowering the
central, federal or regional administration specifically, the head of the department of education
or the relevant minister of education to carry out approved policy. Within these provisions, the
administration will usually have some powers of discretion. From ttmeto ume the ordinance or
law may be subject to amendments, and new legislation may have. the effect of consolidating
previous ordinances or laws with their subsequent amendments.

(The term 'ordinance' is an expression more in use during the period when Nigeria was
governed centrally through the legislative council;-the term law' is-used-since-the establishment
of ministries and government by the federal house of representatives and the regional houses of
assembly.)

These ordinances or laws cover variously such matters as general administration and control
(advisory board of education, inspection of institutes, local education authorities); finance
(including grants-in-aid regulations, maximum fees for secondary schools), regulations affecting
teachers (such as teachers' council, teachers' retiring allowances and gratuities, revisions of sala-
ries for voluntary agency teachers, grants for teacher training), universal primary education regu-
lations; and so on.

Immediately prior to the start of the period under review in this study, the operative legislation,
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with effect throughout Nigeria, was the Education ordinance 1943, an ordinance to make better
provision for education, which gave effect to the Memorandum on educational policy in Nigeria
1947. This 1948 ordinance provides for the establishment of central and regional boards of edu-
cationcomposed of both official and non-officril memberswith advisory functions and with
certain executive powers especially with regard to the opening and closing of schools; it also
allows for the establishment of local education authorities and of local education committees.
On the financial side, the ordinance sets out, in appendix A, the grants-in-aid regulations as
adopted by the central government on the basis of the report by Sir Sydney Phillipson, assisted
by W.E. Holt. Grants-in-aid of education in Nigeria, a review with recommendations. Lagos,
Government printer, 1948. The 1948 ordinance was followed by Education regulations 1949 which
details further the rules for operating the new grants-in-aid system. .

In order to bring this 1948 and 1549 legislation, together with their respective amendments,
into accord with the provisions of the various constitutional instruments then in force (parti-
cularly that relating to the new revenue allocation procedure of 1951, which made necessary
new financial arrangements between Lagos and the administrative centres in the regions) the
Education ordinance 1952, togetheif with Aules for Me award of retiring allowances and gratuities
to non-government teachers, was passed. tlaspite the fact ,that these changes in Nigeria's consti-
tution were extended and partly superseded as a result of further constitutional conferences in
London, in 1953, and in 'Lagos; in early 1954, this 1952 ordinance remained the basic all-Nigeria
education law until the federal and regional governments, separately, created new legislation.

Thus, the federal government passed the Education ordinance 1955 and followed this with
theducatIon (Lagos) ordinance 117.

In the Northern Region, the 19 2 ordinance was replaced by the Education law 1956, which
with subsequent alterations was reprinted in Education law with amendments 1959. As a result of
a critique Gf the 1956 education law by H. Oldman in his report, The administration of primary
education, Kaduna, 1962, the New education law 1962 was created. This new law provides for a
pattern of administration to help achieve the official targets for education expansion in the region,
including the setting up bynative authorities of local education authorities with responsibilities
for the management of local schools1 and for appraising and reporting on schooling needs in
the areas of their jurisdiction. Several minor alterations were made by the Education (amendment)
law 1963. This 1962 and 063 legislation in turn was the subject of revision culminating in the
present-day Education law of. Northern igeria 1964, which in its published form (Kaduna, 1965)
includes subsequent extensions as fol ows. the (education authorities) regulations 1964; the
(grants-in-aid) regulations 1964; the edu ation (general) regulations 1964. To assist the unders4and-
ing of recent salary adiustniznts a Morg maward conversion table is also included.

The Eastern Region's Education law 49.56 calm into operation on I January 1957, to substitute
fo: the 1552 ordinance. This new law provides for a,purely regional system of education based
orL ministerial organization and puts into practice the region's Policy for education 1954. More
than this. the new law withdraws the offi ial members from the region's board of education andei
leaves it with merely an advisory role. On tie financial side, the 1956 education law gives authority
for revisions of the salaries of voluntary agency teachers; and recasts the grants-in-aid,machinery
which on I January 1957, was to pass from a part-free, part:rate, part-grant arrangement to an
all-grant system of financing at the primary level. This basic education law, and its revisions as
at 31 July 1964, are now set out in The education handbook 1964. Enugu, 1965. This composite
handbook presents the government's Pohcy for education 1963, the Education law 1956, together
with the Grants -in -aid regulations 1962, the Revised teachers' salary tables 1964, Universal
primary education regulations 1957, Teachers' (disciplinary provisions) regulatiOns 1961, Maxi-
mum fees in siti`nilary schools, circular 1964, and an explanation of the Voluntary agency teachers'
superannugii0iischerne. ., \ 9 Ns,.

The Western Region's legislative break with the 1952 ordinance is represented in the Education
law 1954. This was followed by several changes in regulations during 1955, 1957, and 1958, which
are embraced in the Education law and amendments up to 1959. A recently printed handbook,
Education taws (cap. 34), Ibadan, 1962, brings, together the legislation as at that time (including
alterations in 1960 and 1961). It covers the role of local education authorities, the regulations for
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ry
fret: primary education, the functions of the advisory board of education, the terms-of,iervice
committee, the teachers' council, and includes financial provisions (the grants-in-aid regulation,
grants for teacher training, examination fees) n well as teachers' regulations.

Statements4on educational policies

The full portrait of approved changes in official policies tcward education of various types and
levels in Nigeria is obtainable within the sessional papers acted upon by the legislative assemblies:
for the earlier years of the period under review, this means the legislative council, and since full
regionalization, the federal house of representatives and the regional houses of assembly. A
summary approximation only is given in the 'published annual report:: of the department, and
later the ministries, of education. Special reports and official statements on educational policies
need to be seen in conjunction with the means for their acceptance as policies.

From time to time statements of approved educational policies are specially published by
governments. Several of these, because of their wide-ranging,,scope, are commented on below.

Setting the stage for immediately subsequent educational change is the Memorandum on
educational policy in Nigeria. Lagos, 1947. This document outlines the educational needs of Nigeria
as, a whole and was accepted by government as the basis for development. The memorandum
reviews progress from primary to higher education through to Arabic studies, and museum
policies. In respect of primary and secondary education the view is re-emphasized that the only
way to get the funds for their further development and higher running costs would be through
the continued merging of contributions locally with government funds. It expresses officialurgency
In having a thOrough reiiew of the grants-in-aid system of government financing of the schools
throughout Nigeria, which in fact was undertaken by Sydney Phillipson thefollowing year.

Federal government

The federal government's Report on educational development, in Lagos, 1957, is a 'white paper'
revealing policy for the expansion of education in the federal territory. Motivated by the view
that free primary education was expected to become a reality in the Western and Eastern Regions,
the report explores the possibilities of mass primary education in Lagos (in terms of public demand
and of finance), and the physic.ilobstacles to its accomplishment (difficulties of accommodation,
especially the problem of atquiring sites on Lagos Island).

Educational development 1961-70, Lagos, 1961, is the official comment and statement of policy
of the federal government as a consequence of the Report of the Commission on post-school
certificate and higher education in Nigeria, Investment in education, 1960, and or the report on
its phasing and casting, Educational development 1961.70, 1961. This white paper accepts most of
the recommendations of the 1960 report and presents a summary of thcm. It mentions ttfat the
level'of investment in education facilities for the period 1961-70 would work out to about £75 mil-
lion, and that recurrent expenditures, to be met from governments' budgets in the Federation,
would add to about the same amount.

No* rthern Region

The ,,White paper on educational development in Northern Nigeria, Kaduna, 1961, relays the
government's plans for the various stages of development of education in the region. These official
plans allow for a phased programme of expansion at both the primary and secondary levels,
and for related tear her training, taking specially into account those areas of the region where
schooling facilities are most deficient. No detailed annual estimates of capital and recurrent costs
are given, although substantial-foreign aid would Ix encouraged to help capital expenditures.

Eastern Region

The Eastern Region's Policy for education 1954 is the first official policy statement on education
after full regionalization, and expresses the drive toward providing universal (not compulsory)
primary education in the shortest possible time, at the least possible cost in public funds. At the
primary level the aim of government is that 55 per cot of the recurrent costs be borne by grants-
in-aid froin the regional, government, and that 45 per cent be fotind from local sources, the entire
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share of local communities is to be paid from local rates, school fees are to be abolished. (This
official approach follows, the report by S. E. Johnson. An inquiry into the proposal to introduce
local rating in aid of primary education in the Eastern Region. Enugu, 1951.) For secondary school-
ing, the policy is that every division in the region should have at least one,secondary school,
that local authorities and local communities be encouraged to take the initiative in achieving
this goal, and that government's financial help for initial capital expenditures be given to those
communities who first help themselves. Education for girls is to be expanded and parents
persuaded to allow their daughters to attend schools. Further, the regional government's
scholarship, would be awarded not only for university and technical education but also
for secondary education. ,

Policy foeducation 1963 represents a change of emphasis from assisting the development of
primary and, secondary grammar to fostering more technical and higher education. In the decade
since the previous statement of government's policy, the expansion of primary and secondary
education has been so great that now almost every village has one or more primary schools built
entirely and enthusiastically by communal effort, with government contributing nothing towards
the cost of the buildings; the same applies by and large to the establishment of secondary schools
by voluntary agencies, the bulk of the money for construction nee having been collected by
local people. At the primary level, this policy statement mentions the need for merging non-viable
schools with viable ones. This over-abundance of iSrimary schools had arisen from enthusiasm
generated by the introduction of universal primary education in 1957 and also from denomina-
tional and village rivalries. Merging primary.schools in this way would arrest wastage by more
effectively using teaching resources. Finally, this policy document details the grants-in-aid pro,
visions and gives the guidelines for the award of scholarships to post-primary, .post-secondary,
and post-graduate students.

Western Region

Proposals for an educational policy for the Western Region, Nigiria. Ibadan, July 1952, is a policy
declaration announcing that free, Universal, primary education would be introduced in the region.
Of more than historic interest, this document was issued under the direction of the region's
first minister of education, Chief S. Oduwole Awokoya. It-gives-a-comprehensive.survey of the
many problems confronting the administration in Its proposed carrying through of rapid expan-
sion in every aspect of its educational services. Included among the problems analysed is that of
apathy and inertia on tbe part of illiterate parents and of their refusal to permit their daughters to
attend schools, the particular urgency of providing sufficient numbers of trained teachers, and the
need for finding funds to meet the capital and recurrent expenditures involved. To overcome these
difficulties, it would be necessary to-launch a vigorous, mass-education programme, to expand
voluntary agency, and to create local authority, teacher-training colleges, and to seek for addition-
al sources of revenue. This sessional paper then outlines the scheme for free, compulsory, primary

ducation (the compulsory asp,ect was later dropped),to consist of a six-year course startiag in
Jinuary I ^55. in dffilion to this accelerated expansion of primary schooling, more secondary
grammar schools were to be established, science to be introduced into all secondary schools
and their libraries enlarged. To develop technical education, eight technical colleges were envis-
aged. With respect to administration, the duties of the regional advisory board of education
are explained, and government secondary schools and teacher-training colleges would be required'
to have boards of governors, This momentous programme was promptly begun, and although
certain modifications wcrc later made, the broad outlines of the policy statement wcrc put into
effect.

Educational development plans

In order to make the best use of grants under the Colonial Development and Welfare Acts, a
systematic plan, showing stages for expansion of education, was produced.as a sessional paper
in 1947, and was adopted by the legislative council in 1948, as part of the Ten year plan of develop-
ment and welfare for Nigeria. Lagos, 1948. This education plan emphasizes cxpanding primary
schooling in villages with a strong rural bias to the curriculum, class-room instruction, school
gardens and farms, and handicraft classes are seen as a means of improving rural life and of help-,
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ing to introduce better farming methods and new crops. Special post-primary farm schools were
to be set up; technical education to be expanded in the larger towns to produce tradesmen;
rural education centres to be established; secondary schooling for both boys and gigs in govern-
meht and voluntary agency schools to be extended and improved, more teacher-training colleges
to be established: including one for secondary school teachers. The plan expects continued co-
operation between the central goveinment and voluntary agencies, and,,therefore the projected
government expend.tures for elementary and secondary schooling and for te.tchen training are
mai ,ly through grants-in-aid. Capital grants and recurrent assistance are complementary to local
orga,ization and financing. The cost of this plan to the government-is estimated at slightly less
than t6 million of which somewhat over half is for the cost of buildings. Several modifications
to the \original plan for education are contained in the Revised plan of development and welfare
for Nigeria 1951-51 Lagos, 1951.

The first real analysis of educational expansion within the context of economic development
is given in the report of a mission organized by the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBM at the request of the governments of Nigeria,and of the United Kingdom:
The economic development of Nigeria, Lagos, Government Printer,. 1954. The report provides a
critique of the needs for piimary, secondary, technical, and higher education,, and makes assess-
ments of financing for some years ahead. While recognizing that recent constitutional revision
has placed on regional and local governments the responsibility for organizing, financing, and
supervising primary and secondary eduCation the report nevertheless recommends that the
federal government carry out functions of inspectioa backed by a special and modest programme
of financial assistance to the regions. The report's financial projections for primary schooling
are based on an estivate that enrolments could increase at a rate of 15 per cent per year in the
West, 10 per cent in the North, 8 per cent in the Southern Cameroons, and 6 per cent in-the
East. These rates of expansion art considered to be as }ugh as the availability-of trained teachers .

will allow. Over-all education expenditures by all levels of government: from £6.3 million:in
1953/54 to over £14 million in 1959/60, with about 56 per cent of recurrent expenditure' in the
last year of this period going for primary schools. Total capital expenditure would be likely also
to approach £14 million over the five-year period: 34 per cent for primary, 23 per cent for second-
ary, 15 per cent for teacher training, 17 per cent for technical, and 10 per cent for higher edu-
cation. In principle, the report emphasizes, higher education should be financed by federal fundi,
secondary educatiortby regional, funds, and primary education by local funds. The regions should,
however, contribute silbstantially to primary schools, and to the regionalized branches of the.
Nigerian. College of Arts, Science and Technology. In urging that the cost of primary.schoolin$
be borne to the greatest possible extent at the local level, the report argues that the greater the
local eesponsibility for the cost of education, the more genuine will be the community i.'terest
in`its Ichools.

Economic dev'eloprtfent programmes in the middle 1950s provide for increased diversity, and
a quickened spread oreducation facilities. These were affected, to some extent by the general
lines suggested by, the IBRI) mission report but also 'by other special .reports «nd studies. The
results aro shown in the proyision made for education in the federal government's Economic
programme-of the Frileration of Nigeria 1955160..Lagos, 1956; in the Northern Regicn's Develop-
ment finance programme 1955/60. Kaduna, 1955; in the ,Eastern , Region's Development plait
1955160. Enugu, 1955. The Western Region's government gets away from the view of a develop-
ment programme being a category of departmental' projects, as is shown in its Development of
Western Region of Nigeria 1955-60. Ibadan, 1955, and more particuldrly in the reasoned analysis
of development in the subsequent plan, Development plan 1960-65. Ibadan, 1959..

Nigeria's first full-scale effort in. economic planning is, however, contained in the National
development plan 1962-68, which,also provides an analysis for the Federation as a whole and which,
includes the individual plans of the federal government and of the regional governiaents.,fe,deral
government Development programme 1962-63, Northern Nigeria Development plan 1962-68;
Eastern Nigeria Development plan 196248; Western Nigeria Development plan 1962.68. (Mid-
western Nigeria's Development plan 1964-68 became available from Benin in 1965.) Formal
education, along with indusliy and agriculture, is given top priority in the national development

,
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plan. Apart from pressing for further primary and secondary school facilities,.special provision
is.made for more technical and managerial training, and for the development of the universities.
Of the total plavned,capital,expenditures for the Federation as a whole during the six-year period
of the plan, some £70 million (that is, about 10 per cent of the total) is expe,cted to be spent on
projects to do with formal education. The federal government itself is due to contribute LI4 million,
mainly forhigher education. . ,

. .. .

External aid reports. . .
. ,.

For the earlier years of,the period co vcredin this study, the principal proyiderOfcapital assistance
to Nigeria's formal education was the United KingdArn through the Colonial Development and
Welfare Fund, the details of which have been traced through Nigeria's official accounts. In recent
yearshowever, . Nigeri0 formal education has benefited from external assistance in the form of

, grants ancl.loans from a number of governments, international organizations, foundations and
, . others. This help has come mainly in the form of capital aid for buildings and equipmentfor

universities, technical colleges, and schoolsbut includes also the provision of teachers, and
scholarships for study abroad:

t
Data for this more recent period, for use in. this study, was obtained, in the first insiance, by

personal interviews conducted in Lagos with the representatives of these foreigninstitutions, and
, this was'later supplemented by published material.and'informatienfrom other documents:

Central among these other sources is the series of facts collected by the bureau of foreign aid
for education, federal ministry of education, Lagos, and the study by J.,. Cerych. The integration
of external assistance with educational planning in Nigeria. Paris, UnesevillEP, 1967 (African
research monographsI4). Further documentation was obtained in the Overseas Development
Institutes British ald-3. Educational assistance. London, Doi, 1963; and United States technical
and capital assistance imsupport of economic development in Nigeria. Report as of January 1965.
Lagos, US-AID, 1965, This publication contains summary information on AID education
projects, the largest sector of the United States assistance programme in Nigeria.

Statistics and reports orfNigerians itudying abroad

A number of publications provide approximatinformation on the numbers of Nigerian students
studying abroad, with varying detail on proportions of men and women, on the institutions they
arc attending, and on the subjects being studied. Because of the methods of compilation none,
of these sources claim full coverage, but, taken together they do give a substantial indication cof
numbers and chsS.acteristics.

Thus, the British Council's annual publication, Overseas student; in Britain, provides a break-
down or students in institutions of higher learning, by,broad categories of subjects being studied.
The Association of Commonwealth Universities' Students from other countries in id nited Kingdom
universities, 1963-64 contains much the same data. F:or the United States, the Institute of Inter-
national Education, New York, has published annually since 1960 Open doors. &report on inter-
national exchange, which gives the numbers of Nigerian students in higher education in the
United States, by subject speciality, such as humanities, engineering, agriculture.

The Office of the agent-general for Eastern 'Nigeria gives a listing in its Directory of Eastern
Nigerian students in the United ,Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland, and the continent of Europe as
at the beginning of 1964. Similarly, the Office of the agent-general for Western Nigeria provides
information in the Directory of Western Nigerian students in the United Kingdom and the continent
of Europe at 1963-64 session. Though the listing is considerable, it refers only to those students
who have registered with the respective offices of the agents-general.

A further reference is the federal ministry of education's National register-of students, 1965.
Potential graduates. Lagos, 1965.

Publications on the establishment and financing of Nigeria's universities

Nigeria's.first university, the University College, Ibadan, now with independent status and known
as the University of lbadan, took shape at the time t did (1948) as a result of views expressed in ,
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the Report of the Commission on higher education in West Africa. London, HMSO,Cmd.
6655: 1945. As a further consequence of this report the Yaba College was closed, and the Ten
year plan of development and welfare for Nigiria 1946-56 included financial proviOlon forthe cre-
ation of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology (which was established on a regional -
basis, with branches in the Northern Region at Zaria, in the Eastern Region.at Enugu, and in the
Western Region at lbadant.

This 1945-reportiecommended that all capital expenditure for the creation of the new uni-
versity, as well as for the three new territorial colleges, be met from Colonial Development and
Welfarefunds, and suggested further that annuaLrecurrent expenditure be met in part from the
same source (On later financing, a document of interest is the Proposals for the future financing
of the Nigerian College of Arts, Sckhce and Technology. Lagos, 1953.)

Crucial impetus to-the creation of more universities in Nigeriaand, the displacement of the
existing branches of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technologycame in the recom-
mendations of the Report of the Commission on post-school certificate and higher education.in
Nigeria, Investment in education, Lagos, -1960.

Nigeria's five present-day universities have been established under various legislation as .
follows: 7'he University of Madan act. Lagos, 1962, The Ahmadu Bello University law. Kaduna,
1962; The University of Nigeria law. Enugu, 1962; The University of Ife (provisional council),law.
lbadan, 1961; and The University of Lagos act. Lagos, 1962. ".

The National Universities Commission, founded as .a result of a recommendation in the 1960
report, commenced its duties with a survey of university development in Nigeria and with an
assessment of future needs of financing. The result is the publication.of University-.development
in Nigeia, Report of the National Universities Commission. Lagos, 1963, which includes comments.
and recommendation's-on university financing for the remaining kertod of the National Develop-
ment Plan, 1965-68 Official federal government reaction to this report (arrived at after discussions
with the regional governments) is available in a white paper, Decisions of the Government of the
Federal Republic of 7Vigeria on the Report of the National Universities ,Commission. Lagos, 1964.

The chief statistical sources used in the present studywith respecito the financing of the
five universitiescomprise the following. for the University of Ibadan, the &wittedaccounts for
the financial years ended June 30, for 1953 through 1964; for Ahmadu Bello University, data on
finances-obtained from-reports of the National Universities Commission, for the University of
Nigeria, Nsukitn, the Annual reports for the years ,1960 through 1964; for the-University of Ife,
lbadan, financial data provided directly by the university authorities; for. the University of Lagos,
the Financial statements: for-the years 1962/63 and 1963/64.

_011Er;ORTS, STUDIES, AND ARTICLES

Reports

For Nigeria as' a whole

An exhaustive treatise on the subject. Of eeptral government grants -In, -aid or education is the
report by Sydney Phillipson, assisted by W. E. Holt, entitled Grants-in-aid of education in Nigeria,
a review with recommendations. Lagos, Government Printer, 1948. With. only minor changes the
report's recommendations were accepted by the legislative mirk'', its principles included in
appendix A of the 1948, education ordinanie, and its administrative effects further spelled out
in the 1949 education regulations. The report gives historical background as the basis for pro-
jections into the 'future, it takes a logical - view of national economic resource use; it emphasizes
thy importance of relating policy objectives to the administrative procedures for carrying them
through and to the means for financing them. Because of these factors and its humanistic approach
c the problem of the varying.abilities of Nigerian families to pay for their children's schooling,
this report was exceptionally Meaningful and influential during the decade ofeducational expansion
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for whickit,was designed. Thus, although the operative part of the report consists of a series of
recommendationsthe basis for a revised,144-term,grants-in-aid policyitis perhaps best thought
of as a blueprint for the extension and impr vement of Nigeria's entire system of formal education.

The years immediately prior to the ,lE,hillipson investigation were punctuated by periodic
interim and ad hoc adjuitments in the level and manner of grants 'to voluntary agencies. This
climaxed ih 1947 with the fixing of salary scales fdr non-goverpment teachers (representing
agreement among the voluntary agencici, the Nigerian union of teachers, and the central govern.
ment) and the adoption of a

the

arrangement for giving grants to enable the volunts,ry
agencies (and, a new feature, the native authorities) to meet the resulting higher costs of running
their schools. /

Among the defects of the grads-in-aid procedure then existing (as explained in earlier annual'
reports of the department of education) were the following. A large proportion of the grants-in-aid
paid to voluntary agencies was to enable their teachers to be paid at certain salary scales, but this-
was being done without dose reference to the efficitincy, educational necessity, or social usefulness,
of the schools in which these teachers were employed. No,official control was being exercisedover
the newly grant -aided schools/The distinction between assisted and non-assisted schools, so
important in the 1927 educati n regulations, had been almost obliterated, because both groups
were receiving grants -in -aid; ut under two different systems, some on the basis, of efficiency,
some by indirect (interim) nts in respect of teachers only; the dual nature-of this grants -in -aid
procedure was meaning! and confusing. The list of approved voluntary agencies had been
compiled from time to time wjthout any clear principle of acceptance. Due to historical causes,
notably the 1926 creation of two separate educatiOn ordinances for the northern provinces and
southern provinces respectively, the administration of grants-in-aid between the two parts of
Nigeria differed more Ow variations in local and regional conditionsjustified. The native author,-

e
ties-had never beenlecially considered as eligible for grants-in-aid to help the running of their
schools, 'although t 1947 interim settlement of teachers' salaries broke with this tradition.
Excessive numbe of uncertificated and probationary teachers were employed in the southern
provinces comps ed with the certificated ones. As a result of the various interim arrangements
concerning gra s, the amount of additional work thrown on the voluntary agencies was needlessly
onerous in bo volume and complexity. Also, neither the central government nor the voluntary
agencies had clear enough picture of their cc mitments over a period tong enough to warrant
confidence i planning ahead. ,

Taking these problems into account, the task of the Phillipson investigation (stated here in/
the broadrt terms), was to rationalize the procedure of co-operation between local communities
and the central government, in bringing about further expansion of approved schooling facilities,
and in Meeting the recurrent expenditures in as equitable amanner as possible. Because the pro-
blem of grants-in-aid of secondary schools and of teacher-training institution:. was considered
as preSenting less difficulties, the main preoccupation of the more technical analysis supporting
the recommendations is Manx: LJIN arils primary educatiOn. Although the view is expressed that
financial assistance towards non-recurrent costs of. educational institu'ions cannot.be as precisely
governed by regulations, the analysis, does lead to the outlining of principles for malting such
capital grants. Guiding the reasoning in ttie report is a time horizon of about ten years.

The salient' recommendations of the report are as follows. Schools must be offictally approved
as educationally necessary, and is efficiently run, before they can qualify for grants-in-aid. The
division of recurrent' costs between public revenue and the communities served by the schools
sheiiuld be made on the basix,of a formula, the essence of which is. that the,grant-in-aid be the
r ognized expenses less the assumed local contribution. This assumed local contribution would
giVe expression to the economic circumstances of different areas, or zones, thus, the financial
burden op rhefocal community would be less in poor areas than in more economically advanced
aeeas. Native authority schools should qualify in the same way as.voluntary agency schools.
central and regional boards of education (specially 'constituted with representative,/non- official
niajorities) should be established, and these boards, which should have specified/advisory and
e'fiiecutive functions, would be responsible for setting up local education authorities and local
education committees. After a scrutiny of other aspects of the system of format, education,
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,further recommendations are.made on such topics as: the 'special purposes' grars, education
of women and ;iris, expatriate staff, special-type schools, the creation of a national teaching
profession, the teachers` superannuation scheme.

The report's historical review of grants-in-aid of education in Nigeria, which necessarily
encompasses in outline the expansion of formal education, is authoritative. The southern and
northern provinces are dealt with separately up to 1939 (including thus their-respective set-backs
to the spread of education in the 1930s) with two staging points: 1913, the year before the amalga-
mation of Northern and Southern Nigeria; and 1929, the year which illustrates the results of the
1926 education (colony and southern provinces) ordinance, and the regulations deriving from it.
The explanation of changes in the grants-in-aid system since 1939 relates to Nigeria taken as
a whole. The appendixes to the report deal variously with facts about the.growth of primary,
secondary, and teacher-training facilities, with expenditures by the department of education:from
1928 to 1947, and with the expected output from teacher-training centres; estimates are given of
the grants-in-aid required for helping to meet expected recurrent expenses of primary, secondary,
and teacher-trainaignstitutions, and data is provided on rates of assumed local contribution.

The Report of the Commission on post-school certificate. and-higher education in Nigeria,
Invegment teducation. Lagos, 1960, is the result of an evaluation of the needs for formal edu-
catiOn made by a nine-man panel Composed of representative Nigerians together with American
and British colleagues, the 4.. airm a n being Sir Eric Ashby: Although chiefly concerned with techni-
cal, commercial, and university education, the commission surveys quantitative and qualitative
progress over a wider field, including primary and secondary schooling. The focus of interest
is an., educational planning stretch of twenty years. The required numbers of senior educated
persons are determined as a result. of computations made by E.11, Harbison of the high-ievel.,,
skills needed for the economy up to the year 1970.-With the goals thus set out, the specific recom-
mendations for extending and improving the various.:;nes and levels of formal education, are
tar-reaching. They have had a pronounced effect on subsequent policy decisions of the federal
and the regional governments. In particular, the recommendat-.os support the drive for expansion
of facilities for advanced teacher training, for more sixth forms and improved sciencsteachingln
secondary schools, for more technical education. Side effects include, for instance, the strengthen-
ing of the Northern Region's policy not only for expanding the numbers in secondary schools
but also for widening the opportunitlei for primary schooling, especially in neglected areas.
Suggestions made by the commission led to creation of the National Manpower Board and
of the National Universities Commission. Local rea,:tion to further, recommendations in the report
led to the setting up of three more universities (the University College, Ibadan, and the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka, were already functioning), and of the absorption into the university system
of the existing branches of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology.

With respect to the financing of Nigeria's education, in general and in relation to the suggested
expansions, the report is open-ended. It recognizes that the cost of implementing the recommenda-
tionspould be considerable, but expresses hope for large amounts of foreign aid. Two illustrative

,,estimates are given in the report: the placing of sufficient emphasis on the need for graduate
teachers, Nigerian and other, would mean over-all expenditures of between £15 million and
£20 million by 1970; also, the capital costs of suggested university development would be of th'e
order of £20million.

'Estimates of required expenditures are provided, however, in the report, by J. N. Archer.
Educational devclopfnetrt in Nigeria, 1961.70 (Report on the phasing and cost of educational
development on the basis of the Ashby Report of the Commission on post-school.certificitte and
higher education in Nigeria). Lagos, 1961. In translating the commission's proposals into financial
needs, this analysis covers the various kinds of, formal education, dealing separately with expected
capital and recurrent expenditures. These projections of expenditures are a central element in
the eduCational aspects'of Nigeria's six-year national developMent plan.

Other reports having to do, wholly or in part, with education and covering all of Nigeria,
are those Written by Uncsco's Educational Investment programing Mission in 1963, by IBRD,
and by US -AID. 411 have been done since 1960 With the prospect of external assistance in mind.
None is available,it publishecLform for wide circulation.
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for the regions

Fnethe Northern Region, the report by H. Oldman, The administration of primary education.
Kaduna, 1962, gives the results of an inquiry into problems of administration and of financing.
1,t rocommends the settingup of local education kuthoiities (within native authorities) and that
there be a,.special course for training their staff: With the purpose of considering all local questions
relating to primary education, these local education authoritieiwould be responsible for establish-
ing education committees, which would include as members the representatives of school pro-
prietors who transfer their schools to the local education authorities. By this administrative
procedure, more effective control would be exercised over the system of primary education by the
regional governmynt in co-operation with local interests. On the side of financing of primary
education, the report provides a summary vie. he grants-in-aid system and emphasizes the
importance of detailed costirtr,for which it provides illustrations.

The Eastern Region's Report on the review of the educatftinal system in Eastern Nigeria,
Enugu, 1962, is the result of en investigation conducted in 1959 by a cornmission with K. O. Dike
sarchairman. Wide-ranging in scope, the report includes a review of the administration, including
thelocal management, of primary, secondary, teacher-training, commercial, and technical edu-
cation Also covered are such topics as vocationailuidance and the adequacy of school exam-
naticms and certificates. Recommendations give ,prOminence to the need for more secondary
education with better quality science teaching, for more technical and vocational training,
210 for improved teacher-training faCilities. On the financing of education, the existing practices
of distributing grants -in -aid are examined; also the impact of universal primary education on the
;region's annual'budgets.

The outcome of >t further exploration is given in the Report of the Conference on the review of
'the educational system in Eastern Nigeria. Enugu,1964. The report is the result of an analysis made
.by a wide selection of the region's educationists during an eight-day conference under the leader-
.Ship of Alvan Ikoku.

The Structure and functioning of the Western Region's schools trade centres are examined
in the Report of the commission appointed to review the educational system of Wistern Nigeria.
lbadan, 1961. Chairman, Canon S.A. Banjo. The commission's recommendations artsgiven in
considerable detail and include the suggestion that all secondary modern schools betransformed
by merger and/or expansion into junior secondary schools, and that their fee-paying be retained.
in many respects the commission's work can be interpreted as the exploration of the effects of
applying the recommendations of the 1960 Ashby commission to the schooling system of the region.

A thorou It analysis, with recommendations, on the level of school fees is contained in the
Report of C,irmission of inquiry into the rise in fees charged by public seconda4 grammar schools
.widtearhetraining co'llaes in Western Nigeria. Ibldan, 1963. The report includes a short sketch
of the relevant aspects of grants-in-aid financing, and outlines the case for regulating, by,limits,
the fees chargeable tot particular services provided at the schools and colleges. The commission

It was led by J. Ade Ajayi.

Special Jopks . .
o

e,

Technical and vocational education La: from time to time been the subject of special reports. Ore
of ,these, M Goldway's Report on Investigation of vocational education in Eastern Nigeria. Enugu,
1962, describes Vocational education as it applies to technical change, And as it is practised in
the schools, the technical institute, the trade centre, and within industry. Recommendations
embrace most elements of vocational education such as government trade tests, syllabuses,
methods of selection for courses, and training aids.

`Another report is that by A. Skaoski. Development of technical education in relation to the
educational system In Western Nigeria, 1962-1970. lbadan, 1962. The author examines the need
for pre-vocational technical education in the region's secondary modem and secondary grammar
Schools, also the role of government in encouraging prominent industrial employers to develop
'vocational training on a more systematic basis. Dr. Skapski's influential analysis (covering the
training of artisans and craftsmen, of technicians; and of graduate engineers) has sincC been
elaborated inw a closely reasoned programme with meaning throughout Nigeria.

dr),
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Robert Matthew,Johnson, Marshall, and partners, in their Report on building costs, London,
1963, provide ilitistrative data on the capital ccsts of school buildings. Their inxestigatiOn was
undertaken at threquest of the government of Northern Nigeria.

T. T. Solari's Teacher training in Nigeria, edited and with a final chapter by L Espie, Ibadan,
University Press,,1964, is both a record aR1 a critique of the training of Nigerian teachers since
the earliest times. Government policies adopted from time to time, including the level and method
of providing grants-in-aid and block grants for teacher training, are explained and their effects
assessed.

An analysis of the roles of formal education, and of specialized training, required for a suitable
pace and direction in agricultural improvement in Nigeria, is provided by H.A. Oluwasanmi
in Agriculture and Nigerian economic development. Ibadan, Oxford University Press, 1966.

In the context of Africa
0

The Nuffield Fsundation's Cambridge Conference on African education delved into a wide
array of educational problems, the findings Af which are sorted out in African education: a study_
of educational policy and practice Pt Beitisittropical Africa. London, 1953. The report covers all
kinds of formal education excepting universities. Problems of the financingof education centrally
and locally af C dealt with and include, in general terms, an analysis of the principles behind
the application of government grants for educational development, and of local contributions
by way of fees, rates, and taxes.

Of particular interest also is the perspective given in thepublication of the results of meetings
held for African educationists, arranged jointly by ECA and Unesco: Conference of African
states on the developmept of education in Africa. Addis Ababa, 1961. Final report, 19.61. This
important conference outlines the needs and the expected costs of creating modern educational
systems suitable to the conditions of deVeloping African nations. Targets are established of the
proportions of school-age children at different kvels of education for a period twenty years ahead.
The cost figures, meant to be illustrative, are arrived at on the basis of anticipated economic
growth and assume.considerable external assistance for education.

Studies

Education and manpOwer

The National Manpowerikara, formed in '' 62, has a strategic role in helping to determine the
general dimensiont of the nation's requirements of persons possessing high professional and
technical qualifications. This is revealed in its published manpower studies; ,no. 1. Manpower
situation in Nigeria (preliminary report) 1963. (See also the contributidn by T. M. Yesufu in
The Nigerian journal of economic and social studies, ,yol. 4, no. 3. lbadan, 1962.); no.2. Nigeria's
high -level manpower )963-70, which gives projections of the needs for qualified Nigerians up to
the end of the national economic plan period, and for some occupational groups up to 1970;
no.3. A study of Nigeria's professional manpower in selected occupations 1964 is an analysis of
the, qualifications of Nigerians, as recorded in the National Manpower Board's register, and
covers a variety of categories from architecture, engineering, medicine, to accounting and mathe-
matics. The general approach taken by the board's secretariat is that of assessing the factors
explaining the economy's demands for, and supplies of, qualified people during the present
national economic plan period, and beyond. These assessments are helped by nation-wide surv9iss .
kA fore, ..,ulur to some aspects of the earlier work of the secretariat is the signal contribution Aide
by F.H. Harbison in ate 1960 report, Ifivestment In education.)

Pioneering studies in the field of manpower and of staff development in the public services
of Nigeria are those of J. Donald Kingsley. Staff development in the public service of,Eagern
Nigeria. Enugu, 1961, also J. Donald Kingsley and Sir Arthur Nevi], Rpcker. Staffing and develop..
ment in the public service of Northern Nigeria. Kaduna, 1962. Both studies resulted from specific.
requests by the governments in Nigeria to the ford Foundation. They provide an analysis not
only with respect to the regional governments but to local and native authorities as well. The
studies have immediate bearing on the needs for.qualified persons by the public services within
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the range of management and intermediate supervisory, and of clerical and secretarial, levels;
and u between professiubal and technical personnel. In addition to giving profiles of staff progres-
iitth and of education and training requirements, these studies include recommendations.

Education and World Affairs in its study no. 2 draws on data available in Nigeria to construct
a picture of the main elements relating to the needs of highly qualified people in the future-and
match this with an assessment of the likelihood that the nation's educational institutions will
be able to meet these demands: Nigeria. Study of manpower needs, educational capabilities* and
overseas study. New York, 1965.

AlthotIgh devoted chiefly to the requirements of specialized training institutions, a study by
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), prepared by R. Rowat,
has direct relevance for Nigeria's system of formal education. Report to the federal and regional
governments of Nigeria on the development of education and training in the field of agriculture and
related subjects. Rome, FAO, 1965.

Articles

A number of articles have direct or indirect bearing on Nigeria's system of format education,
and of its correlate, financing. Some of these relate to a view of the problems within the system
of education; others are concerned with the manner in which education meshes with over-all
economic and social advancement.

Resource use faithin education.

A theoretical paper by P.N.C. Okigbo, 'Criteria for public expenditure on education', was pre-
sented to theIntemationul Economic Association's conference in 1963. In it the author explores the
validity, of the private.and social benefit-cost method of analysis, and of the manpower-require-
ments approach, in achieving priorities in public expenditure on formal education, as applied
to Nigerian conditions.

(Combining both a theoretical-and statistical analysis, an unpublished study by S. Bowles
establishes a model to assist the making of major economic decisions related to formal education
using data of Northern Nigeria, and endeavours to achieve a consistency in the treatment of
benefit-cost of major pOlicyoaltematives.)

A zritique of the progress made in expanding education in Nigeria during the peliod 1960-64
is provided.jn a paper given at the Unesco National Commission for Nigeria conference on edu-
cational planning by'A. Musone. 'A statistical appraisal of the development plan for education',
Repoil'and recommendations. Lagos, April 1965. .

Several articles trace aspects of the expansionary phases of Nigeria's education. One of these
is by J. Ade Ajayi. `The development of secondary grammar school education in Nigeria', Journal
of the historical society of Nigeria, vol. II, no. 4, December 1963.

Another is by J. O'Connell. 'The state and the organization of primary education in Nigeria,
194540', chipter in H.N. Weiler. Education and politics in Nigeria. Freiburg, 1964. This article
makes reference to recent changes in financing procedures, with consequent strains on regional
budgets.

Alan J. Pifer gives a portrait of the chief elements in the expansion of Nigeria's education
since early times, reviews social and econumicblems being met in the effort of creating a. true
national system' of education, and, while explaining the dimensions of the financing needed for
present educational programmes, suggests an urgentsole for external help. 'EdUcation, bulvxark
of Nikeries independence', Africa in transition. Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 1961.
(Kennecott lectures, n9. 6, 1960-61.)

Education and the economy

Formal education within a pattern of national economic resource tise is the theme, more or less
closely defined, of several .papers presented to the National Manpower Board's Seminar on
manpower problems in economic development with special reference to Nigeria, held in Lagos
in March 1964. Central among these is the paper by Chief S. Oduwole Awokoya. 'Educational
,philosophy and structure for economic development. the Nigerian point of view'. The author
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presses his views of the need for re-thinking the curriculum in the nation's schools consistent
with the unfolding of modern opportunities, particularly in science and technology. He asks
for a closer understanding of the relatedness of the ,parts of Nigeria's system of education, and
for a 'closer alliance between planning for education and over-all economic planning. In order to
meet the cost of the existing system of education, and to make provision for costly new approaches,
the paper emphasizes the dominant requirement of an analysis of educational finance as an
instrument for raising the productivity of educational institutions, and for utilizing external aid
for education to greater benefit.

Ayo Ogunsheye's contribution to this seminar is his paper, 'Manpower problems in eeonomic
development: integrating manpower planning with general planning'. Drawing on theoretical
analysis and practical experience of policies in Nigeria, the author explores the economic and
social forces operating behind the demand for, and the supply of, educated persons. This leads to
a critique of the employment and education aspects implicit in, the 1962-68 national development
plan. While pointing to the cver-present likelihood of some conflict between the objectives of
more wage-employment and of higher output and growth, the paper examines the possibilities
of greater labour intensity in the plan's projects, and indicates the meaning of these for changes
in Nigeria's programme of education, for schools and universities.

S.A. Aluko provides,an exploratory analysis of 'Public finance and education in Nigeria'
in his paper to the International congress of public finance, heldin September 1965. The paper
first depicts the Changing responsibilities for education among the public sector, voluntary
agencies, and private individuals and organizations. It then examines the impact of expenditures
for different types of education on the finances of governments. Lastly, the paper considers policy
issues, including inter-governmental problems, arising from existing methods of financing edu-
cation. .

Because of the high priority given to formal education in the 1962-68 national development
plan, explanation of the plan's construction, as well as appraisals of its suitabilityincluding the
question of internal and external financingare of interest to this study of the financing of education
in Nigeria.

A symposium of views on the plan is published in the Nigerian journal of economk and social
s:udies, vol. 4, no. 2. Ibadan, University Press, Jeily 1962. Leading the contributions to the sym-
posium are those of two economists intimately concerned, at the national level, with the technical
side of the plan's creation: W. F. Stolper. 'The main, features of the- 1962 -68 development plan',
and L. M. Hansen. 'Methods of economic programming and analysis in the plan Articles in
the same issue, and of special relevance here, are those'of O. Aboyade. 'A general critique of the
plan', and J. O'Connell. Some social reJections on the plan'. Further essays are printed in the
Journal of local administration overseas. London, HMSO. one by A. Rivkin. `Ea nomic devIlop-
ment planning in Nigeria', vol. III, no. I, January 1964; and another by F. J. Moore. 'Develop-
ment planning in Eastern Nigeria', vol. III, no. 4, July 1964.
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Foreword

0

External assistance for education in developing countries will in most cues not
represent more than a small fraction, usually not over 5 or 10 per cent, of their
total educational expenditures (though there are important exceptions). Thus, a
centraproblem for educational planning is how to get the maximum effect from
this marginal amount, in terms of its contribUtion to over-all educational develop-
ment in both the short and long run.

Logically,. the correct strategy seems clear enough. 'De greatest multiplier effect
could be attained by focusing external assistance (a) on breaking strategic bottle.
necks to educational development which the recipient country does not itself have
the means at present to break(b) upon such things as research and experimenta-
tion and pilot projects which can have a spreading and long-run effect, and (c) per
hap. most importantly, on strengthening educational planning itself, for without
a clear road map of where it wishes to go in education, and what is required to get
there, a developing country is in a poor position to know what aid to ask for or
hOw'to make the best use of that which it receives.

'All th,eae, if successful, could contribute for years to come to the more produc-
tive use of the recipient country's own educational resources. By the same logic,
the less attractive though none the less useful alternative would be for external
assistance merely to add a modest supplement to what the recipient country is
currently able to do With its own resources:

In practice, of course, things are not this simple; a variety of practical problems
for both recipients and donorsimpede the, application of this clean logic. To
name but a few of these familiar problerhs, there is, to start with, that of reaching
rational priorities on what forms of aid to request and, on the other side, that of
trying to respond affirmatively and efficiently to such requests. There is the prob-
lem of multiple sources of assistance, each with its own strengths and limitations,
its own ideas and procedures, which, sometimes engenders,confusion and competi-
tion, waste and misunderstanding. 'there is also the problem of timingthe frus-
trating time consumed in preparing proposals, getting them accepted,then finally'
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getting action (by which time the earlier needs and priorities may have shifted).
And there is, of course, the delicate problem of politely saying no to proferred forms
of aid which are considered to be useless or even worse, and the reverse one of
declining aid requests which appear ill- considered.

These are but a few of the problems invo ved in trying to make the most effec-
tive use of external assistance. Fortunately, a gc,K1 deal of progress has been made
in recent years toward dealing with them more satisfactorily, as the participants
have gained more experience in this important branch of international co-operation.
But more progress is still needed; and one major way to achieve it is through a

t1\more systematic research effort to extract e hard-earned lessons from past
experience. Without such an effort the costly. essons of the past have a way of
evaporating and the same lessons have to be learned over and dyer again. By their
very nature, the agencies concerned tend to have poor memories; they are too busy
with the future tleittlectoti the past, and their iiigh personnel turnover scatters
acquireillnowjedge to the winds before it can be analysed. -

Anyone attempting such analysis, however, will quickly discover that accurate
and comparablelacts..'are hard to come by, not because people are, unwilling to
provide them but because, in the nature of things;,good factual records for this
purpose are rarely kept. Even to arrive at a reasonably accurate estimate of the
total educational assistance received by some country in a given period, or the
total dispensed by any donor agency in that period, and then to reconcile the two
estimates, is a major challenge to any analyst's ingenuity. When, one goes further
and attempts to trace what actually happened to the aid, the going gets evenharder.

With a view to probing some of these problems which bedevil educational plan-
neis and aid analysts, the Institute asked Ladislav Cerych to -undertake two pilot
studies,'one in Nigeria which is reported here, and one in the Ivory Coast (publish-
ed separately, in French only) The aim was neither-to pass judgement on whether
the particular aid was good or poor, nor to give advice to these countrieson how
to handle aid in the future. Rather, the aim was simply to find out what happened
and to*analyse this body of experience in the hope that it might offer useful lessons
to other countries more or less similarly situated. The Institute's interest above all
was to discover how educatiorial planning might be used ,as an instrument for im-
proving the efficiency and effectiveness of the whqle did process.

Thanks to the generous co-operalion of the Nigerian authorities and various aid
agencies, for which the Institute and the author are most grateful, Mr. Cerych has
been able to come up witfi an interesting analytical picture of the educational assis-
tance received and used by Nigeria, following its independence in 1960. His general
approach and the methodologies he usedfor example, in estimating the total
size and the pattern of diStribution of educational assistance, including the cir-
cumnavigation of major statistical pitfallsshould provide useful suggestions for
other countries anxious to examine and improve their own situations. His exami-
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nation of Nigeria's ingenious efforts to co-ordinate educational aid requests from
various quarters within Nigeria, and then to harmonize aid received from various
extemaLsources, is of particular interest.

One can hardly,escape the implicit conclusion of this monograph that external
assistance will be of greatest benefit to developing countries once they have formed
a clear and comprehensive view of the. direction they wish to follow in their edu-
cationnl development, as an integral part of over-all national development, and
once they have plotted a rational course and set the necessary priorities for achiev-
ing these goals. In short, a well-conceived educational plan is an indispensable
instrument for orchestrating domestic and external resources and for getting maxi-
mum educational results from the two combined.

PHILIP H. COOMBS

Director, IIEP
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Introduction

External assistance is of paramount importance to educational planners in
developing countries at almost every stage of their work. The very financing of
educational development is, more often than not, dependent on external aid;, the
gap between the demand for and the supply of teachers, particularly at the
secondary and post-secondary levels, can seldom be filled except by expatriates
provided under various foreign aid schemes; the scholarships for study abroad,
also provided under such schemes, play a crucial role in the planning of post-
secondary and higher education; even the process of educational planning itself
must often be carried out with the help of experts put at the disposal of the planning
country by various bilateral or international technical assistance schemes.

However, it is probably because external aid is so closely interwoven in the
fabric of educational planning that little effort has so far been made to analyse
the problems to which it gives rise. The aim of the present study is to contribute
to the filling of this gap in one specific country, Nigeria, and to examine the role,
played by external aid in the development of education in that country in recent
years, to analyse the policy and the methodological problems to which it lies given

riserand to uncover the links between external, aid and educational planning.

Historical background

A full understanding,of the problems of external aid in the context of education
in Nigeria would require some knowledge of the geographical, historical, economic,
political and social background of that country. For obvious reasons, we shall
limit ourselves to the consideration of certain historical factors which bear more
Particularly on the subject under study,

Most of contemporary education in Nigeria started as ry private effort, mainly
of missionary societies, and the role of these institutions, called voluntary agencies,
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, .

remains preponderant even today; of some 15,000 primary schools with 2.9 million
pupils in 1963, over 10,000 with 2.25 million pupils were run by voluntary
agencies; of the 212,000 secondary general pupils, 1.70,000 are enrolled in private.
schools.

But though the educational system in Nigeria was implanted. from outside the
country, it ,cannot be said to have been a product, even in its first phase, of external
aid id the present sense of the term. One of the basic principles of United Kingdom
colonial policy was that expenditure on lucation as well as on other social
services should be financed exclusively fro local resources, at least as far as
recurrent expenditure was concerned; and the initiators of the first schools in
Nigeria were not only missionaries, but also Nigerians theinselves or other Africins,
often liberated slaves who had 'been in prolonged contact with lEuropeans or
Americans. The desire`for educationand the habit of paying for itis something
that -Has been rooted in Nigerian. tradition for well over a century. Understandably
enough, the development of education was greatly influenced by the United
Kingdom model.

It should be noted also that private education in Nigeria, whether denomi-
national or not, js supported mainly from local and national resources, of which
the greatest, part are public grants. It receives very little external aid, the amount
of which it is impossible to ascertain. Private education is, therefore, not included
in this study.

. Conceptual framework (
For an educational planner, external aid in particular and international co-
operation in general represents in the first place one of the resources available to
the country for expanding, maintaining or directing its educational system. As
such, they constitute one of the inputs (or inflow;) of this system, the nature of
which any systematic inquiry has to define and analyse.

In thi first place, this input has a specific volume. It can be expressed in monetary
or in manpower terms, either in absolute figures or as a proportion of the orr-all
national effort. It can be broken down by origin (multilateral or bilateral aid, or
according to the aid-providing agencies), by destination (levels and types of
education to which it is directed), by geographic distribution or' in several other
ways (e.g., aid to recurrent or capital expenditure, loans or grants).

Chapter 1 shows why a better knowledge of the total volume of external aid
and of its various breakdowns is useful, if not indispensable, to an educational
planner, and indicates the total volume of external aid to Nigeria and its
composition. The input of external aid can take the forin of (a) supply of expatriate
teachers; (b) scholarships for studies abroad or at home; (c) supply of educational
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equipment and (d).financing,of institutions or of particular sectors of education.
The role of these different farms of aid and the problems associated with them in
Nigeria will be discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The fifth form of external
assistance, namely the supply of personnel in charge of assisting in the adminis-
tration and the planning of education, will be examined in Chapter 7. Many forms

,of external aid imply a transfer of educational programmes and methods. These
transfers create a series of problems which will be discussed in Chapter 5.,

Finally, the input of external aid represents not .,ne, but a multiplicity of inflows
corresponding to the multiplicity of external aid resources. The inflows may be
complementary or they might mutually conflict. All are subject to particular
institutional requirements. In this connexion problems concerning the co-
brdination of external aid, questions_ of administration and other procedures as
well as of organizations established to cope with offers and requests for external
aid will be analysed ip-Chaptel- 6.

The key point of this report, the impact of the external aid flow on the -edu-
cational planning process, will be discussed throughout as well as in a special,
concluding chapter. Problemi discussed in. this study are mainly those arising in
Connexion with the transfer of capital, goods add services for. which the financing
is prOvided, at least partly, from outside, non-Nigerian resources. It is solely, in
this sense, without implying any value judgement whatsoever,, that the terms
'external aid' or 'assistance' used throughout should be understood. On at least
two important occasions when dealing with expatriate teachers and with
Nigerians studying abroadthe discussion covers problems where there may''be
no external, but only Nigerian financing.

Present extehial aid to Nigerian education and all international co-operation
taking place in this connexion are in many ways very new phenomena because
of their scale and because they involve an unprecedented multitude of organi-
zations and countries. Yet what will be said in the subsequent chapters should
notbe interpreted merely as an account of innumerable din:utiles andproblems
which this new situation has created. In fact, an external observer may often find
himself less impressed with the difficulties and problems than with the fact that,
given the newness and complexity of it all', things have gone as well-as they have.

4
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1 Assessing the amount and distribution
of external aid!.

V

Because external aid represents one of the main educational inpUts in °developing

countries, it is essential to asalitain its total amount as well as its distribution
between the various sectors et the educational syslem. Only a detailed knowledge

of the amount of aid available in the pastand at present will give the educational
planner a basis for a realistic evaluation of the amount of aid he can count oft in

the future. Naturally, extrapolation of past trends is not a sufficient guide to the

future, for the future trend will be affectedly political factors, balance ofpaynrents
considerations, Abe attitudes :of the donor countries or organizations; etc. But,
in general, such factors change only slowly; apd it would be unrealistic for a
country to expect that it will receivs.dwing the next feW years twice the amount

of,aid it has received in the past.
This misapprehension.actually occurred Nigeria. The current development

plan (1962/63 to 1968/69) was based on the 4sIzmption that 5O per cent of all

capital expenditure,would he covered by foreign aio. With capital expenditure on
education set. at £69.8 million, it was assumed that some £35 million, or almost
£6 million a year, would be provided by external aid. Indeed, educational projects

being generally more attractive to foreign donors than other projects, it Plight hive

been assumed that external resources would cover an even greater proportion of
capital expenditure. Had data on foreign aid in the past been bet* known, it
would have been clear that the assumptiofis of the' plan were probably too
optimistic; for, in 1962, Nigeria received' from external sources probably less

than £2 million for capital expenditure on education. In fact, during the first'

two years of the plan, finance froth abroad covered only 15 to 20 per cent of
capital expenditure on education.

A precise knowledge of the amount of external aid and of its distribution is also

indispensable for ,assessing the effectiveness of this aid and for formulating a
policy aimed at its more effective utilization. If, for instance, there are reasons to
believe that the total amount of aid cannot be increased significantly in the near

ort "
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flittue, it may be possible to dire& whatever amount is available into sectors of
education which have priority for economic or other reasons.

HOwever, -assessing the amount of foreign aid is by no rgeans a simple and
straightforward task. In a certain sense, it can be said that all aid for development
can contribute to educationardevelopment, because it releases. in the recipient
country a certain amount of internal resources which can be devoted to education.
In this sense, any aid project can, in the fast analysis, have he same effect as an
educational aid project. It is, however, impossible, to determine with precision
when such an internal transfer of resources really takes place. It is better, therefore,
to consider exclusIvely aid. earmarked for education, remembering, however,
that the latter can also benefit indirectly from other non-educational aid projects,
Even so, the difficulties in ascertaining the value of educational aid are by no
means negligible. For it is not only the amount, but also the value of aid which
must betonsidered, and the two are not necessarily the same.

Amount and value of external aid

The rust 'difficulty in ascertaining the amount of foreign aid' lies in the general
lack'of data in this field. In Nigeria, in particular, this lack of data results largely
from the multitude of recipientsfederal government, regional,governments and,
within el" regic n, several ministries, institutions, and sometimes even individuals.
As there is no common accounting centre whore all external contributions would
obligatorily be registeted according to well-defined criteria, any compilation must
be based on the individual declarations of the recipients.

NOr is the situation any better on the side of the donors. Few of the aid agencies
are able to state the monetary value of the assistance they provide. Often this
assistance is financed by several organizations, private or public, or represents a
juxtaposition of different schemes, each of them supported tr., diffeient ,sources
and only administered from one centre. In Niserial.at least two if not three of
the four major chiriorc,,and the majority of the smaller ones, are unable to evaluate
with any degree of arcttracy the monetary value of their contribution to Nigerian
education.

Another difficulty is due to the fact that most of the external aid contributions
are made in the form of block grants or loans for k peridd of several years and,
in most cases, the accounting systems of both donors and recipients donot provide
any information about the amount disbursed is any one year. This means that
very ofteiraverages have to be used.
' But perhaps the greatest difficulty results from the fact that any item of external
aid may have a different molt 'tory value to the donor and to the recipient. A
Peace Corpi volunteer, for instaikce, costs the United States Government some
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£3,000 a year; but if the Nigerian Government employed a Nigerian graduate
instead, it would have to pay him only £700 a year. The Peace Corps contribution
represents, therefore, to the Nigerian Government a saving of only £700 per
volunteer. Of course, .this value to Nigeria concept as contrasted with the cost to
the donor concepts is based on the hypothetical assumption that Nigeria has a
choice between receiving a foreign voluntter or employing a Nigerianwhich is
probably not the case at present. In other words, if no Peace Corps teachers were
available, Nigeria would have to hire other expatriates, cover their travelling
expenses and pay them much more than £700 a year, though, probably less than
£3,000 including travel. This introduces a third possibility of evaluating the
external aid contribution, the replacement cost concept. The Peace Corps is only
one example; two or three different price tags can be attached to almost any
item of external aidteaching personnel, experts, educational equipment, etc.

Any type of evaluation will have its advantages and its drawbacks. The 'cost
to the donor' concept is technically the most convenient one, because the relevant
data are the most easily available. It is for this reason that it has been used in the
present study,`even though it inflates in some ways external aid contributions
qu;te considerably. The valutto gigeria' concept is probably the most interesting
from the point of view of the educational planner, but its drawbacks lie in that
it neglects some of the basic facts of the present situation, such as the lack of
qualified manpower and of financial resources. Also, with Ns apprbach, certain
external contributions may appear as nil in value; thus, for instance, the United
Kingdom volunteer teacher, who costs, tfie United Kingd4n Government some
£900 a year, would not be counted-as an external contribution because he receives
in addition £700, i.e., the equivalent of a Nigerian salary, from the Nigerian
Government. The 'replacement cost' concept is, in a sense, the most objective
one, but technicapy it is very difficult to calculate; with few exceptions, such as
that of the Peace Corps ,volunteers, the 'replacement cost' value will come rather

close, to the 'cost to the donor' value.
These different ways of evaluating external aid contributions are of great

relevance to the future financing of the, educational system. Obviously, the planner
would be over-pessimistic if he were to assume that the replacing of foreign, aid
will eventually, cost the country as much as it costs.the donors. today. Taking a
simplified example which probably ignores future increases in teachers' salaries,
the future substitutiodbf the 500 Peace Corps teachers working in Nigeria in 196'...
by 500 Nigerians will represent an expenditure, of £350,000, and not of £1.5 million,
which is what the ptogramme .costs the United States Government today.

Such-calculations are naturally only valid for the time when enough nationals
will be available to replace expatriates. Meanwhile, the planner must put on the
foreign aid, ontriLution a value which lies somewhere between the present high
cost to the,donor and the estimate of the low value to the recipient. Let us suppose,
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for instance, that in. 1965, various external agencies provided Nigeria with
1,000 teachers at a cost of £3 million. Let us assume, further, that equally well-
qualified Nigerians, when available, would'asteNigeria f 1.5 million. Taking into
account the output from 'national institutions and studies abroad as well as the
manpower situation, the planner estimates that 200 teachers can be produced

..every,year to replace the expatriates entirely five years hence, i.e., in 1970. Lastly,
let us assume that, for one reason or another, Nigeria does not wish to receive
external aid in the Torm of teachers and decides to hire forthwith.1,000 expatriate
teachers-at the same cost as the present cost to the donors. Thus, in 1966, theh
country will have 800 expatriate:teachers costing £2.4 million and 200 Nigerian
teachers costing £0.3 million; in 1967, there will be 600 expatriates costing
£1.8 million and 400 Nigerians costing £0.6 million; and so on until, 'in 1970,
all 1,000 teachers will be Nigerians costing £1.5 million.' As can be seen, the
planner; when reflecting on a future educational expenditure which is to replace
the present external aid contribution, will have to apply to the latter a coefficient
decreltsing in accordance with the availability of national resources; in this
particular case teachers. In the above example, the coefficient to be applied is 1.0
for the reference year, 1965, 0.9 for 1966, 0.8 for 1967, and so on until 1970,
when the coefficient becomes 0.5. In other words, when estimating future costs of
substituting Nigerian personnel or equipment for foreign personnel or equipment,
the 'value to Nigeria' concept will be the 43)0St appropriate. But so long as this
substitution, is not practicable, an estimate based on the 'cost to the donor'
concept, or something approaching it is the more realistic since it represents the
expenditure which the country would zeve to incur if foreign aid were suddenly
withdrawn and existing projects were to be maintained.

lu view of the preceding considefations, it is obvious that any estimate of the
total amount of external aid for education received by Nigeria can be no more
ihan very approximate. But in 'the absence of any precise data, even such an
estimate should prove useful to the educational planner.

It may. be mentioned that the Nigerian Government fully realizes the drawbacks,
of this situation and has tried, through the Bureau for External Aid, fo ascertain
the total yearly amount of external aid as well as its distribution by source,
geographic destination and levels and types of efication. The results of this
accounting exercise,are, however, still confidential. More recently, the National
Universities Commission has undertaken a comprehensive listing of external aid
to Nigerian universities.

For our purpose, external aid to education means any contribution, including
grants, loans, goods and services, for which no payment has to be made frcm
Nigerian sources,- except contributions made to on-the-job training and adult

1. All these figures, it should be stressed, are given only in order to clarify the methodology of
evaluating external did, they should in no way be considered as actual projections.
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education. This rather narrow definition of education, as opposed to the larger
concept of human resource development, is motivated solely by the necessity of
limiting the already wide scope of the present inquiry. This in no way diminishes the
importance of schemes such as those furthered by Unesco or the British Council
for the creation of public libraries.

The use of monetary terms is not necessarily the only or even the best way of
expressing the value of external aid; in the case of expatriate teaching personnel,
for instance, the use of man-months may give a better idea of the value of external
assistance. Only monetary terms, however, can serve as a common denominator
for the various forms of aid, such as teachers, scholarships, equipment, etc.,
which, added together, provide a meaningful picture of the role which external
aid plays in the educational development of the country concerned.

As far as Nigeria is concerned, investigations undertaken in connexion with the
present study lead to the conclusion that, in 1964, the total amount of external
aid was of the order of £6.2 to £7.7 million. This. estimate is based largely on an
evaluation of the cost of programmes financed by various donors operating in
Nigeria.1 In certain cases it was possible to make use of average unit costs (e.g. of
volunteer teachers or of studies abroad).

I

The distribution of external aid

The distribution of external aid between the different levels and sectors of the
educational system .is shown in Table 1.

The data in the table were obtained in the same way as the global figure, and
are.based on the cost to the donor. It proved impossible to establish what the
corresponding -figures would be in terms of the 'value to Nigeria' concept. It is
clear, however, that the difference between the cost to the donor and the value to
Nigeria will arise mainly with regard to expatriate teachers. i aking into. account
their number. it would be possible to estimate the 'value to Nigeria' of total
external aid very approximately at between £4 and £5 million, or, to be on the
safe side, at between £3.5 and £5.5 million.

As can be seen from the table, by far the greater part of external aid goes to
secondary education, teacher training and the universities. For reasons which will
apperollater in this study, technical education receives a surprisingly small propor-
tion of external aid. The high figure for secondary education is due to the large
contingent of volunteer teachers and to the foreign support of two comprehensive

1. The relevant 'figures were obtained partly from unpublishid or confidential reports, partly
through personal interviews, and this makes it impossible to produce the evidence and give
the usual references. Such references would have to indica.,e the contribution of each donor,
and neither the Nigerian authorities nor some of the donors are willing to-have such figures
made public.
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La I. Estimated distribution of external aid to education in Nigeria by level, 1964

Level £ thousand Percentages

Primary
.

180 to 250 2.9 to 3.2

Second 1 700 1 860 27.4 24.1

Teacher trat ing 1 200 1 400 19.4 18.2

Technical 290 310 4.7 4.0

Universities 1 500 1840 24.2 23.9

Advisory services1\, , 640 1 050 10.2 13.6

Scholarships \ 700 1 000 11.2 13.0

Total 6 210 7 710 ,. 100.0 100.0

I. Includes the cost of different itid;isers to numstnes of education, of planning teams and missions, etc , as well as
assistance to schemes such as t development of educational television or of aptitude testing

ay

schools; teacher - training ben4ts -from external aid mainly through the support
of five advanced teacher-trainin colleges; the universities receive aid in the form

of large capital grants.
Geogiaphically, aid seems to Ile distributed almost equally among the

Northern, Eastern and Western (including the Mid-Western ) regions, in spite of
the considerable differences in size and population between these regions; each
of them receives 20 tt. 25 cent of total assistance, the remainder going to
federal institutions.

As far as the origin of external aid is concerned, about 10 to 15 per cent of the
total comes from international organizations, le to 15 per cent from private
organizations and 70 to 80 per cent from bilateral aiencies.

Ili 1964, only a relatively small part of external aid was\used for capital expendi-
ture, some 70 to 80 per cent representing recurrent expenditure. This was due
largely to the fact that most of the large capital grants were eifiT made before 1964

or due to be made in 1965 and the following years.
It is clear that some of the above figures would have been veryclqeretit had the

calculations been made on the basis of the 'value to Nigeria' cocept. Thus,
secondary education would have represented some 15 per cent of the total instead

of 24 to 27 per cent, and the share of capital expenditure in external icl would

have amounted to between 40 and 50 per cent instead of 20 to 30 per cent

External aid and total educational expenditure

What then is the relative importance of external aid in Nigeria's total educational
expenditure?

In 1962/63, the federal and regional governments spent £31 million on education,
and an additional LIO to L11 million were provided by the local authorities and
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private sources, mainly in the form of fees. Thus, the total national, expenditure
on education amounted to some £42 millioq. Figures for 1963/64 were not
available at the time of the present inquiry so that the only way of estimating
expenditure in 1963/64 was by extrapolation of past trends on the basis of an
average yearly growth rate of 10 per cent (in current prices) between 1958 and 1963.
The figure for national expenditure would then be £46 million in 1963/64. If we
add external aid as computed in Table ,l, the total expenditure on education in
Nigeria would amount to between £52 and £53.5 million, of which external
aid would represent 12 to 15 per cent.

As far as the various levels and types of education are concerned, it would
appear, from all available information, that foreign aid represented about 0.9
to 1.1 per cent of expenditure on primary education, 13 to 14 per cent for secondary
educati6n, 13 per cent for technical education, /1 to 24 per cent for teacher
training and 18 to 21 per cent for higher education. These figures are again based
upon the cost to the donor, and they do not, therefore, indicate the magnitude
of the financial effort needed in the future to replace these foreign aid contributions
by national resources. This effort must be estimated on the basis of the value to
Nigeria, which shows the contribution of foreign aid as amounting to only 7 to
10 per cent (instead of 12 to 15 per cent) of total educational expenditure. The
cotresponding figures for the various levels and types of education are 0.8 to
0.9 per cent for primary education, 7 to 8 per cent for secondary education,
10 to 11 per cent for technical education, 10 to 12 per cent for teacher training
and 16 to 18 per cent for higher education.

This 'devaluation' of the contribbtion made by external aid does not, of course,
imply any decrease in the present value and importance of such aid; it is simply
a method of evaluating realistically the magnitude of the national effort which
will be required in the future to replace foreign aid. But, if the planner is to be
in a position to make such a realistic evaluation, he must know exactly the amount
of foreign aid and its distribution, even if it is completely free. Thus appointments
filled by expatriate teachers who are not being paid by the receiving country
should be shown on establishment lists with hypothetical salaries of nationaL
staff if and when they fill the appointments; otherwise, the Ministry of Finance
and Establishment may well be unwilling to allow for the appointment of Nigerian
teachers to replace the expatriates in due course. .

Before Nigeria became independent in 1960, external aid went mostly to higher
education. The first impoitant grant was made in 1948, when the United Kingdom
Colonial Development and Welfare Fund earmarked £1%5 million for 'building
the University College of Ibadan. Smaller grants.,were made to thesame institution
in the 1950s by other donors, particularly large private foundations. In 1958,
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the United States Government began to support the establishment of a new
university at Nsukka in the Eastern Region."After independence and until 1964,
external aid was incrcasing very rapidly with the intervention of new donors,
particularly the various United Nations organizations, and the emphasis shifted
from higher education to secondary education and teacher training, a trend
which is still continuing.

4 r '
An inquiry into the policies of the major donors seems to indicate that, for the

next few years, many of them expect to stabilize the amount of aid granted at the
1964 level; a substantial increase in external aid to-Nigerian education cannot,
therefore, be expected in the immediate future.. However, commitments made
in 1964 before, and which have not yet materialized, may increase the totals
for 1965 and 1966. There is, in particular, the International Development Associ-
ation (IDA) credit of £7.1 million attributed in 1964 and a grant of £5 million
.made in 1961 by the United Kingdom Government but of which less than
£1 million had been spent by the beginning of 1965. These funds will be used
partly for the development of technical schools. This will mean an important
increase in the share of external aid in this type of education, which, in the past,
proved rather unattractive to foreign donors.'

'P

C

1. All data on Nigerian educational expenditure used in this chapter are based on the study of
A. Callaway 'and A. Musone, Financing of Education in Nigeria, which forms the
second section of the present voluble (pp. 85-230).
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2 The simpl of teachers

The strategic importance of teacher supply, adequate in both quality and numbers,
needs hardly to be stressed here. A drastic reduction.in external funds for school
building or studies abroad would create great difficulties; but a sudden departure
of a large number of expatriate teachers would represent for Nigeria a much
More serious setback. This is shown clearly in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Several significant conclusions can be drawn from these tables. First, an
overwhelming proportion of the 3,019 expatriate teachers in Nigeria in 1963,
80. per cent exactly, are in secondary education; the remainder are in higher
education (14 per cent) and in primary education (6 per cent).

Second, the number of expatriate teachers with lower qualifications (non-
graduates in secondary education, lower-level staff in universities) is diminishing
rapidly in both absolute ar4relative terms, while the number of expatriate teach :Is
with higher;qualifications has rapidly risen in abiolUte figures and remained
more or less the same in relative one. In other words, the africanization of the
teaching staff, virtually completed at the primary level, is affecting mainly the
less qualified staff at the secondary and higher levels. No doubt, the number of
highly qualified Nigerians at these two levels As increased; in 1963, for instance,
there were 1,166 graduate Nigerian teacheri in secondary education, against 851.
in 1961, and 248 Nigerian university teachers against 159 in 1962; yet the
proportion of expatriates remained unchanged owing to the rapid expansion of
education.

Lastly, there are wide differences between the various regions; the role played
by expatriates is far more impOrtan,t in the North than in the West, with the East
occupying an intermediate position.I

The distribution of expatriate teachers by nationality is available only for the
Northern Region, which, in this respect, may be considered as more or less

1.. Figures for the Mid-West were not available at the time of the inquiry.
e, a.250
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TAILS 2. Teachers by nationality and- by type of secondary education in Nigeria, 1963

Secondary education

Eastern Reston Northern Nolen , WesternlItsgioni Laic, All of Nigeria

Non-
Grad*. gradu-

ales atm Total
Grid*.

atm

Non-
gradu-

atm Total .

Ciradu-
atm

Non-
gradu-

atm Total

Non-
Oradu- grain-

ow atm Total

,

Grad*.
atm

Non-
gradu-

atm Total

Grammar NOR 283 1 230 1,513 34 170 204 449 1 119, 156E 93 226 319 859 2 745 3 604
rcr 516 42 558 356 50 406 537 52 589, 106 '18 12.4 1 515. 162 1 677

TOTAL 799 1 272 2 071 390 220 619 986 1 171 2 157 199 < 244' 443 2374' 2 907 5 281
% 64.6 3.3 26.9 91.3 22,7 66.6 54.5 4.4 27.3 53.3 7.4 28.0 63.8 5.6 31.8

,1 .

Coinmercial NOR 22 21,25 247/ 19 127 146 41 ' 352 393
IMP 25 3 28 7 3 10 32 61 38

Tont., 47 228% 275 --- 26 ' 130 156 73 358 431
53.2 1.3 10.2 .. 26.9 2:3 6.4 43.8 1.7 83
. ,

Technical and NOR 10 42 52 - 139 139 4 29 33 5G i. 50 106 70 260 330
vocational Ex, 19 - 19 6 81 87 6 16 22 * 16 23 39 47 120 167

TOTAL 29 42 71 \ 6 220 226 10 45 55 72 73 145 117 380 497
% 65.5 - 26.8 100.0 36.8 38.5 60.0 35.6 40.0 22.2 31.5 26.9 40.2 31.6 33:6

Teackeziraining NOR 110 491 601,1, 8 200 208 70 575 45 8 41 49 196 1 367 1 503
UP 77 35 112 177 107 284 74 16 90 23 - 23 351 158 509

TOTAL 187 526 713 185 307 492 ,144 .591, 735 31 ., 41 72, 547. 1 465 2912
% 41.2 6.7 15.7 95.7 34.9 57.7 51.4 2,7 12.2 . 741 7. 31.9 64.2 10.8 25.3

Total secondary2 NOR 425 1 988 2 413 42 509 1 551 523 1 723 2 246 176 444 620 1 166 4 664 5 830
may 637 80 717 539 238 .777 617 84 701 152 44 196 1 945 446 2 391

TOTAL 1'062 2 068, 3 130 581 747 1 "328 1 140 1 807 2 947 328 488 816 3 111 5 110 8 221
% 60.0 38.1 23.0 92.8 31.9 58.5 54.1 4.6: 23.8 461 9,0 24,0 62.5 8.7 29.1

NOR Nigerians
ext... Expatriates

Tout... Total number of eathers
% Percentage of expatriates in total

NOTES sotraca tiOt applicable
I. Including the Mid-Western Region Federal Ministry of Education Statistics of c - Negligible
2. Teachers in secondary modern schools are Education in Nigeria, 1963

pat irichided

el Ai Al
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" TABU 3. Percentage of expatriates in teaching staff of Nigerian secondary institutions, 1961/64

Seeotelatietbseation

Eastern Region Northern Raging( Western ltegketi Lagoa AU of Nigeria
Non. Non- Non- Non- Non.Grubs- wade- Grader- .grader- Grade- gridu- Grade- grinbs- Grade-, glade-Mee MN TOW ' aW 1:111 Tolal ate. ales Total ales aun Total MIMI aka Total

Grammar 1961 47.0 3.5 22.0 916 13.7 81.7 44.0 3.2 18.5 53.0 12.6 34.8. 55.2 12.2, 29.4
1962 63.5 3.7 30,4 91.6 21.0 68.0 5*1.5 2.9 23.9 52.8 6.0 27.4 62.2 4.7 31.5
1963 64.6 3.3 26.9 91.3 22.7 66.6 54.5 4.4 27.3 `53.3 7.4 28.0 63.8 5.6 31.8
1964 63.5 3.2 25.5, 94.0 16.8 '62.5 48.7 4.8 23.6 50.6 6.9 28.3 61.8 54 29.3

Commercial

Technical and
vocational

1961

19,62.. 52.6 1,4 8.9
1963 53.2 1.3 10.2
1964 3'i.9 1.8 9.3 100.0 2.3 4.4

30.4 1.9 7.1 30.4 1.9 7,1
19.0 0.9 3.6 40.7 1.2 1.1
26.9 2.3 6.4 43.8 1.7 8.8
27.7 3.6 8.6 34.7 2.4 8.7

1961 65.6 - 32.3 100.0 45.6 47.7 62.0 62.0 36.0 47.7 50.0 66.1 43.0 46.7
1962 60.6 - 40.4 100.0 11.2 25.0 - 40.4 40.4 36.8 38.2 37.8 75.0 29.1 37.6
1963 65.5 - 26.8 100.0 36.8 38.5 60.0 35.6 40.0 22.2 31.5 26.9 42 31.6 33.6
1964 28.7 53.3 16.3 100.0 '41.4 45.1 53.3 16.3 25.9 10.3 24.7 17.6 .4.0 31.6 33.6

Teacher training 1961 51.4 7.5 16.6 96.9 36.1 53.5 55.0 4.9, 11.4 3,1 2.7 64.3 10.8 17.1
1962 44.6 7.1 16.0 96.7 33.8 56.0 52.8 5.5- 13.2 69.6 - 22.5 65.0 10.9 23.8t
1963 41.2 6.7 15.7 95.7 34.9 57.7 51.4 2.7 12.2 74:2 -

3
64.2 10.6 25.31,

1964 42.0 8.0 17,4 96.8 32.4 56.5 50.0 4.5 15.7 54.5 301.94 64.6 13:3 29.2

Total secondary 1961 48.8 5.2 20.4 94.8 54.4 67.7 45.6 4.9 16.7 48.8 15.5 27.6 55.4 14.0 27.4
1.962 60.3 6.4 23.6 93.7 23.9 55.3 51.7 5.1 21.2 50.4 7.9 23,4 62.6 8.4 28.5
1963 60.0 38.1 23.0 92.8 31.9 58.5 34.1., 4.6 23,1 0:3 9.0 24.0 62.5 8.7 29.1
1964 58.9 4.3 22.8 95.1 28.4' 55.6 48.9 5.0 22.1 40.4 8.7 22.8 60.1 8.7 28.1-

1. including the Mid-Waturn /legion Not aptilicable -Negligible
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tars 4. Academic staff in Nigerian universities by nationality, 1962164

r$ImrIong Non-Marians Total
of nii-Ninstieuts

.ii total

1963/63 193/44 1%2163 1%3/64 1%2/63 163164 19463 1%3/64

Annul., le&
High-level! 3 2 31 35 32 37 97 , 95

Middle-level2 11 16 44 53 55 69 80 77

'I Total , 12 18 75 88 87 ,106 86 83

Ibadan
High-level 16 21 74 87 90 108 83 81

Middle-level 34 55 75 89 109 144 69 62

Tdtal 50 76 ,149 176 199 , 252 75 70

Ire
High-level 4 3 9 , W 13 14 69 79

Middle-level 22
Total 26

30
33

16
25

23
34

38
51

,51
6,

,-, 42
49

43
51

Lagos -'
High-level 3 12 11 19 14 31 79 61

Middle-level 9 14 2 , 5 11 19 18 26

Total 12 26 13 24 25 30 ' 52 48,

University of Nikeria (Nsukka), .

High-level 5 II 46 51 51 59 90 86
Middle-level 54 87 51 49 105 136 49 36

Total 59 95 97 100 156 195 60 51

Ail Nigerian universities
,High-level 29 46 171 203 200 249 86 82

Middleleyex 130 202 189 219 ,, 319 421 59. 52

Total 159 248 360 422 519 670 70 63'

NOTIS 90VIICE
I. Professors, readers, sonar locsurtirs and associate prof:mots Federal Ministry of Education, Siattriler of

-,.2. LatiCrers, aisfstant lacturars, !inching usistanta Eerearloa le Nigeria, 1963

representative of the whole country. In all forms of post-primary non-university
education, there were, in 1963, teachers of eighteen foreign nationalities, of whiCh
more than 50 per cent.were British, 26 per cent American, 9 per cent Irish, 4.5 per
cent Canadian, 2.5 per cent Pakistani and 2 per cent Indian.'

The distribution in universities seems not less international, as shown from the
example of the University of Nigeria in Nsukka. The expatriate academic staff
is composed of fifteen nationalities; 50 per cent of its members are American,
20 per cent British, 10 per cent Indian and 8 per cent Dutch.2 Thus, notwithstanding
the historically dominant role of the United Kingdom teacher, Nigeria has been
successful in internationalizing its teaching staff. This trend is being maintained, -
.particularly with regard to teachers financed by foreign aid.

1. Data'supplied by the Northern Ministry of Education.
2. The proportion of Americans is ..onsiderably smaller in Nigerian universities other than

Nsukka.



The integraticfn of external assistipct with educational planning in Nigeria

The Situation in Nigerlh with regard to expatriate teachers is not very different
from that in other English-speaking African countries. In Ghana, for instance,
about two-thirds Of all gaduate secondary-school teachers in 1962/63 were
expatriates, and in Uganda some four-fifths. On the other hand, it should be
noted that in french-speaking African countries expatriates represent 95 to
100 per cent of teaching staff at the secondary and higher levels.

It is important to stress that not all the expatriate teachers in Nigeria are
financed by foreign aid. Out of a total of over 3,000 expatriate teachers in 1964,
only about foo to 1,000 were subsidized wholly or partly from abroad. In 1965,
the number rose to some 1,500 owing to the introduction of the schemes for-
`t4opping up'' salaries.' The remaining expatriates (i.e., about 50 per cent of the
total) are paid wholly by Nigeria on the basis of contracts, many of which may be
extensions of the forTner colonial service. It can be argued, of ;ourse, that even
in such cases there is an element of external aid present since many 'of the
expatriates, though paid entirely by Nigeria, continue to benefit from various
pension schemes, gratuities and other advantages'relating to tenure in their home
countries. Such benefits cannot always be quantified, although without them
expatriates might nottliave been prepared to serve abroad.

Among the various schemes of external aid, there are three major categories:
(a) the volunteer schemei, ,in particular, the American Peace Corps, the British
Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO), and the Canadian Universities. Service
Overseas (CUSO); (b) the schemes which tie teachers to specific aid projects,
such as the advanced teacher- training colleges financed by the United Nations
'Development Programme' or the US-AID's Comprehensive High Schools; (c) the
various bilateral technical assistance or other agreements, such as the British
`Teachers for Nigeria',scheme, or the Canadian Technical Assistance scheme.

As will be seen later, the distinction between ,categories (b) and (c) is not a very
sharp one; in a sense, all expatriate teachers are tied to specific projects.

In the second half of 1965, the total number of expatriate teachers under these
schemes was 1,480, distributed as follows: 665 volunteers, of which 530 were
Peace Corps, 110 VSO and twenty -five CUSO; P190 teachers supplied for specific
projects; 200 United Kingdom `Teachers for Nigeria'; 350 teachers supplied by the
United Kingdom 'Topping up scheme fOr university teachers'; twenty by the dif-
ferent'United Nations technical assistance programmes (in particular EPTA); and
fifty-five by the various bilateral technical assistance schemes.

1. The amount of foreign ald devoted to financing salaries, or part of ialaries, transports
housing,,etc., of expatriate teachers is net available,,but in the largest.external aid projects,
such as the advanced teacher-training colleges financed by the United Nations Development
Programme, they represent between 70 per cent and 75 per cent of the total amount of aid
provided. The cost of the volunteer teachers alone,represents about 20 per cent of the total
volume of educational aid to Nigeria (in 1964).

2. Until 1 January 1966, thiswas kilown as the United Nations Special Fund.
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The volunteer schemes

Most of the volunteers are new university graduates without previous professional
experience, working,for relatively low salaries in the schools of the host country
where they are placed in accordance with the decisions of the hostlovernthent.

'American and Canadian, volunteers stay; in principle, for two years, British, for
one year only. The living allowance of the British andCanadian volunteers is paid
by the Nigerian Government, the American volunteers, by the Peace Corps itself.

The Peace Corps programme in Nigeria started. in 1961 with 107 volunteers,
and.grew to a total of 626, of which 530 were leachers, by April 1965. Of the
530 teachers, almost three-quarters are in general secondary schools, 15 per cent
in teacher training, 9 per cent in universities, and 3 per cent in technical education.
By 1964/65, all the regions had set a ceiling on the number of Peace Corps
volunteers.to be employed 'in their schools; 150 in the East, 150 in the North,,
100.in the West, 100 in'the Mid-West, and twenty in Lagos. As all these ceilings
have now been reached, no further expaEsion in the number of thise teaching
volunteers should be expected in the future (with, two exceptions, which will be
mentioned. later).

The United Kingdom VSO scheme started in Nigeria in 1963 and comprises
two categories of volunteers: university graduates and 'so-called 'cadets', i.e.
secofidarylchool leavers willing to serve for one year in a developing country
,before entering university. The salary of the graduates is practically the same as
the starting ,salary of a Nigerian graduatearound L700.- The Peace Corps
volunteer receives only £540 to £660 from the United States Government but,
as his terminal allowance is slightly higher than that of the VSO, the financial
conditions are similar for both groups. The cadets receive board.and lodging and
about L2 in pocket money a week. In the sprifig of 1965, there were 109 VSOs
teaching in Nigeriaeighty-one graduates and twenty- eightcadets. Of the former,
nineteen were in the West, twenty in the East, twenty-one in the North, and
twenty-one in the Mid-West and the federal territory of Lagos. Nigerians believe
that only the graduates are really important and that the cadets cannot be
considered even as temporary replacements for qualified teachers, except perhaps
as technical teachers if they have the appropriate qualifications acquired by
ediployment or apprenticeship.

In terms of teaching staff, the VSOs represent, from the United Kingdom
point of view, only a supplement to the main United Kingdom effort, whichrs the
`Teachers for Nigeria' scheme. The Peace Corps, on the other hand, constitutes
the main United States effort. This explains why the number of United Kingdom
volunteers is much smaller, than that of their United States counterparts.

The CUSO scheme is run by Canadian universities with the financial support
of le Canadian Government. The Canadian volunteers are found mainly in the

eNp /8 1- 54
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,Eastern Region, where nineteen of the twenty-five, teaching volunteers were
working in May 1965. 0

The advantages and disadvantages of these volunteer, schemes, as seen by
both Nigerians nd expatriates, can be summed up as follows: Some 75 per cent
of the volunteers work in the bush and this is undoubtedly a great advantage.
Another important advantage is that the cst to Nigeria of the volunteer schemes
is small; in the case of the United States Peace Corps teacher it amcnnts to £150
to £250 a year, covering the housing and4ocal transport of the volunteer; in the
case of the United Kingdom and Canadian volunteer, it amounts to £900 a year.
The United States Government spends on each Peace Corps volunteer an, average
of $8,000 to $8,500, i.e., some £3,000 a year (including the central administration
of the scheme), the Canadian Uovernment about,£1,100 oii each CUS9 volunteer,
and the United Kingdom Government some £900 kyealon the V00.1, Lastly,
there is the personal dedication of the volunteer teacher cm whiCfcall those
.concerned agree almost unanimously.

As for the disadvantages, the Nigerians, consider that a service duration of two
years, as in the case of United States and Canadian volunteers, is an absolute
minimum, and that the one-year service of the VS0s,.is definitely too, short; for,
during the greater part of the first year, the volunteer has to adjust himself to a new
social and educational environment and, can hardly be fully effective. On the
othef hand, a service duration of three or more years is out of the question as it
would drastically reduce the number of candidates. In the United Kingdom,
in particular, recruitment for more than one year is very difficult, although in .
practice some of the volunteers later extend their contracts by one Aerm cir event
one year. . ,

Another major handicap is seen in the fact that the volunteer has only relYi

had any practical teaching experience. Unfortunately, it has proved very di ult
if not impossible to recruit experienced teachers as volunteers in any significant
numbers; this i's probably the price to be paid for any volunteer scheme.

Lastly, it is pointed out that many of the volunteers were brought up in an
educational system which is completely different from that prevailing in Nigeria,
andthat this, combined with their lack of practical teaching experience, greatly
lessens their effectiveness. It would follow that the British volunteer, to whom the
Nigerian educational system is not entirely foreign, would be less handicapped
than his United States or Canadian counterpartwhich would at ileast partly
compensate for the draiibacks due to his shorter period of service. But-those who
favour the introduction into the Nigerian educational system of as many non-
traditional features as possible would welcome the new approaches introduced,
consciously or not, by non-United Kingdom volunteers.

43

1. Adrian Moyes, Volunteers In Development, Overseas Development Institute, London, 1966.
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The niot important problem with regard to volunteer 'teachers is how,to use
them most eltectively. A few years ago, the lack of qualified Nigerians in all
brancheswas such that expatriate teachers could be used for almost any subject.
But now that Nigerian graduates, are becoming more numerous, especially in the'

tarts, this is no longer the case; selection has become necessary. Most of the
regional government) have already made their policy clear on this point: the
volunteer organizations have, been asked to supply from' now on mainly, if not
exclusively, graduates in mathematics, science and modern languages. With
regard to the latter, an important evolution seems to be taking place, especially
in the Eastern Region where eighty additional Peace Corps volunteers, over and
above the ceiling,or150, are scheduled to be placed in 1966 in teacher-training
colleges to strengthen, the teaching of English as second language. The volunteers
will receive speelallraining for this purpose. Ifthe scheme"is put into Operation,
it will mean that the Peace Corps is moving for the first time into primary education.
A similar project is under consideration for the Mid-Western Region; 100 volun-

eiers over and above the ceiling would teach primary teachers manual arts, science
and mathematics. On the other hand, it is' also intended to make less use of
voluntetks in universities.

In allcaies the future seems to Hein a more selective policy, i.e., in utilization
oi'volunteers in strategic sectors of, education where the scarcity of local resources,
is highest This means a ct..::ain ,professionalization of the volunteer schemes, a
professionalization which has its limits because mos. volunteers who are attracted
come straight from college or university, but whiclicertainly implies more emphasis
on specialized'pre- service training.

Teachers'tied to specific projects

Specific raid projects are another important source of expatriate teacher supply.
Table' 5 gives the list of the projects and the number_of teachers supplied under
each of them. The t86 teachers are distributed as follows between the various
levels and types of education; seventy-three (39 per cent) in universities, sixty-eight
(37 per cent) in teacher training, twenty-one (11 per cent) in technical and vocational

. education and twenty-four (13 per cent) in comprehensive secondary. schools.
Clearly, thcse specific aid projects favour universities and teacher training and
much less technical-and vocational education, although it should be remembered
that comprehensive secondary schools are to some extent establishments of
technical education, so that the number of expatriates in technical and vocational
education is slightly higher than twenty-one. The number of expatriates in teacher
training in:feased still Tikther in 1965, when twenty-two Americans were assigned
to six teacher-training t °lieges in the Northern Region.
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TABLE 5. Expatriate teachers tied to specific foreign aid projects, September 1964

fiction Institution and scheme

Eastern Region

0

Northern Region

Western Region

Federal

Universities

Owerri Advanced Teacher-Training College
Manila!' Arts Training
Port Harcourt Comprehensive School

Kano Teacher-Training College
Zaria Teacher-Training College

Airtoro Secondary School
Madan Tech nice College
Olunroyo College of Education
Ondo Advanced Teacher-Training College

Advanced Teacher-Training College

Xechnical Teacher Training

Ahma4u Bello
Ibadan
Lagos

MpancY

1
Unesco
US -AID
US-AID

US-AID
Unesco

US-AID
US-AID
US -AID
Unesco

Unesco
US-AID
ILO

US-AID
Various
US-AID
Canada
Unesco

Teachers

13

2
5

7
10

6
7

15-
10

139
12

6
20
3-
1

3

University of Nigeria, Nsukka D. US-AID 30
Various 10

Total 1g6

sourica
Unpublished data In She files of the Bureau for External Aid for EdOcation

In view of the comparative lack of technical education in Nigeria, it may be
asked whether more expatriate teachers should not be assigned to it by specific

project§. In fact, the planned technical teacher-training college, to be financed
and staffed by the United Nations Development Programme and some other
organizations, is intended to fill .this gap.

The problems raised by specific aid projects will be discussed more fully later
in this study. But it should be stressed here that by far the most important factor
in determining the success or Tailurp of these specific projects is the quality of the
teachers supplied; their status and their responsibilities.

Technical assistance schemes

Some of the majordonors'operating in Nigeria, in particular the United Kingdom
Government, supply most of their teachers, not for specific projects, but for
general use. The teacher is naturally tied to a specific institution, but the link
is an individual\ one, aid the scirene covers a number of institutions. The most

s M orl
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The supply of teachers

important of these arrangements is the United Kingdom 'Teachers for Nigeria'
scheme, which started in 1965.'

This scheme is, in fact, an extension of the so-called Key Post scheme, launched
in 1961, and under which some ten teachers in key positions were receiving,
by 1964, an annual inducement allowance of £500 from the United Kingdom
Government. It is also, a counterpart of the Overseas Service Aid scheme,
inaugurated in 1961 for the benefit Of United Kingdom colonies and newly
independent Commonwealth countries, which Nigeria did not accept at that
time. The major objective of /he United Kingdom Teachers for Nigeria' scheme
is to attract United Kingdom teachers to Nigeria and to persuade those already
on the spot to remain for a longer period by making the financial conditions of
their service more attractive. Tax-free allowances of £300 .) £800 a year are
paid to all those who qualify for the posts, and the United Kingdom Government
expects to provide in this way, at a total cost of £L million during a five-year
period, seventy-five new 'teachers a year and to top up the salaries of some
250 teachers already working in the country and willing to remain for three more
years: All beneficiaries must be graduates or technical teachers, but'in exceptional
cases non:graduates can also be considered.. Originally, only non-university
teachers were eligible, but, late in 065, a separate scheme was introduced by
whiCh all the 350 United Kingdom teachers in Nigerian, universities receive in the..,
United Kingdom a 20 per cent increment of their normal salary.

One of the fundamental reasons for introducing the 'Teachers for Nigeria'
scheme was a net decrease in the attractiveness of teachers' salaries in Nigeria.
More and more United Kingdom teachers were inclined not to renew their
contracts. The problem was felt especially in the North whete negotiations between
the regional government and United Kingdom authorities have been taking

Iplace for quite a longtime. In that region, besides the topping up of salaries, an
arrangement has beetr concluded with the Greater London Council according to
which United Kingdom teachers going to Northern Nigeria do not break their
link with the United Kingdom school administration' and have, security with.. . ..
regard to their re-employment after they return home. For reasons which will be
given later, the scheme was more difficult to. introduce in the West and in the
East where, in May 1965, only about forty United Kingdom teachers altogether,
were confirmed as beneficiaries, as against 119 in the North. The introduction
of the 'Teachers for Nigeria' scheme has prevented, in the North in any case, a
sudden departure of a large number of expatriate teachets which, undoubtedly,
would have created a critical situation. 4 -

Strictly speaking, the United Kingdom 'Teachers POT Nigeria' scheme does not
come within the aritibit of technical assistance: The latter is .usually of a more

i

. 1. As this scheme started operating only in 1965, its cost is not included m the figuresol'md
shown_ in Iablf: 1.

. .
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limited nature and consists in putting at the disposal of the recipient country
experts and teachers paid entirely by the donor. Two of the most important
technical assistance schemes in the educational field are the United Nations
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (EPTA),I and the programme of
Canadian Technical Assistance.

Of the seventy-one experts who were working in Nigeria, in 1965, under
EPTA, some twenty were teachers or experts directly involved in education. This
is not a large preportion, but it should be remembered that some 75 per cent of
those sent to Nigeria under different Special Fund projects work in education
(all the Unesco and ILO teachers represented in Table 5). As for Canadian
Technical Assistance, it provided, in 1964/65, forty-four secondary-school teachers,
'eighteen of them for teacher-training institutions, and five university teachers. In
general, the Canadian teacher is lent by his institution to the Canadian Government
(which puts him at the disposal of the recipient country) and keeps all the rights
and advantages of his position. His salary, paid entirely by Canada, corresponds
to his last salary at home, to which are, added the increment of his next advance-
ment, an overseas allowance representing one-third of his basic salary, and
once a year, a travel allowance to Europe. This system is in many ways similar
to that applying to teachers sent to'Africa by France.

Problems raised by the employment
of expatriafe teachers

Among the problems raised by expatriate teachers, the most important are their,
recruitment and working conditions, on the one hand, and their effective utiliza-
tion, on the other. Until recently, Nigeria did not encounter major difficulties
in recruiting expatriate teachers, except for certain types of education suffering
from severe teacher shortage. The conditions of employment offered to expaTtes
recruited and financed by Nigeria were apparently good,enough to attract candi-
dates; and external aid in the field of teacher supply was expanding rapidly
between 1060 and 1964.

The employment conditions of Nigerian teachers vary from region to region.
But, on average, the graduate secondary-school teacher, Nigerian or expatriate,
receives a basic salary of £720 to £1,584 per annum which, with the rather low
income tax of Nigeria, compares favourably with salaries prevailing in western
Europe, Id alone in India and Pakistam, .the two Asian countries supplying a
relatively large number of teachers to Nigeria. Salaries of university staff are, of

higher, but they may compare less favourably with the corresponding

I. On I January 1966, EPTA and the Special Fund became the 'United Nations Development
Programme'.
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salaries in some of the developed countries; a full professor receives a basic
`salary of £3,000 in Nigeria, as against £3,600 to £4,500 in the United Kingdom.
In additidn to their basic salary, all expatriate teachers receive, of course, various
special allowances, which may, in the case of starting teachers, almost double the
expatriate's emoluments as compared with those of nis Nigerian counterpart. In
some of the higher posts, however, the difference might bi only 10 to 20 per cent.

Another factor 'which largely contributed to ensure the inflow of expatriates
was an efficient recruitment procedure, carried out mainly by the Nigerian High
Commission in London-Lmore exactly, the agents-general of the four regions
foi the recruitment of secondary-school teachers; and by the United Kingdom Inter-
University Council for Higher Education Overseas for the recruitment of university
teachers. Again, until one or two years ago, the Inter-University Council had no
great difficulties in finding suitable candidates, except for certain technological
departments, such as electronics, where the salaries were not attractive enough
owing to the competition of industrial firms. In 19153, for example, there, were
3,408 applications for 690 vacancies, and the council, recommended 477 applicants
for appoititMenr.

But, as already pointed out earlier, this rather favourable situation began to
deteriorate in 1964. Owing to a rapid rise in the cost of living in Nigeria and a

'simultaneous increase in teachers' salaries in Europe, prevailing Nigerian salaries
became insufficient to attract the necessary number of foreign teachers. Oi the
other hand, it is certainly difficult to teachers' salaries in Nigeria since,
compared with average earnings of Nigerians, these salaries are already extremely
'highas they are in most Afiican countriesand constitute a very heavy burden
on the 'economy. It would seem, therefore, that an increasing number of expatriate
teachers will have to be channelled through the various external aid schemes
dekribed above.

The second important problem is that of the effective utilization of expatriate
teachers. What has been said about volunteer teachers applies to expatriate
teachers in general and the first question to answer is, 'What are the levels of
education, types of education and subjects for which expatriate teachers are most
needed?' According to the great majority of Nigerians and external aid agencies,
these are secondary and higher education, and within the former the priority
subjects being mathematics, science and French, teacher training and technical
education. But, in some rispects, this may be an oversimplification of the problem;
prirriary eduCation, though it cannot count on the supply of expatriate teachers,
4n-certainly benefit from them via the teacher-training institutions. The Northern
Nigeria Teacher Education Project' and the utilization of eighty new.Peace
Corps volunteerssin the teacher-training colleges of the East are definite moves ,

1. See page 279.
2. See pases.257.
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The integration of external assistance with educational planning in Nigeria

in this direction. Similarly, the persistent demand for reforms add innovations
in the primary-school curriculum might make the presence of foreign experts in
this field a top priority.

Much depends also on the actual stage of development of the educational
system. In the North, for instance, the priority for science, mathematics and
French may not be, as urgent as in the South. Also, in certain other small but
important sectors, expatriates may still be necessary foi,the next few years, until
the supply of nationals catches up with the demand. This is the case in physical
education, especially in girls' schools, accounting, home economics and for
certain other subjects.

An equally important problem of the effectual utilization of expatriates is the
transient nature of the teaching staff in Nigerian schools. This indeed constitutes
one of the major difficulties principals and administrators have to. cope with.
Strangely enough, the instability of the teaching staff concerns Nigerians and
expatriates alike, although for different reasons. But, in the case of expatriates,\
the basic causes of this.instabilitythe short duration of volunteer service or of
contract appointments--cannot be expected to change. There are enough people
in the developed countries willing, for financial or other reasons, to work for a
few years as teachers in a developing country; but very, few,are willing to spend
more than a few years. Moreover, understandably, the Nigerians themselves,
eager as they are to africanize their teaching staff as soon as possible, do not
wish to grant long-term contracts to expatriates. Thus, the transient nature of
the expatriate teachers is inherent in the present situation.

Another difficulty connected with the recruitment of expatriate teachers is of
a purely physical nature: provision of adequate housing for expatriates and of

,;,.ational facilities for their children. Overcoming this difficulty often implies
a considerable financial burden for the Nigerian authorities as well as a long
delay endangering a regular supply of foreign teachers.

Expatriate teachers and government policies

In a country where expatriate teachers are a historical phenomenon, it is not
easy to direct their flow ip accordance with educational planning. Considering
this basic difficulty, the results achieved, in Nigeria are far from negligible.

In principle, the appointment or extension of contract of an'y expatriate non-
university teacher must be approved by the regional ministry of education, and
this rule applies to volunteers and teachers supplied under the various external
aid schemes as well as to those who are hired under contract by.Nigeria. In all.
circumstances, the Nigerians have to agree to, any particular assignment, even if
candidates for teachers under eternal aid schemes are usually chosen by the
respective aid agencies.

26
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WItther, ;in practice, all the new assignments and extensions of contract
correspond to the requirement that expatriates should only be employed when
and where Nigerians are not available, is another question. The rather complex
relationship between state and voluntary agency schools is undoubtedly one of
the main reasons why often a less than optimal, use is made of expatriates.

_Voluntary, agencies, for example, have often been criticised for preferring foreign
teachers to Nigerians only becausi they did not have to pay them. On the other
hand, considerations of status and economic factors have sometimes restricted
the entry of qualified Nigerians into the teaching profession; as a result, schools
and ministries of education had no option but to employ expatriates,

The policy towards foreign teachers varies according to the regions. In the
past the North has generally preferred expatriates to Nigerian teachers from
other regions. This, and the special arrangement it has with the Greater London
Council, largely account for the high proportion of expatriates on the teaching

'staff of the Northern Region-95 per cent of all graduate teachers. Apart front
the ceiling on Peace Corps volunteers, there are no limitations on the employment
of expatriate teachers in the North.

The Western Region is at the other end of the scale; here the proportion of
expatriates in the total of graduate, secondary-school teachers was 49 per cent
in 1964 and is expected to decrease "rapidly. Since 1964, the authorities have been
very reluctant to agree to any expansion ,in the in-flow of expatriate teachers,
probably not so much for any political reasons, but because many officials have
foreseen that the output of qualified nationals will meet the demand, except in
a few specific sectors, very soon.

This is no vain speculation, since enrolment in the five Nigerian universities
increased from 3,128 in 1961/62 to 6,655 in 1964/65, and tha output of graduates,
including those from abroad, was expected to be of the order of 2,500 in t965.
Also, the five advanced teacher-training colleges (ATTC) should supply annually
200 to 300 staff (more than 100 in the West alone) qualified to teach in junior
secondary schools. Out of a total of 2,466 secondary-school teachers in the West
in 1964, excluding secondary-modern-school teachers, there were 490 Nigerian
graduates andA70 expatriate graduates. Assuming that two-thirds of all graduate
teachers should be Nigerian, a figure accepted as a target by the Western ministry
of education, that 50 per cent of all secondary teachers should be graduates, a
target which has not yet been accepted but is under consideration, and that there
should be no expatriates among the non-graduates, the present number of
expatriates wotO be very near the ceiling and the present number of secondary
schools in theAestern Region would require some 340 additional Nigerian
graduates. This does not seem to be a high fiure in view of the expected, number
of university graduates, not even if it were to increase by 10 or 20 per cent in the
next two years owing to the expansion of secondary education and to retirements.
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The authorities may, therefore, he justified in their., anticipations, although it
must be admitted that the whole calculation is open to a good. deal of uncertainty.
Nobody is able to say how many of the new graduates and ATTC leavers will
enterand remain inthe teaching profession. In fact, principals of almost
every secondary school are still looking desperately for qualified teachers, whether_
Nigerian or expatriate. On the other hand, Nigerian graduates ip subjects for
which the principal.outlet is teaching; e.g., history and geography, seem already
to be numerous enough to fill all the vacancies.

In order to forecast the requirements for expatriate teachers, the planner must
be able to, forecast the supply of local teachers, and this supply is dependent not
only on the output of the universities and teacher-training institutions, but alsoe
on the pr("pensity of the graduates and ATTC leavers to enter and remain in,the
teaching profession. Unless the Nigerian planner can estimate all these variables
with a fair degree of reliability,. he cannot make good projections relating to the
needs for expatriate teachers. Yet The donor must know well in advance how
many teachers, of what kind and when, are necessary. Nigerian educational
planning has reached the stage where the types of foreign teachers needed are
More or less established, but so far no real long-term estimates have been made
either of the numbers needed or of the timing of the foreign teacher supply;
only yeir-to-year evaluations were available since 1961. An exception is the
Northern Region. The latter prepared estimates for the post-primary levels in
connexion with the 1962/68 development plan and presented them to a joint
meeting of the various aid agencies in 1963. The result of this meeting was the
`Wisconsin Project' and the link with the Greater London Council combined
with the United Kingdom 'Teachers for Nigeria' scheme.
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3 Studies abroad

Mcording to statistics published by the British Council, Nigeria is the country
which hai by far the largest number of students in the United Kingdom. India,,
which is second'on the list, has less than half the Nigerian number. In the United
States of America, there are more students from Nigeria than from any other
African country with the exception of the United Arab Republic, almost as many
as from Mexico and more than from Venezuela, the two largest contingents from
Latin America.

Although Nigerian authorities and several institutions established ad hoc have
been collectingdata on Nigerians studying abroad for some years now, no reliable
over-all figures have yet been published. Some appro'ximate evaluations can,
however, be made by combining and comparing the fragmentary information
available. The result of these evaluations is shown in Tables 6 to '9 (pp. 267ff). In
many respect, the information contained in them isAnsatisfactory and sometimes
even contradictory. Thus, according to Table 6, only 393 Nigerians were expected
to finish their courses in technical and vocational schools of all kindsin_1.965;_
but, according to Table 7, more than 5,000, and probably more than 6,000 if
those not registered with Nigerian authorities in London are considered, have
been studying in such schools in Europewhich would imply - minimum yearly
output of 1,500 to 2,000. Also, the number of Western and Eastern Nigerian
students in the United Kingdom is estimated at more, than 10,000, while the
British Council figures indicate a total of 8,630 from Nigeria as a whole.

Such discrepancies and contradictions obviously result from lack of information,
in the host countries as well as in Nigeria. The' most reliable' figures seem to be
those emanating froin thE. United States of America; the least reliable, those
collected in continental Europe. The regional directories for Eastern and Western
Nigeria list only 159 Nigerians studying outside the United Kingdom; yet,
about 100 Nigerians' wen. sent in 1964 on official scholarships to the Federal
Republic of Qerminy alone, and semi-official estimates put the number of
Nigerians studying or being trained there at 1,900,
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, Another difficulty arises from, the unclear distinction between those who are in
formal education and those who pursue professional or practical training. The
latter, because they often combine their practical training-with part-time study at
a university or technical college,may often be classified either under professional
training or under formal education.,P

An over-all figure of Nigerians studying abroad can, therefore, represent only
a very rough approximation. From Tables 6 to 9 and from other infOrmation
collected both iriNigeria and in the host countries, the following tentative figures
can be advanced (for 1963/64):

Nigerians studying,and being trained in the United Kingdom
'Nigerian students iri.the U.S.A.
Nigerian students in Western Europe, United Kingdom excluded
Nigerian students in the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe
Nigerian students in other countries'

11000-t2
.11

200
1 000-2

500-1
500-1

000'

000
000
000

Total

Because of its very tentative nature, this estimate cannot be of great help to the
educational, or manpower planner. But it has at least the merit of situating the
problem, especially when it is set against the total enrolments in higher secondary,
post-secondary and university education in Nigeria. These are as follows:1

14 200-11 h0

Nigerian universities 5 418
Advanced teacher training 752
Technical institutes and coiieges 3 017
Secondary commercial.(senior years only)

T,otal

2 083

11 270

As can be seen from these two totals, the reservoir of future high-level and
middle-leveLmanpower represented-by Nigerians studying abrOad is, theoretically
at least, between 30 and 60 per cent greater than that represented by those studying
in equivalent Nigerian institutions.

There are also some further conclusions which can be drawn from the tables
and from other available information.
1. With the exception of the United States of America, only a relatively small

proportion of Nigerian students abroad study at universities--about 10 to
15 p..r cent in the United kingdom and probably not more than 20 per cent
over-all; the remainder are in higher secondary or post-secondary education
or in professional training. This means that the number of Nigerians in foreign
universities amounts to about 3,000, less than half the enrolment at Nigerian
universities in 1964/65 and below the average for Africa south of the Sahara,
where the number of university students abroad and at home is roughly the

1. All:figures are for 1963/64 and are taken from Statistics of Education in Nigeria In 1963.
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same. On the other hand, the number in non-university 'education abroad
is 11,000-14,000, as against 6,000 in Nigeria.

2. The distribu_tion by branch of study shows marked differences between the
subjects studied by Nigerians in various host countries In the United States,
of America, engineering, natural sciences and social sciences are the main
field, while in the United Kingdom, law, and medicine have by far the greatest
niamber of students. This is due to the fact that most Nigerian students in the
United States of America are on scholarships, which are awarded mainly in
natural-science subjects and engineering; medical and law studies in the
United Kingdom, on the other hand, represent the continuation of a trend
started before it was possible to study these two subjects in Nigeria. In technical
and vocational education, one-half to two-thirds of the enrolments 'ire. for
commercial subjects, such as accountancy, secretarial courses, etc.; lafge
numbers, are in nursing, and very few in teacher training.

3. The great majority of Nigerians at universities abroad-75 per cent in the
United Kingdom and 72 per cent in the United Statesare nndergraduates"

TABLE 6. Number of Nigerian students expected to complete courses in.1965
in Nigeria and abroad

Total
In

Nigeria
Total

abroad

In the In the
rest of U.K. and
Africa Ireland

In the
rest of

Europe

In the In the
United rest of
States the world

Universities
Medicine 221 103 118 62 21 8 27

Natural sciences 242 166 76 13 36 2 20 5

Agriculture 116 77 39 1 1 1 35 .1

Social sciences 435 333 102 34 44 1 13 3

Arts 371 271 100 18 33 4 24 21

Education 159 , 131 28 12 14 2

Law 229 189 40 40
Engineering 128 51 77 8 17 6 44 2

Total 1 901 1321 580 74 245 42 158 61

Technical and .vocational
schools

Technical courses 167 1 166 , 156 7 3

Medical courses 5 -- 5 5 ,

Non- technical courses 221 10 211 5 197 2 3 4

Total 393 11 382 5 358 2 10 7

Teacher training 2 2 2

Nursing 16 16 16

Trade and applied courses 4 4 4

Grand total 2 316 1332 984 79 621 44 172 68

30VRCE Federal Ministry of Education, National Register of Students, 1965 Potential Graduates, Lagos, 1965
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TABU 7. Number of Nigerian students enrolled in the United Kingdom
and other countries of Europe, 1963/64

Institutions and courses
Western Nigerian student's!. Eastern Nigerian students3

Number Percentage Number Percentage

University
Medicine 91 20.1 174 27.5
Natural sciences 15 3.5 15 2.4
Agriculture 23 5.3 7 1.1

. Social sciences 47 10.7 54 8.5
Arts 28 6.4 33 5.2
Education 28 6.4 43
Law 190 43.2 '290 45.5
Engineering 19 4.4 19 3.0
Total 441 100.0 635 100.0

Technical and vocational schools
` Technical courses 1 173 33.4 430 28.7

Medical courses 261 7.5 149 9.9
Nontechnical courses 2 087 59.1 919 61.4

Total 3 521 100.0 1 498 100.0
Teacher training 112 64
Nursing 508 458
Trade and applied.courses 1 22
Course of study unknown 90 170

Grand total 4 673 2 847

SOURCES

I. Office of the Agent-General for Western Nigeria, Directory of Western Nigerian Students in the United Kingdom and
the Continent of Europe, London, 1964. This document and the figures shown above cover only students registered
with the office. The number of those not registered is unknown. The total number of Western Nigerians in Europe
has been unofficially estimated at 5,000 to 6,000

2 Office of the Agent-General for Eastern Nigeria, birectory of Eastern bligerien_Steedents..m_the-United-Xmgdom, the
Republic of Ireland tend therontirienl OfFedigie is at the beginning of September 1964. This document and the-figures
shown above cover only students registered with the office. They arc estimated to represent some 60 per cent` of the
total number of Eastern Nigerian students in Europe

t
TABLE 8. Nigerian students in the United Kingdom, 1963/64

Institutions or courses'
Number

of students % Subjects
Number

of students

Universities 1 022 11.8 Universities=
Technical colleges 2 959 34.3 Humanities 197 19.3
Inns of Court 573 6.ecl Social sciences 289 28.3
Teacher. training 135 01.6 Engineering 138 13.5
Nursing training 1 260 14.6 Medical sciences 192 18.8
Professional and practical training 1 657 19.2 Natural sciences 135 13.2
Private colleges and others 1 024 11.9 Agriculture 71 6.9

Total 8 630 100.0 Total 1 022 100.0

SOunCte
I. largish Council, Overseas Students in Britain, 11164
2. The Association of Commonwealth Universities, Students from Other Countries in United Kingdom Universities

19631,64
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TAILS 9. Nigerian students in, the United Nes of America, 1963/64

Su Sect .
Number

oretudantt Subject
Numbser

of students

Humanities 109 9.6 Medical sciences 105 9.2
Social sciences 261 22.9 Natural sciences 190 16.6
Business administration 67 5.9 Agriculture 79 6.9
Education 76 6.7 Others 17 1.5

Engineering 236 20.7

Total 1 140 ' 100.0

soma institute of International Education, Open Doors, New York, 1164

Studies abroad and priority needs

These conclusions are ngt very consistent with the principle that studies abroad
shotild be pursued only in fields for which there are no facilities in Nigeria hnd
which enjoy a priority in the context of economic and social planning; and.that
such studies should be pursued 'at the highest possible level. Most Nigerians
abroad study, subjects for which local facilities are available, subjects, moreover,
which do not enjoy priority; and only a small proportion study at the post-
graduate level. The most important factor of this situation is the large proportion .

Of students abroad who are self-supporting. Exact figures are not known because
the registration of Nigerians abroad is very deficient (especially in respect of
private students), but it is significant that even in the field of university studies:__
which get most of the scholarships, 40 pir cent of the students in the United
Kingdom and about 20 per cent in the Unites} States are self-supporting.

Every year some 800 new scholarships are awarded to Nigerian students,
500 foreign and 300 Nigerian. Assuming that most of them are extended by two
to four years, the number of official scholarship holders would amount to not
more than 3,000 out of a total of 14,000-17,000 studying abroad. This does not
mean that the remaining 11,000-14,000 are 100 per cent self-supporting; many
of them receive at least partial support from various private organizations, but
this support cannot be used as a policy instrument to attain the objectives sought
by the Nigerian Government.

The large number of Nigerians studying abroad reflects of course a historical
trend which in itself is a positive one: a widespread desire for education accom-
panied by a willingness to undertake it even at the cost of groat personal sacrifice.
The difficulty arises from the fact that this trend at present exists in a context in
which studies abroad have only a complementary function (important as it may be)
as against the past when schools abroad were the main if not the only 'producers
of the country's elite.
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Many Nigerians tend to go abroad because for a long time only studies abroad
provided the diploma necessary to pribtise in all the better-paid professions and
to gain the prestige which local education did not.and could not give. This, forttp:
natefy, is no longer the case. Yet many Nigerian students continue to go to foreign
schools although a 'number of them are without great standing, completely un-

"'known
in the academic and professional world, and although Nigeria already pos-

sesses eqUivalents or even better than equivalents. -

Another reason contributing to the flow of Nigerians, abroad often lies in the
fact that top Nigerian institutions, because of lack of space and/or because of
their regard for high standards, set entrance requirements which many Nigerians
cannot meet. Instead of waiting for another year, they find it easier to enter
foreign institutions, whose entrance requirements are leas exacting, Sometimes
even the financing of studies abroad may appear, from the point of view bf the
individual student, less difficult than it would be in Nigeria, owing to various
possibilities of support once he is abroad, and also to opportunities of earning
through part-time work, particularly in the United Kingdom.

In fact, the cost of studies abroad is very high, if all those who bear it are
considered. The average annual cost of a university student sent to Canada is
S4,000 and to the Federal Republic of Germany $2,000that is, the cost to the
respective governments. Scholarships provided by the governments Of the regions
represent an expenditure, including travel expenses and fees, of $2,800'(£1,000)
per year in the United States and $2,206 4800) in the United Kingdom. Thus;
thiaverage cost of studies abroad amouuts to £7(10 to_£_1,000_per. student per year.
As the unit cost in some Nigerian universities may often amount ,to £2,000
(Ahmadu Bello University), it is sometimes asserted that studies abroad are even
cheaper for the country than studies at home. The conclusion is Obviously a
wrong one, for the cost of an additional student is determined nothy the average
unit cost, but by the marginal unit cost. The latter is much lower than the former
and may sometimes even be negligible owing to the fact that 1nrolments in many
of the Nigerian institutions of higher education ic very lrw, with a student/
teacher ratio of between 5.4 and 7.1. Also, not all the Nigerian universities have
such high unit costs; the University of IbIdan, for instance, has a unit cost of £920,
and of only £750 if the medical school is excluded. Lastly, scholarships awarded
by the authorities and tenable in Nigeria amount to £160 to ,£250 a yeat oh ,ly.
The marginal unit cost_ of studies in Nigeria will often be not much higher than
this last figure.

There is no evidence that a large number of Nigerians, after having terminated
their studies,* stay permanently abroad. Over -all, _very little information exists on
this point. Neither the Nigerian authorities nor the host countries have a means
of checking whether and when a Nigerian student stays or returnslome. But the
general impression prevails on both sides that only for very few is emigration for

e--
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studies abrOad iventuallytiansformed into-a permanent emigration. What on the
contrary seems to happen quite often is that the originally foreseen duration of
the stay abroad is considerably extended. Again, no real statistical evidence can be
advanced, but available information points in this direction. The National
Manpower Beard, for example, estimates that in the pear future about 1,300
Nigeiians will be returning from overseas annually. This is a very low figure if
related to the number of Nigerians studying abroad. t ven if it omits a great
many of,the private students who escape any registering, it would imply that the
rnajor4y of students stay over five years. Table 6 shows that, according to the
data of the National Register of Students, 580 university students. are expected
to return' in 1965. If this figure is related Co the estimated 3,00Q Nigerians in
Universities abroad, a similar conclusion can be reached.'

There art probably several reasons why students have to extend their stay
beyond the average of three years. Some are unable to pass their final examinations
in thc prescribed time, others decide to continue their studies at the postgraduate

,level, others still who had an inadequate qualification lose time in preparing for
entrance examinations.

Lastly, it should be J tre5 sed that n6 information is available so far on the
utilization of Nigerians returning home after, having completed their stuuies
abroad. Do they find employment, easily? Do they enter professions for which
they have been prepared? To what extent can they apply knowledge and 'skills
acquired abroad::

Holders of government, scholarships are subject to a bond system which,
theoretically at least, guar.oitees that they will' enter occupations for which they
have been prepared and that they will "work in the region which awarded the
scholarship. In certain cases, donors, befo rei awarding a scholarship, ask for a
letter from the Nigerian Government stating that the holder will be employed
in a particular job after his return home. Similarly, all, Nigerians studying abroad
under the various counterpart training schemes, such as the advanced teicher-
taining colleges run by Unesco, arc bound tc take up specific jobs after having
completed their studies. But little is knov, n about the real effectiveness of such
,bonding schemes. If the value of studies abroad, is to be properly assessed,' a
great deal of statistical research will be needed to elucidate 'the many questions
which, for the time being, remain unanswered.

1. An evaluation of the. average duration of stay abroad based on the relation between the
expected numblIt of returns and the tstimated number of Nigerians abroad is of course very
approximate and hazardous, especially because the number of Nigerian students abroad in
the past years is unknown. But it can safely be assumed that the flow has not increased since
.about 1962/63.
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Studies abroad and educational planning

The foregoing considerations mate it clear that the Nigerian authorities have had
b'ut limited power to control or` influence the flow of Nigerians Tor study abroad
in accordance with the development needs of the country. The exercise of Such
control and influence concerns, in faCt, scholarship holders who account for
abqut 20 per pent only of Nigerians studying abroad. But with regard to this
fraction of 20 per cent, the integratic" with educational planning has been real
and the channelling of the flow efficient. It is ensured by the Bureau forsExternal
Aid for Education and by the scholarship boards, one federal and one for each
region, which are responsible for selecting and nominating the candidates.
Tables 10, 11 and 12 illustrate the policy of these two bodies.

As can be seen, the distribution of scholarship holders by subject of study is
very different, from that of Nigerians in general studying abroad, as shown in
Tables 6 to 8. The great majority, of scholarship holders read subjects which

TAsu 10. Overseas scholarships awarded in 1963/64 to Eastern Nigerian students,
by branch ot study

PuMber Percents,.

gnsineering and technical courses 36 33
Agriculture and allied courses 35 , 32
Teacher training and education 27 25
Natural sciences and mathematics 6 5'..
Others 6 S

Total 110 100

sousex Unpublished data of the Eastern Region Siholarship Board
NOT& _MOM of the courses were hifhly specialized and not available in Nigeria

...
TABLE f I. Nominations for overseas scholarships by tho Bureau for External Aid for

Education, 1964

Number- Percents.,

Engineering and technical courses 173 30.4
Medicine and related subjects 103 18.1'
Arts and education, 83 14.6
Science and mathematics 75 13.2
Agriculture and allied subjects 68 11.9
Social sciences and relateitsubjects 65 - - -- 11.4
Commercial subjects 2' 0:3
Others 1 0.1

Total 570 100.0

. *sotratz Unptiblished data of the Bureau for External Aid for Eoication
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TABLE 12. Northern Nigerian Government scholars abroad, 1964/65

Studies abroad

Nember Per.entage

Arts and education 93 23.1
Engineering and technical courses 88 21.7
Medicine and related subjects 4,3 10:6'
Law 36 8.9
Business and commercial subjects 34 8.4
Agriculture and allied subjects , 31 7.6
Mathernatih and natural sciences 7 , 1.7
Social sciences ' 7 1.7
Others 66 16.3

Total 405 100.0

SOURCE Unpublished data of the Northern Regional Scholarship Board

o

correspond to the priority needs of the country. Moreover, the authorities'are
prggressively diminishing. the number of scholarships tenable abroad in favour,.
of scholarships tenable in Nigeria, This is -shown in Table 13, which indicates
that there was a significint increase in the numlier of 'scholarships tenable in
Nigeria and r.vgaraed by the Federal Government between 1962 and 19e, and

corresponding fall in the number of those tenable abroad.
This policy was clearly formulated by the National Universities Commission and

endorsed officially by the Federal Government in the following statement:
`Being anxious that maximum use should be made of the financial resources
available for higher education, the -omrnission recommended that, while
making a proportion of scholarships tenable overseas, particularly for courses
not available locally and for postgraduate study, all the governments of the
federation should make the most of,their undergraduate'scholarships tenable
in Nigerian universities in order to increase the number of scholarships available
to Nigerians and in order that the income of the universities might be increased.''

TAILS 13. Number of Federal Government scholarship awards, 1962/64

Year of In Nigerian In overseas
award Institutions institutions Total

1962 185 230 425
1963' 290 205 535
1964 348 130 618

SOURCE Unpublished data of the Federal.Scholarship Board

1. 'Decision of the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria on the Report of tht National
Universities Commission', Sessional Paper No. 4 of 1964.
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.

Some of the donor agencies have observed this. Thus, in 1964/65, the official
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (German Academic Exchange Service)
of the Federal Republic orGermany awarded twenty-one schOlarships to the uni-
versi ties of Ibadan and Nsukka at a cost of £250,to £300 per Student, i.e., less than
half the cost of a scholarship in the 'Federal Republic itself; the Rockefeller Foun-
dation awarded medical training scholarships, and the US-AID technical college
scholarships, all tenable in Nigerian institutions. In fact, all donors seem to have
accepted more or less willingly the idea that studies abroad shoUld be compler
mentary to the development of Nigerian education and have agreed to co-crperate
with the national planning bodies in the sele,ction of scholarship holders. All offers
are now made to the Bureau for External Aid, which refers them to the scholar-
ship boards of the regions for the selection of candidates,the regions and the ter-
ritory of Lagos each receiving a fixed quota.' If any of the regions does not fully
use its quota, the unused scholarships are put at the disposal of the other regions.
The final choice of the candidate is made by tithe donor agency or the relevant edu-
cational establishment and approved by the competent Nigerian authorities, who
are thusIn a position to exercise full control over the policy'pursued.

Sometimes such co-operation goes much further. Thus, under the African
Scholarship Programme of American Universities (ASPAU), which was started
in 1960 and has by now been extended to practically all Africa, four partners
contribute to the financing of Nigeria students in the United States: the Nigerian
Government pays for the transport of the student, the US-AID for his board
and lodging in the United States, the''united States universities cover the tuition
fees, and private foundations finance the administration of the scheme and the
selection process. The recruitment is done through the Bureau for External Aid
acrd the scholarship boards. The candidates then undergo a written examination.
and those who pass it successfully are interviewed by a committee composed
of six to eight Nigerian officials and two ASPAU representativ. es. The United
States university then chooses the holders from among the candidates recommended
by the committee. Since 1964, all scholarships have been awarded in accordance
with the priorities set by the National' Manpower Board.

As for self-supporting students, the only measurespwhich the Nigerian authorities
can take, and have taken, are those aimed at acquiring a better knowledge.of their
flow and location. This information.is gathered by the scholarship boards on the
regional level, by the National Register of Students at the federal `level, and by
the Nigerian embassies or high commissions abroad.

The scholarship boards or students' advisory committees, both operating within
the ministries of education of the regions, advi3e students and, after appropriate

1. In 19f4, the Eastern, Western and Northern Regions each received 30 per cent, the federal
territory 10 per cent,.of the scholarships offered.
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p
inquiry, issue them with a certificate stating that their educational qualificatkms
are adequato for the intended study abroad and that their financial backing is
sufficient for this purpose. Educational institutions abroad have been requested
to accept non-spcnsored Nigerian students only on 'the, presentation of such a
certificate, and many, especially in the United Kingdom, are already enforcing
this rule. This gives the Nigerian authorities some measure of control over the
flow of non-sponsored students, though not over their 'choice of subjects of
study.

The National Register of Students, created in 1963 within the Federal Ministry
of Education, aims at recording all Nigerian students in post-secondary education,
whether at home or abroad, with indications about the branch of study and the
expected date of termination of studies. However, the questionnaires sent out to
all Nigerian. students in the first year encountered a very poor response, some
3,000 only Raving been answered. Subsequently, questionnaires were sent to all
the institutions where Nigerians were expected r to study, and the results proved
much more satisfactory, answers being received from 242 institutions in twenty-
four countries. An analysis of these answers was not available at the time of the
present inquiry, spring 1965, but-a preliminary document, thought to cover 80 per
cent of Nigerian students abroad, was published, listing students expected to
graduate in 1965. This document was sent to all major employers in Nigeria and
was used as the source for Table 6 (page 267).

The role of the embassies, particularly of the High Commission i London,
is twofold: they keep a register of students, and they can eercise a certain influence
by refusing their assistance whenever a student does not conform to the terms
of his scholarship. As most of the United Kingdom institutions now require from
students a letter of recommendation from the High Commission, registers are
likely to become more complete.

All these measures and, of course, the expansion; of education in Nigeria itself,
have had a certain effect in that the flow of students abroad seems to have reached
dpeak in 1962/63 and tty be decreasing since then. The only available information
whicit leads to such a conclusion is the data published by the British Council.
These probably are on the low side, but they reflect the general trend, especially
as Nigerian students in the United Kingdom represent 60 to 70 percent of all
Nigerian students abroad. The data are shown in Table 14.

The fact of course remains that in 1965 a very large proportion of Nigerian
post-secondary students still follow courses abroad, too many of them in branches
which do not correspond to priority sectors of Nigerian development and in
establishments which are not of the required highest level. To reverse this trend
will neeessitate a great effort.

In the first place much remains to be done in the way of acquiring better know-
ledge about the flow of students abroad. Institutions created by Nigeria for this
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TABLE 14. Nigerian students in the United Kingdom, 1960/65
5

.
'fair In universities

In all types pi'
institstions

1959/60 883 6 000
01960/41 1 010 6 800
'1961/62 1 124 7 $36
1962/63 1 090 8 954
1963/64 1 022 .8 630
1964/65 ,917 41,.

souacl British Council. Overseas Students In Britain, 1964

purposein particular'thc National Register of Studentsconstitute a promising
start. The sincere and active co-operation of all host countries is of course
indispensable. This implies answering the questionnaires issued by the Nigerian
authorities, implementing fully the condition that, all Nigerian students, whether
scholarship-holders or private, should register with their embassy, and/or be in
possession of a recommendation from the competent scholarship board.

The second big task, is closer integration of studies abroad with national
manpower planning. It has been stated that, as far as scholarship holders were
concerned, over-all priorities were respected. This, however, does not mean that
a plan has been established defining the priority branches withtsufficient precision
and sating how many Nigerians should study abroad in each of them. Respecting
over-all priorities or manpower requirements of the Nigerian economy does not
mean much more (in 1965) than respecting a.few general principles believed to
be true either on the basis of documents such as the Ashby report or on the basis
of prevailing opinions regarding the requirements of developing economics. They
all reach the same general conclusion: the country needs, in the first place, more
technicians, engineers, scientists, teachers, statisticians, mathematicians, etc.
Students consequently obtain scholarships more easily in these fields than in
others. Obviously, such an approach is far from sufficient, but a more appropriate
one can hardly be implemented before manpower planning itself reaches a more
advanced stage. On the bther hand, it must be recognized that, up to J965, kt was
very difficult for the Nigerian manpower planner to take due account of the output
of universities and of other educational institutions abroad. He simply did not
know enough about Nigerians studying, verseas. This at least partly explains why.
this output has been taken into consideration in Nigerian manpower planning in
vague terms only.

Finally, studies abroad should also be considered :yore closely from the point
of view of the cost involved. The federal and regional governments spent

1.5 million on overseas scholarships in 1962/63, a total which represented 85 pert
cent of the recurrent expenditure Of the University of Ibadan and 250 per cent
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of that of the University of Nsukka. Foreign scholarships in, 1962/63 amounted,
to Ll to i1.5 million and taking into account self-supporting students, the total.
cost of studies abroad may amount to over £10 million, a figure equal to some
40 per cent of the total public recurrent expenditure on education in Nigeria.
Approximate as this figure may be, it gives a fair idea of the cost implication of
studies abroad and of the importance of utilizing to the best possible advantage
the resources thus exter'ded.
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More than half the amount of external assistance to education in Nigeria is
earmarked for the building up of specific educational institutions or services.

The major projects-

In the field of primary education, there is, besides indirect assistance thiough the
support of teacher-trainirg colleges and of various general services such as
educational broadcasting, only one major projectthe aid provided by Unicef
to outain primary schools in the Northern Region. Schools in provinces with an
enrolment ratio lower than 14 per cent receive standardized parcels containing
basic equipment, such as pencils, blackboards, chalk, and textbooks; at the same
time, Unicef supports an expatriate adviser working in the Ministry of Education
on the development of primary education. The cost of the project is £900,000,
to be spent over five years. Unicef also provides assistance for the building of
handicraft centres attached to primary schools in the Eastern Region.

In the field of secondary education, the most important projects in the past were
the two comprehensive schools, at Aiyetoro in the Western Region and at Port
Harcourt in the Eastern Region. The purpose was to demonstrate the feasibility
of a multi-purpose school, i.e., a school with mixed gramma.-school and tech-
nical-school programmes, as opposed to a single-purpose institution (grammar or
technical). The curricula and syllabuses developed at these schools are supposed
to serve as prototypes for other comprehensive schools to be created in the future.
The two schools are assisted by the US-AID in personnel, equipment, fellowships
and capital expenditure to a total value of £1.5 million for the period 1961 to 1972.
With the exception of a loan of £643,000 for the expansion of physical facilities
at the Port Harcourt school, all this aid takes the form of a grant.

Another project is that of the International Development Association (IDA)
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which in 1965, granted an interest-free credit of £7.1 million? of which about 60
per cent is for the development and improvement of general secondary education,
especially wit regard to science and handicraft teachingjen to 15 per cent of this
credit is destined for consultants' fees, and the remainder for school buildings,
staff housing equipment. Lastly, mention should be made of an offer made by the
United Kingdom Government in 1965 to provide £200 -wojth of science equipment
to every secondary grammar school.

In the field of teacher training, a number of colleges have been created or
assisted by external aid agencies. Among the earliest and most important
programmes were the so-called Ashby courses. Since 1961, some seventy United
Kingdom teachers have been provided by the United Kingdom Government to
give in-service training and special courses to about 1,300 Nigerian teacher
students every year anring the summer vacation. Since 1962, the United Nations
Special Fund,' cperatiig through Unesco, has been financing four advanced
teaci:u-trainirg colliws (one in Lagos and one in each of the regions except the
Mid-West), where both grade II teachers and secondary- school leavers take a
three-year course combining academic training at an advanced, but pre-university,
level with training in the methods and principles of education. The colleges are
meant to produce teacher's for lower secondary schools. They involve an assistance
of £1.5 million, representing the salaries of expatriate staff, supply of equipment,
and fellowships for counterparts over a period of six years, from 1962 to 1967.
A fifth advanced college, the Ibadan College of Education, resulting from a merger
of the OlunloyO College in Ibadan with the Ransome Kuti College, is supported
by the US-AID, which also assists the United Nations and Ford Foundation-
sponsored college in Lagos. In the case of the last two institutions, the United States
aid is provided largely in the form of personnel through university contracts.

As far as primary-school teachertraining colleges are Concerted, two major
projects, both in the Northern Region, are benefiting from external aid: the kano
Teacher-Training College, backed by US-AID since 1962, and the Northern
Nigeria Teacher Education Project (`Wisconsin Project) started at the end of
1964 and financed by the Ford Foundation. The former is part of a project aimed
at developing one specific teacher-training college which would produce grade II

teachers and eventually, teachers for grade H teacher-training colleges, upgrade
uncertified teachers and act as a centre for instructional materials for the Kano
area. In the future, this college will also deliver the Nigerian Certificate of
Education, which so far only advanced teacher-training colleges could award. The
Teacher Education Project provides twenty -two teachers-advisers to seven teacher-
training colleges with a view to improving curricula, teaching aids and meth%ds;

j. 'United Nations Development Prngramme', as of 1 January 1966.
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and the administration of primary education.in the Northern Region in general.
In the field of technical education, external aid has played a relatively small

part in the past. The Ibadan Technical College has been assisted since 1961 by
US-AID by the supply of advisers, fellowships and demonstration materials.
US-AID also supports twelve manual art centres in the Eastern Region training
boys from senior primary classes with a view to making their education more'
functional.Technical education further benefits from a United Nationspevelopment
ProgrammeILO project, the National Training Scheme for Instructors and
Supervisofs at Yaba, Lagos, which trains teachers for trade centres and vocational
schools for the whole of 'Nigeria, as well as industrial foremen. This. project,
started in 1963, will cost the United Nations £360,000 over a period of four years,
the main expene being the provision of twelve expatriate instructors.

Even more important for the training of technical teachers will be theational
TechniCal Teacher Training College to be setup in Lagos with the help of the United
Nations Development Prcigramme as far as staffing is concerned, and with the
support of the IDA credit for the construction of buildings. The IDA credit will
also be used for other projects in the field of technical education: 32.2 per cent
of itS total.amount (£7.1 million), i.e. £2.3 million, will finance the expansion or
the creation of technical, vocational and.trade schools all over Nigeria.

Lastly, higher technical institutions will benefit in the next few years from a
United Kingdom grant of £5 million made in 1961 and o'f which a small part
only had been used by 1965. Plans under discussion, or already approved, include

,the spending of £500;000 for the creation of 'a polytechnic at Kaduna in the
North, £ 525,000 for a'technical college at Auchi ,in. the Mid-West, and £850,000
for a technical institute at Enugu in the East, all these funds to be spent on the
construction of buildings.

As for the universities, all have benefited from external aid grants. The most
important of these are the United States grant for the University of Nigeria at
Nsukka and thC United Kingdom grant of £5 million mentioned above, of which
£2.1 million has been set aside for the development of the Ahmadu Bello University
in the North and £575,000 for the University et- Ife in the West, both on capital
account. Another grant of £1.5 million had been made earlier by the United
Kingdom Government to the University of Ibadan. There is also a five-year
allocation of £310,000 made in 1962 by the United Nations Development
Programme and FAO for the development of the Forestry Department of the
University oIbadan; a five-year grant of £450,000 made by the'United Nations
Devehrment Programme and Unescc to the faculty of engineering of the.
University of Lagos; and a three-year grant of £25,000 made by the Netherlands
Government to the faculty of engineering of the University of Nigeria. These
three grants cover mainly the supply of expatriate teachers and of equipment,

Private organizations have also played an important role. The Ford Foundation
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has so far spent a total of about £1.5 million on the University of Ibadan, providing
staff housing, chairs in sociology, linguistics and archaeology, and buildings for
various faculties. The Rockefeller Foundation is financing, among other things,
the establishment of an institute of African studies at the University of Ibadan
and a programme of producing improved cereals to be carried out at the Ahmadu
Bello University.

The trends in external aid for the building up of institutions reflect the general
development in external aid to education in Nigeria. Before independence, and
in the Years immediately following it, by far the greatest share of external aid
Went to the universities. This was the result, not so much of any well-defined
educational planning doctrine,' as of traditional policies followed by the donors
and.also, perhaps, of the assumption that higher education, because of the existence
of an academic world. community, lent itself more easily to transfers of staff,
methods, equipment And funds than any other level or type of education.

The external support of teacher training and secondary-grammar institutions
did not start until 1962. It may be assumed that this was the result of the Ashby
-report as well as of the Addis Ababa conference and of the numerous writings in
The field of economics of education stressing the importance of secondary education
and teacher training for the developing countries. It was at this stage that the
United Nations and its specialized agencies as well as the US-AID turned their
attention to advanced teacher-training colleges -and certain types of secondary
schools. Finally, from 1964 on technical and vocational training institutions
began to attract the attention of external aid agencies; the IDA credit and the
United Kingdom grants are significant for this latest development.

It is against this historical background that certain practical problems arising
in connexion with the building up of institutions should be examined.

Capital expenditure and supply of educational equipment

External aid for capital expenditure would seem at first sight to raise few
complications. This is certainly not so. Firstly, all such grants and loans require a
preliminaryoften difficultagreement between the donor and the Nigerian
authorities with regard to the content and location of the project to be finanged.
Furthermore, donors will make the disbursements only on certain conditions, such
as Cie approval of detailed construction plans and a participation of local funds
in carrying out the project. The fact that more than four-fifths of the United

1. It should be notcd, however, that the Ashby report, published in 1960, stressed the importance
of external aid to both universities and secondary schools.
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A4

Kingdom grant for higher education remained unspent between 1961 and 1964
clearly shows the difficulties that may arise even in the spending of external aid
already granted.

Another delicate problem arises when the aid agency stipulates that all the
supplies for which the grant or loan is tc be used must be bought front the donor
country. The disadvantages of such tied aid, whether for education or any other
purpose, are obvious. It has a particular impact on the final cost of external aid
to the recipient, especially if aid has been provided under the form of a loan
(because, possibly, much higher prices must be paid for the supplied items in the
country of the donor than in the local or in other foreign markets) and, to a
certain extent even if it was a grant (because, possibly, maintenance cost for
supplies imported from one country are higher than for those from others and
because of high transport costs). Naturally, this is not always the case, but it is
a possibility which must be taken into account.in Nigeria, this applies especially
to equipment for science laboratories and for workshops in some technical
schools. The psychological effect of tied aid may be even worse. The donor is
criticized for helping his own industry rather than the recipient countrya criticism
which is understandable. On the other hand, the donor country must take into
account its public opinion as well as balance of payments considerations, which
may often be the decisive factors in its tied aid policy. A reasonable compromise
solution is the one adopted by an important official agency: all goods and services
to be provided, under a particular grant or loan as well as firms undertaking the
necessary construction work should be either from the donating country or, if
equivalent goods or services can be supplied, from Nigeria.

Aid in the form of educational equipment raises a host of other problems which
cannot be discussed in detail here. With regard to all such equipmentlanguage
laboratories, science laboratories, educational television, etc.two basic questions
must always be answered. Firstly, even if they are gifts, can the country afford,
in the long run, to maintain them both technically and financially? Secondly;
cart the equipment be used by the teachers available and can it be integrated into

the accepted curricula and teaching methods?
It may be asked whet* external aid for capital projects should have top

priority. There are at least two weighty arguments in favour_of such a policy.
Firstly, transfer of capital is much easier than transfer of men and of teaching
methods. Secondly, aid, for capital projects can be particularly indispensable
because of the scarcity of local resources in developing countries. In this connexion,
one should consider not only the general lack of capital, but also the high foreign-
exchange component of educational projects. According to an official document
published in Western Nigeria, this foreign-exchange component amounts to
30 per cent in primary education and in teacher training, 40 per cent in general
secondary education, 45 per cent in technical and commercial education, '50 per
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cent in universities and 40 per cent in, modern aids for teaching. Projects to be
financed by the IDA credit are estimated to have a foreign-exchange component
of 37 per cent.'

If this is so, it may appear economically very desirable to seek external aid to
cover 30 to 50 per cent of capital expenditure in education projects. Yet, an
analysis.of the whole pro'blem;of educational finance and expenditure in Nigeria2
shows that the most difficult problem which the country faces is the financing of
recurrent expenditure. In one way or another Nigerians always succeeded in
attracting external funds to finance the construction of school buildings. se

funds may have'been smaller than expected but, finally, the selected institutions
especially in the field of higher or even secondary education, have received funds
indispensable for the setting up of buildings and for the basic equipment. Much
more difficult, therefore, at present and in the long run, is the financing of recurrent
expenditure.

Staffing and training of counterparts

The great importance of foreign aid in staffing new institutions has already been
stressed. It, should be said that external aid has, in general, responded to this
challenge. In 1964, some 70 to 80 per cent of all external educational aid. was
devoted to recurrent expenditure, and more and more institutions are now assisted
with expatriates, teachers or experts. In many cases, the supply of expatriates
represents almost the totality of external assistance. This, for example, applies
to the advanced teacher-training colleges sponsored by the United Nations
Development Programme and Unesco, to the Northern Nigeria Teacher Education
Project supported by the Ford Foundation, to the comprehensive high schools
supported by US-AID, to the National Training Scheme for Instructors and Super-
visors administered by the ILO, and to several other projects sponsored by
private foundations.

The hrst point deserving particular attention is the problem of relations between
teachers (or experts) sent to the new institution by the foreign aid agency and the
lest of its staffwhether Nigerian or expatriate. In many of these institutions not
two, but three or four, categories of employees exist: those provided by the aid
agency, other expatriates hired under contract by Nigerian authorities, volunteers,
and Nigerians. Salaries in each of the categories are different and so can be the
work loads and working conditions in general (leave, housing, etc.). More diffiL slt

1. IBRD, 'Appraisal of Educational Project Nigeria', ro/434b, December 1964.
2. A. Callaway and A. Musone, op. cit.
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still: although b,11 belong temporarily to the same institution and are subordinated
to the same principal, "director or vice-chancellor, most of the employees can
hardly not remain loyal to their original organizations.. Managing and co-ordinating
the work of such a staff becomes, therefore, one of the most difficult practical
problems of the new institutions. Indeed, Nigerian experience shows that tensions
which may arise between the various categories of staff and the degree to which
they are solved can become the determinating factor in the development of the
new institutions.

The task for the individual teacher or expert is certainly not an easy one,
especially for those in charge of directing the new establishments. It often happened
in Nigeria that the first expatriate team sent to an institution did not immediately
fulfil all the expectations and a ncw director or team had to be sent after only
one or two years. The problem is even more complicated when two external aid
agencies supply teams of teachers or experts to a single institution. But one very"
significant aspect of the whole question must be stressed: almost never does it .

come to a tension or a split between. Nigerians on one side and expatriates on the
other. Many of the difficulties arise between the different groups of expatriates or,
in any cake, cut across the di% isioik between Nigerians and non-Nigerians.

Experience has shown that all these difficulties can be overcome, and in several
of the new establishments a smooth collaboration between the various categories
of staff has been established. It would seem that three factors are of great impor
tance in this connexion: first, the personality and prOfes4o9ir-capacity of all
those involved, particularly of the head of the project; second; a very clear and
precise division of labour and of the responsibilities of the staff; amt. third, an
early designation of a highly qualified Nigerian as head of the institution, a
Nigerian whose authority all the staff is willing to geknowledge. -

The staffing of the institutions is closely linked with the training of counterparts,
i.e., of those who will eventually replace the expatriates. This is an integral part
of most of the contracts under which expatriates are supplied and is in line with
the principle that an assisted institution should eventually become self-supporting.
The most frequent formula for training counterparts combines studies abroad with
personal training given on the spot by expatriates.

Theoretically simple, the problem of training counterparts is, in reality, very
difficult to solve. In extreme cases, the Nigerian counterpart is not designated at
all, and the expatriate terminate' his conflict without' ever having seen his,
successor. In Nigeria, this happens particularly in branches where the scarcity of
local manpower is great, e.g, teachers of French, or in regions which lack qualified
personnel in general. A significant example is that of the Advanced Teacher.
Training College in Zaria. In the spring of 1965, three years after its creation and
two years before the expiry of the foreign aid contract, only three out of the ten
scheduled counterparts had been chosen and were receiving training; in other
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-words, most of the, expatriates will leave without having accomplished anything
like half their taskensuring their_ replacement-: b

But-it-can also be argued-that-the whole concept of counterpart training, needs
revision in a context like the one of Northern Nigeria. No pressure on the gogern-
ment, it is said, can change the basic situation, which is a general lack of qualified
caldidates. In 1965, only slightly more than 100 Northerners graduated from both
Nigerian.ancLaverseas.universities. Most of those suitable to serve as counterparts
have to be taken, from existing institutions (schooS or civil, service) where they,
may be needed even more than in the institution to be created. Taking again as
an example the Advanced Teacher-Training College in Ziria, it is understandable
that some officials may, at the present stage of development, emphasize
`nigerianization't from thc bottom up. In practice they will therefore wish the
ATTC to produce secondary-school teachers -s soon as possible irrespective of
who tae tutors of the teachers are, leaving (nigerianizatiorr'on this level to a later
stage. In other words, the expatriate teacher is still needed as an operator of the
new institution and not only as an adviser.

Whether one agrees or not that this should be so, the fact remains that counter-
part training has sometimes been seen in too optircnistic a light; in most cases it
takes mte;h longer than expected, In the Eastern Region, for example, all counter-.
ruts for the ATTC were designated and sent to study abroad, but most of them
will return at a time when many of the expatriates they are to replace have already
left or arc preparing to pave. There will thus be no, or little, time for training.'
on tht spot and the tranpfer of experience. Yet everybody agrees on the necessity
of counterparts workir.g together with expatriates for a least a few months in
ordetto epsure continuity:

Training counterparts is among the most important aims of foreign aid for the
building up of institutions. Its effectiveness. will depend on the determination both
of the donating igencv and of the Nigerian authorities. If, at the end of the project,
trained counterparts are not available, the team supplied under foleign aid will
have to be replaced by another expatriate team, this time paid from the Nigerian

°budget, or by insufficiently qualified Nigerians. In the first case, the running costs
of the institution will become too high, in the second, the original aim of the- -
project may be completely frustrated. This double danger can only be avoided
by considering the counterpart training process as a long one, the length of which
will vary from one region to another depending on local conditions, and which
can hardly be drfined in a general, rigid a priori formula.

I. This postulate in thc North mcant strictly 'northermiation*, i.e., to have as kachcrs and in
other responsible jobs not just any Nigerians, but Northerners.
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Building up of institutions and educational planning

Fromhe point of view of the educational planner, die problem is to integrate
for'eign aid to the building up of institutions with the plan. Three questions must
be asked in this connexion. Firstly, to what extent du the newly created institutions
correspond to agreed priorities? Secondly? to what extent can their financing and
running be assured from local resources during and after the aid period? And,
thirdly,. to what extent are the planning authorities able to direct external .aid
to the building up of institutions in accordance with planning requirements?

In theory at least, most of the foreign aid destined for the building up of insti-
tutions can be considered as conforming to priority requirements of Nigerian
education:All the projects listed in the first part of this chapter fall in this category.
It may be asked, of course, whether the relative emphasis on each of them has been
the right one whether, for instance, teacher training should not have received
more aid than the universities, the universities less than secondary schools, etc.
X clear answer to such questions could only have been provided by verycompre-
hensive and up-to-date educational planning taking into account all the manpower
requirements and the corresponding educational needs. Nigerian educational
planning certainty not so advanced, and it must be considered. a success that
external aid to the building up of institutions has, on the whole, concentrated
on priority areas. But in one case, at least, it can safely be assumed that a better
timing of priorities would have been fully justified: if external' aid to science
teaching in secondary schools had received greater emphasis well before 1964,
many of the difficulties which have arisen in some of the post-secondary institutions.
could have been avoided. The federal ATTC in LagoS, originally intended to
concentrate on the training of science and modern-language teachers, has not so
far fulfilled its purpose owing to a lack of candidates with sufficient knowledge
of science subjects. For the same reason, the proportion of students in science
and engineering in universities is lower than it should be.

Another major complication arises from the very rapid changes in educational
needs. The advanced teacher-training colleges provide a good illustration of what
actually can happen. When they were created, around 1962, it was difficult to
imagine that anything but this type of institution could substantially help to
remedy the lack cd. qualified Nigerian secondary - schoolteachers. The total number,
of these teachers was 7,375, of which 2,101 were expatriates and 4,252 Nigerian
non-graduates.' If 50 per cent in both categories were to be replaced, the secondary-

school kystem could have absorbed immediately, over 3,000 Nigerian teachers,
a .figure obviously too large if compar0 with the existing output of universities
which was 270 per year. It is not surprising that, in view of these figures, both

1. Not including secondary-modern-school teachers.
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the Nigerian authorities and the external aid agencies, in this case the United
Nations DrCelopment Programme and Unesco, concluded that the creation of
several new institutions destined to prepare as rapidly as possible relatively will,
even if not top, qualified secondary-school teachers constituted a high priority.
Yet, only three years later and before the new institutions had produced their
first graduates, questions were being raised (in at least one if not two of the four
regions) about their long-term employment possibilities in secondary schools.

Such rapid changes in educational needs are, of course, not compatible with
the inevitable time-lag inherent in the building up of institutions. Her apin, the
only possible solution, is comprehensive and up-to-date planning capable of
foreseeing, at least partly, such changes. The great danger is that the orientation
of foreign aid may often be subject to simplifying reactions. When a particular
type of education, has been neglected for some time, a sudden change may lead
to overemphasizing its importance in the guise of such slogans as 'all for teacher
training' di 'all for technical education'. Undoubtedly there is a great need for
the donors to be flexible, i.e., to be able to adjust their contribution to the assisted
institutions in the light of the change in requirements.

The second question of whether the comtry can afford the particular new
institution is both simpler and more complicated to answer than the question of
priorities. Simpler, because it only means assessing the cost to Nigeria of the
project during and after Int aid period and setting it against the available local
resources;' more complicated, because the availability of local resources will
depend to a large extent on what-is believed to be the effectiveness of the project.
If latter is believed tb be of vital importance of the country, then even a very
high cost will prove acceptable. Such belief may, of course, imply value judgemeitts
and, political considerations.

Almost all external aid projects usually require a more or less substantial
financial participation by the Nigerian authorities. In the case of an advanced
teacher-training college, for instance, Nigeria hai to cover practically all tie
capital cost and more than 40 per cent of the recurrent expenditure, i.e., an
average of £200,000 per year during five years. The 'DX credit requires from
Nigeria a contribution of £3.6 m:llion, mainly for capital expenditure, quite
apart from the additional annual recurrent expenditure of £2.6 million generated
by the projects and which will have to be borne by the federal and regional

.governments? >,
A relatively large participation of the recipient country in the project is

1. Even this may raise practical difficulties. Sometimes the costs of various services, such as
electricity and water supply, transport, of pupils or staff.housing have not been calculated
carefully enough.

2. Although this amount represents about 10 per cent of the present public (federal and,regional)
recurrent expenditures on education, it is assumed (see IBRD, op. cit.) that this sum is
within the capacity of the federarand regional governments'.
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considered by the donor as a guarantee of lasting interest. But it may also represent
an obstacle if the recipient country finds it difficult, or impossible, to mobilize.
rapidly enough the required funds and personnel. This is why, in some of the
contracts, the Nigerian authorities have 'reserved the option to seek additional
external aid contributions to cover what should have been their own part; or to
count as their, part already existing facilities, such as land and buildings. Such
arrangements may facilitate the realization of the "project, but may create even
greater difficulties in the second stage, when aid is withdrawn and all costs are
to be ,covered from local resources. This may be the case of the comprehensive
secondary schools, which will be very expensive to run, especially when compared
with traditional schools. However, the high expense may be fully justified if the
two, comprehensive schools generate a desirable reform of the secondary-school
sYstein in accordance with the needs of the country. The planner faces here the
difficult problem of evaluating the qualitative as well as the quantitative benefits
of a course df action; and the only objective element at his disposal is the estimate
of the cost of extending to the whole educational system, the solution suggested
by the pilot institution and of the feasibility of such an extension without damage
to the other parts of the system. He must ask himself whether an alternative
solution, such as technical trailing provided out of school, would not be con-
siderably cheaper than the training prow ..ded in comprehensive schools. Sometimes
even apparently simple external aid projects, for instance the introduction of

`handicraft training in primary schools, cannot be extended because extension
would substantially raise, the cost of the educational sector concerned.

The third questionto what extent the planning authorities can influence the
direction of external aid -can be answered by stating that the authorities have
always had the power to accept, modify or reject external aid for the building up
of institutions. As will be seen later, they examine each project with a view to
ascertaining its cost implications for the federal or regional budgets. In theory,
therefore, the Nigerian planner has the, possibility of direding external aid in
accordance with priority requirements. In practice, however, external aid goes at
least as much to what the donor considers the priority requirements as to what
the Nigerian planners consider them to be. But ther donor is much less qualified
to judge whether the projected institution can sooner or later 'be integrated into
the system or whether Nigerians can afford it.

In the past and during the first years of independence the need for eduLational
institutions of all kinds justified a large amount cf,external aid for the creation
of new institutions, eveln if the cost implications could not be foreseen adequately.
But the situation has considerably changed in the last few years. Today, the
Nigerian educational system, though certainly not perfect, has established centres
in almost all branches and regions, from which expansion, reform and innovation
can be propagated. It is far more important to strengthen these centres than to
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create new ones, which" may generate financial obligations beyond the capacity
of the country. Using institutions already established enables the donorand the
Nigerian plannerto eliminate, at least partly, the risks involved in staffing
new ones. It also means tlit external aid can be directed to institutions that have
proved-themselves. The five Nig4ian universities have most of the departmenis
which a developing country can reasonably claim to need, There are teacher-
training colleges of all types and a sufficient choice of secondary schools as well
as of research Eind training institutions in many fields of human resource
development. Almost any innovation, including the introduction of new teaching
media or the reform of curricula, can be undertaken from any of these established
centresinstead of being created ex nihilo.

Fortunately, the present trends in external aid seem to reflect the above principle.
The important IDA credit is not tied to the creation of one or a few brand-new
institutions, but to 192 projects, 182 of them linked with existing schools:Similarly,
the newest large United States projectthe Northern Nigeria Teacher Education
Projectdoes not imply the setting-up of vast buildings with a numerous staff,
but the improvement of an already working concern: teacher training in the
'North. This trend in external aidmeaning a shift from institution creation to
institution strengtheningreflecti a certain maturity Of the Nigerian educational
system ..11;..1 expresses itself also in the shift away from the indiscriminate and
massi' to the selective supply of expatriate teachers. It may be that the new
approach is less stimulating to many individuals than the, former, often indispen-
sable, creation 'in the middle of the jungle'. In the present circumstances, this
approach is certainly closer to the requirements of effective external aid and of
rational educational planning.

External aid for the building.up Of institutions can be the most promising form
of assistance when 4 contributei to the introduction of innovations and to kt,,
qualitative improvement of the system. But it can also be the most wasteful when
it engenders structures which the country can neither afford to maintain nor
assimilate.

o--401
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ost all foreign aid to education is accompanied by a conscious or unconscrOus
transfer of,educational models. Any expatriate teacher, whether sent by a bilateral
or a multilateral agency, brings with him the experience of the educational system
in which he or she has grow'n up and worked; any 'textbook or item.Of educational
equipment carries with. it the context within which it was designed; and most of
the projectaie based on previous experience in some country or countries other
then the recipient. This simple truth applies to Nigeria as much as it does to any
other country.

The Nigerian educational system was modelled on the United Kingdom,system,
which still remains dominant in almost all fields. Structure, content and exami-
nation system are probably the three major areas where this dominance is at its
greatest. In Nigeria, as in so many other African countries, the implantation of
the United Kingdom model was due not only to the British, but also, and perhaps
even mainly, to the insistence of Nigerians on having their schools and degrees
similar to those of the United Kingdom. This insistence was due partly to reasons
of prwige and partly to very practical considerations, clearly stated by Sir
Eric Ashby: .

`The first professors had to set up standards of teaching which would qualify
the students to enter for London degrees in subjects already in the LondOn°
syllabus. Clearly the pioneers had no choice but to adopt the pattern of an
English university. Equally clearly this was the pattern which Africans themselves
wanted. The African intellectual, educated in London or Cambridge or
Manchester,9would have been indignant at any softening of standards, any
substitution of easier options, any cheapened version of higher education. So
initially there was no problem of adaptation. The African wanted a replica of the
British university at its best, the expatriate staff had no other model to offer.1

I. Erie Ashby, African Universities and Western Tradition, Oxford University Press, London, 1964.
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The University of London thus became a sponsor of the University of Ibadan,
a step which implied not only a certain amount of external aid, but also the full
recognition, so much desired, of the Ibadan degrees. This, in turn, implied similar
entrance examinations, curricula and final examinations.

This formula lost, of course, some of its justification with the progressive
establishment of the country'S'inajor educational institutions; and, in recent years,
there has indeed been a continuous shift from external models towaius solutions
more in keeping with the economic and social needs of the country, solutions
adopted sometimes because of, and sometimes in spite of, external aid. The
latter, though it has a built-in tendency to introduce foreign models, hason balance
proved innovating rather than conservative. The University of Nsukka, the
advanced teacher-training colleges, the comprehensive secondary schools, to quote
some of the more recent projects haVing received external aid, represent a departure
from the traditional model and not its strengthening. This, of course, does not
necessarily mean that such departures are always in line with the country's needs.

A factor which has undoubtedly contributed to this progressive departure from
the United Kingdom system is the multiplicity of models presented to Nigeria
through the intervention of a multiplicity of donors. The country thus had the
opportunity to realize that there are sev-eral educational systems and that value
and prestige need not necessarily be attached to only one of them. On the other
hand, the donors, too, were in a better, ,position to see that their model is not the
only on that can be adopted. And such mutual recognition may almost auto-
matically lead to a search,for new solutions more suited to local requirements.

But a multiplicity of donors and the consequent penetration of several external
models has alsO potential disadvantages. Being exposed to several models may
create confusion_ in The minds of pupils or students and raise the problem of

. equivalence of standards between institutions based on different models. The
Nigerian experience shows that such dangers can be overcome and

of
the

introduction of several external models can stimulate the development of specific
national solutions. The case of the two largest universities, Ibadan and Nsukka,
is very significant in'this respect.

The University of Ibadan started in 1948 under the name 'University College'
and was linkcd with the University of London but, under a federal law, was
transformed ihto a fully autonomous 'university in Decetuber 1962. Although
situated in the capital of the Western Region, it is a federal establishment. On
the contrary, the University of Nigeria, at Nsukka, is, lespite its name, a regional
university (of the Eastern Region). It was formally created in 1955 and opened
in October 1960, two years after an Anglo-American team under the joint auspices
of the Inter-University Council of London and the International Co-operation
Administration (now the US-AID) had established the principles according to
which it Should 'function. By 1964165 both universities had approximately the

ir"o
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same enrolment 2,482 for.--Nsukka and 2,284 for Ibadan which meant that
Nsukka had developed much faster than Ibadan. However, in the eyes of the
public, and sometimes even of specialized authors, the main difference between
the two univcrsitics is that Ibadan was evolved on the United Kingdom model
and Nsukka on the 'United States one. As Sir Eric Ashby noted, Nigeria was
experimenting with two kinds of university constitutions, a novel one in Nsukka,
and a conventional United Kingdom one in the. other four univcrsitics:

`The "new look" in Nigerian univcrsitics is to be found at Nsukka in the Eastern
Region. It had long been Dr. Azikive's belief that the American land grant
college provided a better model than the British university for Nigerian higher
education. He was impressed by its willingness to include vocational subjects,
such as accountancy and journalism; its rejection of the idea that univcrsitics
were to be confined to an intellectual Elite; its commitment to extension work;
its emphasis on farming and all that is involved in rural life. Accordingly
Dr. Aziki% c founded an institution which'hc called the University of Nigeria
inspired by the land-grant philosophy, and fostered by Michigan State
University.'

Historically it is true that the United States played virtually no role in the
foundation of the University of Ibadan and a very important one in the creation
of Nsukka. .Whereas the first major grant for Ibadan came from the United
Kingdom (£1.5 million through the Colonial Development Welfare Fund, for
capital expenditure), the University of Nigeria received the largest assistance
(£2.3 million from the bcginning.of 1960 to the end of 1964), from the United States
Government. It is also true that many elements in the structure of Nsukka represent
a departure from the traditional United Kingdom system: the sixth form is not a
necessary requiremept for entrance, a fourth year of courses has been introduced,
heavy emphasis,is laid on general and on extramural studies, a large, number of,
vocational courses is provided, etc. All this means a.shift from the elite concept to
what may be called mass approach insuniversity education.

Yet it would be wrong to assume that the, preponderance of United States
influence at Nsukka (reflected in 1965 by the presence of some thirty United
States experts and professors, including the vice-chancellor) on the one hand,
and the preponderance of United ,Kingdom influence at Ibadan University on
the other, has led to any disorganization of Nigerian, university life. In the first
place, United Kingdom influence was not completely absent in the creation of
the University of Nsukka, since the first plans were established by an Anglo-
American team; and in 1964/65 there were twenty-eight British as against thirty .

American staff members. Secondly, the University of Ibadan, which has been
receiving United States assistance for a long, time, has progressively departed from

1. Eric Ashby, op. cit.
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the traditional United Kingdom model more than is commonly thought. Here,
too, the sixth, form is not an indispensable entrance requirement, extramural
studies are strongly emphasized, more and more specialized courses not taught in
United KingdoM universities are part of the curriculum, and syllabuses are being
continuously revised. What has happened in fact is that each of the two universities
has been stimulated by, and has benefited from, the other. Nsukka, conscious of
its position as a newcomer and fearful lest its methods should lead to a lowering,
of standards, has made great cfforts,to maintain high quality ;, and its very existence
could not but strengthen the determination of lbadan to adapt its teaching to
Nigerian needs. At present, the two universities are complementary, in accordance
with the Statement which reflects the view of the Nigerian Commission on Post-
school Certificates and Higher Education that it would not be in the national
interest if one single pattern were to be imposed on all Nigerian higher education.
The hope for Nigerian higher education lies in its diversity'.

Another 'example showing the advantages of a multiplicity of external models
is that of the schools with multi-national staff, in particular, the Unesco-sponsored
ATTCs, where the different educational backgrOundi of the teaching staff have
often facilitated the introduction of new teaching methods. Similarly, the contri-
bution of non-United Kingdom volunteer teachers has on balance been a positive
one despite, and sometimes because of, their different educational backgrounds.
But the introduction of several external models can only be successful if the
educational system into which they are introduced' is sufficiently developed.
Otherwise, it may lead to the creation of several parallel, or even unconnected,
educational systems within one country. This is certainly not the case in Nigeria
where the authorities have always had enough power to prevent any developments
of this IC i.

What nas. been said does not imply that Nigeria has solved all the problems
resulting from the intr Auction of foreign models. But neither does it mean that
all the shortcomings of Nigerian education can be attributed to their influence.
In any case, the majority of external aid experts have by now become fully
conscious of the dangers ,of imposing ready-made foreign solutions on Nigeria.
The Netherlanders, for example, who are to equip and staff the engineering depart-
ment of the University of Nigeria, have been very carefid to introduce, not the
curriculum of the Delft or Eindhoven Universities, but a combination of several,
systems which would seem best suited to Nigerian needs.

It would also appearthat, the Nigerian insistence on traditional models is slowly
giving way to a less rigid attitude. In 1963, for instance, sixteen of Nigeria's leading
educators travelled to Sweden, France and the United States to study the
educational systems of these countries with a view to evolving new concepts and
techniques in Nigerian curricula. A similar study tour is scheduled in connexion
with the reforM of technical education.

L
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This search for new methods does not mean a complete abandonment of the
United Kingdom model; the latter will no doubt remain an important factor in
Nigerian education for many years to come. But it can safely be said that recent
trends in external aid, whether multilateral or bilateral, have contributed to a
progressive change in traditional structures and methods and that the introduction,
of a multiplicity of external models has played an important and, on the whole,
beneficent role in this evolution.
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6 Procedures and machinery
of external aid

'the effectiveness of external aid depends to a, considerable extent on what may
appear to be a matter of formthe procedures and machinery for rendering and
receiving assistance. In a country as large and politically complex as Nigeria such
procedures are complicated, and highly important.

Nigeria is a country whose regions possess considerable responsibility in matters
of education. External aid provided by official organizations, however, is by
definition a matter which comes under the exclusive competence of the federal
authorities dealing with external affairs. Only aid provided by private organizations
escapes this rule. This simple fact determines the principles on th. basis of which
foreign assistance is given to, and received by, Nigeria.

Procedures

Official external assistance thus involves at least three participants: the donor on
the one_hand,and_thefederal_and_regional_governments on the other. Formally,
all foreign aid is granted on the basis of a request emanating from the Nigerian
authorities. The procedure usually starts in the regional ministry of edugation and
the request has to be approved by the regional ministry or economic planning
(the premier's office in the Western Region) and by the regional ministry of
finance. This approval implies that the request is in accordance with the region's
development plan and that the necessary localeresources to cover its costs to
Nigeria are available. The request- is then sent for review and approval to the
federal ministry of finance and, 'if a technical assistance agreement is involved,
to the federal ministry of economic development. Both these ministries transmit
the request to the donor agency, which, after appioval of t& project, draws up
an official agreement to be signed, on the 3sligerian side, by the competent regional
ministry or ministries and by the federal ministry concerned. Thus four or five
Nigerian ministries aft involved in any external aid operatilin.
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The donor is, of course, informed of the request well before he receives it
officially. Usually, the regional ministry of education contacts him informally at
the beginning of th:, procedure to ascertain whether he would be willing to support
the project in question and what additional information and justification he
would require. In the meantime, the donor will usually check with the federal
authorities to make sure, that the request is likely to get their backing.

It is clear from the foregoing that external aid 'which is not integrated with
educational and general development planning is theoretically impossible since
any request must be approved by at least two planning bodies. But it is also clear
that such -a procedure is time-consuming. This last point raises a problem which
preoccupies many Nigeriristhe time-lag in external aid operations. Nigerian
experience shows that it takes at least one year, and sometimes up to three years,
for an initial request within the regional ministry of education to materialize in the
form of an actual disbursement of funds. The harmful effects of such a time-lag
are well known: the rise in price levels will make the originally foreseen amount
of aid insufficient for the implementation of the project; a shift in priorities may
take place in the meantime and the delay may endanger the realization of other
targets of the educational plan to which the foreign aid project was linked.

It is difficult to see, however, how the conditions which are at the origin of this
time-lag could be substantially changed. Official agencies, whether bilateral or
multilateral, are Eubject to administrative or legislative limitations and Nigerians
can disregard neither the federal structure of their country nor the imperative of
linking external aid to over-,all planning targets. Any shortening of the time-lag
could therefore come only from a more efficient adtnifiistration, a more rapid

_transmission and examination of requests by all concerned. At present, all a
planner can do is to take the time-lag into due consideration so as to avoid any
false hope concerning the timing of the project.

In Nigeria, the time-lag is considerably shortened when aid is provided by some
of the private organizations, first, because their administrative machinery is less
complicated and more flexible than that of official organizations, and, second,
because the operations of private donors do not need the approval of the federal
authorities. Private organizations can deal directly with regional ministries or with
universities; as a consequence, a project agreement is often made final within
three months. The danger that aid from stu-ii donors may not be in accordance
with recognized priorities has in general been avoided because private donors
have paid great attention to this problem and because they have taken care to
inform the federal or regional planning bodies of their intentions.

An important and perhaps extreme example which will illustrate in more detail
some of the practical problems involved in the preparation of external aid
operations is the large international Development Association (IDA) credit to
Nigerian education. This credit of $20 million (£7.1 million) provides for the
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expansion and improvement of secondary education, of teacher training. and of
technical and vocational education. One hundred and ninety-two projects all over
Nigeria of a'total value of $30 million ary to be implemented thereby. The first
step, involving the creation of ten new schools and the extension of 182 existing
institutions, towards the credit agreement was taken atAhe end of 1962 when the
Nigerian government asked Unesco to send an educational investment pro-
gramming mission which woul..' have, among others,, the following terms of
reference:

'The purpose of the mission will be to advise the government on the investment
requirements of its educational development programme and, more pal ticularly,
on projects within the .programme for which development capital might be
sought from external sources, both bilateral and multilateral.'

The report, prepared by the Unesco team in 1963,' although originally not intended
exclusively as the basis for ansIDA credit, became an important point of reference
for further negotiations. It contained an enumeration of projects for which external
aid should be sought and which subsequently have been considered by a World
Bank Economic MisSion to Nigeria. A provisional list of educational projects of
high priority likely to qualify for IDA assistance was drawn up and forwarded
to the federal and regional governments for their views,

A second World Bank mission helped with the formulation of the Nigerian
request based on the previous list. Finally, an 'educational appraisal mission' of
the World Bank visited the country at the end of 1963 to consider the integration
of the selected projects with the educational system as a whole and to prepare the
final negotiations of the contract which was iigned in early 1965. All during the
process the Nigerians have had a determining influence on the chlice of projects
to benefit from the credit. IDA has only indicated the broad fields for which
funds could be made available as well as educational sectors to be excluded,
namely primary education and universities. Nigerians then had to do a great
amount of preparatory planning and statistical work on each of the 192 selected
projects. Inspectors had to be assigned to All out a special form fur each school
and the ministries of work'had to participate fully in the preparation. Under these
conditions, it is not surprising that the whole procedure took almost two and a
half years.

The procedures naturally vary from one donor to the other and from project
to project. But usually the donors require a strict guarantee that the assistance
they provide will be used according to pre-established plans and with a minimum
of waste. However, the preparation of such plans is not an easy matter for a
country lacking qualified personnel for this type of work. The donor may thus
be tempted, either to wait until the Nigerian. authorities themselves present the

1. 'Report of the Unesco Educational Investment Programming Mission to Nigeria'.
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plans, or to draw them up himself. In the first case, he procedure may be an
extremely long one, with all its harmful consequences; in the second case, the
nuthorities may be faced with a fait accompli, and, even if the aid project does not
fulfil a priority requirement, they may be chary of using it lest the donor should
feel offend-d. There is certainly a third way: the nsibility for preparing the
plans rests with the recipiey,it, but the donor proVides him with the necessary
assistance in this work, withoui requiring in the preliminary stages of negotiations
too many details of tile project. This is probably the only practicable solution so
long as the recipient country has no properly qualified nationals to do the job.

Co-ordinating external aid

More than fifty foreign organizations provide educational assistance to Nigeria.'
There can be little doubt that the over-all effectiveness of this flow will depend
largely on how their activities can best be co-or /dilated and oriented.

On the whole, the programmes of the various donors have been comOementary
rather than competitive, mainly because Nigerian needs are so great that the danger
of overlapping could easily be avoided, but also because a certain 'division of
labour' came into being more or less spontaneouoly after independence, and has
prevailed ever since. Unesco and the United Nations Development Prograrkme
concentrate on advanced teacher training and on certain special or strategic
sectors, such at libraries and educaiional planning. United Kingdom aid, besides
the teacher schemes mentioned earlier and the teaching of English, takes essentially
the form of capital expenditure on technical and higher education. United States
aid started with a strong emphasis on universities, but is now increasingly directed
to secondary general and technical education as welf as to teacher training for
primary educaticgt, Most of the smallef donors'concentrateon scholarships, with
the important exceptions of Canada, with a relatively large contribution in teachers
for secondary schools, and of the Netherlands, which provides assistance to"the
engineering department of the University of Nsukka.

Although there is no institutional framework for consultation between the
donors, in fact a great deal of mutual information exists on the basis of personal
contacts among the representatives of the various agencies. This has often proved
sufficient to avoid overlapping or even to secure complethentarity. In some cases,
however, a more institutionalized form of co-ordination would have ensured a
better 'division of labour',^particularly in the case where several donors support
a single project. Experience has shown that, in such cases, there must be a very
clear and pfecise, definition of the responsibilities of each donor. The pioblem is

1. However, no more than ten account for at least 95 per cent of the amount of
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relatively simple when each of them provides a different form of assistance, e.g.
teachers, equipment, and capital for buildings, respectively, it is much more
delicate when the same form of assistance, in particular teachers and advisers, is
provided by two or several agencies.

Bureau for External Aid for Education

Clearly better co- ordination can be ensured only through a Nigerian institute
acting on the basis of educational needs as defined by the country's plan and
priorities. It is for this purpose that Nigeria established in 1961, with the help
of a grant of £80,000 from the Carnegie Corporation, the Co-ordinating Committee
for External Aid for Education with a secretarial and executive body called the
Bureau for External Aid for Education. Indirectly the creation of the committee
and of the bureau was in response to a general recommendation of the Addis
Ababa Conference, 1961:

`Emphasis was laid on the necessity for better co-ordination of offers of
assistance and of integration of this assistance into national development plans.
There was general agreement that major responsibility for this lay' with the
receiving African country, which implied the establishment of adequate
governmental machinery through which co-ordination and integration could be
effected. It would be of the greatest assistance to education ministries in all
African countries if some type of clearing-house could be set up by all the
various contributing bodies in order to sift and direct requests to the most
suitable points.'

The same: recommendation has also been formulated during the preparation of
the Ashby report.

The aims, of the new institution, as outlined by the co-ordinating committee at
its inaugural meeting, are:
1. To co-ordinate, through consultation and through the services of its bureau,

applications for external aid for education in Nigeria.
2. To Tormutate and prosecute applications for external aid for selected projects

in &tucational development plans.
3. To consult representatives of aid - giving countries, organizations or bodies for

advice in regard to external aid.
4. To review the progress of schemes of technical assistance for education in

Nigeria.
5. To explore possible sources of aid for educational development.
6. To serve the federation as a whole as a clearing-house in all schemes pertaining

to the acquisition of external assistance in regard to men, money and educational
materials from abroad, to cu-ordinate certain projects, training teachers
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abroad, recruiting of teachers A"rom broad, operation of vacation courses for
teachers with assistance from abroad, provided that, in the performance of
these duties, the committee does not prejudice any direct application by any
government in the federation bearing in mind the constitutional provisions.

The machinery set up to implement these very ambitious objectives is a relatively
simple one The co-ordinating committee is composed of the federal minister of
education as well as the ministers of education for all the regions with their
permanent secretaries, plus representatives of the federal ministries A finance,
foreign affairs and Commonwealth relations, and economic development, as well
as the secretary of the National Universities Commission. The senior staff of the
bureau consists of a secretary (who must be a Nigerian) and of three under-
secretaries. The first secretary was the chief federal adviser on education and the
first acting secretary an expatriate. Since the end of 1964, the three under-
secretaries alternate in the function of the acting secretary. The budget is relatively
modest, amounting to about £25,000 a year, of which about half is covered by the
Carnegie Corporation during the five years starting in 1961.

There is little doubt that the bureau has made considerable progress towards
attaining the objectives assigned to it. It is gathering regular yearly information
on the flow of external aid, a task fraught with many difficulties, as pointed out
at the beginning of this study. It has rendered great services as a distributing centre
of scholarships offered by foreign donors as well as of expatriate teachers supplied
through various aid schemes. It has also played an important role in the preparation
of some of the larger foreign aid projects, in particular, it has given considerable
help in supplying the information necessary for the IDA credit.

But neither the committee nor the bureau could fulfil all the aims originally
assigned to them; for instance they could only initiate foreign aid projects to a
limited extent, and they har e not yet become an instrument enabling the educational
planner to direct the flow of external aid. The main reason for these limitations
is to be found in the fact that the committee and the bureau have no constitutional
status; they were created by a government decree, not by an act of parliament.
The bureau is, administratively, part of the federal ministry of education, but is,
in fact, an inter regional, not a federal, body. As such, it can only assert its powers
to the extent that the various aid agencies and Nigerian recipients are prepared
to concede them.

Thus, the problems of the bureau reflect in many ways the intricate problem
of the relations between federal and regional authorities in educational matters.
It should also be said that almost all donors have fully co-operated with the
bureau, they have channelled their offers of aid through it, especially with regard
to scholarships and teachers, or at least have informed it of their projects. But as
long as questions pertaining to foreign aid to education are discussed in the first
place in the regions, the bureau can hardly do more than register decisions taken
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elsewhere and the donors will necessarily tend to concentrate their attention on
the real ccntres of action rather than on the bureau. This attitude, understandable
as it may be, does not of course strengthen the planning process nor the unity
of the country in general.

Despite these handicaps, the Bureau for External Aid represents an experience
which should be studied carefully. It constitutes one of the few attempts to co-
ordinate all external aid to education in a developing country.

Two other bodies concerned with foreign aid have already been mentionedthe
scholarship boards and the National Register of Students. Another important
organization is the National Universities Commission, whose creation was
recommended by the Ashby report with a view to plaSing 'a vital part in securing
funds for universities and in distributing them, in co-ordinating (without interfering
with) their activities, and in providing cohesion for the whole system of higher
education in the country'.

When established in 1962, the commission was asked explicitly to act as an
agency for channelling all external aid to the universities, and, As far as official
foreign aid is concerned, this is actually the case. Private agencies usually deal
directly with the universities, but inform the commission.

The legal position of the commission is not much stronger than that of the
Bureau for External Aid. Although the Ashby report recommended that it be
created by an act of parliament, and subsequently the commission asked to be
converted into a statutory body, it remains an administrative organ within the
office of the federal prime minister. But its powers are clearly stronger than those
of the bureau, largely because both external grants and federal subventions are
in fact channelled through it and, partly at least, on its recommendations. The
commissivnii, therefore, is a real centre of power to which Nigerian universities,
despite their jealously guarded autonomy, will have to pay more and more
attention.
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7 External aid to educational
planning

TN,

The importance of effective educational planning for improved utilization of
external aid follows from all the previous discussion. External aid to educational
planning appears therefore, from almost every point of view, as a top priority
both for the donor and for the recipient. It can take the form of either indirect or
direct aid.

Major forms of indirect assistance have been described in the preceding chapters.
Essentially such assistance implies that the donor acts as far as possible through
and/or in co-operation with existing planning bodies. with the Bureau for External
Aid for Education, with the Scholarship Board, with the National Universities
Commission and others. More generally it implies acting in accordance with
targets and objectives which catqe di rerned from the available educational plans.
In this way, plans and planning bo es are strengthened by gaining the prestige
and recognition which they often Ile". more than anything else. In general Nigeria
has had this type of support.

Direct assistance to educational planning can be of many kinds. financial
support of educational planning bodies, training of their staff, supply of planning
experts, financial or expert aid in collecting the statistics indispensable for drawing
up a plan and so on. In all these respects, Nigeria has benefited from external aid.
The first major planning effort the Ashby reportwas financed by a private
United States foundation, and SJ Was the establishment of the Bureau for External
Aid and of the National Universities Commission. The educational statistics of
the Federal Government owe much of their precision to the help of the expert
supplied by Unesco. Unesco also sent a planning mission in 1963 which, among
other things, prepared the ground for the IDA credit, and, more recently, it
financed a long-term mission of three planners in the Eastern Region. The planning
of primary education in the Northern Region is being developed thanks to the
support of Unicef. The development of agricultural and rural education is being
helped by ILO and FAO experts within the planning units of the regional govern-
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ments. An important report on the expansion of technical education in the Eastern
Region has been prepared by an expert sent by Israel. The formulation of the
basic principles of development in specific sectors of education has been greatly
helped by conferences and seminars sponsored by the United States and United
Kingdom governments. The above list is far from being complete, but it should
give an idea of the extent and variety of direct aid to educational planning.

When one considers the number and variety of foreign experts helping
educational planning in one way or anotly.r, Nigerian experience confirms the
fact that preliminary training can only on rare occasions fully equip an expert
with the qualities needed to make a successful member of a mission. Knowledge
of the country, 9f its cultural and social milieu, of the approach. required in
personal as well as professional dealings can only be acquired after the expert has
spent a certain time in the field. This tends to diminish the effectiveness of short-
term advisory missions, lasting for just a few weNcs or months.

Another conclusion which can be drawn fromlihe Nigerian experience is tbat
only those foreign experts or missions which have been integrated within the
administrative machinery of the federal Jr regional authorities have h. d any
impact on the planning process. Planning units composed exclusively of for (pign
specialists working apparently on their own, even if well qualified, have had no
real impact on planning or the educational administration, however brilliant and
pertinent their recommendations. On the other hand, if the Ashb Commission
and other planning ventures undertaken With the help of externak aid agencies
have had a great influence, it was because foreign experts joined with Nigerians
in a common undertaking. Such a process may be time-consuming and bureau-
cratic, but it is the only one which leads to concrete results.

Lastly, it should be stressed that external aid in the preparation of an educational
plan and in the establishment of a planning machinery represents only the first
important step. What is much more difficult is the next stage, i.e., the translation
of Ole.-plan into a course of action. The problem can perhaps best be illustrated
by the case of the IDA credit. Whereas the preparation of the 192 projects required
only a few expatriate advisers, scores of experts will be needed to direct and
supervise the execution of these projects. to prepare the tenders, to ensure that
deadlines are respected, materials delivered according to the original terms,
building contracts fulfilled ur, if need be, promptly and adequately revised, etc.
This is a long-term task requiring large numbers of executives, and this necessarily
limits the direct role of the foreign aid expert. Therefore his indirect role, that of
training Nigerians for such operational tasks, will become correspondingly, more
important. The basic problems to consider in this conuexion are the number of
operators and administrators needed at each Ind, the form of training necessary,
aftrd how and where this training should be given. So far, very little has been done
to solve these very important problems.
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As the late Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, put it:
'We in the Planning Commission and others concerned have grown nore
experienced and more expert in planning. But the real question is not planning
but implementing the Plan... I fear we are not quite so expert at implementation'
as at planning.'

It may well be that in the near future, if not already at present, the availability
of qualified executhes of those in charge of the implementation of the plans
and projects will represent the most important prerequisite for effective foreign
assistance to Nigerian education.

So far -and this should be repeated in conclusion -- external aid to education in
general and to educational planning in particular has created many problems
both for the Nigerians and for the donors. But, in view of the novelty and
complexity of these problems, it is rather surprisingand gratifyingthat if,
should have achieved so much in so short a time.

A

1. A Waterston. 'What do we know about planning?'. International Development Review,
Wapington, D.C., December 1965, p. 2.
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IIEP book list

The following books, published by Unesco IIEP, are obtainable from the Institute or
from Unesco and its national distributors throughout the world:

Educational dei.elopmeni it, Africa (1969. Three volumes, containing eleven African re-
search monographs)

Educational planning: a bibliography (1964)

Educational planning. a directory of training and research institutions (1968)

Educational planning: an inventory of major research needs (1965)

Educational planning in the USSR (1968) .. .
Fundamentals of educational planning (series of booklets, full current list available on

request)

}Nan power aspects of educational planning (1968)

Methodologies ol educational planning fur dei,eloping countries by J. D. Chesswas (1969)
Monographzes africaincs (five titles, in French only, list available on request)
New educational media in action. case studies for planners (1967. Three volumes)
The new media. memo to educational planners by W. Schramm, P. H. Coombs, F. Kahnert,

J. Lyle (1967. A report including analytical conclusions based on the above three
volumes of case studies) ,

Problems and strategies of educational planning. lessons from Latin America (1965)

Qualitative aspects of educational planning (1969)

The following books, produced in but not published by the Institute, are obtainable
through normal bookselling channels:

Quantitatiie methodologies al educational planning by Hector Correa. Published by Inter-
national Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa., 1969

The world educational crisis. a systems analysis by Philip H. Coombs. Published by
Oxford University Press, New York, London and Toronto, 1968
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The International Institute
for Educational Planning

The International Institute for Eduk.ational Planning (IIEP) v.a,) established by Unesco to
serve as an international antre for advam.ed training and rescari.h in the field of educa-
tional planning. Its basic finankang is provided by Unesk.o and its physical facilities
by the Government of France. It also receives supplemental support from private and
govehmental sources.

The Institute's aim is to expand knowledge and the supply of competent experts in
educational plimning in order to assist all nations to accelerate their educational devel-
opment. In this endeavour the Institute .,o- operates with interested training and research
organizations throughout the world.

The governing board of the Institute is as follows:

Chairman Sir Sydney Caine (United Kingdom), former Director, London Sk.hool of
Economics and Political Science

Members Hel lmut Becker (Federal Republic. of Germany), President, German
Federation of Adult Education Centres

Alain Bienayme (France), Technical Adviser, Ministry of Education
Roberto Campos (Brazil), former Minister of Economic Planning and

Development

Richard H. Demuth (United States of America), Director, Development
Services Department, International Bank for Reconstructipn and Devel-
opment

Joseph Ki-Zerbo (Upper Volta), President, National Commission of the
Republic of Upper Volta for Unesco

D.S. Kothari (India), Chairman, University Grants Commission
David Owen (United Kingdom), Co-Admini3trator, United Nations

Development Programme
P.S. N. Prasad (India), Director, Asian Institute for Economic

Development and Planning
S.A. Shumovsky (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), Head, Methodological

Administration Department, Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary
Education (RsF,:g)

Fergus B. Wilson (United Kingdom), Chief, Agricultural Education Branch,
Rural Institutions and Services Division, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations

Inquiries about the Institute and requests for wpm of its l'iogri.3.% Report 1963-67 should
be addre`sed to
The Director, IIEP, 7, rue Eugene-Delacroix, 75 Paris-I6


